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PLACER-MINING METHODS AND COSTS IN ALASKA

By NOltl\L\N L. ",V1l\IMUm

INTRODUCTION

Active placer mining in Alaska began near Juneau in 1880, but
the first gold rush did not start until 1896; then the discovery of
the Klondike brought gold seekers from all parts of the world. A
few of the newcomers were experienced miners, but the majority
knew nothing whatever of placer mining. Even those who were
placer miners of much experience found entirely new conditions,
notably frozen ground, that presented many difficult problems. As
a result, numerous methods of mining and of thawing frozen ground
were tried. From these trials the practice described in this bulletin
has been developed. .

All known placer fields in Alaska have been mined to some extent,
and some have been virtually exhausted. In most districts, however,
there remain large quantities of low-grade gravel and also some small
isolated areas of comparatively rich gravels which could not be
suecessfully mined because of adverse physical conditions. These
district~ are now the scene of most placer mining, including dredg
ing, hydraulicking, drifting, mechanical methods of open-cut min
ing~ and ground sluicing (or booming) followed by " shoveling-in."

As the richer areas were exhausted, fewer mines were worked and
production declined. The increased cost of supplies incident to
the World War depressed mining further. Economic conditions
are now much better, the cost of equipment and supplies is lower
than for years, and transportation to the more important districts,
especially those reached by the Alaska Railroad and its river steam
ers, has improved. Methods of thawing frozen gravel with water
at natural temperature have been developed, and the efficiency of
mechanical equipment and power generation has been advanced.
:Mining costs have been reduced thereby and an impetus given to
placer mining.

REPORTS OF GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

The published reports of the United States Geological Survey,
which cover more than 30 years' work in Alaska and include geo
logical studies, water-supply papers, investigations of placer mining:

1



2 PLACER-MINING METHODS AND COSTS IN ALASKA

and the annual reports on the Alaska mining industry, haye been
invaluable. Most of this work was directed by the late Dr. AUred
H. Brooks, who, as chief geologist of the Alaska division for 25
years, probably did more than any other person to aid mining in
Alaska. In 1904, ,vhen Alaska placer mining was nearing its peak
of production, the late C. 'V. Purington investigated methods and
costs of gravel and placer mining; his excellent report thereon 1 has
been accepted as authoritative for Alaska practice. -Meanwhile,
many other placer districts have been discovered and actively mined,
mining practice has been modifietl and improved, and economic condi
tions have changed.

SCOPE OF BULLETIN

This bulletin gives the results of a study of present conditions
in Alaska placer mining, including the methods employed and the
costs, and will be helpful to placer miners, engineers, and all others
interested in the industry.

Gold placers are widespread in Alaska. There are more than 50
known mining centers, the relative locations of which are indi
cated on the map (fig. 1). The writer could examine only the typical
districts, beginning his field work at :Kome in June, 1922, and later
visiting the Solomon, Council, and Bluff districts on Seward Pen
insula, then the Ruby, Hot Springs, Rampart, and Fairbanks
districts. In 1923 he examined the Iditarod, Innoko, a part of the
Kuskokwim, the Fairbanks, Yentna, Nizina, and Girdwood dis
tricts. In August, 1924, he made an airplane flight of 220 miles
from Fairbanks to Eagle amI visited part of the Fortymile district,
the Eagle, Seventymile, and Circle districts, and later the Fair
banks and Girdwood districts. John A. Davis, of the Bureau of
~1:ines staff, visited the I(oyuk, Candle, Inmachuck, Nome, Solomon,
and Council districts on the Seward Peninsula during 1924 to
obtain further data for this bulletin. Although operators willingly
supplied available data on operating practice and costs, only in
formation that was deemed pertinent has been used. To check
figures as to the area or yardage mined, the average amount of
water used, and similar details has been practically impossible, but
the figures given are the best obtainable. The investigator did not
attempt to sample deposits, ascertain the extent of gold-placer re
serves, determine the water resources, or study similar features in
detail.

Valuable material on some districts which could not be visited
was obtained by conferences or correspondence with operators and
other responsible persons. Government publications and many

1 Purington. C. W" Methods and Co~t~ of Gmvt'l and PhH'pr Millill~ in .\la~ka: U. S.
Geol. Survey Rull. 26:{, 190;), 273 pp.
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articles on placer mInIng in Alaska that have appeared in the
tech.rical press have been liberally used.

T~le costs given are operating costs only, unless otherwise noted.
In general, they do not include royalty, taxes, and charges for
depreciation, interest, amortization, and depletion, which mayor
may not be considered by the operator. These are regarded as
capital charges and may be nominal in some instances but are
generally large and at some mines Diay exceed the operating cost.
It is impractical to figure average costs for the different types of
mining. Mining is conducted under too widely differing condi
tions, and an average cost based on costs of a number of mines
would be very misleading; therefore, the range of cost for different
kinds of placer mining, with some exceptions, is given lind specific
examples are more or less fully described.

As the work progressed, descriptions of placers, mining methods
employed, and conditions at representative camps were published
in the annual reports of the Territorial mine inspector for 1922,
1923, and 1924 to make the essential information available as
quickly as possible. Because many requests for lists of articles and
books on placer mining have been received, a selected bibliography
is printed at the end of this bulletin.
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HISTORY

DISCOVERY OF GOLD FIELDS

A Russian engineer in 18;')0 made the first reported discovery of
placer gold in Alaska. That discovery was in the Kenai River
Basin. A little mining was done there, but the placers were soon
abandoned. During the early seventies gold was found in the
Tanana Valley, but placer mining in Alaska did not really start
until the discovery of gold near ,Juneall in 1880; prospecting then
began in earnest. In 1KSG gold was found in the Fortymile district
(fig. 1,41), and in 18t);) and 1894 in the Hampart district (fig. 1,31)
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and the Birch Creek placers of the Circle district (fig. 1, 37).
Although these districts were actively mined, the annual prcduc
tion was not large enough to arouse unusual interest. With' the
discovery of the Klondike, in 1896, excitement ran high. A few
years later the rich deposits at Nome were discovered, followed by
discoveries at Koyukuk, Hot Springs, and Fairbanks (fig. 1, 13, 30,
and 33). The last important discovery was the Tolovana (fig. 1, 32)
in 1915. The map (fig. 1) shows the chief gold-placer districts and
mining- centers. The localities designated do not by any means cover
all known occurrences of placer gold, and in some of the districts
mentioned little if any placer mining is now being done.

PRODUCTION

The following table shows the year the principal districts made
the first prOtluction recorded, and the total value of the placer gold
and its alloyed silver produced to 1922, inclusive.

Value at tke placer gold a,nd .<Iilvcr produced by di.'$tricts tf' 1922, i,nclusive a

First V
year of alU:c of gold
produc- and ~Hlverpro-

tion duced to 1922
District

First :
year of Valu~ of gold i
produc- and SlIver pro- I

tion duced to 1922 [
i1----------I---~

District

Fortymile _
Circle _
Rampart- _
Seward Peninsula _
Koyukuk _
Hot Springs _

~~~~tfe~J~~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~~~~ ~~~~=I
Kantishna - - - - ----- ------iRichardson _
Chandalar _

1886
1894
1896
1897
1900
1902
1903
1903
1903
1905
1906

$6,506,000
6,775,000
1,610,000

~:~:~I6,300,000
72,340,000

286,500
512,000

1,738,000 I
255,000

Ruby_______________________ 1907
Innoko-Tolstoi_ __ _ 1907
Eagle and Seventymile_ ____ 1908
Iditarod_ __ __ ___ 1910
Chisana_ _ __ 1913
MarshaIL____________ _ 1914
'rolovana___________________ 1915
All others__________________ 1880

TotaL _

$5,450,000
3,023,000

349,000
19,108,000

648,000
1,136,000
4,055,000

12,955,000

231, 620, 500

o Compiled from statistic3 published by U. S. Geological Survey.

During 43 years ot mining (1880 to 1922) Alaska produced gold
valued at $335,526,460; of this amount $230,507,000 should be credited
to placer mines. In addition, $1,113,500 worth of silver was re
covered, most of which was alloyed with the gold.

Of this total more than $200.000,000 has been mined since 1900, when the
industry received its first great Rtimulus by the gold output of the Nome
district. Other bonanza deposits were 800n discovered. and by 1906 the value
of the anual output of placer gold had reached $18.600.000 and the industry
employed 8.000 men. From 1906 the annual output declined, and by 1913 its
value was reduced to $10,680,000 and the number of miners to 4,700. It should
be noted that this reduction (45 per cent) in the value of the placer output took
plaee before the war, and that it indicated the rapid exhaustion of the bonanza
deposits. * * *

The output of gold dredging increased in value from $20.000 in 1903 to
$2,200,000 in 1913. Dredge:-; had heen built :-;0 actively before the war that in
spite of adverse conditions they continued to increase their output, which did
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not readl it::; maximum until 1916, when its value was $2.679.000. The hard
times that followed led not only to the shutting down of the dredge::; already
built but to the abandonment of some new projects. The dredges reached their
minimum output of gold in 1920. '''hen its value was $1.130.000. 'l'his rise
and decline before 1920 was paralleled by similar though smaller fluctuation in
hydraulic and other mechanical mining.2

The following tables, published by the United States Geological
Survey,3 show the recovery per cubic yard, the yardage of gravel
mined, and the value of gold recovered annually. The increased
yardage mined and the decrease in the average value of gold recov
ered per C'ubic yard during 192a are noteworthy; they are due mainly
to two large dredges at Nome which began work that year.

Gra1)el sluiced in Alaska placer -minC8 and value of gold recovered, 1908 to 1923

Valllc of
Total quan- golo re
tity of gravel, coverrd
cubic yards per cubic

yard

Year

4, Z75, 000
4,418,000
4,036,000
5,790,000
7,050,000
6,800,000
8,500,000
8,100,000

Year

Value of I
Total Quan- gold re

tit:; of gravel, coverco I
cubic yards per cubic 1

yard I

---------1----- ----1-----------1------
$3.74 ' 19Hi________________ 7,100,000 $1.57

~:,~ ! m~~~~~_~~~:~~~:~~~~~~~~~: i~:e l:}g
1. 70 .1 192(L ________ ___ _ __ 3,439,900 1. 13

t~ l~~~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~~= ~ I ~J}~: ~ J~

1908 _
1909 _
1910 _
1911 _
1912 _
1913 _
1914 _
1915 1

Relation of recovery of placer gold per cubic yard to proportion produced by
dredge.'?

1911 ___ _ . _
1912___ __ _ • _
1913 _
1914 _
1915 _
1916 _
1917 _
1918 _
1919 _
1920 _
1921 _

~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1

Year

Percent- Recovery per cubic yard
age of
placer

gold pro- Alloueeo by Drcdges Mines placersdredges
-----

12 $0.60 $3.36 $2.17
18 .6.5 2.68 1. 70
21 .54 3.11 1. .17
22 ..13 2.07 1. 26
22 .51 2.33 1.29
24 .69 2.64 1. 57
2(; .68 2.21 1.40
24 .57 1. 84 1.20
27 .71 1. 31 1.10
29 .69 1.53 1.13
37 .57 1. 31 .88
40 ..55 1.29 .84
51 .40 1.28 .60

2 Brooks, A. R., and Capps, S. R., "Alaskan millillg industry in 1922"; Mineral Re
sources of Alaska, 1922: U. S. Geo1. Survey Bull. 755, 1924, p. 10.

3 Brooks, A. II., "Alaska's mineral rl'sources and production, 1923" i Mineral Resourcef:l
of Alaska, 1923: U. S. Gwl. Survey Bull. 773, PP. I-52,
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Gold produced by dredge mining in Ala8ka, 1903 to 1923

_ • __ • 1

I

.-----------------------
I

Year

1903 ---- ---
]904-. _
1905 _
1906 --- -- __
HlO7 _
190R____ ___ _ _
1909_ _ _ _
1910 _
191L _
1912 -
1913 _
19l4. _
1915 _
1916 _
1917 _
1918 _
11ll!L. _
1920__________________ _ _
1921. -- -- _
1922__ . _
1923 _

Value of
~umber V 1 f ld Gravel gold re-

of dredges <\ ue 0 go handled, covered
operated lJutput cubic yards per cubic

yard

26,723,801

Gold and silver produced from placer mines in Alaska in 1922, by regions

Gold Silver Gravel mined

Region

S,outheast~rn Ala~ka----------------( opper River reglOn _
Cook Inlet and Susitna region _
Yukon Basin _
Kuskokwim region _
Seward Peninsula _
Kobuk region. _ . . . __ .. _

Fine
ounces

145.13
7. 9'H. 88

14,173. &l
102, fi06. 61
21\,219.25
61, 1!}.-1. 37

387.00

Value

$3,000
165,000
293,000

2,119,000
542,000

1,265. ooe
S,()(l()

Fine
ounces

23
851

2,095
13,751
2,815
6,790

44

YaIUl~

$23
851

2,095
13,751
2,815
6,790

44

Cuhic
yards

1,800
30li, i47
593,788

1,999, Hi7
21fl.950

2.103.691
5.8fl7

Recovery
per cuhi~

yard

$1. 67
.54
.49

1.01
2.50
.60

1.37

212, 608. 12 4, 395, 000 26,369 26, 359 5, 226, OCO .84

Statistics of placer mining in Alaska, 1922 and 1923

Number of mines Number of miners Value of gold produced

Summer l_w_i..,..n_te_r_l_s_u_m..,....,..m_e_,r_I._w_in..,..t_e_r_
1

Region

1922 1923 1\)22 1\l?..3 1922 1923 11122 1923

1922 1923

Decrease
or in

crease,
1923

--------I--~ -------------------------

Southeastern Alaska__ 2 5 3 12 2 $3,000 $:3,500 +$500
Clipper River region._ 8 9 91 86 18 11 165,000 144.000 -21,000
Cook Inlet and Su-

sitna re~ion"________ 36 35 1 171 1,,0 2 293,000 217, ()I)() -46,000
Yukon Basin _________ ;~21 301 99 64 1,254 1,078 :m 243 2,119,000 1. 644, 000 -475,000
Kuskokwim regioll ___ 30 28 :.! n7 10Ii 4 .'">42,000 292,000 -250,000
Sewarti Peninsula ____ 104 60 11 6 ri2S (;ol; M 29 1,265, OOU 1. 270. 1lO'J +.'),000
Kobuk region ________ <i 8 3 11 r-: 1\ 8, noo 8.000

----------~-~-------'---. ------ -----
507 44fi 120

I

7,; 2.198 2,081 402 287 4, 39ii, ()()() a. 008• .'")()() -786,500

~-- -~-'._--, .---~'-_.,--------
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FUTURE OF ALASKA PLACER MINING

VALUE OF RESERVES

7

The volume and gold content of gravel reserves in the known
fields may be roughly estimated, although so many different condi
tions affect the cost of mining that it is almost impossible to gauge
even approximat€ly how much of this gold can be recovered with
profit. Grave~ of tenor workable in one locality may be worthless in
another where conditions are less favorable, and gravels now consid
ered valueless may in future be considered ore through improve
ments in mining practice. Brooks 4 estimates the value of the avail
able placer-gold reserve in the developed districts of Alaska at $360,
000,000 and perhaps twice that amount; there is, moreover, the possi
bility of new discoveries.

Some years ago the value of the gold reserves in the gravel-plain,
ancient beach, and high-bench placers of Seward Peninsula was esti
mated at about $215,000,000 and that of the creek deposits at about
$50,000,000.5

Prindle 6 valued the gold-placer reserves of the Fairbanks district,
excluding some possible dredging areas, at about $50,000,000.

In 1919 a committee (Alaska chapter of the American Mining
Congress) of experienced operators of mines at Fairbanks, under
the direction of John A. Davis, of the Bureau of ~Iines, estimated
that the creeks tributary to Fairbanks contained 219,200,000 cubic
yards of dredging ground having an average gold content of about
45 cents per cubic yard, totaling $100,200,000.

The Klondike district in the eight years ended about 1905 pro
duced $107,000,000 in gold; since then by hydraulic mining and
dredging it has produced gold worth more than $70,000,000. Com
pared with development in the Klondike, placer mining in some
Alaska districts is still in its infancy. Dredging recently started at
Nome and investigations near Fairbanks would indicate the be
ginning of a somewhat similar era in those districts.

These estimates all show that far more gold still remains in the
known placer fields than has been mined. Future production from
these known fields probably will never reach these estimates, how
ever, although results indicat€ that the Nome and Fairbanks dis
tricts may equal if not exceed their past yield.

4 Brooks, A. II., "The future of Alaska minin~"; Mineral Rf'sources of Alaska, 1919:
U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 714, 1921, pp. 9-11.

5 Collier, A. J., and othprs, 1'he Gold Placers of Parts of Seward Peninsula, Alaska:
U. S. Gf'ol. Survey, Bull. 328, 1908, p. 138.

6 Prindle, L. M., A Geologic Reconnaissance of the Fairbanks Quadrangle, Alas'ka:
U. S. Geo1. Survey Bull. 525, 1913, p. 115.
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MINING METHODS

In the early days of placer mining in Alaska selective mining of
the richer ground occasioned much waste. :Many deposits were so
gouged that reworking would be impracticable. Much of the min
ing was neither efficient nor thorough, the lower-grade graveL or
that which could not be mined profitably by the methods employed,
was left behind, gold was lost in the tailing, or the bedrock was not
properly cleaned. These placers are now the scene of most of the
present activity, and many more still await investigation. Bench de
posits occur in most of the districts, and although many have been
mined to some extent the possibilities of most of them are still to be
determined.

.A large amount of prosp~cting and drillinp: was done during the
earlier days, and it is thought that many placer deposits which were
not considered worth mining then would be deemed satisfactory
now. Records of former work have unfortunately been either lost
or forgotten, and such areas must be reprospected. ~1:oreover, al
though many creek beds are known to be gold bearing, they have
never been prospected thoroughly enough to determine their pos
sibilities. Deyelopment in certain districts has also been retarded
by the excessive prices or royalties asked by some owners of pros
pects.

Prospecting in new fields is increasing, and although some new
gold discoveries have been recently made, they have been unim
portant. However, as a great area is still to be prospected, new
discoveries of importance can be confidently anticipated, although
it is possible that no discoveries as extensive and rich as some of
those in the past will be made.

MINING BY HAND

~Ianual mmmg methods, such as ground sluicing and booming,
followed by shoveling in, are suitable where small isolated areas are
to be mined with a minimum outlay of capital. Such methods,
rapidly passing in most of the districts, will always be popular with
many miners who are content with small returns, or a bare live
lihood. Drift mining is rapidly declining but is generally the
only method practicable for mining deep channel deposits where
the gravel is frozen and the main gold content is concentrated in a
comparatively thin stratum. usually at bedrock.

MECHANICAL MINING

Shallow placers. otherwise suitable for dredging but too small to
justify the installation of a dredge, afford opportunity for open-cut
mining by other mechanical means. I-Iowever, digging conditions
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must be favorable for the type of machine l'mployetl. The gravels
must be shallow, 01' barren overburden, if there is any, must be
cheaply removed, otherwise mining may be unprofitable. .Most of
the mechanical devices formerly used were too costly to operate and
were not mobile enough. The steam scrapers, especially the bottom
less type, have done satisfactory work, but their period of useful
ness is passing; in many instances they have been succeeded by
dredges. The drag-line excavator and the cableway excavator an
swer many of the requirements for economical and efficient oper
ation, as they afford mobility and can deliver the gravel directly
to the sluices, without intermediate ha~dling.

HYDRAULIC MINING

Hydraulic mining will always be favored where conditions per
mit. There is an extensive field for it in Alaska, although in most
districts it will be restricted to working comparatively small areas
because deep, extensive deposits with the stream gradient and water
supply necessary for large-scale, low-cost mining are rare. In
Alaska the small inexpensively equipped mine that requires only a
small crew is generally best suited for hydraulic mining.

DREDGING

The increasing search for dt"edging ground and the growing num
ber of dredges, especially recent large-scale developments, reflect
conditions in the Alaska placer-mining industry. Dredging now
produces more than half of the Alaska placer gold. This propor
tion may be expected soon to increase as other met-hods of mining
give way to the more efficient and less costly mining by dredges.

CONDITIONS AFFECTING PLAO'ER MINING

Short operating seasons, frozen ground, isolated districts with
difficult transportation conditions, high freight rates, and high
priced labor militate against low operating costs; nevertheless there
is still a vast field of opportunity for experienced and efficient oper
ators. Under certain favored conditions placer mining in Alaska
has been and can be conducted at operating costs which compare
favorably with those attained elsewhere. In general, Alaska placers
can never be worked as cheaply as those in other countries where con
ditions are more favorable, so it may be said that although much low
grade gravel remains a great deal of it will never be mined at a
profit.

The necessity for carefully pl'ospeeting the gronnd and thoroughly
inn'stigating all eonditions that atf'ed mining, in onler that the right

B2405 0 -27--2
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luethod of mining ean be selected, ('an not be emphasized too
strongly; unless care and judgment are exereised failure may be
expected. In the past not only have placer properties been taken
over after too meager investigation, but in disregard of ordinary
business principles an otherwise suitable property has been handi
capped 'with an astounding amount of overhead or capital invested
in equipment.

The conditions that affect placer mining, the methods of mining
that have been developed through experience to meet Alaska con
ditions, and the cost of conducting such operations under widely
different conditions are discussed in the following pages.

NATURAL CONDITIONS

GEOGRAPHY 7

Alaska and the Aleutian Islands lie between the merid,ians of 1300

west longitude and 173 0 east longitude and between the parallels of
51 and 72 0 north latitude, or in approximately the same latitude as
the Scandinavian Peninsula. The western end of the Aleutian
Islands has almost the same longitude as the New Hebrides Islands
find New Zealand; and Cape Prince of 'Vales, the most westerly
point of the mainland, is nearly as far west as the Samoan Islands.

The Territory has an area of 590,880 square miles, more than twelve
times that of New York State, or practically one-fifth that of the
United States proper. Its southern point is 700 miles from the
State of 'Vashington by the route usually traveled. The south
eastern archipelago and strip of mainland extend northwest about
520 miles to the major part of the Territory, which measures ap
proximately 900 miles from north to south and 700 miles from east
to west; from the southwestern part the Alaska Peninsula and
Aleutian Islands reach out nearly 2.500 miles toward Siberia.

A map of Alaska superimposed on a map of the United States of
the same scale reaches from the Atlantic to the Pacific in the latitude
of Los Angeles, and its most northern and most southern pO,ints are
nearly as far apart as J\Iexico and Canada.

TOPOGRAPHY

The topography of Alaska is so complex that to present briefly
even the salient features is not easy. Because of the importance of
topography as a factor in placer mining, the reader is referred to the
many topographic maps published by the United States Geological
Survey.

7 Compilf>d mainly from data by Brooks, A. II., The Gf>o~rapby and Gf>olo.l!:y of Alask:-!.
a summary of existing knowledge: U. H. Gpo1. Hllrvey Prof. Pappl' 4(';, 1flOIl, pp. 14-17.
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GEOLOGICAL FEATURES
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The formation of gold placers is determined by (1) the occurrence
of gold in bedrock to which erosion has access, (2) the separation of
the gold from the bedrock by weathering or erosion, and (3) the
transportation, sorting, and deposition of the auriferous material
derived from erosion.

CLASSIFICATION OF PLACERS

Alaska placers may be classified according to origin as residual,
sorted. and re-sorted." Residual placers are formed practically in
place with little or no transportation of the gold by water. Sorted
deposits are the result of transportation, sorting, and deposition by
water. Re-sorted placers are those in which the auriferous material
has passed through two or more periods of erosion before its final
deposition.

Brooks gives a classification,!) based on form, as follows:

Creek placers.-Gravel deposits in the bed:,; and intermediate flood plains
of small stream:,;.

Bench placers.-Gravel deposits in ancient stream channels and flood plains
which stand from 50 to several hundred feet above the present streams.

Hillside placers.-A group of gravel deposits intermediate between the creek
and bench placers. Their bedrock is slightly above the creek bed, and the
surface topography shows no indication of benching.

River-bar placcrs.-Placers on gravel flats in or adjacent to the beds of
large streams.

Gravel-plain placers.-Placers found in the gravels of the coastal or other
lowland plains.

Sea-beach placers.-Placers reconcentrated from the coastal-plain gravels by
the waves along the seashore.

Ancient beach placers.-Deposits found on the coastal plain along a liue of
eleyated beaches.

La,ke-bed placers.-Placers accumulated in the beds of present or aucieut
lakes that were generally formed by landslides or glacial damming.

It is evident that these classifications contain intermediate types
which may belong to either of the two groups. Most of the placer
gold that has been mined in Alaska comes from ereek, bench, and
beach depos,its.

CREEK PLACERS

Residual placers have been found at a number of localities, no
tably at the head of Flat, Happy, and Chicken Creeks in the Iditarod
district (fig. 1, 121), but have not been an important source of gold.
Creek and bench deposits are found in virtually all the districts.

~ Brook", .\. IT., .. Thl' mineral dl'posit" of Ala"ka "; )finpral Resources of Alaska, 191:1:
n. S. Geol. Survey Bull. ti92, 1914, pp. 25-32.

9 Brooks, A. II., Outline of economic geology: 'l'he Gold Placers of Parts of Seward
Peninsnla, Alaska: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull, 328, 1908, pp. 114-145. Lake-bed placers
not included.
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They may be of either ancient or modern origin, or of the sorted or
re-sorted types. Modm'n creek placers occupy the present creek
channels and usually contain gravels from a few feet to 10 reet or
more deep. The sorted ancient placers are those in the benches or
terraces along present streams and have all the characteristics of
the modern creek placers except that they have been dissected. Such
bench placers are quite common in many districts. The deeply
buried channels or "deep gravels" are deposits of ancient water
courses which occupied the present valleys, but are now buried under
a thick covering of alluvium. These deep channels usually have a
rather straight course with only a few large bends, lie on a bedrock
floor whose downstream slope is generally a little steeper than that
of the present valley bottoms, and ordinarily are centrally situated
with reference to the bedrock slope of the valley. In the headwater
regions of the creeks the deep gravels may merge with those of the
present streams, and here the entire section may consist of gravels.
The best examples of these deposits are in the interior of Alaska,
particularly in the Fairbanks, Hot Springs, Tolovana, and other
districts in the Yukon-Tanana region (fig. 1, SO, 32, and 33). Here
the gravels, which ordinarily are 10 to 40 feet thick, are buried un
der an accumulation of mnck or black humus, fine gray sand, silt,
and clay, 10 to 300 feet and more thick.

BENCH PLACERS

Bench placers have all the characteristics of modern stream
placers, but their bedrock floor is higher than the present bed of the
stream. Gravel terraces are wide flat gravel deposits, whose surfaces
are considerably above the high-water level of the stream and whose
bedrock floors are only slightly, if at all, higher than the stream
bed. The present streams have cut into the thick covering of the
deep channel deposits, forming surface terraces that resemble
benches, although the bedrock floor generally has the same elevation
as that of the present stream bed; such deposits are often wrongly
classed by many miners as bench deposits. High-bench deposits
have resulted from the action of streams of a former drainage sys
tem, now preserved only in fragmentary form. UnEke the bench
deposits of the present valleys, they have no direct relation to exist
ing drainage channels. These high gravels are sometimes called
"bar" deposits. The best examples are in the Rampart, Hot
Springs. and Ruby distrids (fig. 1.28,30, and /11), where they are
low grade and have not been workable to any extent. Some of the
high-bench placers near Nome, which form the divide between Dex
ter and Anvil Creeks, have, however? been quite productive.
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Sea-beach deposits of the modern type are virtually all re-sorted;
they have been formed by wave action which erodes adjacent
alluvial deposits and concentrates their gold contents in places along
the beach. Such deposits occur along the Pacific seaboard at Litnya
Bay, at Yakataga, Kodiak Island, and elsewhere. The most im
portant beach placers are at and near Nome; large amounts of gold
have been won from them. Sea-beach placers are usually of small
extent, but each high surf causes new enrichments.

The ancient re-sorted sea-beach placers probably include the same
types as the modern ones. At Nome there are both submerged
and elevated beach placers, formed at times when the land stood at
different altitudes with respect to the sea. These beach lines have
been very productive. The gravels are covered with muck and
overburden, and, in general, their total depth ranges from 30 to
100 feet.

RIVER-BAR, ORAVEL-PLAIN, AND OTHER PLACERS

River-bar placers contain mostly fine gold, deposited at certain
places of minimum water movement. Some of these placers have
been profitably mined by hand labor; most of them are not exten
sive enough to repay work on a larger scale, as by dredging. Hill
side placers do not occupy well-defined channels but are a transi
tional type between residual and gulch placers. River-bar and
hillside placers are unimportant commercially.

Gravel-plain placers are in part modern but are chiefly ancient;
they are somewhat intermediate between creek and river placers.
Of this type are the so-called "tundra" placers of Nome, whose
present importance has been due chiefly to their having supplied
gold to some of the re-sorted beach and stream placers. Glacial
deposits may contain gold but have little economic value unless they
have been re-sorted by post-glacial streams or have derived their
gold from an unusually rich primary source.

In most Alaska placers the gold is found chiefly on or near bed
rock but may be present in economic quantities 10 to 20 feet and
even more above, although the upper gravel is rarely rich enough
to be mined alone. Some placers have two or more pay strata
separated by beds of muck, sand, clay, or low-grade or barren
gravel. Gold is also found in the bedding planes and crevices of
bedrock, generally not more than a foot or two below its top,
although in seamy ground, particularly limestone and schist, it may
continne 10 feet or more in the bedrock. In many placers the bed
rock has formed a sticky clay or "gumbo," and the gold may lie
on or be distributed through this clay. The coarsest gold is gen-
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erally found in the lmver gravel or on bedrock, and at the creek
and bench deposits, especially the rich channel placers, it lies in well
defined pay streaks. As the outer limits of a deposit are reached
and the tenor of the gravels diminishes, the gold becomes finer.
Gold in the marginal gravels is knmvn as "side pay." However,
there are numerous re-sorted placers, especially in the interior,
without definite pay streaks or channels; in these the gold is often
coarse and lies in irregular patches.

The placers in the narrower valleys often range from about 50 to
as much as 500 feet wide and usually are V-shaped. In the wider"
and flatter valleys dredging over maximum widths up to 1,000 feet
has often been practical; at several places the pay gravel has been
:found to be more than 2.000 feet wide. The general character and
the depths of the placers being mined are described in more detail
under" )lining methods."

MINERALS ASSOCIATED WITH PLACER GOLD

Accessory minerals associated with placer gold are magnetiie,
pyrite, garnet, ilmenite, tourmaline, ruby, and others of rarer occur
rence. In the Nizina district (fig. 1,47) much native cdpper and some
silver are reco\'ered in the sluices. Native silver has been found
in a number of other districts. Alluvial tin or cassiterite is found
with the gold in the Ruby (fig. 1, 28), Circle (fig. 1, 37), and other
districts and is a valuable by-product in the Hot Springs (fig. 1, 30)
district. Alluvial tin was at one time a by-product of placer min
ing for gold in the York region on the Seward Peninsula, and
some of those placers were later mined chiefly for their tin content.
Cinnabar, scheelite, wolframite, barite, and galena are frequently
found in the gold placers of many districts. Platinum has been
found along a number of creeks in the Yukon Basin and south
western Alaska and is recovered in commercial quantities with the
gold at Dime Creek (fig. 1, 5) on the Seward Peninsula.

CLIMATE

Alaska's geographic position, extent, and varied topographic fea
tures have produced physical conditions that make strong contrasts
between the different districts. Nearly three.-quarters of Alaska
lies within the North Temperate Zone, and the climate is by no
means as uniformly arctic as people unfamiliar with conditions
belie\'e it to be.

Altho\lg:h ~omp of the distrid~ farther north have very cold,
rigorous wintt'rs. ill general tlw climate is healthful and invigorat
ing. The open season, although somewhat variable, averages from
l\lay to October. The length of the season for placer mining is
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three to six months, varying with the loenlity and the method or
mining employed. One noteworthy effect of Alaska climate is the
frozen condition of the ground, which prevails in most of the
districts.

There are three general climatic regions in Alaska, and each in
turn includes a number of subordinate provinces.1o

The maritime region adjacent to the Pacific Ocean has a heavy
annual precipitation (50 to 190 inches), a comparatively high mean
annual temperature (35 to 48° F.), cool summers (mean tempera
tures 50 to 55° F.), and mild winters (mean temperatures 20 to 35°
F.). Maximum annual variations are comparatively small com
pared with those of the western provinces, the records showing from
-27 to 94°. The inland region beyond the coastal mountains has a
continental semiarid climate (precipitation 9 to 15 inches), com
paratively warm summers (mean temperatures 50 to 58° F.), and
cold winters (mean temperatures 0 to -L,)O F.). The range of
extreme temperature is striking, from -76 to 100° F., but the range
of mean annual temperature is 15 to 27° F. The region tributary to
the Arctic Ocean has a precipitation of only about 6 to 8 inches, an
average summer temperature of 40 to 45° F., a winter temperature of
about -10 to 16° F., and an extreme variation of -54 to 66° F.

The climate of the coastal region is comparable with that of Scot
land and the Scandinavian Peninsula in Europe, but is somewhat
warmer; the climate of the inland region is not unlike that of
Alberta, Saskatchewan, and ~lanitoba in Canada. The northerly
region bordering the Polar Sea is the only one in which arctic con
ditions prevail. The season of 1922 in most of the placer districts
was cold and rainy, thawing ·was slow, but there ,vas an unusually
large supply of water, whereas the season of 1923 was dry and hot,
with a drought that lasted several months. These years showed. such
decided changes from the normal that they can be taken as examples
of maximum and minimum conditions. The accompanying climato
logical tables for these two years were compiled from annual reports
of the United States 1Veather Bureau at .J uneau. ll

10 Report of the Alaska Railroad Commission: House Doc. 1346, 62d Cong., 3d sess.•
pp. 28-32. The figures have bf'en revised by the U. S. Weather Bureau, Department of
Agriculture.

11 Summers, M. B., Climatological Data, Alaska section, 1922: Department of Agricul
ture, r. S. Weather Bureau, Juneau office. Mize, R. C., Climatological Data, Alaska sec
tion, 1923: Department of Agriculture, U. S. Weather Bureau, Juneau office.
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Seward _______ 640.9 +2.2 78 July 17 b 4 Dec. 8 85.56 133 33.17 October___ .98 __do _______ 134.6 148 119 15 231 May 5 Sept. Zl 145 <a) ( a)

Anchorage ____ { ~ 33.4 +.9 80 July 26 -22 Jan. 28
-i5~i7

3.60 July_______

-May======
60.3 el03 el00 el54 May 25 Sept. 1 99 Apr. 1

36.3 +3.2 82 Aug. 22 -17 Jan. 21 99 5.09 September .08 62.5 108 88 65 212 May 18 Sept. 18 123 ----------

T.,keetna____ !{ : 32.9 +.3 87 July 25 -31 Dec. 30 11. 68 July_______ .22 __.do _______ 104.6 107 77 181 <,> (I) <I)
34.7 +1.9 90 July 24 -32 Jan. Zl 25.16 8.62 September .13 ApriL ____ 136.0 92 103 54 208 June 26 Aug. 14 49 __________

Nenana _______ { ~ 26.8 +.7 81 May 29 -41 Feb. 7 b 13.52 7.10 July_______ .17 March ____ 28.6 93 100 82 183 May 23 Aug. 29 8l:' ________
29.0 +2.5 90 July Zl -45 Jan. 26 b 6.64 56 1. 76 June ______ 0 July _______ 43.0 52 179 79 107 June 1 Aug. 30 90 __________

Fairbanks ____ :{ ~~ 26.0 +.4 86 May 29 -39 Dec. Zl 11. 82 101 5.39 July_______ .10 ApriL ____ 34.5 82 93 92 180 (I) (I) <I) ----------
28.9 +3.4 91 July 7 -47 Jan. 26 9.37 79 1. 57 June. _____ .02 ___do _______ 53.6 89 154 58 153 June 1 Sept. 9 100

Eagle. ______ --'{ ~~ 24.5 +.8 8.5 May 29 -54 Feb. 7 8.07 74 2.12 ___do. _____ . .07 February _ 45.5 104 107 55 203 (I) (I) <I} May 15 No\". Hi
26.5 +2.7 91 June 7 -56 Dec. 29 8.79 83 2.67 ___ do_______ .10 October. __ 56.0 99 126 64 175 May 27 Aug. 30 95 May 10 No\". 30

Rampart {1621.1-1.6 78 Aug. 7 -49 Dec. 31 10.65 107 3.64 July _______ .09 ApriL ___ . 52.2 107 98 89 178 May 23 Aug. 29 98 __________ Nov. 11
----- 1724.0+1.4 91 July ZlI-65 Jan. 27 9.33 94 1.79 September .070ctober. __ 79.4 105 111 100 154 June 26 Sept. 23 89 May 17 Nov. 20

T' {2223.8+1.6 77 May 29 -45 Feb. 6 14.62 117 5.80 July _______ .11 March___ 27.1. 135 93 127 145 (I) <I} (') May 18 Nov. 3

R:~~~~-____ ~~~~ ~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~ i~~~ ~:i~~~I.:~~..--~~- _~~._~: __ ~~ ~::~ 1~~;~~~~~___ ._~ _~~~~~~~=== __~~~l~~: _~~~ _~~~I--=~ JU(~) 26
Sept. 2 68 May 14 Nov. 1,,)

(I> (I) May 19
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25 114 90i 1611 (I) (f) (I) r May 23 Nov. 8
28 120 '11451 May 29

Sept. 17 III May 17 Nov. 9
99 141 51 193 (I) (I) (I) May 21 Oct. 21
75 174 42 149 June I Aug. 28 88 May 18 Nov. 30
__ 104 106 155 June 26 Aug. 29 64 May 23
__ 111 101 153 May 27 Sept. 16 112 May 19___+___ June 3 -Sep't".-2ij- - ------- ---- -.----____ ____ June 1 117 __________
48 102 48 215 June 19 Aug. 4 46 June 18h Oct. 241 ,
11 144 54 167 July 12 Sept. 8 58 May 31 Dec. 4

-iiii;-july--i2- Aug. 27 ____________ ------ Oct. 20
__ 169 80 Aug. 31 50 May 16 Oct. 18

--85 ____IJune 11 Aug. 29 79 June 11 Oct. 25
90 149 131 June 10 Sept. 17 99 May 25h Oct. 18
87 68 132 165 (I) (I) (I) Aug. 21 h Sept. 21 h
__ 109 73 183 July 14 Aug. 31 481 July 28h Sept. IOh

• 44 days missing.
! Freezing temperature recorded each month of year.
, Two months missing.
• Arrival of first boat and departure of last boat.

a River or harbor open throughout year.
b Occurred also on other dates.
c Record incomplete.
d Less than 0.1 inch of rain or melted snow.

NOTE.-Upper line of figures for year 1922; lower line for 1923.

Nulato 'i 623.6:+1. 9 721 June 27 -49 Jan. 6 17.72110612.69 AugusL__ . 04 Ma~ - ----- 85.7
725.5,+3.0 84 Aug. 5 -50 Jan. 25 15.10 912.90 January .05 AprIL 95.3

Allakaket 1419.11+1.3 79 Aug. 7 -59 Mar. 4 14.67 122 4.34 July (d) March 47.5
... - 1520.91+2.8 90 July 29 -69 Jan. 26 14.13 114 3.03 September .05 November 97.9

Holy Cross } 2028.51+2. 2 76 July 24 -35 Dec. 30 ------ ---- ----- ------------ ----- -----c------ -----T-
St. MWhOO'::: ( i:3lI..: :':3~4 _841_~~!:__~~_ =i? ~~~'. 1~ ::::== ==== :~._~~ _~~~~~~~:~_ :_._~~ _~~~~1::==:= 152.0 __

::::~~~~~~~~{ t!~:_E~l Ji }~lt} ~~ ft:) _~:i~ :ir, :~:~ _~~r;~;,: :(~ _~~~'~::~l;nli
1223.0 +2. 4 78

1

Aug. 6 -47 Jan. 27 ,__
Noorvik {5 74 July 28 4.82 AugusL __ (d) March _

------ 624.3+3.4 82 July 30b -53 Jan. 25 13.05 83 3.62 September .23 November 85.4
Barrow { 10 8.6-1.5 61

1

Aug. 6 -45 Feb. 6 7.04 130 2.44 July .03 May 63.4
11 9.21-.7 73i Aug. 17 -52 Mar. 6 ------ ---- ----- ------------ .16 June -----T-

---'-----

""'"""-l



18 PLACER-MINING METHODS AND COSTS IN ALASKA

COSTS

TRANSPORTATION AND FREIGHT RATES

OCEAN, RAIL, ANJ) RIVER TRANSPORTATION

Ocean traffic between ports in the United States and the Pacific
Ocean ports in Alaska, except ports on Cook Inlet, is maintained
throughout the entire year, and the Bering Sea ports are open from
early June until late October.

The Government railroad, under the direction of the Alaska En
gineering Commission, maintains regular service throughout the
year between Seward and Fairbanks over a 470-mile standard-gauge
track; a 32-mile narrow-gauge branch connects Happy Station, near
Fairbanks, with Chatanika; and a 40-mile standard-gauge branch
connects ~fatanuska with the neighboring coal fields. In 1923 the
Alaska Engineering Commission put two river boats in weekly serv
ice, during the open season, between Nenana on the Tanana River
and Holy Cross on the Yukon River. Privately owned launches
ply on the lower Yukon River below Holy Cross and touch points
on the various navigable tributaries of the Yukon. The Copper
River & Northwestern Railroad operates between Cordova and points
along Copper River to Kennicott, a distance of 192 miles.

Before the Government railroad was completed, transportation to
the interior districts was via the Yukon River, up from St. Michael,
or down from Dawson via Skagway. The upper Yukon River
as far down as Rampart is now best served via Skagway, over the
'Vhite Pass & Yukon Railroad to White Horse, and thence via
this company's river boats to Dawson and points down river. These
boats go as far as Nenana on the Tanana River. These rivers are
open to navigation from the end of May to early October.

Ocean-freight and through water rates to most points on the
Yukon River are now higher than during the boom days because of
the great decrease in volume of freight handled, lack of competition,
and the increased cost of- operating the boats. Since completion
of the Government railroad, freight rates have been greatly reduced
to points along its line and to some of the interior points. Although
the rates to points on the Yukon River touched by the two Govern
ment steamers are still high, they are, in general, much lower than
they would have been had this service not been established. One
of the greatest benefits of the Government railroad has been to
make many interior districts" all-year" camps. Without this rail
road many mining operations in the interior could not continue nor
,Yould the large dredging projects under consideration in the Fair
banks district (fig, 1, 3d) be practical.



COSTS lY

The tables of ocean, rail, and Yukon River rates were compiled
from tariffs for 1923. No changes in the base rates were made in
1924, and no reduction in the near future was anticipated.

Alaska freight ratcs

I

II

York,
Cor- Gale- Deer-

Nome St. ing,Seattle or Tacoma, Ketchi- Juneau dova, ;\.n- Bethel Mc- (ship's Mi- Vln Kee-Wash., t<r- kan Valdez, chorage Grath sidc)a chael (ship's walik,Seward side) a Kotze-
bue a

------ -----~-----~------ ---

Miles from Seattle __ 754 1,032 1,603- 2,144 2,170 2,670 2,500 2,620 -------- --------

$4.001
1,866

Coal, sacked, per r:: $5.00 $6.00 ($13.65 $20.00 $14.00 $14.00
2,000 pounds. _____ -------- d 15. li5 23.00 17.00 17.00

Freight, n. o. S., or-
dinary ____________

{ <lfi. 00 23.50 17.00 21.00General merchan- 8.50 13.00 15.00 -------- d19.00 28.00 21.00 29.00dise _______________ g
General groceries____

~ 17.00 21. 00Grain, feed, per 2,000 b7.50 8.50 12.00 14.00 fh • { <15. 50 23.00
pounds____________ --------

.d~ d18. 00 27.00 21. 00 29.00
Hay, in bales, 22

}b11.00
d~ { cI6.00 24.00 20.00 24.00pounds or more to 12.00 14.50 16.50 --------
~8 d21. 00 31. 50 23.50 31. 501 cubic fooL ______

High explos i ves,
} b14. 00 14.00 21.50 24.00

..,. ... { <33.00 47.50 40.00 53.00
powdeL __________ -------- ,-';0 d35.50 52.00 44.50 60.00

0""'-Lumber, common,

} • 7 00

....,..c:l
not over 32 feet 8.00 15.00 16.50 Ci)"S!9 { <21. 00 28.50 22.50 25.50
long, per 1,000 feet -------- ..c:lQ) d23.00 30.50 24.00 27.50....,~b.m ______________

~ ~.
Mining machinery, } 0 { cI3.50 20.50 13.50 17.50no single piece b 7.50 8.50 13.00 15.00 -------- o~ d Hi. (Xl 24.50 17.00 27.00over 4,OOOpounds'_ .Q 0-

NO
Ou,. oxp!o,'v,. 110-1 NrJJ

{ <1fl. 00 25.50 18.00 21. 00
~~~?~f~:t~~.~~_~_

b 7. 50 7.50 12.50 14.50 -------- :~e- d20.00 31. 50 23.50 25.50:li..c:l
Oils, fuel, engine, ..c:l rJJ

{ cI5. 00 23.00 16.50 20.50b 7. 50 7.50 12.50 14.50 ~~coal _______________ ------ --
~~

d18. 00 29.50 22.50 25.50

.Return freight .<outh- 3.£
bound I r"j ~

.~ 0-

0""10,,,. ,mpty } ;e~
drums, UQ-gallon b3.5O 3.50 4.25 4.75 r~ { <3.50 7.00 4.50 4.50

1ee~_~t__~_~~~~~_
-------- S~ d3.50 7.00 4.50 4.50

0" and oon",n-} 8
trates, value not

b4.00 4.00 4.50 5.75 <l { <7.50 Ill. 00 7.50 --------exceeding $60 per -------- d7.ljO 113.50' 7.50 9.00
2,OOOpounds ______

25 per cent addi-
tional for each 100
per cent or frac-
tion over.

a Lighterage from ship's side to shore, $8 to $12 per ton additional.
b Commodity rate as specified.
<In carload lots.
d In less than carload lots.
• Additional charge for pieces over 4,000 pounds.
I Rate for valuation not exceeding $100 per 2,000 pounds.

NOTES.-All rates in dollars and unless otherwise specified are on basis of ship's option, per ton of 2,000
pounds by weight or 40 cubic feet per ton measurement. Rates do not include charges for handling,
wharfage, storage, transfer, lighterage, or other terminal charges, or marine insurance. Average handling
and wharfage charges at both ends are about $3 to $4 per ton.



Jointjreight tariffs via Anchorage and the Alaska Railroad, 1923, between Seattle or Tacoma and Alaska points

I Via A. Y. N. Co.

Alaska points- Tal· Nenana Fair- Chata- Holy Iditarod Marshall I St.
keetna banks nika G Cross b via Michael

Beaver I_ CircleN. C. Co. (launch) Rampart Eagle

---- ---------------- - ~----- ----

Miles from Seattle ___________________________________ 2,256 2,441 2,497 2,522 3,164 3,564 3,299 3,540 2,714 2,SS9 3,062 3,237

Article
Coal in sacks:

$lS.00 IC. L., minimum weight 20 tons, class D _________ $24.40 $25.20 $2S.60 $29.40 $68.40 $42. SO $49.40 $42.40 $51. 40 $57.30 $63.40
L. C. L., class 4__________________________________ 30. 40

1
45. SO 4S.20 51. SO 50. SO S9. SO 63. SO 70. SO 63. SO 72. SO 7S. SO 7S. SO

High explosives, caps, fuse, etc.:
C. L., minimum weight 10 tons, class L _________ 4S.20 72.60 76.40 SO. 40 7i.60 116.60 90.60 97.60 106.20 124.20 136.20 14S.20
L. C. L., less than 6 tons c _______________________ 72.40 109. 00 114.60 119.20 116.40 155.40 129.40 136.40 142.60 160.60 172.60 184.60

Groceries, mixed, carload lot: SO. ()(JMinimum weight 12 tons, class 5 c _______________ 27. SO 41. 00 41. 00 47.00 46.00 S5.00 59.00 66.00 59.00 68.00 74.00
L. C. L., class L _________________________________ 4S.20 72.60 76.40 SO. 40 77.60 116.60 90.60 97.60 90.60 99.60 105.60 111.60
L. C. L., class 4__________________________________ 30.40 45. SO 4S.20 51. SO 50. SO S9.S0 63. SO 70. SO 63. SO 72. SO 7S. SO 84.8(J

Grain, flour in sacks:
C. L., mixed or straight, minimum weight IStons c __________________________________________ 19.40 27.00 2S.20 35.00 32.00 71. 00 45.00 52.00 45.00 54.00 60.00 66. ()(J

L. C. L., class 4__________________________________ 30.40 45. SO 4S. SO 51. SO 50.80 S9.S0 63.80 70.80 63. SO 72.80 7S.80 84. SO
Hardware, iron or steel:

C. L., minimum weight 15 tons, class 3 __________ 34.60 52. SO 55.60 59.20 57.80 96. SO 70.80 77.80 70.80 79.80 S5.80 91. SO
L. C. L., class 2__________________________________ 40.00 60.80 64.00 67. SO 65. SO 104. SO 7S.80 S5. SO 7S. SO S7. SO 93. SO 99. SO

Hay in bales, 22 pounds per cubic foot:
C. L., minimum weight 12 tons c________________ 21. 40 26.20 27.00 30.20 31. 20 70.20 44.20 51. 20 44.20 53.20 59.20 65.20
L. C. L., class 3 __________________________________ 34.60 52.80 55.60 59.20 57. SO 96. SO 70. SO 77.80 70. SO 79.80 S5. SO 91. SO

Lumber, common:
C. L., minimum weight 20 tons c________________ 15. SO 20.60 21. 20 24.60 25.60 64.60 3S.60 45.60 3S.60 47.60 53.60 59.6C
L. C. L., class 4__________________________________ 30.40 45. SO 48. 20 51. SO 50. SO S9. SO 63. SO 70.80 63. SO 72.80 7S.80 S4. S(

Mining machinery, any quantity. c Single pieces not
over 4,000 pounds d ________________________________ 22.00 28.00 30.00 33.00 30.00 69.00 43.00 50.00 46.00 56.00 61. 00 67.0(

Oils, explosive, fuel, in drums: I
66.00 IC. L., minimum weight 13 tons, class 5__________ 27.80 41. 00 41.00 47.00 46. 00 I{ :.~ } 59.00 59.00 6S.00 74.00 80.0(

L. C. L., class 3_________________________________ • 34.60 52. SO 55.60 59.20 57. SO • 72: 00 70.80 77. SO I 70.80 79. SO 85.80 91. S(
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Return freight I
Used empty oil drums: L. C. L. to Anchorage only 1__ ,
Ore and concentrates in sacks, declared value not over

$50 per ton:.
C. L., m!n!mum we!ght 20 tons c 1

C. L., mllllmum weIght 10 tons c 1

L. C. L., under 10 tons C !

6.80

7.20
9.00

10.80

14.40

10.50
13.75
16.50

15.60

12.00
15.00
18.00

19.00

15.70
18.90
22.00

23.20 35.40

54.50
57.75
60.50

-1- ----- - --- -- ----- - - -,- - --------,----------
- - - - --- -- -1- -- .;_ ~ 1_ --- 1 _

a Includes $3 per ton transfer charge from standard to narrow-gauge track.
b All points on the Tanana and on the Yukon Rivers between Tanana and Holy Cross have same rate as lloly Cross
C Special commodity rate.
d Additional charge made for all heavy pieces weighing over 4,000 pounds.
c Special carload commodity rate, minimum weight 20 tons.
1 No through rate. Rate given is to Anchorage only, to which ocean rate must be added.
• Additional charge of 25 per cent for eaeh 100 per cent or fraction thereof of excess valuation deelarpd.

NOTE.-All rates in dollars and cents per ton of 2,000 pounds. Rates via Seward higher on classes 1 to 4. Rates on Tanana, Yukon, Innoko, and Iditarod Rivers effective only
during season of navigation until Sept. 1 of each year. All wharfage and handling charges at Seattle or Tacoma, Anchorage, Nenana, and at destination included in rates given.
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22 PLACER-MINING METHODS AND COSTS IN ALASKA

Juint freight tariffs via FJkagwa,y ana Yukon Territory, 1923, between FJeaUle
or Tacoma alld Alu8ka points on upper Yukon River

Alaska points -- -------- -------- ---- ------- --- _---- --- 1 Eagle Circle Beaver Rampart
~-~~ ---- ~----------- ----

Miles from Seattle ! 1,776 1,951 2,124 2,299

-- ----- -- - - .._-------------~~~--!-~-~ ------------

Article Classification

$51. 00 $56.00 $59.00 $60.00
74.00 74.00 74.00 74.00

1.57.50 1,57.50 157.50 157.50
74.00 74.00 74.00 74.00
\lO.OO 90.00 90.00 90.00
74.00 74.00 74.00 74.00
74.00 74.00 74.00 74.00
noo 74.00 74.00 74.00

56.00 56.00 58.00 58.00
74.00 74.00 74.00 74.00
90.00 90.00 90.00 90.00
74.00 74.00 74.00 74.00

Coal in sacks:
Carload Commodity _
Less than carload Class A _

High explosives, caps, etc____ __ _____ ______ 1Y2 class (' _
Groceries " Class A --I

Class B 1

General hardware, merchandise_ ___________ Class A --I
Lumber, common do _

~t~i~~dJ~~miie~y-,-s(nglc pieces-weig-h(ng------do --- -- - - - - - ---I
not over 4,000 pounds: b

Carload_ ___ _ __ _____ _____ __ ___ ________ Commodity _
Less than carload Class A _

Oils, explosive, engine, etc_____ __ _ Class B _
Oils, fuel, coal oil, etc Class A _

Return freight to Seattle or Tacoma

Empty oil drums, containers Y2 class A _
Ore and concentrates, value not over $100 do _

per ton.

37.00
37.00

37.00
37.00

37.00
37.00

37.00
37.00

" Also special commodity rates on certain groceries in mixed carload lots from $53 to $65 per ton to Eagle
and $62 to $65 per ton to Rampart.

b Additional charge made for all heavy pieces weighing over 4,000 pounds.
NOTE.-All rates are for less than carload lots in dollars per ton of 2,000 pounds unless otherwise noted.

Wharfage, storage, and handling charges are additional. Class rates apply only from opening of naviga
tion to Sept. 10, 1923; commodity rates until Aug. 5. Carload lots of minimum weight of 20,000 pounds.
Carload class rates are the same to all points given and are: For class A, $68 per ton of 2,000 pounds; class
B, $80; class C, $92.

Ooastwise and ri1;er freight rate8

From (district and
place)-

SEW ARD PENINSULA

To- Dis
tance

Rate in
dollars
per ton
of 2,000
pounds

Remarks

Miles
Nome St. MichaeL________ 120 I $20.00

Solomon____________ 10.00
Golovin_____________ 15.00
TelleL 15.00--19.50
Deering 27.50--33.00
Keewalik 30.00--37.50

Golovin (ship's side)"_ Dime Creek_________ 27.00
Council_____________ 35.00

Teller (ship's side)" Davidson _

INTERIOR

40 15.00

Gas boat via Norton Sound.
Do.
Do.

Gas boat via Bering Sea.
Do.
Do.

Gas boat via Koyuk River.
Gas boat, horse scows via Fish-Niuluk

River.
Gas boat.

Nenana______ ___ ___ Roosevelt __ 256
Lake Minchumina_ _ 360
Livengood _

Koyukuk Station Bettles______________ 49.5
Bettles__ _____ _____ _ Nolan__________ __ 75
Holy Cross Cripple _

Iditarod_____________ 400
Cripple OphiL______________ 70
BetheL Akiak _

McGrath___________ 500

~~~£~~_-_~~~~:~~~~~~:I ~~~t-~~::~~::::::::~ ~

" Rates include lighterage from ship's side.

40.00
80.00

180.00
50.00

160.00
40.00
39.00

100.00
ROO

25.00
25.00
6.00

Gas boat via Kantishna River.
Do.

Gas boat and team via Tolovana River.
Gas boat via Koyukuk River.
Horse scow via Koyukuk River.
Gas boat via Innoko River.
Steam and gas boat via Iditarod River.
Horse scow via Innoko River.
Steamer via Kuskokwim River.

Do.
Gas boat via Tacotna River.
Gas boat via Turnagin Arm.



COSTS 23

Ut'erWlld frciyhtiny rate." alld distanees

From (district and
place)- To- Dis

tance

Summer

Rate Means

Winter

Hate Means

Do.

Winter trail .

Wlntrr trail.

Winter trail.
Do.

Winter trail.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Dog team.

Dog team.

Winter trail.

Tractor sledS.

.02

.03

. 04

. 04

.05

Narrow-gaugerail- _~ _
road.

Tractor road _

Tractor road _
_ do _
Wagon road_______ .005
Wagon____________ .015
Wagon road_______ .01

_ do _
_ do _
_ do _

_____ do_ _ 50.00
Wagon-road traiL _ . 045
Auto road_. _

.10

.115

.01

.025

16.00
.01
.025
.015

5.00
.025
.03

.02

.10

.14

.16
.20-.25

.002-.05

__________ .05 and

.06______________________________ .05 and

.06
. O.~-. 06 Launch and sur- _

{ae!' tram.
Wagon road _
\Yagon '. _

_____ do _
_ do _
_____ do_ . _

----------

$0.025 I Wagon road ----------
.0125

1

Auto road _
4.00 Wagon road _

Hi.oo do _

1~: gg !====~~~~ =~~=======~ ===~=~====15.00 1 do _
. 10 [ do____________ $50.00

=~========\-Tractorroa-ci=====~ ==========20.00 Wagon road _
25.00 do _
80.00 do _
28.00 do . _
10.00 do _
10.00 Hailroad horse car _

20.00 ITram or auto_ _ 10.00
20.00 Wagon road_______ 20.00
40.00 Wagon --------- 1

20.00 'Wa~on road_______ 20.00
40.00 Wagon____________ 20.00
10.00 Wagon road_______ 5.00

.25 Pack horse________ .08

.04 do ._______ .0125

.08 do _
25.00 Gas boaL_ .. .02
10.00 Tractor road _
3.'i.OO Wagon road __ 28.00

.08 \\agon____________ .03

. 08 Wagon, pack horse . 02

.10 do .025

.0:3fi Hond____________ .01

.10 Packhorse________ .03

.14 do____________ .04

.19 do____________ .06

.25 do - .0625

.25 do____________ .06

.05 'vagonroad_______ .02

.OS do .03

29
31l
46
4f\
51l

90
14
5
7
8

1)1
12
17
22
22

M

21i3

Olnes do _

Nenana do _

Ruby: Ruby Long _
Ore!'n<;toll!' Cre!'k_
Melwtdmm Crepk
Spruce Cr!'!'k _
Flat and Solomon

Kantishna: Creeks.
Hoo<;evcIL Ellrekfl Crpl'k_____ ~.'i _05 \Vag-on road_______ .10
Koh!' do _

Bonnifipld: HosemL Platt!' Creek 2:3 Man, pack horse _
Vflldp7. Creek; Valdez CreeL____ 6.'i Pack horse________ .10

C:mtw!'ll.

Seward Peninsula: Miles
Nome Boulder Creek_ 14

____ _do _

Sub~arine Beach_ 3
Dexter Creek__ 8
Osborne Creek____ 11
Anvil Creek______ 4
Glacier Creek_____ 9

Davidson Taylor Creek_____ 40
Candle_________ Candle Creek_____ G
Solomon Eskimo dredge____ 5

ShoveICreek 10
Big Hurrah Creek_ 11
Canyon Creek_ 27

CounciL Wflrm Creek______ 10
Ophir Cl'eek,lower _ 4
Ophir Creek, W. 10

Iditarod: G. Co.
Iditarod FlaL_____________ 8
Flat Willow Creek_____ 7

Chicken Creek____ 7
Upgrade Assoc____ .'i
Granite Creek_ ___ 4
Dredges___________ 1

Innoko: Moore Creek______ 40
Ophir. Ophir Creek______ 4

Spruce Creek__ ___ 6
McGrath Tacotna___________ 18
Tacotna Yankee Creek_____ 14

_____ do __ 14
Ganes Creek______ 19
Little Creek _
Ophir.____________ 24

Eagle-Fortymile: a Gravel Gulch_____ 11,11
Eagle. Dome Creek . __ 38

Steel Creek__ !i2
Jack Wade Creek 67
Franklin Creek_ __ 80
Chicken Creek_ ___ 91

Circle: Circle Central Hom:e__ _ 34
DeadWOOd post 42

office.
Miller HOuf'c-____ 50

Fairbanks: Eagle Creek______ 59
Fairbanks E<;ter, Engineer,

Goldstream and
Pedro Creek.

Ester, Fox. Gil- 5-:32
more. Ridgetop,
Olnes, Elrlorado,
and Chatanika.

Gilmore Caribou Creek. _
Meehan _

Rampart: Rampart Hunter Creek _
______ do _

Hot Springs: Little Minook_ ---
Landing ITot Spring" _
Slough_ Tofty _

Woodchopper _
American Creek_

Hot Springs Eureka _
Tolovana:

Dunbar Livengood________ 65

.. Wintpr rate to Fm'tymlle camps via Fortymilp on Staples from 1 to 214 cents less than that glwn abovp,
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Urerland freighting rates and distances-Continueo

Dog team.

From (district and
place)-

Yentna: Talkeetna_

Shushana: Mc
Carthy.

Nizim: McCarthy_

, Dis- I Summer I Winterro----------·- ---..-....---------
taJl~e I Rate I Means Rate Means

---_.._---_--1 . . ._ __. _

Cache Creek .. Mi~J! $0.20 I Wagon.___________ $6:;.00 Winter trail.
All camps except __ . I .20 I .do __ .________ 6:;.7f'> Do.

Dollar Creek, I
head.

ChisflU!l___________ 100
Creeks (various) _
Dan Crepk________ 15 ,
Cbititu Creek

1

17

NOTE.-R9tes given in crnts per pound or dollars per ton of 2,000 pounds. "Wagon road" means road
all the way; "wagon" partly road, partly trail.

rnder the conditions encountered the combine(! ocean, rail, and
ri ,-er freight rates to districts can n(~t he considerec! a severe handi
cap to placer mining, except possibly when the first equipment and
supplies are shipped in.

The avera.ge placer mine in Alaska requires from a few tons to not
oyer 25 tons of supplies per season (exclusive of fuel). Some of
the larger steam scrapers and hy(lraulic outfits may require a little
more and the dredging companies from 50 to 300 tons per season,
including fuel. In the more isolated districts the additional cost
of overland transportation, which sometimes doubles and often more
than quadruples the freight rates, can readily become prohibitive; it
has caused rapid decline in operations and has retarded development.
In isolated camps with regular mail service, parcel post, at 12 cents
per pound, is much cheaper for small orders than the usual freight
rate.

ROADS AND TRAILS

The urgent necessity for improying traffic conditions is one of the
best arguments for building more roads and suitable trails. In most
districts the bulk of overland freighting must be done in the winter;
it is often unsatisfactory but cheaper than summer haulage. On
the seaward slope the swampy sections become almost impassable in
the rainy season, and in the interior and the Seward Peninsula dis
tricts, travel is even more difficult as the surface of the ground
thaws.

During its 18 years of existence the Alaska Road Commission has
expended about $B,OOO,OOO upon a system of roads and trails, con
sisting of 1,114 miles of wagon road, 623 miles of sled road, 4,404
miles of permanent trail, and 712 miles of temporary flagged trail. 13

The funds provided by the Territorial and Federal Governments
for roads and trails have not permitted extension and maintenance
of this system in keeping with plans outlined by the commission.
Early completion of roads Hnder construction between Chatanika
and Circle, Talkeetna and Cache Creek, Ruby and Ophir, Tacotna

12 Rrport of the Chipf of EngineerH, U. S. Army, for 1922, part 1, p. 2235, ano Report of
Hoard of Road CommissiOl10rS for the fiscal y('Hl' HI2:2, part 2. PIl. G-IOl.
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and Ophir, Nome and Deering (via the Seward Peninsula Railway
route), and Dime Creek and Candle would undoubtedly hasten the
development of these important districts. The Seward Peninsula
Railway, a narrow-gauge line between Nome and Shelton, a distance
of about 90 miles, after being idle for many years, has recently been
acquired and repaired by the Territorial Government and turned
over to public use in transporting passengers and light freight.
Small gasoline-driven cars and light trucks pulled by dogs are pri
vately used for this. The Bureau of Public Roads is now construct
ing roads in the forest reserves; some of these will be of direct bene~

fit to placer mining.

POSSIBILITIES OF AIRPLANE SERVICE

The practicability of air service in Alaska has been demonstrated
by numerous flights of private planes from Fairbanks to various
placer camps within a radius up to 250 miles. Distances were covered
in two to three hours which would ordinarily require as many weeks.
Conditions for operating airplanes and hydroplanes in Alaska are
said to be unusually satisfactory, and the early development of this
means of transportation is predicted.

COMPARISON OF COSTS BY DIFFERENT METHODS OF FREIGHTING

Freight rates to and between the principal Alaska ports and placer~

mining centers by various means of transportation have been shown,
for the more important commodities, in the tables.

Distillate and other fuel oils are generally shipped in 55 or 110
gallon steel drums. These drums, empty, weigh 55 and 210 pounds,
respectively, and when shipped full are accepted on ocean lines on a
measurement basis of 12 and 24 cubic feet each. Where freight rates
are based on weight, as on the railroad, an appreciable saving can be
made by using the 55-gallon drums. These drums are also handled
more easily, and the loss by leakage is therefore lessened. The new
I. C. C. 55-gallon steel drums now being used measure 11 cubic feet,
weigh less than old-style drums, and are cheaper in first cost.

The steamship lines handle most articles on the measurement
basis, whereby 40 cubic feet is considered equivalent to a ton. A cubic
ton' usually weighs 15 to 30 per cent less than the short ton of 2,000
pounds.

On the Seward Peninsula summer hauling by .team over made
roads is normally $1.50 per ton-mile; where there are no regular
roads, or with cross-country travel, $2.50 per ton-mile. Winter haul~

ing averages $1.50 per ton-mile. Two-horse teams with a driver can
be hired for $18.50 to $22.50 per day and four-horse teams for $35
and $40.13

13 From W. J. Rowe, freighter, Nome, Alaska, 192~.

9240~o-27-.~
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The overland freighting rates are governed by many conditions,
and general averages can not be taken. In the interior placer dis
tricts summer freighting over wagon roads by team ranges from $2.50
to $4 per ton-mile; where travel is partly without roads, $5 to $10;
and by pack horses, $6 to $27. Winter hauling by team and sled is
$1.25 to $3 and by dog team $4.

The use of trucks and tractors is rapidly increasing where suitable
roads are available, and where it has been adopted it has greatly re
duced the cost of overland haulage. Summer hauling by tractor in
the Innoko district costs $1 per ton-mile; in the Hot Springs district~

$2.50; and in the Ij'airbanks district, $1.25. These costs are unusually
high when compared with the winter hauling of large tonnages by
tractor and sleds over well-broken sled roads, as done by some of the
larger lode-mining companies. For example, the Treadwell Co., in
the Mayo district, Yukon Territory, is reported as now hauling its ore
from the mine to Mayo Landing, a distance of about 40 miles, for
$7.tlO per ton. Six to eight sleds are used, and as much as 60 tons
are hauled by one tractor pel' trip. Before this system was estab
lished the winter freighting cost was $35 and more per ton.

LABOR
Placer miners in Alaska are paid a high wage, but usually are

employed only three to five months of the year. Including board,
which costs $1 to $4 a day, the cost of general labor ranges from $6.50
a day at some of the larger and more accessible camps to as much as
$12 at some of the most remote. At a few mines the men board
themselves. The old winter scale of reduced wages is no longer in
effect.

vVages for skilled mechanics vary so that no average scale can be
stated, but, in general, they are higher than for miners. Hoist men
or engineers at the drift mines are usually paid the same as general
labor. Point men and. nozzle men generally receive 50 cents to $1
more per shift, and cooks the same as general labor. Hospital dues,
generally $2 per month, are collected. froru the men by some of the
operators in districts where such service is available.

The following table gives the wages and cost of boarding the men
in Alaska camps. It docs not include dredge labor, which is men
tioned under" Dredging."

Underground labor works an eight-hour day and usually two
shifts at the larger mines. Ten-hour shifts are general at the open
cut mines, and 10 or 11, and in few instances 12-hour shifts, are
worked at mines run by hydraulic systems. 'Vhen the shifts are
longer than those given in the tables, wages are increased propor
tionately. The size of the operation, the labor, the water supply
available, and other conditions regulate the number of shifts which
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can be worked. A t many placers tvvo 10 or 11 hour shifts are the
rule, and arrangements are often made to keep some part of the
work going between shifts. By using the" swing" shift the opera
tion can be made continuous without the necessity of overtime.

In the larger and more accessible camps there is usually enough
labor available, but in isolated camps there is generally difficulty
in obtaining labor after the season has started. Some operators give
the men a bonus if they remain for the entire season.

In the smaller or more remote districts most of the labor is per·
formed by prospectors and others who live there. The more expe
rienced and efficient of these men usually have their own mines. It
is a common practice to form a partnershi p of two to six to operate
a mine, especially if it is a drift mine, and personal interest and
efficiency are promoted thereby. ~10st itinerant labor has not had
much experience in placer mining.

Scale ofu;ages and cost of boanl in .4laslw Jilacer cal1tps

Cost of
boarding
per man
per day

"i"ages

Skilled labor

Type of lahor

Wages per shift a

General laborNo.1

District in
Fig-
ure 1 'LeIlg.th T~()'fPel

Wages
~~ _~__ of shift ~ine I

------- -----

I{FOreman ---------- $6.50-$8.00 }
o I Pipeman_____________ 6.00 $1.90-$2.25

Carpenters - _- 7. 00- 9.00

gi:::::~::~::~~~:~~~~~~~~~ _~~:~:~~:~~~l} ~:~~ ~:~
g II- p·------------------- -;'-00=.-9-00- 2 25- ~.~
o l~~I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _'. ~ 2: so- 3:00
D . - ---- ._ 3.00- 4.00

O,D ._______ 3.50- 4.00

o {Engineers_____________ 8.00 } 3 00- 350
Blaeksmith_ _ 9.00' .o __ ._____________________ 3.50

o Engineers ._ 8.00 3. .10
o . ._ 2.50- 3.00

o IjPOint men____________ 6.00 }
D I; Blac.ksmith___________ 7.00 2.25- 3.50

Engmeers 6.00- 8.00
D Point men 6.00- 7.00 }
o Blacksmith___________ 7.00 1. 75- 2.25
D I Engineers .. 8.00-10.00 I

o }point men____________ 6.00 2.25- 3.00

8 -PiPed~an~~~~~~=~~~~~~~ ~: ~ } 2.00- 3.00
o do 6.00 2.75- 3.00
o Blaeksmith___________ 6.00 2.00- 2.50
o . . .. 4.00

10
8

10

10

8
10

8
10
8

10
8

10

10

10

10
10

10

0.00

:~~:~~~~-_-_~~~~~~~~~j ~ ${"~: IHOU;:
I .5. 00 . 10

CounciL____________ 4 6'00.! 10
Kougarok : 8 6.00 10
Fairhaven ; 7 6.00- 7.00 10

k[~b~~~_~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~- i ~~ ~: ~ ~
Koyukuk : 13 600 '} 8
ChandalaL. : 15 b 10:00 I

Iditarod 1 21 {6'~lb:~ }
Moore Creek___________ 8.00
Innoko--

i
22 6.00- 7.00

~::I~~~~:::::::::::J :~}{ b~: ~ }
Eagle ! 40 5.00- 6.00
Fortymile 1 41 5.00

Fairhanks------------ I

l
33 ~:gg

TOlovana

1

32 t ~:~

Hot springs
I

' 30 {5 00- ~. ~
K t' h 27 . 5: 00 ,
y~~t~Sa_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i 26 { ~. ~ i}
shushana

1

46 b 12.00

Nizina 1 47 <5.00

I

Cook Inlet. ' _

a Board furnished in addition to wages paid, except where especially mentioned.
b ;'\0 board.
< Plus bonus of 50 cents per shift given to all employees working entire season.
0, open cut.
1), drift mine.

NOTE.-See also dredge wages.
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SUPPLIES

The larger placer concerns purchase virtually all supplies in
the Unit~d States. Shipments are made in the fall, so as to be
freighted to the property during the winter or early in the spring, or,
where transportation permits, are made as required. Provisions,
hardware, dynamite, and general supplies can be purchased frorn
local merchants in all of the districts. Quantities of used machin
ery and equipment are available in most of the camps, and, as they
can be purchased for a very small part of their original cost, have
been the main source of such supply for many years. New ma
chinery and equipment can seldom be obtained locally unless by
special order through the merchants. In most coast towns and points
on the railroads supplies can be purchased at reasonable prices. In
the smaller and more remote districts the prices often are almost pro~
hibitive.

Economic conditions in the United States are naturally reflected
in Alaska, and the great increase in the cost of supplies since th~~

'Vorld 'Val' had a marked effect on operations and development.
Prices are now on the decline. Fluctuating prices and varying
freight rates to different points make it impractical to give the cost
of supplie.-~ in Alaska except for those specific commodities cited on
the following pages. By consulting outside prices and the freight
rates given in this report a close estimate can be made of the cost
of supplies landed at the property.

LUMBER AND WOOD FUEL

The best and most extensive forests are in southeastern Alaska,
where there are few gold placers. Southwestern Alaska has, in gen
eral, a good supply of spruce and hemlock, trees with diameters up
to 18 and 24 inches at the butt being quite common. In the Tanana
Valley and its tributaries around Fairbanks there are growths of
spruce, with some birch and cottonwood. ~Iost of the interior dis
tricts drained by the tributaries of Yukon and Kuskokwim Rivers
have fair supplies of timber.

Earlier mining operations, especially in those districts where
extensive drift mining has been done or where large quantities of
wood have been used for steam thawing and power, have almost
stripped near-by forests, so that now it often becomes necessary to
bring wood from distant points, thereby greatly increasing its cost.

'Vith the exception of small spruce timber east of the Council
district (fig. 1, 4) and around Dime Creek in the Koyuk district
(fig. 1,5), Seward Peninsula has to depend on outside sources. Saw-
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mills are at ,vork in most coast towns amI larger interior centers.
Many of the larger hydraulic companies have their own sawmills.
l\'fost lumber and mine timber is native spruce. Birch is better than
spruee for fuel, although both are used. Native spruce lumber is
used for sluice boxes, although clear wide boaFds are generally dif
ficult to obtain; much of it is 10 inches or less wide, is full of knots,
and warps badly. However, it does not split as easily as outside
lumber. In some of the remote districts lumber is whipsawed by
hand at a cost of $100 to $150 per thousand board feet, which is
often much cheaper than the cost of freight from a distant source.

Logs, mining timber, and wood are generally procured under con
tract, although many mine operators cut their own supply and haul
it during the winter. The cost of cutting small spruce ,Yood is gen
erally $ti to $7 per cord for 4-foot wood and $3 to $5 for 16-foot
wood. The latter is later cut by power saws at the camp as needed.
Haulage is often the largest itenl of cost. On Goldstream Creek near
Fairbanks, where there is a good supply of fairly large timber, the
contractors agree to deliver 4-foot spruce and birch wood alongside
the railroad track for $7.50 per cord. Forest fires are frequent dur
ing elry seasons in the interior, destroying much timber and seriously
menacing the community.

Average dry native lumber weighs about 3,000 pounds per thou
sand board feet. Lumber planed on one side and two edges costs
$2:> to $:>0 more per thousand than rongh lumber. Some operators
buy rough lumber and dress it by hand. Lumber that has to be
ha uled long distances will cost as much as $200 to $250 per thousand
board feet landed at the property. On Dan Creek spruce lumber
was at one time produced in the company's mill for $25 per thou
sand, and a few years later, when it was difficult to obtain suitable
logs near by, the cost of the lumber was $45.

The following are average prices in the Fairbanks district
(fig. 1, 33) for spruce timber delivered to properties within a mile
of the railroad: 40-foot poles, 21j2 to 5 inches diameter, $9 per cord;
16-foot poles for drift-mining timber, 4 to 6 inches diameter, $12 per
cord; 12-foot timber, 12 inches diameter, $1 each; 60-foot gin poles,
$60 each.

The accompanying tables have been compiled to show the cost of
wood and lumber in some districts. As supply, hauling rates, and
numerous other conditions affect these costs, there are bound to be
many exceptions. The examples given are selected, as they show
the general maximum and minimum costs. The cost of lumber is
for native rough-sawed, except where othenvise noteel.
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Co.<,f of 'Wood

No. I'n Prl'c(' I)('l.!1 No in Prl'ce per
Figure 1 cord ~istrict Figtire 1~

Distrkt

~i~~:!~~::~:·~ .. ~ ]
Innoko . _

i

5
16
28
21
22

a$15-$16 ! Circle _
b 14- Vi I Fairbanks _

8- 12 Tolovana _
18- 26 Hot Springs _
9- 20

37
33
32
14

$5--$14
10-- 14
10-- 12

cl6- 18

a Dime Crrpk. I. 'Willow Crepk. , Xohm.

Cost of lumbrr

I
N.ear~st Price
dISi~~lCt per 1,000
Figure 1 b. m. feet

Sawmill or supply point

I

i XearE'st Price
diSi~ict per 1,000 Sawmill or supply point
FigurE' 1 b. m. feet I.

--------- ---I---~I!-----------I----
Nome ! 1 a$IOO I Hot Springs__________________ 30 $40
Ruby , 2~ 40 Kantishna (Glacif'r Crf'f'k)___ 27 80
Iditarod______________________ 21 75 Seward______________________ .51 40
Flat.______ ___ ___ ____ _ ___ __ 21 100 Cordova______ ______ _ ___ .52 36
:McGrath (Medira)___________ 20 85 Talkeetna____________________ 26 45
Tacotna______________________ 22 100 Fortymile (McKinley Creek)_ 41 100
Fairbanks____________________ 33

1

4,; i Circle (Millrr House)._.______ 37 80
Li vengood__ ________ _______ ___ 32 100 ,] Cirrlr (l\Iiller House), dr<>ssed_

j
37 125

------ ... ---..--..-- ........:..c. _

a Outsidf' supply.
COAL

The u~e of coal ror steam ralslllg at placer mines is practically
confined to a rew steam-scraper mines and small drift-mining opera
tions in the Fairbanks district (fig. 1, 38) along the Government
railroad. Lignite can be delivered at those properties ror $6 to $8
per ton and ~Iatanuska bituminous coal for $10 to $12 per ton.
Use or these ruels in placer mining is practical only ror a mine within
close hauling distance of the railroad, coal mine, or shipping point
,,-here they can be cheaply purchased. In the Fairbanks district,
where these conditions prevail, their use will no doubt be extended.

Extensive coal fields are widely distributed in Alaska.14 Good
bituminous coals are mined in the ~Iatanuska field, about 50 miles
northeast or Anchorage, and in the Dering River field, about 20
miles inland from Katalla. Lignite is mined at several places in
the Nenana or principal interior coal field. A good bituminous coal
is ronnd near Cape Lisbourne, about 200 miles north or Nome, and
at different times small shipments have been made to Nome, but the
field has not been exploited further. In the Yentna district (fig. 1,
526) the Cache Creek Dredging Co. used ror its dredge a lignite
mined close .by, but it was unsatisfactory. Lignite is also found at
numerons other places along the Pacific coast, in the Yukon River
Basin, ancl on Se'ward Peninsula, where small quantities have been
mined at (lifferf'nt times.

11 Brooks, A. n.. "Alaska coal and its utilization": l\fiupra I R('SOllrCps of Alaska,
190fl: n. S. Gpo!. Rul'vPY Bull. 442, 1\110, pp. 47-100.
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Althongh coal from many different sonrces has been shipped to
Nome, virtually all of the supply now comes from British Columbia.
This coal is shipped in sacks and sells for $36 per ton during the
summer season and $39 in the winter. Healy River lignite sells
for $3 per long ton in carload lots at the mine, $4.50 per short
ton in the ears at Fairbanks, and $6.50 at Anchorage. Bituminous
coal from the ~latanuska field sells for $6.50 to $7 per ton at the
mine and $8 on the cars at Anchorage. One ton of lignite is equiva
lent in heat units to about 1 cord of spruce ,vood.

OIL FUELS

Gasoline, distillate, crude oil, and Diesel oil now supply the power
for most of the dredges. The Nome and other Seward Peninsula
districts rely entirely on such fuel for power. In 1922 gasoline sold
at Nome for $5.65 per case and distillate for $4.85. Most operators
who use oil get their supply from Seattle. Shipments are made in
drums, and after freight, lighterage, depreciation, and return freight
on the drums were paid the 1922 shipments of Diesel oil, 24° gravity,
cost 25 cents per gallon and distillate 39 cents, landed in the ware
house at Nome. A large dredging company at Nome is now having
oil shipped in tank boats. One large oil company has established
a station at Seward, where Diesel oil of 24° gravity was quoted
during September, 1923, at 3 cents per gallon higher than the Seattle
price. At Fairbanks, this oil, landed in drums, cost 22 cents per
gallon. Details on drum containers and freight rates are given
under " Transportation and freight rates."

A high-gravity paraffin-base oil is being produced and refined in
small quantities at Katalla; practically all of it is used locally.
Drilling is under way at Cold Bay, where the geological conditions
are considered favorable for oil. Oil seepages and favorable geo
logical formations are reported at many places in Alaska.15

PROSPECTING

The necessity for thoroughly prospecting a placer property be
fore much money is invested in mining equipment can not be too
strongly emphasized. ~lost failures in placer mining have been due
either to lack of careful prospecting or to incorrect interpretation of
prospecting results. A mining property attractive enough to equip
with a plant should certainly be worth prospecting. If preliminary
investigation shows that further work is justified, an attempt should
be made to develop a large enough urea of profitable ground to
justify equipping the property. In the days of high-grade deposits,

15 Martin, G. C., Preliminary Report on Petroleum in Alaska: U. S. GeoI. Survey Bull.
719, 1921, 83 pp.
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when the margin of profit was usually large, thorough prospeeting
"vas not considered important in many places. The remaining de
posits have mostly been seleetively mined, leaving isolated areas of
unworked ground "'hich make careful prospecting even more neces
sary than in unworked areas. Some deposits can be easily and
cheaply prospected by the average miner, but for most of the re
maining knmvn placer ground skill and experience are necessary,
especially when the gold content and the volume of large areas of
low-grade material should be accurately determined. 'Vith proper
prospecting and correct interpretation of the results, the true char
Hcter of the deposit is determined and a close estimate can be made
of the total amount of gold present in the deposit.

The accuracy of the results from prospecting is governed mainly
by the character of the deposit, the distribution of the gold, the
equipment available, the amount of prospecting done. and the ex
perience, honesty, and judgment of the man in charge. The more
important factors to be determined are the extent, depth, volume,
and gold content of the deposit; depth and character of the over
burden and gravel; distribution and character of the gold content,
bowlders, clay, and frost: and the character and contour of bed
rock. Placer deposits are prospected with shafts, adits, open cuts,
and drill holes. 'Yhere the condition of the ground permits, shafts
or open cuts are generally the most practicable means for the average
Alaska miner. Drilling is very satisfactory for most deposits, espe
cially for the deep deposits or for ground where excess water pro
hibits the use of shafts and open cuts.

Alaska prospecting methods in unfrozen ground differ but little
from those used in other countries. In frozen g-round, how<lvpr,
different conditions are encountered, and prospecting methods
specially adapted to such ground are used.

REVIEW OF PROSPECTING METHODS

Tlw choice of a method for prospecting placer ground is discussed
by Hutchins,16 as follows:

Without regard to the geology. all Ala~kan placers may he classified as
shallow or deep. For convenh'nce of consideration in this paper all placers
less than 25 feet deep are arbitrarily called shallow. Such placers, at or
Ileal' sea level, if so wet as to require pumping, ean be investigated with
shafts While the pump is set on the surface of the ground. The practical
limit of suction at sea level is about 25 feet. Placers deeper than 25 feet or of
less depth and at higher altitude. if wet, must be drained by sinking pumps
to the necessary depth. This necessitates a larger shaft to accommodate the
pmnp, pives, etc., and obviously will inerease the cost per foot.

'l'he choice of prospeeting method is goyerned by a number of considerations,
some of which are infiuem·pd by conditions foreign to the actual prospecting.

16 Hutchins. J. P., "Prospecting; and mining gold placerI'; in Alaska"; Mineral Re
sources of Alaska: D, S. Geol. Survey Bull. 345, 1908, pp. 54-77.
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1<'01' instanc(', a df'posit \Yf'1l adaptf'd to illypstig'ation by the steam drill may be
so inaccessible as to make it good practice to use hand drills or shafts instead.
Th~ rapidity, cost, and accuracy are the governing factors in making a choice
of method. Many deposits have features that make one method particularly
applicable. In some places conditions are such that either the shaft or the
drill method may be employed with equally good results; both may be used
advanta?eously. The frozen condition of many of the Alaskan placers makes
it possiblp to use the shaft method in alludum which, if unfrozen, could be
tested by shafts only at a large cost for pumping and timbering.

Where shallow narrow creek beds are to be prosppcted, it is often good
practice to make open cuts clear across the bed, or far enough to delimit the
pay streak. Such cref'ks gf'nerally have extrpmely irregular pay strf'aks, and
cuts of this character would determine the distribution of gold content with
thoroughness. Work like this may be costly, but the compensating advantages
oftf:-n justify it.

In a shallower placer less than 10 feet deep and containing no water, or so
little wa~er that it can be easily bailed, prospecting can generally be more
cheaply and rapidly done with shafts or open cuts than with drill holes sunk
with a stpam churn drill. Material can be thrown out of a shaft 10 feet deep,
and no timbering is ordinarily requirpd if' the shaft is kept free of water during
the sinking. Only one man per shaft is required if thpre is only a small
amount of bailing and if the gravel is unfrozen and easily broken down.
* * * Under such conditions the steam churn drill is at a disadvantage,
for much time may be consumed in frequent moving from hole to hole. This
is particularly true if the surface is so rough or marshy as to make moving
difficult. The hand drill, being more mobile, can be used advantageously
in such shallow gravels, where it can generally drill 25 to 40 feet or more
per day. * * *

If the alluvium to be tested has a depth of about 25 feet and is so wet as
to require a steam pUmll, drill methods are more applicable than shafts.
Such unfrozen gravel is gpnerally loose or becomes loose on exposure to the
air or by reason of' water running into the shaft. Shaft sinking will be
slow and costly. as close timbpring and breast boarding or sheet piling may be
necessary. Samples taken under such conditions are likely to be inaccurate,
for running ground may enter the shaft. The fact that the material from the
shaft. is shoveled under water, possibly from a rough bedrock or from a soft
bedrock, which may become sticky by reason of the man puddling it as he
works. a1so introduces inaccuracies. * * * Undpr such conditions the churn
drill method is prefprable. The circumstances that cause a low and costly
progress and inaccurate sampling with shafts have no bad effect on steam or
hand churn drills. In general, where the gravel is dry, as accurate or more
accurate sampling can be done with shafts as with drill holes, but the presence
of watf'r in such volump as to require pumping makes drilling prefprable.

It is good practice to use both drill holes and shafts, the idea being to use
enough shafts to allow inspection of the physical character of the gravel,
hedrock. etc.. and to depend on the drill holes for the determination of the
tenor, extent, and thickness of the gravel. * * *. The peculiar conditions
of the alluvium under comdderation must therefore he the determining factor.

The irregularity of gold distrihution in the alluvium of Alaska makes care
ful prospecting necessary in order to determine the limits of the pay streaks.
Many samples may thus be neNled. As a general rUle, drill holes are better
suited to this Y,'ork, for they eau ordinarily be suuk more rapidly aud more
cheaply.
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\Vhere lWllch gravel is to he tested, cuts can be easily lluHle. Vertical
sampling is thus done, and this method has heen used with good results. It
is assumed that gravel in tile same stratum or at the same perpendicular
height aboye bedrock has the same general tenor and characteristics.

Prospecting has so far in this paper lJeen treated as the obtaining of samples
merely. Sometimes it may be conducted as a working test. This is particu
larly applieahle where there is an fi\'ailable water supply. Thus cuts may
he grouml-slu;ced through bench gravel and considerahle amounts of mate
rial washed. Sueh euts also permit snhsP(}uent sampling of the gmyel section
to good advantagp. Inasnnwh as this is a working test, data relative to
operating cost may thus also lIe ohtained.

A governing" fador in the ehoiee of the prospPC'ting method is the kind of
information that is required. 'l'hus, in testiug alluvium thought suitable for
hydranlh-kin;.!; or dredging. information concerning the section from grass
roots to lJedr(wk is desired, and generally this can best be obtained by sinking
shafts or drill holes. In testing alluvium for drift mining' little information
is required in regard to any of the p:ravel section. exeept that adjacent to
bedroek. 0lwllinp:s that follow this low(\r stratnm will, of course, give a
maximum of information ,vith a minimum of excavation.

Prospecting can be done at all times of the year; in fact, winter
is often the more fayorable season. Shaft sinking can often be
done best during the ",intel', especially in wet deposits which may
drain or be frozen dnring the cold months. Likewise, marshy areas
or creek bottoms can be t<>stecl more easily,in ·winter, because heavy
drills can then be readily moyecl without miring, and it is easier to
drill a stream bed from the ice. Unless the weather is unusually
cold, as it may be during several of the mi(hvinter months, drilling
during- the winter can be conducted readily if steam is available and
a heated shelter is provided.

SHAFTS AND DRIFTS

The usual small prospecting outfit for sinking shafts in frozen
ground consists of a 4 or () horsepower boiler monnted on a sled or
skids, a steam point or pipe, steam hose, and a hand ""vindlass. Such
an outfit costs $300 to $500 when new, but secondhand outfits can
be purchased for $100 to $200. Two men are employed, one on the
surface and one in the shaft, which is generally made 36 to 42 inches
in diameter, or just large enough for a man to work in.

~;lethods of thawing and sinking such shaTts depend on the
character of the deposit. Frozen muck (organic matter, sand, and
silt cemented by ice) can be readily picked, but it is customary to
tha w all material. Some miners tha\v only a few feet at a time, as
the shaft is deepened. Frequently a 318 or 1/2 inch pipe is· slowly
clriYen and thawed to bedrock or is inserted in a drill hole, steaming
the ground at the rate of 30 to 45 minutes per foot of depth. Prac
tice also varies according to the character of the ground encountered.
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The practical limit of depth at which one man can handle a wind
lass is about 75 to 80 feet; for greater depths a steam hoist is
required.

In drift-mining camps where standard steam equipment is avail
able the shafts are often made large enough for later use as ,Yorking
shafts if pay dirt is found. As a rule, the spacing of prospect
shafts is irregular, rarely being as close as that of drill holes. In
deep frozen ground the prospect shaft is usually sunk ,vhere "pay"
is expected, and when bedrock is reached prospecting may be con
tinued by drifts and crosscuts. Shafts in shallow wet ground can
often be dug during the winter by "freezing down." The shafts
are then dug to water and allowed to freeze. The frozen material
at the bottom of the shaft is then carefully removed, and the process
is repeated until bedrock is reached. This method is slow, but one
man can handle a number of shafts, and it is generally cheaper and
more accurate than sinking through live water. A successful
method used in sinking shafts in some wet loose gravel of shallow
depth was to sink and "crib" timber to the water level. From
this point a 5 to 10 foot length of large-diameter steel pipe (42
to 50 inches) was readily sunk to bedrock.

COST OF SINKING SHAFTS AND DRILL HOLES

The cost of prospect shaits is $2 to $8 per foot for average con
ditions, but ranges from 50 cents to $1 for pits 4 to 8 feet deep to
more than $15 per foot for some of the larger, deeper shafts in
adverse or difficult ground. Some examples are presented below.
Dei ails on such shafts and drifts are presented under "Drift
mining."

C08t of IJro.'(]Jcd 8haftN, pitN, and drift8

Drifts

District Size Depth GrouIlU Timbered Cost
Sizc Cost

----- - --- ----------- --------- -------------

1. 75
.65

Per foot Feet Per foot
$3. 50 6 by 6 $4. 00
2.00 2.50
8.00 _

4.00 _
3.00 .1 ._

6.00 1 _

2.50 1 _

8.00 __ . _
6.00--15. 00 ~ (c) 1 4.00-8.00

Feet
30-50 Frozen_ __ __ __ _ No _
40-.~0 do__ _ __ No _

00 Partl~TfrozeIl-- Imported sawed
lumber.

5-14 Not frozen No - _
5- 6 Frozen No _

14-17 Frozen graveL No _
16--18 Frozen muck No _

and gravel.
80 do No _

Nome district: Fnt
Submarine beach :n-2 by 3Y:i
Third beach _

Do 4 by fL __

Ophir Creek 3 by 6 _
Kougarok RiveL _
Iditarod district:

Otter Creek _
Willow Creek _

Ruby district 4 by 6 _
Fairbanks district:

Goldstream I f,hy? 20-22 Partlyfrozenb _ Upper 5 feeL _
Creek.

Do 4 by Ii. _ _ 100 Frozen . Upper 20 feeL._
Interior districts __ Large Deep do . : Cribbed in places

-------------------------------

/J Forty-two inches in diameter. b No thawing required. • Not timbered.
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In prospecting by shaft, all the gold-bearing gravels should be
sampled in sections, so that the horizontal distribution of the gold
can be definitely ascertained. Kot only should the walls of the shaft
be carefully sampled, but where water is available it is good prac
tice to sluice all the material excavated. The large samples so
obtained are one of the chief advantages over prospecting with drill
holes. The material from an average shaft has about 50 times the
volume of that from a drill hole of similar depth made with the
standard 6-inch drill, yet there are numerous instances of prospect
shafts or open cuts being sunk and only a few pans of material
taken for a sample.

PROSPECT DRIFTS

Prospecting and sampling for drift mining involve special con
sideration, as only the richer ground is mined. The drift face is
usually 5 to 6 feet high and includes 4 to f) feet of gravel and 1 to 2
feet of bedrock. In prospecting channel deposits that are deeply
covered, a drift is driven along the old stream bed and crosscuts are
turned off from this. As work proceeds vertical samples are taken
at intervals along the face. Both bedrock and roof are tested, so
that no pay will be overlooked. The samples are panned, and some
times the gold is weighed; more often an experienced miner esti
mates it. A check is sometimes made by panning a single wheel
barrow load from the face, or every tenth wheelbarrow load is
panned or rocked, or the accnmulated amonnt is sluiced as one
sample.

Drift miners have different ways of calculating the results of
sampling, although their methods are generally based on the yalue
of the gold in cents per square foot of bedrock. In the Seward
Peninsula the cubic yard is often used. Other units employed are
the yalues of the gold per pan, wheelbarrow, car, or bucket. If the
thickness of the pay mined and the value of the gold per pan are
known, the calculation is made as follows: Cents of gold per pan
times the number of pans to the cubic foot times the thickness mined
in feet equals the value of gold in cents per square foot of bedrock
area.

Seven pans of gravel are usually taken as equal to 1 cubic foot of
material in place, although some persons figure i') or 6 pans to the
foot. l;sually one heaping load on a No.2 round-nosed shovel is
considered a panful, and seven shovelfuls closely equal the cubic foot.
The average wheelbarrow load contains 12 to 14 pans or approxi- '
matply 2 enbic feet, 01' there are 11 to 14 wheelbarrow loads per cubic
yanl. In the Fairbanks and other interior districts 7 pans to tl~e

cubic foot or 189 pans to the cubic yard is the scale generally used;
in the Seward Peninsula the average is about 170 pans and in other
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places as low as 135 pans. Such variable and approximate units are
conducive to misleading results, but an experienced miner can
usually estimate with fair accuracy. ~iany failures result from over
estimates, which are often due to improper sampling. Ofren the
surface of the bedrock is very irregular and the distribution of the
gold is spotty. In many placers the gold is chiefly found on the
rougher or higher parts of the bedrock, and unless such conditions
are understood and the deposit is carefully prospected disappoint
ment is bound to result.

PROSPECT DRILLING

Drilling in unfrozen ground and the calculation of the results
follow general practice, as described in the literature of drill man
ufacturers. The prospecting of dredging ground has been covered
by Janin 17 in a thorough and satisfactory nlanner.

Partly frozen ground is the most difficult and hazardous to drill,
for the holes must ahvays be cased. and much of the drilling must
be done ahead of the drive shoe, a procedure leading to inaccuracies.

In frozen ground special rnethods are required. If the ground is
frozen solidly, it generally is unnecessary to case the entire hole. A
short length of pipe at the top seals off any surface water. A little
water is poured in, and ;) feet or more is drilled each time before
pumping. 'Yhen pay is reached, the drilling interval should be re
duced to 1 foot or so, and water should be used sparingly or an
irregular hole will result. When casing is used and it freezes to the
hole, warm water or steam is turned in to loosen it.

In addition to making the customary measurements of the core,
the careful driller pumps all water from the completed hole and
runs in measured volumes of cold water, usually 5 gallons at a time;
after finding the depth to the surface of the water he adds another
measured amount and determines the new water level. When the
alllount of water added each time and its displacement are known,
the volume of each section can be accurately checked. Unless some
similar cheek is made, drilling without casing is hazardous practice,
for material may slough off the sides of the hole and thus cause errors
in estimates of gold content.

SPACING AND MEASUREMENT OF HOLES

Close spacing of drill holes is imperative in most Alaska creek
placers, especially in rich deposits, because of possible narrow pay
channels or the erratic distribution of the gold. A spacing of more
than 100 feet ac'!'oss the channel can seldom be relied on. On the

17 Janin, Charles, Gold Dredging in the United States; Bull. 127, Bureau of Mines, 1918,
PP. 26-53.
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tundra and at other places near Nome, holes are often spaced about
200 feet apart in rows 400 feet apart. In average shallow creek
dredging ground the holes may be 25 to 50 feet apart, in ro\vs 500
to 2,000 feet apart. The procedure depends on the results, and in
termediate holes and rows may be drilled. In nnusually spotty,
shallow ground containing coarse gold, as on Ganes Creek (fig. 1,
;]2), a spacing as close as 12 feet, with rows 20 feet apart, has
been used without a constant average being obtained.

TYPES OF DRILLS USED

Hand-operated drills are now seldom used in Alaska; they haye
been replaced by steam and gasoline driyen drills of 4, 5, and 6 inches
diameter, the size and type of drill depending on the locality and
the character and depth of the ground. The heay!' 6-inch steam
traction drill has been largely used in the (leeper ground and where
difficult conditions are encountere(1. These heayy drills. fully
equipped, weigh 8 to 10 tons and cost $4,000 to $5,000. Light 4-inch
gasoline drills, of several different makes, weigh 1,000 to 3,500 pounds
with full equipment and cost $900 to $1,300.

STEAl\! DRILLS

Heavy steam drills make holes more rapidly than the lighter types
but are difficult to move over rough or swampy ground; under such
conditions the smaller and lighter gasoline drills often make more
footage in a given time. A drill, known as the Brower elI'ill, specially
built. to meet such conditions has been in service near Nome for 18
years (fig. 2). It is a reconstructed No. ;') Keystone drill equipped
with an 8-horsepower gasoline engine and has a special double-chain
driye to the front wheels. It can travel 4 miles per hour and climb
a 45 per cent grade. The wheels are made of () by 8 inch timber
and are shod with heavy chains, the rear wheels being 4 feet high and
2lh feet wide and the front wheels 5112 feet high by 5 feet wide.
Special appliances are provided for operating the jars and pulling
casing. lTnder averag'e conditions the drill can leave a set-up, move
200 feet, and be drilling again in 30 minutes. In setting up the
wheels are blocked and the drill carriage leveled and swung into
place with jackscrews. Double, extra-heavy 6-inch casing, generally
with flush joints and inside couplings, is llsed with a 7%-inch shoe
when ground is not frozen. The drill crew consists of one drill
man at ;.fiR and a helpt>r at $;) per eight-holll' shift. One or two
panners are lIsed "'\10 are paid $7 per shift.

Oosts with 11J'ou'er dl'il1.-The Brower drill has been used for
contract drilling. The average contract price in frozen ground
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without easing, with eHll'ylhillg l'X("\:'pt. the palmers provided, was
75 cents to $1 per foot.; and in th:med g1'01lnd, up t.o f,O feet, $1.25
to $1,50 per foot; 50 to i5 feet., $2.!i0; 75 to 100 feet, $.3; more than 100
feet, $4. The drill averages nbout. 80 feet per 10 hours in deep
frozen ground, or two 55-foot holes in 12 hours; and in thawed
ground, ;~5 to 40 feet, per 10 hours.

CHURX nRILL

With the 6-inch churn drill a 5%-inch chisel bit, is generally
llf;(>d for drillin~ fl'ozen :.rrollnd; it should cut a smooth straight hole
::bout i inches in diameter. Rapid progress can be made where the
deposits hll\"e a d{'('!l cowrinj! of muck 01' barren material.

F,\:, K>: ~_-J'''''.'l,,~ ..lj,,;{ h,\" (ll'i1II11l-\; ..hllJ.....w"r (hili ""~" :"\ome

The :werage cost fo]' drilling- Alaska placer deposil,> with a
{)-illch chum drill is $2,50 to $5 pel' foot. In recent prospecting of
dredging ground ill the Fuirbankfl district the average cost of
)l1'Ospeet shafts was $5.50 pel' foot, and of drilling both cascd and
open holes $3.25 per foot, including the panning, Shafts and drill
holps were spaced 2:"; feet lIpnl't on the rows and the rows spaced
2,000 feet apart. The grollnd W:1S 18 to 40 feet deep, and most. of
it WitS frozen,

COXTI1AC'l' IlRILLlXG

In some districts drilling CUll be done by contract, although there
are few contl'llctors now in the business. Tn the Fairbanks district
contract drilling" in frozen I!l'ound HIO to 200 feet deep, mostly
mul'!;:. has heen done fol' $1 pel' foot, ex('luding fue!. Tn the same
distl"ict :l drill Hnd ere\\" can lit tilll('s he hil'ed at $UO pCI' nine-hour
day, and llJ!:l111 a drill alOl1(' lias Ilf'en l'l'llh'tl fOI" $10 pel' day. In
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t.he Huby district some eontl'lH:t work was dOlIl' fot' $UiO per foot
in frozen muck and $:!.5lJ in frozen gnl\'el of 311)' depth.

(;"SOLlX~; J)RII.l~"

A very light 4-horsepower gasoline drill using 4-inch casing is
popular in the Seward Peninsula for preliminary tests of unfrozen
light shallow granls, lip to 15 feet deep, undcrlai(l by soft bedrock.
Such a drill has also prond successful in testin~ ahe:ld of dredges.
Although it can be used as a churn drill, more often the pipe is
driven to bedrock without pumping. The pipe is then pulled and
the core removed. Such a procedure nsually retnrns a low per
centage of eore, so that the resnlts of sueh drilling should not be
relied on too strongly. The entire outfit wei;!hs but 1,000 pOllnds;

FIGm<.>: 3.-fJrlllh,g shallow !:l'OulIII witlJ t-iudl tlrlll drh'cll I>y ga~ollDe engl"e

as it is mounted on two wheels, which are detached when the drill
is in use, it caIl be easily moved (fig. 3). Three men, including the
panner, constitute IIH~ crew. From 60 to 75 feet of drill hole can
be made per lO-hour shift.

WATER SUPPLY

Tn placer mllllllg the water snpply is of utmost importance, as
it mllst be ample for the reqnired output lind be available at the
property under conditions best suited to the system of mining used.
",Vater supply is governed by diff<>rent factor'S; aside from economic
factors, the most important. are pl'eripitatioll. temperature, topo~

raphy, vegf'tation, and ('vapol'lllio!l. Althollgh all forlll"; oC placer
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mining require water, to obtain water for small mines that do not
nse water under pressure is generally not especially difficult. The
problem of a water supply for use under pressure is therefore dis
cussed in more detail here.

On the south and west slopes of the Alaska Range conditions are
most favorable for comparatively large, steady supplies of water.
_Most of the drainage basins are above the general level of the mines,
so that water for mining may be made available by comparatively
short ditches or pipe lines. Annual precipitation is heavy, an<l
seasonal temperature variations are seldom extreme. In the Nizina,
Chistochina, Girdwood (fig. 1, 47, 44, and lr9, respectively), and
other districts many streams are fed by glaciers or snowcaps and
maintain a constant or increased flow during the dry summer months,
when most Alaska water supplies are low.

The Yukon-Tanana or interior regions are dissected uplands, and
the predominating features are series of long branching ridges of
uniform elevation. Natural storage basins are generally lacking,
the drainage basins or catchment areas above the diversion point of
the stream are small, and the streams have uniformly low gradients.
As a rule, the precipitation is considerably less than in other parts
of Alaska and the summer temperatures are higher. Rapid melt
ing of the snow, frozen ground, and sparse timber cause a rapid
run-off and a widely fluctuating stream flow that depends almost
directly on the precipitation. Conditions in the interior districts,
therefore, are not generally favorable for obtaining satisfactory
water supplies.

~fost of the Seward Peninsula is rugged and much dissected by
streams. The precipitation is greater and the temperature lower
than in the interior of Alaska. The mountains in the central part
of the peninsula receive the heaviest precipitation, and many peaks
are covered with perennial snow. Catchment areas are generally
large and are situated at elevations ,vefl above the point of diver
sion; there are some good natural storage basins. :Most of the im
portant placers, however, are far fr01n the diversion point; hence
long expensive ditches and pipe lines are necessaryY

METHODS OF MEASURING FLOW OF WATER

MINER'S INCH

The unit of water measurement ordinarily used for all classes
of work is the" second-foot," and from it the quantity expressed
in other terms may be obtained. It is the unit for the rate of flow

"For further information on water resources COIlSUlt tilp topog-raphie IlWPS and wat!'r
snpply papl'rs of the U. S. Geolo~ical Smvey and illp climatological uata iSSlWU hy the
n. R Wf'ather Bureau at Juneau.

9240;;°-27--4
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of water moving in a stream 1 foot wide and 1 foot deep at the
rate of 1 foot a second. This unit, however, is seldom used by Alaska
placer miners, who are more familiar with the" miner's inch" and
the" sluice head."

The " miner's inch" expresses the rate of flow and is applied to
the volume of water flowing through an orifice of a given size with
a given head. The head of the water and the size of the orifice
differ in different States, where they are defined by the law. The
Cali fornia miner's inch is now the one in most common use and
was defined by an act approved March 23, 1901, as follows: ,;, The
standard miner's inch of water shall be equivalent or equal to 1.5
cubic feet of water per minute, measured through any aperture or
orifice." This miner's inch corresponds to the so-called "6-inch
head" and is equivalent to one-fortieth of a second-foot.

Experiments made in California by A. J. Bowie, jr.,I9 to deter
mine the volume of the nlmer's inch-defined as 2lro part of the
quantity of water which would flow through an opening 12 inches
high by 123,4 inches wide in a 1V2-inch plank, under a constant
head of 6 inches above the top of the discharge-showed that 1
miner's inch equaled a discharge of 1.499-1 cubic feet per minute.
For all practical purposes this may be taken as equivalent to 1.:>
cubic feet, or 111Jl gallons of water per minute; in other words,
1 cubic foot per second equals 40 miner's inches. A miner's inch
is so interpreted and used in this report.

SLUICE HEAD

The" sluice head" is a term used by many placer miners to ex
press volume of water that is necessary for separating the gold
from the gravel in a sluice box. It is an indefinite and unsatis
factory term, as the rate of flow necessary varies mainly with the
Rize of the sluice boxes, the .grade at which they are placed, and the
character of the gravel. In Alaska a sluice head is usually con
sidered equivalent to the amount of water necessary to carry prop
erly all the gravel that six to eight men can shovel into a 12-inch
sluice box set with a grade of 6 inches in 12 feet. According to
differences in conditions, a sluice head ranges from 0.75 to 2.5 second
feet, 01' ;-W to 100 miner's inches. The sluice head as used in Nevv
Zealand is equivalent to 1 cubic foot per second, or 40 California
miner's inches.

DETERMINATION OF FLOW IN OPEN CHANNELS

There are three methods of determining the flow of water in open
channels- (1) by measurement of slope and cross section and usc
of formulas, (2) by means of a weir, and (3) by measurements of the

19 Bowie, A .•J., jl'., A I'\'aetiral '1'1'l'atisl' Oil IIydl':lulie Millin)!;. lk~:;, p. 1:!(j,
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velocity of the current and of the area of the cross section. The
method chosen depends on local conditions, the degree of accuracy
desired, the funds available, and the length of time that the record
is to be continue<l. A simple method of ascertaining the approx
imate amount of water flowing in an open channel is as follows:

Select along the ditch, flume, or stream where the water runs
smoothly a straight course of nearly uniform cross section. Measure
off 110 feet along the channel and set stakes at each end, or stretch
a line across, and call the distance 100 feet. Place in the canal
as quietly as possible floats made by weighting empty shotgun shells
with shot or small gravel and fitting into them cylindrical wooden
plugs 4 to 6 inches long. Different kinds of floats may be used, but
those so shaped and so weighted as to be least affected by wind are
the best. Note the average time in which several floats traverse the
distance, divide this distance in feet (100 feet) by the average time
in seconds, and the result will be the velocity in feet per second;
multiply this by the area of the cross section of the stream in square
feet to find the number of cubic feet of water flowing per second.
If the cross section of the channel is not uniform, an average should
be determined from measurements of the cross section at different
places. In surface-float measurements of ordinary streams with
rough bottom a deduction of 10 per cent from the surface velocity
at the center of the stream is generally made in determining the
mean velocity, whereas for canals, ditches, and flumes 5 to 8 per
cent may be a fair deduction according to the smoothness of their
walls and the fonH of the cross section.

ALASKA WATER CONDUITS

The accompanying table on water conduits contains important
data on ditches delivering water under various conditions. As there
are so many ditches, and reliable detailed data on most of them can
not be had, only a few selected examples are given. Many of the
ditches can now carry only a small proportion of the water for
\vhich they were constructed, and as the quantity usually fluctuates
greatly during the season the average stated is only approximate.
The cross section also is variable. The data given have been ob
tained from many sources, mainly from operators. To make and to·
check such measurements was not practical. Alaska miners seldom
note the volume of water used. Although the amount of water sup
p1ied by some ditches may seem small, it must be remembered that
,. ground-sluice" or "bank-head" water may be taken from the im
mediate creek and not drawn from the ditch. The head or pressure
is the difference in elevation between the water level in the penstock
and the point \vhere the water is discharged, and as work proceeds
upstream the head diminishes accordingly.
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Alaska '/'cater conduit!>

Remarks

5,000

Lower part only used
(see p. 54).

8,000 Includes 2}-2 miles 01
siphon.

400 __

500 . 200
75 . . _

200 1,000 Low. Main ditch, hand dug.
300 10, 500 700 Cost high, rebuilt;

sand troubles.

2003.7

3.17-4.2 220 1,500 175,000

4 --------- ----
3 2 4.6
6 4 4.6 120
8 4.5 6.6 130

9 6 9.1 185 500 1,000 500 600-foot flume.
6 4 4.6 75[ 250 6,>00 Low.
6 4 .'i. 0 70 200 1,000 ------------

10 6 10 250 1,500 10,000 ------------ Exclusive of 268-foot
siphon.

3 9.1 100 3,000 350 Hand dug.
4 2 3 ---- 85 2,000 - ---- ------- Do.3 ____ --------- 60 450 - ---- ------- Do.
4 2 4.4 85 600 ------------ Do.

fr5.3 ---- ------ -------- Very high. Ufcper ditch 3.8 miles,
ower 6.5 miles; now
in disuse.

4 G.6 100 350 2,500 ------------
4 5.3 160 500 20,000 -- --- ------- Cost includes 2 years'

maintenance, upper
ditch 8X miles long,
100,000 square feet
reservoir.

10 6 8 100 500 4,500 Very little. l,ooo-root flume in-
I c1uded.

9 ___ . 5.3 170 (.) 35,000 1,500 No flumes; built partly
by hand.

5 17.6 350 3,000 -------- --------- ---
3 17.6 1,000 7,000 ------------
4 15.8 160 1,200 -------- 250 Small reservoir along

ditch.

6 9.1 180 400 3,500 Low.
6 100 250 1,600 Low.

12 7.9 80 2,200 -------- Low. For hydroelectric
power.

6 4.6 140 350 -------- ------------
5 3.7 50 200 -------- High. Sand troubles.
8 3.54 75 300 -------- -- ---------- Used for water thaw-

ing.
5 5 loo 250 800 ------------
5 5.5 250 6,000 ------------
6 6.6 loo 300 6,000 ------------ Sod lined; muck and

soil.

10

Locality or ditch

Candle ditch d 24. 5

Canyon Creek- '17
Ophir Creek.

Circle - Eagle - Forty
mile:

Mammoth Creek___ 10.3

Mastodon Creek.___ 1
Fourth of July 10.75

Creek.

Crooked Creek. __ ,_ '8,000

Dome Creek________ 8

Fairbanks:
Chatanika Creek___ 6
Pedro Creek________ 1. 5

Do_. '3,000
Do_____________ 2

Seward Peninsula:
Miocene ditch .. _
Osborne Creek _
Penny Rivcr. _ _.
Big Hurrah Creek._
Fairhaven ditch. __

Hot Springs -Ram
part:

~i~~~~~~~~~t=====' 1 \000
Eureka Creek __ .. __ I '3, 500 1

Kantishna: Moose 2.25
Creek.

Ruby:h
Greenstone Creek_ _ 2
Solomon Creek.____ 1. 5
Poorman Creek_____ .75

1Spruce Creek_______ .75
Cook Inlet:

Canyon Creek______ 1. 25
Do_____________ 2

Crow Creek_ 1. 25

Moore CreeL '2,800
Victor Gulch. __ .___ 1.5
Candle Creek . __ '6,000

Yentna:
Peters Creek __ . _ 2.50
Falls Creek. '1,600
Cache Creek________ 1

Iditarod-Kuskokwim:
Flat Creek_. __ . '6,000
Willow Creek . __ 12,750
OtterCreek 4

I Width, i ~. I=l ~
I reet '~ 'E ~ ~ §8--I' ..., 2"5 ..... I=lt'" ~ 21·S ~ ~ ~

'6 ~ I ~.~ 8 8~

I i § i .& I~· ~'§ '0 I ~.~
I § §' ~ 2] ~ f§ I ~

_______I_..J__~~ _o_I--=-,~__u_ 1__<__ 1 _

a40 12-161 3.37-6.34 32013,500 .. ... $20,000 Seep. 53.

~ i2~20 ~~__ ~: ~ l~g .__~~ _~~~~ 600
8 .8-10 3.3 HIO 700 40,000 __ .... _.. _

b 36 11 __ ' _ 4. 22 530 1, 200 c650, 000 Very high.

a Dexter Creek branch not in use.
b Only lower 22 miles in use at 375-foot head.
c Subsequent repairs almost doubled this cost.
d Total length formerly 34 miles.
• Other portions abandoned.
1 Feet.
• Very variable.
h Ditches supply drift operations, water not under pressure.
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'Vater is impounded in n'St'I'\"oin; 01' directly divert.ed fmm
streams by dalJls and then eonduded to the workings through
ditches, flullles, pipes, 01' hose.

DAlIIS

Small dams are efTe~..ti\'ely huilt with sod 01' moss (fig. 4). In
most places they bet'ome permanently frozen, hence will stand at
II stf'ep angle, especially if brush and sod are laid alternlltely. In
laying the brush the bults are pointed downstream. Where sod
was not al'ailable, sacks filled wit.h gravel and sand have been used.

Heavier dams are often constructed by placing one or more lOb'S
alTOS!; the stream and on till' upslream f':id~ driving spites which

J"G'-RO: ~.-Tnlkal ~m,,11 ,blln. ",ade of l>nJ~h, .:r","e1. ""d "Od. for diverting wllter
to ditch

POillt upstl"ellm at an an;.de of 50 to 6:")°. The spilin~ is then cm·ered
,,"ilh ,':!"unny sacking or lined with sod to prevent leakage.

In the larger. swi fter (:reeks strong dams are necessary. These
are ordinarily built of timbers up t.o 12 inches in diameter, notched
and placed to form sqllal'e cribs. These cribs arc filled with clay
and gra\'el by hand or by hydraulic means. All dams must be pro
vided with gates and spillwllYs large enough to handle the excess
water. TIIP dam shown in Fig-llre f:i is typical.

The timber dam with hydnllllic filling under construction on
('an~·on Creek in the Sunrise distl'ict (fi~. 1, SO) wilL when com
pleled, bp t.he laq.,'"Cst dam to l,e llsed fm' placer mining in Alaska.
This dalil is in a nurow l'ock cUllyon lind will serve both for storage
and diwrsion. The base will be 45 feet long and 125 feet thick and
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the top 125 feet long lind 40 feet thick. The total hei,!!ht will be
110 feet, 01" 92 fcet to the bottom of the main spillway, which will
I:.M:, 24 feet wide nnd in the solid rock wall at one "ide. There arc
two 12 by 12 foot outlets at the base, which will be permanently
closed whcn the dam is L'Ompleted. White hemlock timlxws 9 to 16
inches in diameter are used; a network of cribs, 10 feet square, th.:!
sides of which are set at llil angle of 450 with the stream, is built HI}
and braced with cros,..:; timbers and keyed to the rock walls. As
construction advanccs the spaces lx>t'yeen timhers arc filled with
clayey gra,·el.

RESERVOIRS

In the moulltains and in till' interior, where Ihe water supply is
intermilt('nt, actin:! llIinin~ i!' ~elH'ral1y restl'ieted to two or three

I'u.a;Kt: ',._D>lm >lnd lluwe on Dan ICn...·k, .... lzlila dlstrl<:t

months in SlInllnel' uno then is on a small scale. In many places an
intermittent supply is caught by constructing banks on the hillsides
01' damming the natural drainage channels or ditch line. Such res
el'\'oirs al'e rarely more than a few acres in area and a few feet deep
and are equipped with hand or automatically contl'olled gates.
There are only a few places where lakes can be utilized for storage
or where lal'ge storage sites would be practical.

"'here vurious mines llSC the water repeatedly, settling ponds must
be constrllcted. On Willow Creek in the Iditarod (fig. 1,911) large
quantit.ies of sand from other mines are brought down the creek
To settle the sand a luge dam of moss, brush, and sand has been
built, whieh is made highel' as the sand accumulates. It is now 500
feet long, 12 feet wide, and 15 feet high. The cost for L'Onstruction
and maintenance during its life of six ,years has been about $20,000.
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The water irom the settlin~ pond is 1ISl.'f1 by two placer mines. Dur
illg most of the a\-emge season the snpply i,; so small that cach
operator takes water on alternate l2-hollr shifts (fig. 6).

SROW FElfCES

The Ill('ager watcr supply of most mines situated on hij!:h. wind
swept plaL-es, as high-bench placers. when' liule snow ll<:eulllulates,
Clln be much impmved by the IISC of snow fences.

Snow fences similal' to those built along railroads weI'(' used with
5atisfuctory results on the upgrade Association property in the
Iditaroo district. Six-inch board!'> spaced (j inches apart are nailed
to 2 by 4 inch llpritfhts. J::ach section is 12 feet long und 5 feet high
and is set at an angle of about 60°. Two parallel fentes, eacb 1
mile long', wel'e plated neur the !'mmmit of the mOllntain at ri/!ht

n,wu (l.-~ltllng pond tor 1ll.1Il1l~. Idilarod dilltri<:t

angle to the prevailing wind, As the snowdrifts buill up, the
fences were rcpeatedly dug oui lind placed on lop until 40 to 50 feet
of snow had accumulated, The labor cost was about $1,500. This
work lengthened the avcl'at.!e watel' season by five week!'!, or nntil
Aug"ust 1. Snow of sneh depths soon hardens with the early thaws
nnd p,'el'ent" the otherwise rapid sprin:;! run-off. In the Nome and
in other districts brush fences hal'e been SlIC<"CS,<;flilly used for piling
d{'('p drifts.

DITCHES

)(ETHODS or CONSTRUCTION AND CONDITIONS ENCOUNTERED

Thousands of miles of ditches were dll~ during the ellrlier days
whell ridlt~r ~ra\"els were bein~ mined. Many of these ditches have
been abandoned, and only parts of others are now in USCj howel'er,
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many are now legacies for later miners and PH able gTolllHl to be
mined which would otherwise remain idle. Compand i\'ely few
ditches, mostly short ones of small capacity and these mainly in the
interior districts, ha \'e been constructed in recent years. X0 new
methods of construction have been used, although through past ('X,

perience and the use of steam shovels, tractors, modern plows, an< I
graders large ditches such as the :Miocene, Fairhaven, and Candle on
Seward Peninsula could now be dug at lmver cost and many of the
difficultifls that wflre ('IH'mmtered coul(l he a\'oicle(l.

IHTCIIES ox SEWAHn PEXrXSI"LA

Seward Peninsula has led in the construction of large, long
ditches; had dredging reached the stage of development that it now
holds many of them would probably never ha\"e been dug. In the
interior the ground is in some respects more favorable for ditching
than on Seward Peninsula, but conditions are generally adverse for
obtaining large volumes of water under pressure, so that no ditches
of great capacity or length have been constructed there. In southern
Alaska longer ditches than 3 or 4 miles are seldom necessary.
The ground there is usually free of frost, awl no unusual difficulties
in construction are met.

Frozen gJ'ound and ice.-The greatest obstacles to ditching in the
Seward Peninsula and in the interior are frozen ground and ice, bOCl
on the slopes and in the creek valleys. This is especially true where
the ground is frozen muck, or where irregular bodies or seams of icr,
called" glacier" ground, are present. These ice seams range from a
few inches to 3 or more feet thick and from 25 to 150 feet in maxi
mum dimension; their shape is generally oblong, and they are
believed to be due to the freezing of seepage water. nfost ditches
encounter muck; " glacier" ground ,vhile common is irregularly dis
tributed. In mucky, icy ground, special methods of construction awl
precautions must be employed to control the thawing of the frozen
muck. A low grade and a slow current are very important when
ground is of this character. ~fuck thaws rapidly on exposure to air
and water, and when once beyond control causes much ditch trouble.

Description of ditch corudr·urtion..-Ilenshaw and Parker 20 say that
over 400 miles of ditch with a capacity of 20 second-feet or greater
have been built on the Seward Peninsula. Frozen ground has cansed
seriolls difficulties there as well as in the Yukon-Tanana region.
The methods of construction and means of overcoming difficulties are
described by Henshaw and Parker, as follows:

Ditches are constructed by severnl different methods, accordin~ to the con
ditions of the ground encountpred. Hor"e" han' heen 11"ed for the work w118r-

20 H('nshaw, 1<'. 1<'., and P:ll'kl:'l', G. L.. SlIl'fan' \Yatl'l' Supply of Seward Peninsula.
Alaska: n. S. Gpo!. Surve~' Water-Supply Paper :n4, 1!)l::, ]lp. ~:i8-:!()O,
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ever possible. In one method the ground is first prepared by removing the
moss and t nrf from a stril) 40 or 50 feet wide on either side of the ditch. '1'his
should be done, if possible, the summer before actual construction is begun,
in order that the ground may thaw more readily. Actual construction begins
with plowing, after which some of the material is moved with a grader from
the upper side of the ditch to the lower bank until a practically flat bench is
produced. The eut is then excavated with horse scrapers down to grade and
the material ~)iled up on the lower bank. The ditch is finished by hand, and
both bottom and bank are trimmed to an even grade and alignment. The
method ahove describpd is practicable where the ground contains only small
or medium sized rocks and is ahout the cheapest and most rapid that can be
used, uut it requires exceptionally favorable conditions to make it a success.
Where the groulHl is naturally unfrozen or can be made to thaw easily, and
where other conditions are similar to those encountered in a temperate climate,
no difficulty is experienced.

'Yherever the ground is frozen muck, or so-called" glacier," it melts rather
slowly when exposed to the air, and the work of excavation must be done by
hand while it thaws. The best practice is to keep exposed as large an area
as possible and to remove the soil in thin layers.

More or less rockwork has to be done on all the ditches. Some of them
have had to pass around cliffs of practically solid rock where the construction
required a large amount of blasting. Rock cuts offer no problems not met in
other fields, except in the method of making the ditch tight, which is done by
the use of a peculiar toug'h and tenacious sod abundant in many places in the
north. The sod is cut with mattocks into pieces 1 to 2 feet square and placed
in the ditch, bottom up. Two layers are usually placed in the bottom, breaking
joints as well as possiule, and the whole h; carefully and solidly tamped into
place. The sides of the ditch are made tight vdth a sod wall, the pieces being
laid one auove another, bottom Ull. 'Where the sod is above the water line part
of the time, the grass usually continues to grow and its living roots bind the
material more closely and firmly together. The best sod, and the only kind
whieh fully meets the requirements, is that containing grass roots and very
little moss, for the moss is less tenacious and decays more rapidly. Grass,
ho\vever, is not abundant in many places, and it is therefore often necessary
to u:-,;e sod of inferior quality, with correspondingly unsatisfactory results.

Canvas has been u:-,;ed in some places to line ditches but is expensive and is
reported to be not wholly satisfactory. If it is disturbed after it is once laid
down it is likely to be torn, in which event it becomes practically useless.

In gruund composed largely of frozen muck ur ground ice, sllecial meth()d~

and precautions must be tal{en. This material \vhen it thaws leaves a soft
residue. largely mud and decomposed vegetable matter, which may be only 20
to ;-{O per cent of the original volume. 'Vater flowing across such material
causes it to thaw ravidly, and consequently when a ditch is built through it
IH'eCautions must be taken to prevent too much thawing. 'Where the muck is
present the vortion nearest the surface usually contains much more earthy
matter than that just below, and in many vlaces there is a layer of blue clay
just beneath the moss. The vegetable matter close to the surface is also less
eompletel.r deeayed and therefore more solid and tenacious than that lower
down.

If this surface covering is allowed to remain in place and the ditch built
over it by building up the lower bank with sod and with material stripped
from the top. good results can usually be ohtained. When stripping is carried
to just ahont the right depth, the water, after heing turned into the ditch,
will cause the ground to thaw a little. The bottom will settle a few inches,
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and then the ditch practkally builds itself, so that eventually the water is
eal'l'ied in a section entirely below the surface of the ground, and the ditch
ean not leak heeause its sides are all soft, fine material, mo~tly mud.: and
clay, backed by solid and impervious frozen ground. These ideal conditions
are generally aimed at by ditch builders but are attained only at certain
loealities and by special care in building and watchfulness in maintaining
the ditch.

EXPOSI;RE AXD GRADE

Experience has prove<l that wherever possible ditches should be
rnn along sonthern slopes, as these thaw more quickly in the spring,
afford an earlier water supply, have more earth and less rock, and are
less liable to contain permanent frost than the northern slopes.
'Vatpr l'onducted along southern slopes will also be appreciably
,,"armer, a feature of importance if it is used for thawing frozen
ground.

In ground free of permanent frost standard methods of construc
tion with standard ditch constants will produce satisfactory results.
The tendency in unfrozen ground is to make deeper, narrower
ditches and use higher grades, with conseqnent reduction in the
amount of excavating and the cost of construction. The grade used
on the ditch, hmvever, decreases just so much the elevation that
would otherwise be available for pressure.

Ditches constructed through frozen muck should be comparatively
wide and shallow, with a low velocity, not more than 2 feet per
second. In frozen soil, gravel, or clayey slide material, grades up to
9 feet per mile have been used without giving trouble. Under
average conditions the Alaska ditches have bottom widths two to
three times the depth, top widths to one and one-third to one and
one-half times the bottom widths, and side slopes of 45° to as much
as 65°. Such high slopes for the sides, however, quickly cut down.

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF DITCHES

Ditches are only used during the open mining season-four to
six months-so much work must usually be done each spring in open
ing the ditch line and in making repairs. Deep snowdrifts often
cover parts of the ditch and, before the water can be turned in, a
channel must be dug along the bottom. 'Vhere the snowdrifts are
usually deep, as on the Seward Peninsula, holes are sunk to the
ditch bottom at about lOO-foot intervals, and these are connected by
small tunnels, which quickly enlarge when the water is turned in.
Great care must be taken in turning water into a ditch in spring,
otherwise the frost will be drawn too quickly and breaks may result.
'Vhere there is much slush it should be run off through the waste
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,!!atC's, which should be placed at least every third of a mile and
should be of ample size. Faillll'e t.o draw off the slush ilia)' result in
choking, overflows, and damage to the sides. At the close of the
season the ditch should be drained and all waste gates left open.
Figure 7 shows a partly melted snow bank that had been 50 feet
deep in places and had covered several miles of the Miocene ditch.
The pictuI'C was taken on July 5: 1922, two days after l~ sel'ious break
in the ditch a short way beyond this place. The break stopped all
mining operations for foul' days and required the WOl·k of 40 men
and 3 teams of horses to repair it.

D,ifferent means have been tried t.o keep wat.er running in the
dit.ches in t.he late fall. One met.hod is t.o raise the level of t.he wat.er
temporarily: permit the sudace to fl'eeze, and then lower the water
leyel: I(>ll\'ill~ an ice cover, However, such measures are seldom

F";,-,,~ '.-Ikm,,;ni"j; p<Jrli... " or suo'" l>rl..h:c o\'t'r ~Il...c.."," dUdJ, .lllJ~·;;, I':!:!

practical, for as soon us freezin~ weather sets in (he wuter supply
usually diminishes very !'apidly, although during the middle of thC'
day t.here may be a good flow until the final" freeze-up."

Condit.ions in Alaska. vary widely and losses in conducting watcr
through ditches have been siudied at. only a few places. The main
factor in seepage loss is the character of the country over which the
ditch is built. At ditches properly built th['ough frozen ground
seepage losses ordinarily arc very small, and unless the season is
unusually dry both seepage and ovaporation losses are usually com
pensated for by the water that seeps into the dit.ch 01' by small side
streams which can be t.urned in. Seepa(!e measurements made by
H{'llsll1lw and Parker 21 in 1908 at several ditches in the Seward
Peninsula showed the leakage of the Fairhaven ditch, which is built

'" Henshaw, [,,, ~'.• and Parker, G. L., Work cited. pp. 263 269,
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over frozen muck, to be almost negligible; for the others the average
loss per mile under varying conditions of supply, size, character of
ditch, and climate was about 0.;> second-foot and may be as much as
1 second-foot ~ and in a few places where the soil 01' rock is unusually
porous or fractured it may be much higher. On the Seward ditch,
which cuts 12 miles of limestone country, there was at one time an
unusually large loss of water-investigation showed it to be about
70 per cent~by escape through the limestone crevices. 310st of the
loss was stopped by lining the ditch with sod and by fiuming the
worst places.

COST OF CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE OF DITCHES

~raintenance of some ditches is a large item of expense, although
no unusual trouble shoulcl result if the ditch is properly constructetl
and well handled at the start. The greatest maintenance cost is
usually for the first two years after construction. Short ditches
commonly require but occasional attention, whereas ditch tender~

must be employed on the longer ones. One man is generally allottetl
;') to 8 miles of ditch to keep in good condition.

The cost of ditch construction is determined by local conditions
and the methods used, but under a,'erage eonditions ditches can be
dug for 75 cents to $1.2;') per cubic yard. Hand-dug ditches in frozen
ground, carrying up to 100 miner's inches of wa.ter, cost $800 to
$1,500 per mile. Ditches with 4 to 5 foot bottoms, carrying 100
to 400 miner's inches, ha.ve been constructed under favorable condi
tions-ground being broken with horse-drawn plows and excavated
by hand-for $1,;')00 to $3,000 per mile. Ditches to carry 700 to 1,500
miner's inches have been constructed for $2,500 to $5,000 per mile.
There are many exceptions to the above, and special consideration
must be given ditches that require much rockwork and flume con
struction. The building of large ditches in Alaska is expensive, and
unless a ditch is properly constructed its maintenance over a period
of yeaTS may cost as much as the original construction. As the
ditches are in use for actual mining only three to five months of the
year and many of them deliver only small amounts of water, the
cost per miner's inch or per cubic yard of placer mined is frequently
high. On the other hand, many old ditches are now in use which
have either been written off or were obtained by present operators for
only a small fraction of the original cost. Under such conditions
the cost for water may be very low, and in some districts may permit
mining that would otherwise be unprofitable. The sale of ditch
water is no longer practical, although in a few places the ditch is
maintained by several operators and the water is divided by amount
or by time of use.
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The Miocene ditch system on the Seward Peninsula is the largest
and most extensive in Alaska and originally included 31 miles of
main ditch and 24 miles of lateral feeders and distributing ditches.
Further extensions were at one time under construction but were
not completed. This ditch system diverts water from upper Glacier
Creek, upper Snake River, Nome River and its tributaries, and the
Grand Central River drainage basin for use on claims along
Glacier, Dexter, Anvil, and Little Creeks. Construction of the
ditch began in 1901 and was active until 1907.

The main ditch runs from Hobson Creek to the tunnel. As far
as the" X," where one branch goes to Dexter Creek, this ditch was
made 10 feet wide at the bottom, 11 feet at the top, and 3 feet deep,
with a grade of 3.37 feet to the mile. Seventeen miles of ditch from
the head of Nome River to Hobson Creek were built 8 feet wide at
the bottom, 11 feet at the top, and 3 feet deep, with a grade of 4.5
feet to the mile. From the " X" to the tunnel the dimensions were
the same as at the upper end of the main ditch, but the grade was
6.5 feet to the mile. There are 5 miles of rockwork along the ditch,
including the 1,800-foot tunnel between the Glacier Creek side
and Anvil Creek. The main ditch was originally constructed to
carry 3,000 miner's inches of water. From 1910 to 1912 it was
enlarged to a width of 16 feet with steam shovels, and the rock cuts
and tunnels were also widened to increase the capacity to 5,000
miner's inches. The longest siphon-3,100 feet long and 66 inches
in diameter-is across Hobson Creek. The largest siphon-82 inches
in dameter-is at Flume Camp. Only 40 miles of the ditch system
are now in use, as the Dexter Creek branch and several others are no
longer maintained. The ditch ha3 not been cleaned since it was
widened and now carries 3,000 to 3,500 miner's inches of water, all
of which is used under a maximum head of 320 feet at the Little
Creek hydraulic elevator and water-thawing operations.

Construction of the original ditch system is said to have cost about
$500~000, and the water rights and other incidental expenses cost
about the same. Enlarging the ditch cost about $250,000. The cost
of maintenance averages about $600 per mile per season, without
allowances for the cost of extensive repairs that are sometimes neces
sary. Ten ditch tenders are employed thronghout the season. In
1921, 312.489 twenty-four-hour miner's inches of water were used,
and the cost of ditch maintenance alone was about $20,000.

F AIRHAVEN" DITCH

The Fairhaven ditch takes its water from Imllrnk Lake, where
a clam 500 feet long and 5 feet high was built. to form a storage
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reservoir large enough to hold the total inflow at the lake for two
years, if necessary. The upper fleC'tion is 17 miles long and empties
into Pinnell HiveI'. Six miles below this point of discharge it
enters the lower ditch, which is about 19 miles long. 'The ditch has
a grade of 4.2 feet to the mile and was built 11 feet wide at the bot
tom, but because of difficulties in controlling such ground it has
widened to 15 or 20 feet or more in many places. :Maintenance has
been exceedingly difficult and costly. Although the ditch was con
structed to carry 5,000 miner's inches, it has never carried more than
about 2,700 miner's inches. Only the lower ditch is now in use.
A maximum head of ;');30 feet can be obtained from the upper pen
stock, but this head has been found to be too great for practical use,
~ a lower penstock was built an<l the head re<luced to a:-w feet. The
eost of the original ditch construction is stated to have been about
$G;,">O.OOO, and before the ditch was finally gotten into shape this
cost was practically doubled.

OTHER TYPICAL DITCHES

The following examples are charaC'teristic of many ditches of
recent construction.

In the Hot Springs district two ditches 4 and 2 miles long, both 4
feet wirle at the bottom, were constructed through partly frozen
muck and slide material. Horses and plow broke gronnd and fin
ishing was done by hand for 30 cents per foot. The cost covers the
dam and waste gates.

In the Ruby district a typical small hand-dug ditch through frozen
muck, 2,600 feet long and 3 feet wide at the bottom, ,,'as dug at a
cost of $700; another in the same district, 4 feet at bottom, 2 feet
deep, and 21j2 miles long, for $1,000 per mile.

In the Rampart district a shallow ditch, 4,000 feet long and G
feet ,vide at the bottom on a 9-foot pel' mile grade, was dug entirely
by hann for 25 cents a foot. Three-fourths of the ditch was dug
through frozen muck, the rest in gravel and slide rock. There is also
600 feet of 3-foot flume set on trestle on a grade of 18 feet per
mile. The fluming cost $2,000, and annual maintenance averages
about $500. Much trouble was at first experienced along the part
of the ditch that is frozen muck.

In the Yentna district a 11j2-mile ditch with a 4-foot bottom was
constructed with horse and plow and finished by hand at 50 cents per
foot. It was dug through clayey gravel and soil, with a short
distance throug'h muck, all free of permanent frost.

J n tlw Fairbanks district a 2-mile ditch 41h feet wide at the bottom
and 8 fe(·t at the top, with a carrying capacity of about 1,000 miner's
inches, was dug with plow and scraper through clay and soil at the
upper end and slide and loose material at the lower end and hand
finished for $5,21)0 per mile, a high eharge for this type of ditch.
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One man is kept attending to the ditch because tailing from opera
tions above causes much trouble.

On Candle Creek, in the upper Kuskokwim district, a ditch 8 feet
wide at the top, 6 feet at the bottom, and 21j2 feet deep, with the
lower bank sod lined, was constructed for $1 per foot. The average
carrying capacity is about 300 miner's inches. The ditch is cut
through frozen muck, clay, and soil. Its low maintenance cost
proves that sod lining fully repays the added outlay. Sod is cut in
1-foot squares and, starting at the bottom of the lower side of the
ditch, one square is placed on top of the other in much the same man
ner as bricks are laid; the lining, however, conforms to the slope of
the side.

A new ditch 11/2 miles long has just been completed in the Innoko
district. 'Vith the exception of about 1,500 feet of frozen muck, all
the material ditched was decomposed slate and schist in place or
slide rock, free of frost. A large part of the ditch follows the steep
hillside, where a cut in the solid formation 11j2 feet deep on the
lower side was necessary. The ditch is 5 feet wide at the bottom
and 7 feet at top, with a grade of 5.5 feet to the mile; it is con
structed to carry about 350 miner's inches. The sod was first re
moved by hand, then plowed and leveled off with a drag scraper
with horses, and dug and finished by pick and shovel. Three to five
men were employed for two seasons. The total cost of the ditch
was $6,000.

PROPOSED DITCH IN FAIRBANKS DISTRICT

A survey has recently been made for an enormous ditch project
in the Fairbanks district. The main ditch would be run from the
intake on Chatanika HiveI', three-fourths of a mile below the junc
tion of Faith and ~Ic.M:anus Creeks, following the north side of the
valley, then carried across the Chatanika River under a 550-foot
head through a 7,930-foot wooden-stave siphon 4 feet in diameter to
Cleary Creek, then past the head of Little Eldorado and Dome
Creeks to Vault Creek, then through a 4,000-foot tunnel to :Fox, on
Goldstream Creek, where the head would be 350 feet. Here one
branch would follo·w up the north side of Goldstream Creek to
Golden and the other branch would continue ,vest as far as Ester
Creek. This ditch line would be 100 miles long and about 15 feet
wide at the bottom; the ditch would be dug with steam shovels, be
run on a grade of 2.64 feet to the mile, and have a carrying
capacity of about 5,000 miner's inches. To avoid as much frozen
ground as possible, the southern exposure of the hills wonld be
followed and the water carried across the deep draws and valleys,
through siphons 4 feet in diameter. There would be 44,000 feet of
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continuous wooden-stave siphon in this main ditch. The siphons
would be placed with a fall of 4 feet for each 1,000 feet, and the
grade in the [) by 6 tunnels would be 2V2 feet per 1,000 reet. The
minimum flow of \vater expected at the intake is about 1,600 miner's
inches. To assure enough water during low-water periods, a lateral
ditch was considered which would double the supply, bringing water
from Beaver I-Ever to the main ditch at Bell Creek, a distance of
40 miles, including the 2 miles of siphon and llh miles of tunnel.
A recent resurvey of this project, known as the Seventy-nine Mile
or Davidson ditch, has been made. Present plans include a 79
mile system, brin:ring the water as far as Golden. Plans for a
lateral ditch from Beaver River have been abandoned.

FLUMES AND SIPHONS

Flumes awl sometimes pipes arc used for conducting water across
ravines or places below the grade line of the ditch, along the face of
vertical cliffs, over ground containing shattered or porous material
productive of large seepage and absorption losses, or over ground
difficult and costly to excavate. :Most ditches encounter some of these
conditions and ordinarily some flume must be constructed. Many
miles of flume have been built in Alaska, but because the cost of
construction is generally high and they are difficult to maintain,
flumes should be used as little as possible, especially where ditching
can be done or where pipe is permissible.

Flumes are less permanent than ditches, for they are subject to
exceptional deterioration as the waterway is not in use for the greater
part of the year. Sand and gravel in the water cause deep scouring
of the lining boards when in use, and during the winter the action
of the ice and frost loosens and warps the boards. Snow and rock
slides, floods, forest fires, and the weight of the deep snow may all
('ause damage. 'Vhere flumes are constructed over frozen ground
t;pecial precautions are necessary to protect the ground from thaw
ing; otherwise the foundations may settle, open the joints, loosen the
boards, and make the flume break to pieces. Thawed ground expands
on freezing, raising the flume and throwing it out of line and grade.
On subsequent thawing, the flume will rarely return to its original
position and after several of these successi ve periods will be so out of
position as to be useless.

SUCCESSFUL FLUME CONSTRUCTION

Successful flumes have been built over frozen ground where the
heavy sod covering is still intact by placing two heavy log stringers
:-:ide by side on the sod parallel to the proposed flume; on these are
placed the sills upon which the flume is constructed. Where there is
po sod, the frozen ground is covered with a thick blanket of sod to
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keep in the frost. A thick C(n-ering of clay has also been used, but
it is not a permanent protection. Satisfactory foundations ha\'e also
heen made by digging shallow holes, filling them with grnci, and
placing on top a wide plank or timber t(l distribute the load.

A notably successful flume o\'er frozen ground wa~ built on the
.M iocene ditch. Z%

This thuDe iJ:! 1.100 feE't Ion: an,l hal' II width or S feet and a uepth ot
28 lucile'll. It WllS constructe() In 1901. and umil 1006 or 190i It rClll.lllro I.rac
tlcaUy IlCrfect alignmenl. botll borlzontal and \'l'rtical. No eXlensl\"c rcpall"$
were neee!!SHr,r on It until 1009. In putting In tbe foundation. trenches wcre
dug 3 (or 4 feet In tbe fro7.en ground, whlcb was practically Itll Ice. A sill was
laid In tJle bottom of the trench anti tbe uprights fastcue() to this sill. The
excavated mllterial was then replaced In the trenehl'S and allowed to freeze
agllin Illto Its orlJtinsl condition. l';od wa" enft'fully placed o\'er tile treuell. the

....OI:RE 8.-t'lullM! In U'l,' Rampart di~trlet

1I11rlglu" were then sawed ott to gratle, and tbe nume coll!structal on them.
E\'cn with all thet;e precautions. bowc\'er, at the end of about elgbt )'ears the
flume was in lIucb bad shape that exteollh'e repairs had to be made.

The grade to be gi yen a flume is generally governed by the topog~

raphy. Although increasing the grade also increases the velocity
of the water and thereby permits usc of a small flume at less ex··
pense, this practice is not the rule in Alaska. Most Alaska flumes
are set on the same grade as the ditch or at a slightly increased grade.
There are a few places where the flume grade is twice thnt of the
ditch.

The iron Aurning which in recent years has been placed on the
market has man)' advantages o\"er the ordinary board flume and
should be considered. in districts where lumber is expensh'e Ilnd long
life with low maintenance is desired. Fi!,'llre 8 shows a board flume
in the Rampart district.

.. Ht:lllIbaw. I'. F., aDd Parll:t:r, O. L., Work dlf:d, p. 26:!.

92-«xi"-2'i--.5
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SIPHONS

Appreciable saving in the expense and length of ditch can often
be made by carrying the water across a valley or other deep depres
sion through a siphon, as has been done on a number of ditches in
the Seward Peninsula and a few of the larger ditches in the interior.
Many large siphons have also been built in Yukon Territory.
Riveted steel pipe has been used for many Alaska siphons, although
wooden-stave pipe has also been used. Two wooden-stave siphons 42
inches in diameter and 1,050 and 800 feet long were built along
the Seward ditch across Hobson and Clara Creeks. Two large
riveted steel siphons were built on the Miocene ditch.

PIPE LINES, GIANTS, AND NOZZLES

PIPE LINES

Water under pressure is use(l for hydraulic mInIng; it is also
used in other forms of placer mining for removing overburden,
leveling old tailing piles, or thawing. For such uses it goes from
the ditch or flume into the pressure box or penstock (see fig. 9),
whence it is conduct~d through pipes to the giants. The practice in
penstock construction in Alaska is similar to that followed else
where, although local conditions influence the kind, size, and method
of installing pipe lines.

Riveted steel pipe.-Riveted steel pipe with slip joints is gen
erally used, as it is cheaper, lighter, and more easily transported
than other steel pipe, and can be readily and quickly laid. With
average topography experience has proved that slip-joint pipe of
proper gauge will stand great pressure. In present practice 10 to
16 Unit~d States standard-gauge pipe is used in diameters of 7 to 36
inches. Long pipe lines are not the rule.

An allowance of 3 inches must be made for each lenhrth for join
ing, as the end of one length slips into that of the next. The larger
average sizes should not be less than 14 gauge, otherwise they are
easily damaged. The larger end of the pipe to be connected is often
heated to expand it, generally by wrapping it with burlap dipped
in kerosene and igniting the burlap; the smaller end or outlet of the
pipe above is entered and then is driven in with a heavy' ram by
striking a driving plate covering the opposite end of the pipe. As
many of the lines are moved rather oft.en, the ends become enlarged
and battered from repeated driving, and the joint becomes leaky.
Usually the smaller end is wrapped with burlap or canvas soaked
in tar before driving, in order to make a tight joint.

Manufacturers nest three to five different diameters of pipe in
one bundle, and either fasten the ends together or wedge or seal them
with wooden or metal caps held together by a central iron tie-rod.
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The latter method is the best, as the caps S8\"e the ends from damage.
Nesting pipe for shipment makes a large saving in freight, as pipe
is generally rated according to measurement, prevents injury to
it, and facilitates transportation. Pipe shapes punched for rivet
ing hal'e been shipped knocked down in bales. Rh'eting on the
ground is generally a poor job. Pipes are usually gil'en a double
coating of asphaltum before leaving the factory to protect them from
rust and to gil-e a smoother surface to the interior.

Little attention is paid to the upkeep of pipe in Alaska. The pipe
soon rusts and scales, and when this happens within, the internal
friction rapidly increases. Pipe in such condition should be dipped
in asphaltum or a similar substance. A preparation commonly used
is mllde of 28 per cent crude asphaltum and 72 per cent coal tar
«(re!(' from oily substanccs).

FIGt:u 9.-Dan>. ~p.lock. IIpd lI...d of pl~ line. Nlzlpa d~rl<:l

Spiral-riveted pipe.-Spiral.rivetetl pipe with slip joints, but. more
often with steel or cast-iron fllln/:,red joints, is also in use, especially
on the Seward Peninsula. Spiral-riveted pipe will stand harder
usage nnd higher pressures than the ordinary riveted pipe but costs
milch more. Flange joints also have advantages, but they are heavy,
expensh-e in first cost, and, as it is best to have them fitted to the
pipe at the factory, can not be nested for shipment.

lVoOtkn-slave pipe.-Wooden-sta\·e pipe lines and siphons hav~

been constructed in the Seward Peninsula and to a smaller extent in
the interior. The Grand Central pipe line of the Wild Goose Min·
ing & Trading Co. was built of continuous wooden-stave pipe; the
intllke was 48 inches in diameter and balance of the pipe 42 inches.
Wooden·sta\-e pipe should gi\"e satisfactory sen'ice in Alaska when
assembled correctly and laid on proper foundations. Redwood
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pipe has proved less susceptible to deterioration under Alaska condi
tions than pipe made of other woods. 'Vooden pipe does not ex
pand or contract like steel pipe, has a lower internal friction,
and under freezing temperatures will carry water much longer.
Its first co~ is less than that of heavy steel pipe, and in districts
where transportation conditions are favorable it is worthy of serious
consideration for large pipe lines when long life is desired.

LAYING PIPE LINES

On account of expansion or contraction from temperature changes
steel pipe lines are usually laid when the weather has a more or less
constant temperature, as early in the spring or at night. Where
the line can be laid on a slight curve, contraction will then tend to
straighten out the line and expansion will return it to its normal po
sition. 'Vhen in use and full of water, a pipe line is practically
unaffected by outside temperatures. As the average small pipe line
is generally taken down and moved each season, it rarely has expan
sion joints. Long, larger, ,diameter pipe lines, which are prac
tically installed for the life of the property, should have expansion
joints of some kind or' contraction may pull them apart. Pipe lines
are protected further with sod, moss, or earth, and along steep side
slQpes they are buried or covered with a timber shed to prevent in
jury from slides or falling rocks.

Near Nome six men averaged laying in a 11-hour shift, at a cost
of about 9 cents per foot, 500 feet of 20-inch slip-joint pipe which
had been used elsewhere but was in good condition. It was laid on
a gradual slope where virtually no exoavation or foundation work
was required.

On Chititu Creek in the Nizina district (fig. 1, 47) the pipe was
laid during the night shift and the foundations and excavations
were made during the day. Six nights were required for 15 men to
lay 6,500 feet of slip-joint pipe 26 to 18 inches in diameter. The
entire construction (which consisted of a gravel and clay filled tim
ber crib dam 100 feet wide, 10 feet high, and 12 feet at the base, "Tith
a 24-foot spillway, 144 feet of 3-foot flume, an 8 by 12 foot penstock
with a sand box, and the pipe line itself) required 534 man-days,
at a labor and mess cost of $3,871.50.

At one mine in the interior six men laid 300 to 500 feet of 16 to
32 inch slip-joint pipe or about 1 mile of small-diameter pipe in
10 hours.

Alaska practice is to use many different diametBrs of pipe in the
line. From a bell-mouthed entrance pipe at the penstock, followed
by a length or more of large-diameter pipe, the size of the pipe is
reduced from 1 to 4 inches at a time. A pipe line of only two or
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three different diameters is uncommon, largely because of nesting in
shipment and the saving in cost as compared with larger pipe or
pipe of heavier gauge. By lessening the diameter of the pipe the
heavier pressure can generally be handled safely with pipe of a
lighter gauge. The small diameters of many pipe lines and the
sharp bends commonly made cause much internal friction or loss
in head, a matter of importance in Alaska, where the available head
is usually low. These results may be justified if other considera
tions outweigh the resulting loss in head. Most engineers agree
that to obtain efficient and economical operation water should flow
in the pipe at a velocity of not more than 3 feet per second. Such
a restriction can seldom be economically met in Alaska.

l\iuch of the pipe in use has been obtained from former hydraulic
plants for a nominal figure. In many instances more suitable pipe
could have been obtained if a new outfit had been purchased, but
operators are getting along the best they can with what.is available.

CANVAS HOSE

Canvas hose is used at small mines in remote districts for ground
sluicing (see fig. 10) and hydraulicking under low pressure. In a
few places it is used under as much as an 85-foot head. This hose is
generally 10 to 14 ounce duck in 6 to 9 inch diameters. Regulation
canvas fire hose and nozzles are also used. Canvas hose kinks,
chafes, cuts easily when dragged over the rocks, and is difficult
to handle. One ingenious operator has tarred his hose inside and
out and has suspended it from timber bents. With shallow ground
to mine and under low head, canvas hose has the advantage of port
ability, but is usually more expensive than pipe of similar capacity.

HYDRAULIC GIANTS

The giants, or monitors, and nozzles used in Alaska are of standard
makes, chiefly of Seattle and San Francisco manufacture. Double
jointed giants, with or without ball bearings, are used, and under
heads of 150 feet or more deflectors are generally employed for
handling them. Deflectors handle giants with ease and much more
work can be accomplished. Small giants under low heads are
pointed by hand. The average hydraulic Inine uses Nos. 1 to 3
giants with 2 to 4 inch nozzles. Nozzles 21h and 3 inches in size are
usual in the interior, and 3 to 4% inches on the Seward Peninsula;
in southern Alaska, where larger volumes of water are obtainable,
Nos. 4 and 5 giants with 4 to 6 inch nozzles are often used. No.7
giants with 5 and 6 inch nozzles are used at one mine there, and
although they are too heavy for the present work they were part
of the old equipment. As far as known the largest nozzle used
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in Alaska is at Valdez Creek (fig. 1, 43) and is 8 inches in diameter.
'Vhen water supplies get low operators are obliged to reduce the
size of the nozzles used. For undercutting and for cutting frost
under average conditions a smaller nozzle has been found the most
satisfactory, the 2-inch size being generally used. Grit in the water,
especially glacier water, is a common occurrence in Alaska; it
quickly cuts out the gaskets in the giants, cuts the nozzle, and de
stroys the shape of the jet, causing it to spray. Air In the pipes also
causes spraYIng.

PUMPING

At many placer mines water is pumped for sluicing. vVhere steam
equipment is already in use and fuel is not expensive nor the lift
great, the cost of pumping small quantities of water has been found
to be little, if any, higher than that of ditch construction and main
tenance. Pumping water by steam pump or water power for hy
draulic mining has been tried but almost invariably found too ex
pensive. vVhere cheap fuel or cheap ,vater pmver is available and
the water supply is erratic, the possible savings of a pumping system
should be studied before large and extensive ditches are built.
'Vhere water must be lifted and a large volume can be obtained
under a comparatively low head, the ne.wer and more efficient types
of hydraulic rams are a cheap and satisfactory means for raising
a part of that water to a height many times greater than the initial
head.

WASTE DITCHES AND DRAINS

In mining creek deposits, water must be kept out of the working
pit and the seepage drained off. For this purpose sod or timber
dams are constructed above the area to be mined. These dams are
equipped with gates to deliver ground-sluice water to the pit as re
quired and an ample spillway, with by-pass flumes, or ditches to
conduct all excess water around the ·workings. In narrow gulches
a large by-pass flume may be the only practicable installation. In
the wider valleys the creek is generally diverted to the opposite side
of the valley by wing or diversion dams. All by-pass conduits
should be made large enough to safeguard the operation from flood
conditions.

Open drains leading from the working pit afford drainage under
average conditions. They are carried on a grade as steep as con
ditions will permit. In the Fairbanks and other districts, mainly
at the steam-scraper mines, where it is not practical to carry a long
open bedrock drain, the pit is drained by steam pumps. The amount
of seepage water is usually small, most of the water coming from
the thawing of the frozen gravels and rains, so the pumps run
intermittently.
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In many placer deposits frozen ground governs to some extent
the method of mining and is a factor that affects cost. 'Vere it
not for the frozen condition of most of the deep ground~ drift min
ing could be employed only at excessive cost for timbering and
pumping. There are two kinds of frost, permanent and seasonal.

X0 permanently frozen ground is found along the Pacific littoral.
In southwestern Alaska, back from the coast, permanent frost is
seldom met, except in a few isolated areas of deep ground mantled
with moss and thick overburden. East and north of the Alaska
Range in the Yukon and Kuskokwim Basins and on the Seward
Peninsula, most of the deposits are permanently frozen, especially
where covered with moss and muck. The ground may be solidly
frozen to bedrock and some places are known where this condition
extends to depths of 400 or more feet. The shallower creek de
posits up to 10 feet or so deep, especially those ,,,hich are mostly
graYel and have no covering of moss and muck, are usually free of
permanent frost. The beds of the larger watercourses are generally
unfrozen, although there may be irregular frozen patches, but the
ground in the flats adjacent to such streams is in many places
solidly frozen. The gravel benches along the valley walls and the
deep creek placers often develop, through drainage, thawed areas
which may form more or less defined streaks or channels or may be
irregular. Such drainage may be natural, or, as on some of the
creeks, subsequent mining has created drainage resulting in the
thawing of much gravel. It is not uncommon to find thawed
gravel overlain by frozen muck or overburden. Although the rule
is not infallible, thawed areas are generally found underlying heavy
growths of willows, particularly on the Seward Peninsula.

The occurrence and depth of seasonal frost vary with local
dimate and conditions. In areas underlain by permanently frozen
ground and covered with sod or moss the seasonal freezing affects
only a. few feet of the surface. Under other conditions the frost
penetrates 2 to 10 feet or more each winter. This frozen blanket
thaws slowly and when mined often breaks off in large slabs which
are troublesome to handle and are a handicap to dredging during at
least the earlier part of the season.

COMPOSITION OF FROZEN GROUND

The composition and the physical characteristics of muck ancI
frozen gravel vary, but under average conditions muck contains
25 to 40 per cent organic matter, fine silt, and sand, and 60 to 75
per cent ice. The average frozen gravel contains 10 to 20 per cent
ice, although some gravel containing a large percentage of voids
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may contain more ice, and some of the finer or tightly packed gravels
may contain less than!) per cent. In some instances the voids are
partly filled with minute crystals of ice; this condition is known as
" dry frost."

PROPERTIES OF FROZEN GROUND

The physical properties of frozen muck are described by McCar
thyP as follows:

Frozen muck is a frozen substance having the following physical character
istics: Color, gray to black; t'omposed of organic matter, particles of sand
and f;ilt, cemented hy iee. In hardness it may he likened to a soft sandstone.
The temperature of the frozen muck varies between 19 and 24° F., or 8
to 13° helow the freezing point. The average physical characteristics are
as follows:

Specific gravity 1.392

Specific heat____________________________________________ .192
Weight of 1 cubic fooL pounds__ 87
Weight of solids in 1 cubic fooL do 49.33
Volume of solids in 1 cubi<: fooL per cenL_ 31. 9

The figures are taken from a numher of experiments made in 1912 by
engineers in the employ of the Yukon Gold Co.

The weight of the frozen gravel per cubic foot has been found' from the
average of a numher of experiments to be 137.3 pounds, of which 17.4 pounds
is ice and ] 19.9 pounds solid. The temperature varies between 18 and 22°
F., averaging 19°. At one place, where it was possible to get a read
ing 38 feet below the surface, a temperature of 2 0 F. was recorded. The
temperature of the frozen bedrock varies between 8 and 14°, averaging
11lh o F.

Payne:!4 made an extended study of frozen ground in the Klon
dike in 1912 for the Yukon Gold Co. From his tests of 46 samples
he has drawn the following averages:

Physical properties of froz'en materials

Black
sand and

muck

Gravel
and
sand

Bedrock

-------------~---------------------
Specific gravity, frozen_ ,. _.. _

~~~i~~ f,~ttlrS::~~_~~ _~n~_ ~~~\~ ~::::: ~:::: ::::::::::::::::: ~::::::::::::
Per cent ice, frozen ground: ,

~~ ~~li~~~~~~~~~~~~: :~~ :~:::::~ ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :1'
Per cent solids, frozen ground:

By volume 0 • . _. •

By weight. 0 0 _

Per cent voids, frozen. . . _
Per cent voids, thawed . _
Pounds ice per cuhic foot frozen ground _
Pounds solids per cubic foot frozen ground . __ ,

I

1. 401
2.411
.196

68.2
44.7

31. 8
55.3
o
6.1

39.11
48.39

2.189
2.691
.172

29.1
16.0

70.9
84.0

1.28
3.97

22.0
115. .50

2.590
2.6.51)
.183

9.6
4.26

90.4
9ii.74
o
1. 6ii
6.96

154.94

~a ~IcCarthy, E. E .. " Stripping frozf>n gravel in the. Yukon" : Min. Mag. (London), vol.
10. April, 1914, p. 289.

:H Payne, H. 1\1.. "Df>Velopmpnt and problem of the Yukon": Trans. Canadian Min.
lnst., vol. 16, 1913, pp. 228-240.
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The results of 27 tests of temperatures by Payne showed the
temperature of bedrock to range from 2 to 14° F., with an average of
9° F.; of gravel, from 17 to 22° F., average 19°; black muck, from
17 to 24° F., average 20°; and sandy muck, from 19 to 24° F.,
average 21°. He states these show that the mean temperature de
pends solely upon the nature of the material and not on its depth,
the depth of frost line or the water level, or the presence or absence
of muck overburden.

Gibson 25 states that the temperature of perpetually frozen ground
on Seward Peninsula, as far as known, remains nearly constant
around 28° F., except close to the surface, where the temperature is
affected by the atmospheric heat or cold during the summer or
winter months, or in immediate proximity to subterranean water
channels or thawed ground.

PRELIMINARY WORK

STRIPPING OVERBURDEN

In Alaska the gold-:-bearing gravels are usually covered with moss
or sod and a barren or low-grade overburden of muck, sand, gravel,
or similar material. In permanently frozen ground this foot or
two of moss or sod acts as an impervious and insulating blanket to
the material underneath. Except where the deposit is drift mined or
thawed by artificial means, this blanket must be removed before the
overburden will thaw; for a similar reason this overburden must be
removed to expose the underlying gravels. If this material is re
moved a season or two in advance of actual mining, the frozen
gravels will, under certain favorable conditions, thaw naturally.

Where an appreciable depth of barren or very low-grade over
burden exists, it is generally customary and good practice first to
remove as much of it as is consistent with the conditions and the
available facilities before actual mining and sluicing of the gravels
are started, not for the possible purpose of thawing alone, but because
this overburden can generally be handled thus more cheaply than by
putting it through the sluice boxes; such action may also be necessary
in connection with the tailing disposal, or in keeping such material
as clay and roots from passing through the sluice boxes.

Many Alaska placers are of too low grade to be mined at a profit
unless this overburden can first 00 removed at comparatively low
cost. Stripping reduces the volume of material to be handled later
by more expensive methods, and the gold content of the deposit is
not disturbed. These important features deserve consideration
when a placer deposit is being studied, and ~he stripping operation

25 Gibson, A., "Thawing frozen ground for placer mining; steam thawing" : Min. and
Sci. Press, Jan. 17, 1914, p. 143.
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should be considered in preparing the ground for mining, much the
same as at porphyry-copper, coal, phosphate, and other deposits in
the United States.

LIMI'l'ING FACTORS

The removal of overburden from extensive areas is seldom feasible
under normal conditions, because the water supply is inadequate
during the greater part of the season and the creek gradients are
low. The depth of overburden to be removed ranges from a few
feet to more than 60 feet. Stripping can not be carried below the
creek gradient unless the use of an elevator is practical. The water
supply at most placers does not suffice for simultaneous stripping
and mining. The area that can be stripped, therefore, often limits
the volume of ground that can be mined during the season. Over
burden is ordinarily removed during the spring high-watPl' periods
or late in the fall after the regular mining has been completed.

HANDLING STRIPPED OVERBURDEN

After the moss or sod blanket has heen removed the muck thaws
quickly on exposure to the air and the action of water, and when
free of heavy material can be readily transported over grades of
less than one-half of 1 per cent. As most muck is, however, mixed
or interbedded with heavier material, such as sand, gravel, clay,
roots, or buried timber, grades of less than 2 per cent generally do
not permit economical stripping. The duty of water in stripping
naturally depends on many conditions but will range from about 3
to 1;') cubic yards per 24-hour miner's inch, although 6 to 8 cubic
yards is generally the maximum under average conditions.

"Then the ground has been mined before and the surface is covered
with sand and heavy gravel tailing, stripping becomes more com
plicated and expensive, requiring water under high pressure and
special facilities for handling the material.

~Ioss or sod is best removed during the summer or fall after it is
free of frost and should be disposed of so it can not get into the
cuts. It is removed by hand methods, plow and drag or scraper, with
steam scrapers, or by water under pressure.

STRIPPING METHODS

One of the most satisfactory methods for stripping overburden
and that in most general use at the larger mines is to conduct the
creek or ditch water to the highest point, whence it is distributed in
a series of cross or longitudinal ditches in the muck, placed 10 to 25
feet apart. The water ·is then turned into them and quickly thaws
and cuts a channel through the muck and carries the material to the
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main drain nnd to the cl"CCk (SL"C Ii).!. 10). The best. results follow if
the drain is straightened to procure the maximum grade and if
curves which retard the velocity nre avoided. Efficiency is increased
by using' water UDder pressure to keep the cuts clear of C8.\"ed ma
terial and remoyinl! the lIIaterial as it thaws (see fil!. 11). Con~

FTGUU: IO.-GIV","d al ... ldllg lDuck O\"trbun.l",n

lilluotls application of water under pressure on frozen ground IS in
efficient practice, for such \t'ater performs its principal \vork in re
Illo\·inl! material as it is thawed by the air and sun. This work
should. therefore, be so planned that n07.7.lin~ is done at periods best
suiting the r-ate of thawing', which /:,'CneraJIy ranl-.'1lS from three to

SIX hOlll-:-' The frozen ridJ.!e::i 01· hi!!h mm'k banks are sometimes
blastt'<1 with slow powder to hu!>ten remond.

At sIIIIIIICI· phu.-ers. especially wht'I'e 1I long nan-ow ltl"ea is to he
g.-ollnd c:luiced, the entire cl'CCk may be tm·oed into tl single longi
tudinal cut j when it has cut as dl,."Cp lind as wide as conditions will
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permit, the water is diverted by small temporary wing dams and
shear boards to undercut and cave the banks. This process is slow,
as the frozen banks do not cave readily, and when they do they
break off in large chunks often troublesome to handle.

'Vhere the water supply is too small for efficient continuous use it
is impounded and released at intervals by hand or automatically
operated gates. The sudden rush or booming of the water down
the cut greatly increases its carrying power.

STRIPPING ON CANDLE CREEK

One of the largest stripping projects in Alaska is conducrod by
the Kuskokwim Dredging Co. on Candle Creek (fig. 1, 930), in the
upper Kuskokwim region. The gold-bearing gravels now mined
here are covered with 30 to 60 feet. of frozen overburden, which
must be removed before dredging can proceed. ~Iost of this over
burden is yellow and gray muck, of which the lower 6 to 12 feet is
tough blue-clay gumbo which is very difficult to disintegrate. Strip
ping has been kept well in advance, and an area about 400 feet
wide and over 2,000 feet long has been stripped to the gravel. The
creek gradient is 2 per cent. The sod and moss blanket is cut with
sod knives and removed by hand at a cost of 1 cent per square
foot. Trenches are plowed at right angles to the main drain and
spaced 20 feet apart.

In the early spring, for a period generally of about six weeks when
the maximum water supply is available, the water from the main
ditch and near-by streams is turned into these trenches. Heavy rains
not only increase the ,vater supply but are also of additional help in
thawing and washing down the muck faces. The water quickly cuts to
the tough clay, which is little affected by it. This clay has to be
blasted and then further disintegrated and removed with difficulty
by two giants with 3-inch nozzles under 100-foot head. The frozen
ridges of muck are removed by the giants. Buried timbers, roots,
and old beaver dams, unless removed as soon as possible, clog and
dam the cuts and main drain. The limited supply of water permits
the use of only one giant during the greater part of the season, yet
with a crew of 10 men as much as 300,000 cubic yards of overburden
have been stripped during a particularly favorable season. The
average cost of stripping is 10 cents per cubic yard.

STRIPPING ON GOLDSTREAM CRJ<;I<:K

On Goldstream Creek in the Fairbanks district (fig. 1, 33) the sod
in many places is removed with a Bagley scraper (fig. 12). The maxi
mum gradient here is about 3 per cent, and water conditions are un-
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favorable for hydrauliC'king. Se,-eral mines pump the water for
stripping, using their steam equipment. At one mine 8 feet, or 24,500
cubic yards, of frozen muck were removed in 10 ten-hour shiftsj
about 1,800 gallons of pumped water were used per minute through
an ll-incb cam-as hose with 4-inch nozzle, at a cost of 10 cents per
cubic yard. At another placer 7 feet of muck, or 10,000 cubic yards,
were remo,-ed in 60 ten-honr shifts witb pumped water at a cost of 19
ccnts per cubic yard j powder was used for blasting the muck. A
near-by operation used water from a ditch at SO-foot head through
two giants with 2-inch nozdes. In 21 ten-hour shifts four men
stripped a depth of 5 feet of muck, or 2'2,()(XJ cubic yards. lit II cost of
5 cents per cubic yard.

STRU'PTXG 0:00 WILLOW (;Rf.l::K

In the Iditnro<1 district (fig. I, gl) on Willow Creek three men in
20 shi fts stripped sod from an atell of 130,000 stluare feet with
two 2~-inch nozzles under tOO-foot head, at a cost of one-half cent
per square foot. In the spring, with surface water and water under
pressure, 11 dcpth of 13 feet of muck, or 67,400 cubic yill"ds, was
strippe(l at a cost of 4 cents per square foot. The cost of stripping
the full depth-14 feet-wlls 9 cents per cubic yard.

STRIPPJX<l 0:00 .:M1U: AXil :M,UUlm'lI CREEKS

On Ea:!le Creek in the Circle district (fig_ 1,37) Gto S feet of soil,
SBud. and tailing are stripped well ahead of hydraulic mining by
piping it to either side of the nllrrow ,·alley to keep it, from passing
through the sluice boxes. On MamDloth Cl-eek 2 to 5 feet of moss,
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muck, and gravel are stripped well ahead of the dredge mainly for
thawing purposes. The cost of stripping at these two placeS is
9 to 15 cents per cubic yard.

STRIPPING I~ THE KLONDIKE

In the Klondike, Yukon Territory, where exceptionally abundant
water supplies are available and the stream grades are 1 to 2 per
cent, extensive stripping has been done. Here the North 1Vest.
Corporation (Ltd.), using 5,600 miner's inches of water, stripped
3,30i~670 cubic yards of muck from 1911 to 1914, inclusive, at a
cost of 9 to 8 cents per cubic yard. 211 Some large-scale experiments
in stripping 'were also conducted by the Yukon Gold Co., the results
of which are commented on by ~fcCarthy,27 as follows:

During the seasons of 1906, 1907, and 1909 the Yukon Gold Co. conducted
some large-scale experiments with the removal of muck overburden. The
tests were conducted at three different points on Bonanza Creek, where every
convenience was at hand. Two 5-inch giants under 400-foot head were used
at one point, and an additional supply of 3.000 miner's inches was avail
able on Bonanza Creek after it had bf'en used in the hydraulic mines. No
trouble was experienced in getting rid of the muck in favorable localities, but
the solid matter was deposited a short distance from the operation and had
to be driven along. The serious drawbacks were that nothing could be done
with the areas that ,vere covered with a tailing of sand and gravel on top of
the muck, within the limits of reasonable expense. As the cross ditches cut
down to the base level, they lost grade and more and more hand labor had to
be employed. Buried roots and stumps had to be cut out by hand at great
expense. I have endeavored to show that the stripping alone had its serious
difficulties, and that it can not be accomplished with the ease and cheapness
to be inferred from recent articles on this subject.

Under average cor.ditions sod and moss when free of frost are
stripped at a cost of ~ to 2 cents per square foot. They have been
removed by hydraulic methods for as low as lit cent, and costs range
from that up to 1 cent per square foot. At the larger operations the
cost should not exceed 1J2 cent. By hand methods the cost will range
from ~ to as much as 31;2 cents per square foot. One man on the
average will strip and remove 1,000 to 1,200 square feet of moss per
day.

For short periods and under favorable conditions, with a large
water supply, frozen muck has been stripped as cheaply as 2 cents
per cubic yard, but under average conditions a cost of 5 to 10
cents per cubic yard can be considered reasonable.. The average cost
of stripping is 10 cents per cubic yard; where conditions are unfav
orable or where much gravel is removed, as in some of the ground
sluicing, costs of 20 to 35 cents vel' cubic yard are not rare.

ZG Department of the Interior, The Yukon 'l'el'l'itol'y. Ottawa, 1916" p'. 76.
n :\!cCarthy, E. E., " Stripping frozen gravel in the Yukon": Min. Mag. (London). vol,

10, April, 1914, p. 292.
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THAWING FROZEN GRAVEL28
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Frozen gravel and bedrock must be thawed before they can be
excavated or sluiced. The thawing is accomplished by the use of
hot rocks, wood fires, natural agencies, steam, hot water, or water
at natural temperature. The method used depends on the character,
depth, and position of the placer, and the resources available.

The methods of thawing in drift mines are described under " Drift
mining," so the following statement applies chiefly to thawing from
the surface ahead of open-cut mining and dredging. It has been
stated that ground may be wholly or partly frozen. In partly
frozen deposits there are naturally thawed channels or irregular
thawed spots or patches, or one or more horizontal strata may be
naturally thawed with frozen beds above or beneath them. At the
larger and more systematic dredging projects the areas to be mined
are prospected for frost by driving long steel bars from the surface
to bedrock or by sinking drill holes. Colored maps are then made to
show the outline of the frozen, thawed, and partly thawed areas.
The generally irregular occurrence of such areas makes these maps
resemble crazy quilts, but they show that the thawed. areas are almost
invariably connected·to a thawed bedrock channel.

HEAT REQUIRED TO THAW FROZEN GRAVELS

The physical characteristics of muck, gravel, and bedrock, and
the amount of ice present are most variable, but as an example, to
illustrate the· amount of heat necessary to thaw 1 cubic yard of
frozen gravel, it will be assumed that the frozen gravel weighs
3,500 pounds per cubic yard containing 425 pounds of ice, and the
temperature is 20° F. It is desired to heat this gravel from 20 to
36° F., or 4° above the freezing point, to assure complete thawing.
The specific heat or the coefficient of thermal capacity for the solids
is taken as 0.2, that for ice 0.5, and for water 1.0. The latent heat of
fusion of ice is taken at 144 B. t. n. per cubic yard. Then-

n. t. u.
3,075 pounds of solids raised 16°, from 20 to 36°, 3,075X16XO.2________ 9,840
425 pounds of ice raised 12°, from 20 to 32°, 425X12XO.5______ 2, G50
425 pounds of ice at 32° raised to ,vater at 32°, 425 X 144 61,200
425 pounds of water raised 4°, from 32 to 36°, 425X4Xl.0______ 1,700

Total heat required for the ice 65,450

Total heat required per cubic yard of graveL 75,290

This result corresponds very closely to the average British thermal
units required at the Yukon Gold Co. operations in the Yukon Ter
ritory. The example clearly shows the comparatively small amount

28 See also Janin, Charles, Recent Progress in the Thawing of Frozen Ground in Placer
Mining: Tech. Paper 309, Bureau of Mines, 1922, 34 pp.
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of heat required for the solids (18 per cent) and the large amount
required (81.3 per cent) to change the ice at 32° to water at 32°.

Taking the fuel value of crude oil at 18,000 B. t. u., bituminous
coal at 12,000 n. t. u., and lignite and dry spruce wood at 8,000
B. t. u., and assuming the efficiency of the boiler and distributing
plant to be 50 per cent, there will be required to thaw 1 cubic yard
of this frozen gravel 8.365 pounds of crude oil, 12.55 pounds of bi
tuminous coal, and 18.82 pounds of lignite or dry spruce wood.
'Vhen water at natural temperatures is used through points, the cal
culation involves different conditions. Accurate data are lacking as
to the efficiency obtained from water so used and the range of tem
perature through which the water is most efficient. To continue the
example, it will be considered that water after dropping to 36° F.
is no longer efficient and, with the initial temperature of the water
at 50° F., the range of temperature is 14°; or 1 pound of water be
tween 36 to 50° contains 14 B. t. u. of heat, which at 70 per cent
efficiency is reduced to 9.8 n. t. u. Pnder these conditions 7,684
pounds, or 921 gallons, of this water will be required to thaw 1 cubic
yard of frozen gravel.

THAWING WITH HOT ROCKS AND WOOD FIRES

Thawing with hot" rocks is no longer practiced. The rocks were
heated in a fire at the surface and dropped to the bottom of the shaft
or piled against the frozen face in the drifts and covered with sheet
iron or steel plates to concentrate the heat. The heat from the
rocks can be controlled more easily than that from wood fires and so
obviates much of the sloughing of the sides or roof.

Thawing with wood fires is only a temporary expedient. The use
of wood fires at a few very small drift mines in some of the more
isolated interior districts is briefly described under" Drift mining."
Wood fires are also sometimes used to thaw small areas of river-bar
placers .which are frozen during the winter, or at a few of the open
cut mines where it may be lnore practical to thaw some occasional
small frozen spot that is tl'ollblesome. In thawing from the surface
with wood fires an area is stripped of ice or any material that can be
removed. Kindling is placed, over which is piled dry wood. Green
wood or brush is plaeed over this and all is covered with sheets of
iron or steel to concentrate and eonserve the heat. The fire is ignited
and burns slowly. During the 'winter only as much ground is
thawed as can be excavated before it freezes again, while during the
open season this feature needs no consideration. The size and shape
of fires and the rate of thawing vary with the conditions. One fire
containing about 11j2 cords of 'wood thawed to a depth of 18
inches, thawing 6 cubic yards of gravel.
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THAWING BY NATURAL MEANS OR EXPOSURE TO THE ELEMENTS

The method of thawing with natural agencies, sometimes called
"solar thawing," involves utilization of the heat from the air and the
sun. The moss or sod blanket must first be removed and any muck
or other frozen overburden stripped off according to the methods
described under" Stripping overburden."

Where steam-scraper, shoveling-in, and similar open-cut methods
of mining are followed and the thawed material is removed from time
to time, depths of 6 inches to.1 foot or more may thaw daily.
Gravel that is undisturbed and is without drainage is especially
slow to thaw and ordinarily thaws only to depths of 2 to 4 feet
during the season. Where there is natural drainage along bedrock,
or bedrock drains are opened to permit the water from the thawing
gravels to seep dmvn into them and flow away, the rate of thawing
is greatly increased and the thawing during a season will continue
to depths of 8 to 12 feet or even more. Natural thawing has been
successfully done in a small way where the gravels were not more
than 15 feet deep and where bedrock drainage was established.
After the gravels have once been stripped they will again freeze to
depths of 2 to 10 feet each winter, which may be to bedrock. As
seasonal frost handicaps most open-cut mines and all dredging,
particularly during the earlier part of the season, it is usually
necessary to thaw some gravel by steam when work begins each
year.

Some large dredging companies in the Yukon Territory have
stripped on a large scale and then experimented with natural thaw
ing. Even where the gravels, which ranged from 15 to 25 feet in
depth, had been stripped several seasons ahead they were found to
be incompletely thawed when dredged, and the lower gravels and
bedrock \vere still frozen, except those connected to a thawed bed
rock channel.

McCarthy,29 commenting on experiments by the Yukon Gold Co.,
states:

The experiments of the Yukon Gold Co. above described were sufficient to
demonstrate to our satisfaetion that the method of stripping and so-called
actual thawing could not be relied upon for any large-scale operation. The
stripping work on claims Nos. 89 and 90 on Bonanza Creek was of no benefit
to the dredging operation. Practically all of the ground had to be thawed by
steam before the· dredges could operate. The ground was stripped and exposed
for an average of less than a season before dredging was attempted. On daims
Nos. 78 and· 79, opposite Trail Gulch, where main ditch water was used for
stripping, the ground was approximately 50 per cent thawed when reached
by the dredge a season and a half later. On account of incomplete data it is
not possible to say positively how much of the thaw was due to stripping and

29 McCarthy, E. E., " Stripping frozen gravel in the Yukon": Min. Mag. (London), vol.
10, April, 1914, p. 289.

92405°-27-6
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how much of the ground was naturally thawed previously. It is my opinion,
from the data available, that the proportion of complete thawing due to
"tripping was small and altogether disproportionate to the expense of doing
the work. The same comments apply to the work on Nos. 62 and 63 Bonanza.
In this case the stripping was more thorough and the ground was exposed
for an average of over three seasons. The dredge reports show that 50 per
cent of the ground ,vas frozen and had to be thawed by steam.

In general, it can be stated that because of the restrictions imposed
by Alaska conditions the removal of overburden on a scale extensive
enough for dredging on a large scale ·can seldom be economically
accomplished, nor can the removal always be done cheaply enough
to justify it as a means of thawing by natural agencies alone. This
nlethod, however, holds wider application when its benefits are com
bined with the object of reducing the deposit to a more practical
mining depth.

FIGCRE 13.~Driving steam-thawing points ahead of dredge

STEAM THAWING

Until the development of thawing with water at natural tem
peratures most frozen gravels were thawed with steam applied
through thawing points. Steam under pressure of 100 to 150 pounds
at the boiler is delivered to the main steam line, whence it is dis
tributed to the various headers or laterals. The main line and
headers are wrapped in asbestos packing or other insulating mate
rial and incased in wooden boxes packed with sawdust to avoid as
much condensation as possible. At intervals of ;') to 6 feet along the
headers short steam-hose connections are made to the head of the
steam points, or branch lines may be run from the headers to a
battery supplying 4 to 10 or more points (see fig. 13). Each header,
branch, and connection to the points is equipped with a valve.
Boiler plants of 100 to 400 horsepower were required at most single
dredge placers for thawing alone, and one company that ran eight
large dredges in the Yukon used 2,000 horsepower.
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The steam points are made of 6 to 24 foot lengths of 34 to 1 inch
extra-heavy hydraulic pipe. Some sections' are 40 feet long and
special coupling connections may be used with them. A tool-steel
bit is welded to the lower end of the point and has an opening,
usually three-sixteenths inch in diameter, through which the steam
escapes. A solid standard drop-forged head, which will withstand
heavy blows of a hammer, is welded to the upper end.

There are various kinds of steam points, differing in the type of
drivehead, steam connection, and form of the bit. The squared or
rounded taper point is most generally used, and where bowlders
have to be drilled a chisel or a cross bit is provided.' 'Vith the steam
turned on, a point will quickly thaw its way through the muck to
the gravel without driving. 'Vhere the hole starts in gravel, a steel
bar is generally used to make a hole for starting the steam point.
Short points or starters 6 to 10 feet long are first used; they are then
removed and the longer points driven through the gravel and into
bedrock.
. As the gravel must thaw ahead before the point can be driven, two

men can attend to a number of points. In average gravel the points
can be sunk at the rate of about 2 feet per hour. The head of the
steam point is pounded with a heavy hammer, and the point is given
an occasional twist to aid its sinking into the gravel. In coarse
gravel driving the points is difficult. Bowlders must' generally be
drilled through, or, if the ground is not too deep, it may be more
practical to withdraw the point and start a new hole. Anvils which
can be attached to the point at a convenient height above the ground
for driving are sometimes used, dispensing with high ladders other
wise required and also reducing breakage of the points.

SPACING OF POINTS

The points are spaced 4 to 10 feet apart, the distance being gov
erned mainly by the character and depth of the ground. Usually
the ground is thawed 8 to 48 hours, depending on its character and
depth, the amount of ice present, and' the spacing of the points.
After the steam is turned off the ground is "sweated" by the retained
heat. The proper spacing, time of thawing, and sweating are most
important factors for efficient and economical work. A steam point
will thaw its largest area at the top of the hole, so that the thawed
part will have a form somewhat similar to an inverted cone; there
fore frozen "horses" of gravel and bedrock may still remain be
tween points after thawing ceuses. The thawed ground is generally
prospected with n sh'el bar, and should any nnthawed areas be lo
cated points are driven into them and the thaw completed. Ground
40 feet deep has been steam thawed, but steam thawing of such deep
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ground for dredging has not been very successful. The thawing of
muck by steam is often slow, compared to the thawing of gravel,
as the fine thawed material forms a blanket of low conductivity
around the point. Clay thaws very slowly, and some clays are baked
hard by the steam, making their disintegration in the sluices difficult.

COST OF STEAM THAWING

The cost of steam thawing, in addition to the cost of labor and
fuel, is governed principally by (1) the character and depth of the
deposit, (2) the amount of ice present, (3) the stearn loss due to
condensation, (4) the mining method or application, and (5) the
scale of operation. The main item of cost is often the driving of
the points to bedrock. Steam thawing ahe;d of dredges has been
done for 12 cents per cubic yard, but normally ranges up to 25 cents,
sometimes more.

oosts in Yukon Territory.-The Yukon Gold CO.30 in the Yukon
Territory from 1909 to 1914 steam thawed 2,259,487 square yards
of frozen ground, or 71.:3 per cent of the area worked, averaging 20
to 35 feet in depth, at a cost of $1.4:3 to $1.77 per square yard, an
averafre ('ost of $1.;'")1 per square yard. The total cost of steam
thawing per cubic yard dredged was 12.18 to 17.62 cents, average
14.53 cents; it averaged 46.5 per cent of the total cost of dredging
during this six-year period.

Costs on Otter Greek and Candle C"reek.-On Otter Creek in the
Iditarod district a 150-horsepower boiler plant handled 95 points, a
duty of 1.58 horsepo,ver per point. The deposit was all gravel 14
feet deep. Thawing cost 30 to 45 cents per cubic yard. At a near-by
operation a 200-horsepower boiler handled 110 points, a duty of 1.81
horsepower per point. About 100,000 cubic yards of gravel were
thawed here one season at a cost of :3:3 cents per cubic yard. On
Candle Creek in the Kuskokwim, where less than 50 per cent of the
gravel was frozen, a 100-horsepower boiler plant handled 80 points.
The gravel thawed averaged 15 to 18 feet in depth, the muck and
other overburden ha"ing been removed. The points were spaced at
6-foot centers. Twelve cords of wood, costinfr $10 per cord, were
burned in 24 hours. 'Vith 10 men per shift employed on the thaw
ing operations, about 100,000 cubic yards were thawed in 1922, at a
('ost of 25 cents per cubic yard. On the basis of 50 per cent of the
gravel having to be thawed, this amounts to 121;2 cents per cubic yard
dredged. Stearn thawing ahead of dredges has now given way to
cold-water thawing, except where stearn is used in a small way at
the start of the season, or supplementary to thawing with water at
natural temperature.

30 Perry o. B., "Den'!opment of dredging in the Yukon Territory": Trans. Canadian
Min. lnst., vol. 18, 1915, pp. 26-44.
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THAWING WITH HOT WATER

Hot water instead of steam applied through points has been tried
at different times. The results indicated that the ground could be
thoroughly thawed, but steam thawing was generally considered to
be more effective at that time. Payne 31 made a number of experi
ments with hot-water thawing in the Yukon. He found that with
hot water four times the amount of gravel could be thawed in two
thirds the time witI]. less than half the fuel necessary when steam
was used. The points could be driven faster and thawing was more
uniform. The great condensation losses that occur with steam and
the possibility of back pressure through the points with consequent
choking by mud, etc., were overcome. Hot-water thawing has not
been adopted, but as it bears a close relationship to thawing with
water at natural temperatures its application and merits can be
gauged through a study of that method.

THAWING WITH WATER AT NATURAL TEMPERATURES 3l

The val'ue of water as a medium for thawing frozen gravels was
recognized some years ago and was probably first applied through
thawing points in the experiments conducted on hot-water thawing.

Successful application of the method of thawing frozen ground
with water at natural temperatures has made available for dredging
many large areas of so-called low-grade ground that have been con
sidered unimportant economically.

MILES METHOD

Two methods of thawing with water at natural temperatures have
been developed and are in use. One known as the Pierce method
will be discussed later. The method of J. H. Miles 33 has been
generally adopted by the dredging companies. The :Miles method
involves the use of water under pressure, delivered to the ground
through thawing points. As the water leaves the points which are
driven into bedrock or close to the bottom of a frozen stratum, it
thaws and loosens the ground around the point. It is an interesting
fact that as thawing proceeds and the cylinder of thawed ground
enlarges, the water, instead of returning alongside the point, works
its way to the outer edge of the thrawed cylinder, circulating upward
along its frozen rim. " Experiments by Miles and others show

1I1 Payne, H. M., '. The development and problem of the Yukon": Trans. Canadian Min.
lnst., vol. 16, 1913, p. 237.

a:J Sel:' also Janin, Charles, Recent Progress in the Thawing of Frozpn. Gravel in PIacpr .
Mining: Tech. Paper 309, Bureau of Mines, 1922, 39 PP.

3S United States Patent No. 1339036 was granted Mr. Miles on May 4, 1920. After his
death these rights were purchased by the Hammon Confiolidated Goldfields Co., operating
at Nome. This company has not announced any definite policy concerning the use of
the method by others.
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that the cylinder thawed by the water in the gravel has its great
est diameter around the outlet of the point, so that thawing is
most thorough at bedrock, the place where it is most required.
Thawed channels and strata may, however, be encountered or de
veloped, and water seeking the easiest line of flow will follow such
courses. vVater from one point may then work its way to other
points before rising to the surface or may escape by underground
channels, leaving intervening spots or "horses" of frozen ground
which the water has not been able to reach during the average period
of thawing. Such unthawed areas require the placing of additional
points.

Distl-ibution and pressure of 'Wate7'.-'Vater for thawing is de
livered untler pressure from the ditch or pump or both to the main
pipe line, then to one or more branches or manifolds. From these
manifolds it is conducted through the various headers or other
branches and delivered to the points through hose connections.
Each branch and point connection has a valve to control the flow
of the water. The size of the pipe lines, headers, and other equip
ment is governed by the amount of water required. The spacing of
the headers and their division is governed by the spacing of the
points. The pressure of the water at the points is generally 20 to
80 pounds per square inch and is usually governed by the available
head. The loss in friction due to many bends and angles, and the use
of small pipe is large. It has been found that in average gravel high
pressure is a necessary aid to driving the points, as this will eliminate
much of the trouble caused by their plugging; it will more readily
force thawed material away from the point and establish better cir
culation of the water. Miles reported better success in driving with
60 pounds pressure than with 40 pounds. High pressure may, how
ever, cause the points to be forced up the hole and away from bed
rock. After the points are once set the pressure is regulated ac
cording to what is considered most efficient.

Te1nperature and source of 'Water supply.-vVater at 32° F.
the freezing point-eontains no available heat units for thawing,
and as most of the water at natural temperatures in Alaska will
be near this point, or 4 to 8° above freezing during the spring and
fall months, there are practically only three months, June, tTuly,
and August, and probably a part of September, when the tempera
ture will be 50° F. or over. During cold seasons the water tem
peratures may not average over 40°, while during others tempera
tures of 65 to 70° have been recorded over short periods. The tem
perature of tlw water at night may be G to 10° lower than during
the day. The most effieient and practical results are generally ob
tained when the temperature of the water on returning to the
surface is not below 36 or 38°. Some operators have found this
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limit to be higher, but in practice it will be governed by the avail
able initial temperature and the water supply. From 8 to 15° of
the water temperature is generally all the heat that can be efficiently
removed. Wide, flat ditches or shallow reservoirs on south slopes
will warm the water supply appreciably. "'Vater supply from ditches
may be found inadequate or unreliable for thawing, and the cost
of obtaining a ditch supply may be too great to permit economical
thawing. ",Vhere fuel can be obtained at reasonable cost, pumping
may be the most 'practical means of providing the entire water sup
ply. Pumping is also used to supplement the ditch supply. Where
pumping is employed less water would be required, as it could be
used again. in which case thawing would be hastened if the water
were warmed.

FIGVn~ 14.-Water thawing- ahead of drpdges at Nome

Amount of 1vater needed.-The amoJInt of water required depends
on many conditions. At Nome, where the ground is being thawed
to 60 feet in depth, from 1 to 134 miner's inches of ditch water
are used per point, under pressures of ao to 80 pounds. At one
operation 1,000 gallons of water were pumped per minute under
171;2 pounds of pressure to supply 100 points. The Yukon Gold Co.
pumped about 3,500 gallons per minute for 1,000 points.

Driving thawing points.-The thawing points are made of extra
strong pipe 1J2 to 1 inch in diameter. These may be fitted with the
standard steel drivehead; then they are similar to the regulation
steam points. ",Vhere anvil attachments are used for driving, no
drivehead is necessary, the upper end of the point being fitted with
a bent pipe or "gooseneck" for water connection (fig. 14). The
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lower end of the point gerrerally has a steel bit with % to
lh inch opening. In difficult ground a chisel or a cross bit
is used for drilling bowlders. In easy-driving, shallow ground a T
fitting is used, with a light steel plug at the top for driving and
a nipple connection at the side for the water-hose connection. A
plain open-end point is often used in ground where driving is com
parativelyeasy. However, this form of point plugs easily. Several
different forms of bits have recently been developed with a view to
avoiding plugging. One has a pointed tip, tapering to a broad
shoulder. The water is discharged through two holes set opposite
each other and pointing downward at an angle. Deep flutes
from the holes run out to the shoulder. During driving this shoulder
deflects the material, keeping the holes clear. On Fairbanks Creek,
lh-inch water pipe equipped with a head made of a T fitting and
similar to the steam sweater is used, and no unusual difficulty is
experienced in driving them to bedrock, although heavier points are
often required. Thawing points are usually 10 to 20 feet long.
'Vhere greater lengths are required, several are joined, special fitted
shoulder joints, threads, and sleeves being used.

"'Vater thaws more slowly than steam, and two men can generally
look after twice as many water points as steam points. As the
ground ahead of a bit must be thawed before the point can bb driven,
the men work from one point to the other, driving each as far as it
will go at that time. Depending on ground and water temperatures,
two men can drive 10 to 25 and more points. Under average condi
tions a point can be driven 3~ to llh feet per hour, and when the
water is unusually warm a rate equal to that for driving with st('am
has been realized. In some light and shallow ground the points can
sometimes be set with very little driving, whereas hard driving is
generally necessary in deep deposits or heavy gravel. At several
operations where heavy driving is necessary a slotted anvil weigh
ing 60 to 80 pounds is keyed on the thawing point at a convenient
height. It is fitted with handles inserted on opposite sides for turn
ing the point back and forth while it is being worked down (fig. 15).
The head of this anvil is pounded with an 8 or 12 pound hammer.
Driving points to bedrock, especially in bowldery gravel, is often
slow, and sometimes bedrock can not be reached. There are certain
localities on the Third Beach line at Nome where the deposit is 60
feet and more deep and the bedrock is overlain by slabby bmvlders.
The best method so far developed is to drill holes during the winter
·with a churn drill and insert the points. The drilling expense is,
however, a noteworthy item against low-cost thawing, although the
method is cheaper and more practical than driving points in this
kind of ground by usual practice. Machine drills with jointed steel
were tried but were unsuccessful.
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The points are generally set in triangular relation to each other
and spaced 8 to 16 feet apart. At Nome, where churn-drill holes
are used, they are spaced 32 feet apart, and additional points may be
set halfway between them, following ordinary procedure.

The thawing scope of a point when set in equilateral triangular
relation is generally considered to be a hexagonal prism, the long
radius of which is one-half the distance between points. Thus, with
16-foot spacing there would be four times as much ground thawed
per point as when the spacing is 8 feet. Spacing, therefore, has a

FIGURE 15.-Driving water-thawing points with anvil attach
ment, at Nome

most important bearing on the cost of thawing, especially where
driving the points is difficult.

Time required for thawings.-The time required to complete a
thaw is governed mainly by the temperature of the water, the spac
ing, and the character of the deposit. Although no definite time
can be stated, under average conditions thawing has been com
pleted with 8-foot spacing in 4 to 8 days, with 10-foot spacing in 8 to
12 days, and 16-foot spacing in 10 to 14 days. Some thawing of the
deep ground at Nome, where the churn-drill holes were spaced 32
feet apart, required .10 to 12 weeks. During a period of maximum
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water temperature thawing has been completed in about haH the
time required with average temperatures.

Results of water thawing.-The water boiling up to the surface
of the ground makes the ground very soggy underfoot, and as the
thaw continues and is completed the ground subsides, the subsidence
depending upon the amount of ice that was present and the charac
ter of the ground. This point should be considered in estimating
the volume of material to be dug by the dredge. In some instances,
if much muck overburden is present, the volume is reduced 25 per
cent or more by thawing. The subsidence of ground often causes
trouble by breaking the pipe lines. The question as to whether
ground that has been thawed will freeze again has often been asked.
Operators state that permanent frost is gone for good after the
ground has once been thoroughly thawed, and that only the seasonal
frost returns. If the moss and muck overburden is not removed,
this seasonal frost seldom goes deeper than 2 to 5 feet. The shal
lower gravels which have been stripped of overburden may, however,
again freeze to bedrock during the winter. Gravel thawed by water
will dig and sluice more readily than that thawed by natural or
steam methods, especially when clay is present, as water aids in
softening and disintegrating it.

WORK IN IDITAROD DISTRICT

The Riley Investment Co. on Otter Creek in the Iditarod district
(fig. 1, 21), after several years of experimental work, in 192:3 in
stalled a 700-point water thawing plant and is successfully thawing
ahead of a 3~~-cubic foot dredge, which will dig about 1,500 cubic
yards, or about 3,000 square feet, of bedrock a day. The creek
deposit is medium-size gravel with only a few bowlders. Some clay
is present with the gravel, and the slate bedrock is overlain with
sticky clay derived from its decomposition. Most of the gravel is
covered with 1 to 2 feet of sod, moss, or overburden; there is practi
cally no muck. The average depth of the deposit as dredged is 15
feet. Approximately 50 per cent of the deposit is frozen to bed
rock; there are thawed channels and patches, which are first located
by driving steel bars to bedrock.

Description of equipment.-Water for thawing is obtained from a
4-mile ditch that follows the north slope of the hill. The flow ranges
from 150 to 400 miner's inches. From the penstock to the Y there are
1,800 feet of pipe line loto 12 inches in diameter. This line is then dI
vided into two 9-inch branches connecting with the two 9-inch mani
folds. Each manifold is 300 feet long and is tapped every 10 feet on
both sides with connections opposite each other for 3-inch fittings to
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which the headers are connected. This connection consists of a nipple,
yalye, nipple, and union to 40 feet of 3-inch pipe, followed by 40 feet
of 2:t;2-inch pipe, then 20 feet of 2-inch pipe, making each header 100
feet long. Usually only every other header connection is used, so
they would be spaced every 20 feet along the manifold. Each side of
the headers is tapped every 10 feet, but offset to provide a connection
every 5 feet and at the end for % -inch fittings and a valve, making
connections for 21 points on each header (see fig. 16). ""Vith this ar
rangement the thawing points are spaced 10 feet between rows and
10 feet apart along the rows, each row being offset 5 feet so that the
holes are placed at the corners of isosceles triangles.

A regulation 16-foot, solid-head, % -inch point of the steam type,
with square tapered bit with ~Y8-inch opening, is driven in stages to
bedrock while water is turned on under fnIl pressure. The point is

FIGURE 16.-Thawing with watpr on Otter Creek. Iditarod di8tl'ict

then removed and a "sweater" inserted. In certain areas the sweater
can be driven to bedrock without this preliminary procedure. These
sweaters are 16 feet long, made of V2-inch extra-strong pipe, and
used with the full opening at the bottom. The lower 4 or 5 inches
are casehardened. The head is fitted with a %-inch T to which is
fitted i-inch four-ply water hose. These sweaters are not driven
hard, so a % -inch plug at the top suffices for a drivehead. The equip
ment contains 100 points and 700 of these sweaters.

Speed of operation and pressure.-Under the present system eight
men in two 10-hour shifts will drive to bedrock about 40 points and set
the sweaters and have the thawi~g under way for an area of 4,000

, square feet. One man is allotted the driying of 21 points, which has
been found to be about the average number for efficient work. The
average time required to complete a thaw is 10 to 12 days, although
during periods of higher water temperatures a thaw has been com-
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pleted in four to fiye days. Pressures taken when the plant was in
full operation ,vere as follows: At Y on main pipe line, 32 pounds per
square inch; 011 9-inch line, upper end, at first header connection, 29
pounds; on 9-inch line, lower end, at last header co.nnection, 24
pounds; at extreme end of he9,ders, 19 to 23 pounds. No pressures
were taken at end of points.

Temperature of water.-Temperatures taken of the water at the
penstock during the 1923 season, up to .July 7, ranged from 3(iO to
68° F.; the daily averages were 40° to 60°. On July 6 the highest
was recorded as 68° and 69° at the headers. The temperature of the
water at night is much lower than during the day; differences of
6° to 8° have been recorded between 9 a. m. and 2 p. m. of an average
summer day. In 1922 the temperature of the water averaged between
42° and 44°; ;")0° was the highest recorded. The colcIest water used
was in 1922, when the average temperature of some water used from
another ditch was 36°. Under ordinary conditions· in summer the
water entering the ground was generally 10° to 12° warmer than that
returning. 'Vhen the temperature of the water was only 42° to 44°
on entering, this difference dropped to about 6°, and there were many
times at lower temperatures when only 2° could be utilized. Ac
cording to the manager, H. Donnelly, more heat units are removed
from the water at the start than after thawing has been under way
awhile. There were no noticeable differences in the results with
1J2 or 34 inch points. In the spring steam is used to thaw the sur
face frost ahead of the dredge to get under way.

Cost of thawing with water in lditarod district.-The cost of thaw
ing with water at this placer during a long period can not be defi
nitely stated. The following is, however, the average daily labor
cost from which a close approximation can be drawn. Wages are
on a 10-hour basis and include board at $3 a day.

Average daily labo1' cost

8 point men, at $9 $72. ()()
1 day forenlan, at $12 12.00
1 night foreman, at $10 10.00
1 ditch man, at $9_______________________________________ 9. ()()
Half time of blacksmith and helpeL_____________________ 10. 50

Total daily cosL 113. 50

From June 22 to July 2, 1923, or 10 days, the above crew set 391
points, and 39,100 square feet, 15 feet deep (21,722 cubic yards), were
thawed at a labor and repair cost of 3 cents per square foot, or 514
cents per cubic yard. Steam-thawing costs were formerly 35 to 45
cents per cubic yard. In view of the preparatory work, delays, and
other factors it seems safe to say that 7 cents per cubic yard should
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cover the operating cost. Approximately $10,000 is invested in the
thawing equipment, exdusive of the ditch line, which remains from
former work.

. COST OF THAWING WITH WATER AT NATURAL TEMP}<~RATURES

The cost of thawing with water at natural temperatures is gov
erned chiefly by the cost of the water and the character of the
ground. The latter affects mainly the cost of driving the points
and the amount of water required. Therefore, for low thawing
costs, an ample and cheap supply of water under pressure must be
available and the deposit must permit easy driving of the points.
The operating costs depend upon local conditions and the scale of
the operation, and normally range from 7 to 15 cents per cubic yard.
It was at one time estimated that in the Nome district water thaw
ing on a large scale could be done for 4 cents or less per cubic
yard where large water supplies are available under pressure from
ditches already constructed. This low cost is still a long way from
realization. Using pumped water and having a large amount of
power already available, the Yukon Gold Co. thawed with water
at natural temperatures at an operating cost of 10 to 14 cents per
cubic yard. On Fairbanks Creek thawing was done with an erratic,
small water supply from a ditch for 10 to 12 cents per cubic yard.
As only part of the ground dredged may require thawing, the cost of
thawing per cubic yard dredged may be proportionately less.

PIERCE METHOD

The Pierce method of thawing with water under natural tem
peratures involves natural or solar thawing, supplemented by the
thawing action of water applied to the surface. The lowest point of
bedrock within the area to be thawed is first determined by prospect
ing with a steel bar or by other means. At this place a shaft about
5 feet square is sunk well into bedrock. A series of shafts or a trench
may be used. This shaft or trench is tightly timbered to within a
few feet of the bottom and is also extended above the surface of the
ground to keep out surface water; the purpose is to permit water
to enter the shaft or trench only from the bottom. Some coarse
gravel is thrown in around the sides and at the bottom to keep the
fine material from filling in. Water under natural flow, usually from
the creek, is then allowed to run over the area; it must be run to the
extreme edges of the block of ground to be thawed, as thawing will
not be accomplished beyond the outer limits of such water. The
water seeps into the gravel as it tha,vs and drains to the shaft or
trench, whence it is pumped from time to time to establish circula
tion and drainage. Where natural conditions answer for similar
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drainage purposes, the shaft and pumping are unnecessary. As the
gravel thaws the water level lowers until the thaw is completed to
and into bedrock. Where the gravel is covered with muck, thawing
points are driven to the gravel and water is applied to the gravel
only; the muck presumably is thawed by natural means. 'Vhere
beds of clay or other impervious material are interstratified with
the gravel, similar use of thawing points would be required to thaw
them and to deliver the water below such beds.

Operations on Candle Creek.-Pierce writes as follows on thaw
ing conducted by this method on Candle Creek in the Fairhaven
district (fig. 1, 6) : 34

In our operations last summer we found on August 4 (the day we started
to pump from the shaft) that the seasonal thaw had reached to a depth of 3%
feet * * "'. On August 6 the frost line had moved downward to contour
line N (about 1 foot deeper). On August 18 (the day we stopped pumping)
the frost line had moved downward through the entire area to be thawed, pass
ing through and thawing a layer of muck, till it had reached and thawed into
bedrock. The entire area, 790 feet upstream and 235 feet downstream from
the shaft, with an average width of 60 feet (average depth 9 feet), had been
completely thawed in a period of 15 days, with an actual pumping time of 80
hours. This ground was dredged during the same summer and no horses of
frost were encountered. The ground thawed well aIll} evenly. The cost per
cuhic yard to thaw this ground was 1.4 cents per yard, not including any
overhead or equipment charges.

A 2V2-inch rotary pump with a rated discharge of 250 gallons of
water per minute driven by a 4-horsepower Cushman gasoline engine
was used for pumping.

Operations on Otter CreeA'.-This method was tried in 1922 on
Otter Creek on a block of frozen gravel 40,000 feet square and
15 feet deep. After 37 days the thawing had penetrated 5 to 9 feet.
The temperature of the water pumped from the shaft was always 32°
F. (Probably not enough was pumped.) As thawing was too slow
and time to complete the thaw was not available, the experiment was
abandoned. The management thought that the experiment would
have been successful had more time been available. The character
of the deposit and conditions on Otter Creek have been described.

Operation8 on Seward Peninsula.-Small blocks of shallow grav
els have been successfully thawed by the Pierce method at certain
workings on Seward Peninsula. Where conditions favor thawing by
this method, costs should be low. These principles, applied where
natural or solar thawing is practiced, would surely improve that
method of thawing. A combination of the principles of the Pierce
and l\Iiles methods seems to be a most feasible way of overcoming
some difficulties encountered and perhaps reducing the cost of thaw
ing at some operations where the Miles method alone is used.

M Pierce, E. E., "Cold-water thawing of frozen gravels": Min. and Sci. Press, vol. 124,
Feb. 4, 1922, pp. 154-156.
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MINING METHODS

OPEN-CUT MINING

Open-cut mining as discussed here embraces all forms of placer
mining where the entire deposit is worked from the surface down,
except hydraulic mining and dredging, w'hich are considered under
separate headings. The simplest forms of open-cut mining use
manual labor almost entirely and are now restricted to small work
ings. At the larger mines machinery excavates and transports
gravel to the sluices. The overburden may be removed by stripping,
often by some form of hydraulicking.

Only a few of the many methods of open-cut mining formerly
used in Alaska are now employed. Mining by means of derricks,
horse-drawn scrapers, track-and-incline systems, and similar meth
ods has largely been discarded. Cumbersome, immobile excavat
ing machinery, ,,'ith belt conveyers, bucket elevators, etc., proved
impractical anu too costly for use under Alaska conditions.' Steam
shovel mining generally failed, especially vi!hen handicapped 'with
the additional cost of steam thawing the frozen gravels. The steam
shovel is an efficient digging machine, and although it can handle
heavier material than other mechanical excavators it lacks im
portant features necessary for efficient placer mining. Mechanical
excavators for open-cut placer mining should possess mobility, a
relatively large digging radius, and the ability to dump their load
directly to the sluices. Most intermediate conveying systems can
not keep pace with the excavating machine; the additional cost for
such equipment plus the cost of operation generally prohibit their
use on the lower-grade gravels. Although all mechanical excavators
have their limitations, the drag-line and the cableway types fulfill
most of the requirements and when employed under suitable condi
tions can be successfully operated with less labor, power, and main
tenance than the bottomless type of steam scraper.

l\fanual methods, such as beach mining, ground sluicing with
shoveling in, and booming with shoveling in, are becoming obsolete
in many districts but are still popular with small mines. Such
methods require little capital and are often the most practical for
mining small areas where the water supply is small or intermittent.

The depth of deposit that can be mined by open-cut methods is
governed principally by the depth of overburden that can be removed
by stripping. Mechanical excavation in open-cut placer mining is
generally limited by Alaska conditions to gravels not exceeding 8
or 10 feet in depth. One great advantage of open-cut mining is that
it permits natural thawing of shallow exposed gravels after the
overburden has been removed.
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MANUAL METHODS

BEACH ~IINI:KG

Sea-beach mining- 'was at its height during the early days follow
ing the discovery of gold on the beaches at Nome, Lituya Bay, Yaka
taga, I(odiak (fig. 1, 1, 51, 62, and 64), and elsewhere. The richer
deposits were soon exhausted by hand methods, and repeated at
tempts to work beach sands on a larger scale ,,,ith mechanical equip
ment failed. This mining is practiced intermittently, usually after a
storm when the high surf washes the overburden of beach material,
leaving a new concentration of the heavier black or ruby sands
containing gold. These concentrates are washed in rockers, long
toms, surf washers, or small sluices. On the Nome beach small pros
pect holes are dug to locate the ruby-sand concentrates, .which are
usually covered with a foot or more of barren sand and gravel. This

FIGURE 17.-Beach mining with long tom at Nome

overlmnlen is shm°eled away, and the ~ to 3 inch depth of concentrate
is shoveled into buckets or wheelbarrows and transported to the
,,·ashing device.

Long toms.-The long tom is a small sluice box with a grizzly or
screen at the head for removing the coarser material. For saving
fine gold the box is set at a high gradient, 3 to 4 inches to the foot,
and the screened material is passed over riffles and amalgam plates.
The plates are protected from scouring with Ih-inch screen or
punched plate. The water for sluicing is usually bailed with a large
dipper (see fig. 17).

Surf 'tcashers.-The surf washer can only be used ,vhen the surf is
of proper height. It is sommvhat similar to the long tom but wider
and shorter. The incoming surf rushes up the sluices, washes ma
terial from the hopper, and on retreating carries it over the riffles and
plates (see fig. 18). The average duty per man per 10 hours for
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long tom and rocker work is 3 to 5 cubic yards. One man can
attend to two surf washers, and in one instance 8 cubic yards per
10 hours were handled.

GROUND SLUICING

Stripping by ground sluicing has been discussed in a previous
chapter. Ground sluicing as a mining method, however, removes
much of the gravel, leaving the balance to be mined usually by shovel
ing in or some similar method and is best adapted to shallow gravels,
usually not over 10 feet deep, which contain coarse gold, and to richer
gravel deposits overlain with muck or other light material that can
be cheaply removed. In order to ground sluice gravel successfully,
steeper grades are necessary than for removal o£ the light overburden.
The most favorable conditions for ground sluicing are on the benches
and the upper reaches of the creeks. At several bench placers that
haye exceptionally good dumping facilities and favorable grades but

FIGFHE 18.-Beach mining with surf washers at Nome

water supplies that are usually small, gravel faces as high as 80
feet are being ground sluiced; and on the creeks numerous deposits
ranging from a few feet up to more than 20 feet in depth, half of this
being overburden, are successfully handled by ground sluicing.

For sluicing creek deposits a dam with gates and spillways and
a flume or ditch for by-passing excess water are constructed across
the creek just above the ground to be worked. When ground
sluicing is to be followed by shoveling in, the first cut is made
along one side of the pay channel, and all the water is confined to
this cut~ which is 12 to 16 feet wide and 100 to as much as 1,000
feet long. The overburden, and as much gravel as it is practical
to remove, are sluiced through this cut, concentrating the gold in
the remaining gravel. 'Vhen bowlders accumulate, they are stacked
by hand beside the cut. 'Vhere the grade and other condtions per
mit, and \vhere the bedrock is rough and slabby and so affords a

92403 0 -27--7
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natural riffle, the sluicing may be carried to bedrock. Under average
conditions, however, 1 to 4 feet of gravel may remain to be shoveled
into the sluice boxes (see fig. 19) OJ' excavated by other means.
Usually only one cut is ground sluiced and shoveled-in at a time;
this is done by one to four men, and often only one cut is completed
In a season.

Groufld sluicing is usually done when advantage can be taken of
spring floods; the rest of the season is spent in shoveling-in. After
the first cut has been completed the water is deflected against the bank
by shear boards and wing dams, and another parallel cut is ground
sluiced: one dam thus answers for the entire width of the channel.
At some mines, particularly those working bench deposits, water from

F'IGl;HE lU.-Shoveling into boxe>; below automatic dam, Rampart district

a ditch is allowed to run over the banks, washing down material
which is then carried onward by an additional supply of water.

BOOMING

In the interior districts the water supply at most placer mines
is small during all or the greater part of the season. Then the
water is impounded back of the dam or in the ditch, and on being
released at intervals by hand-operated or automatic gates rushes or
booms dmvn the cut, carrying the material with it. vVhen water is
so llsed for ground sluicing, the operation is known as "booming."

Swinging gates.-Different types of automatic or self-dumping
gates are in use, the swinging type being most common. The heavy
wooden gate swings outward on a horizontal pivot that is set one
third the height of the gate from the bottom. vVhen the water
rises to more than two-thirds the height of the gate, the latter is
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automatically releasell by an ingenious device, and ,vhen the reservoir
is neal'~Y empty the gate returns to its closed position. The heavy
jarring, however, may cause the dam and gate to leak. This is
partly overcome by making the timbered section of the dam on each
side of the gate independent of the main structure, filling these
section with clay and cushioning the gate seat with strips of canvas.

Automatic swing gates are usually 4 to 10 feet wide. At some
mines one or two small, light gates 2 to 4 feet ,vide and generally
built into the side of the ditch are used. These gates are horizon
tally pivoted at the bottom and controlled by a counterbalanced
weight. Canvas is nailed to the gate and to the sides and bottom
of the chute to make it water-tight. This canvas acts like a bellows
,vhen the gate opens and closes. When a gate is released, it usually
sounds an alarm to warn the men in the pit.

FIGt:l\E :W.-Automatic gate, hox type, ltampart district

Box gates.-The box gate, which works vertically in guides and
has special releasing devices, is also used. Since the action of the
gate is more gradual, there is no undue strain on the dam. As the
box rises the water runs out through the bottom and on returning
to position the box slips over a cushioned shoulder that forms a
tight connection (see fig. 20).

SHOVELING IN

Shoveling in as adapted to rich placer gravel not over 6 or 8 feet
deep, but as such deposits are now rare in Alaska it is generally re
stricted to the shallow gravels remaining after ground sluicing or
booming. The method is simple and permits careful cleaning of
bedrock. The dam at the head of the pit is necessary in creek de-
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posits to keep out excess water; seepage water is haD<lled by open
or by small inclosed drains. For favorable conditions the bedrock
grade should be steeper than the required sluice grade, and means
should be available for the natural disposal of tailing.

The sluice boxes are usually 12 to 14 inches wide, in telescoping
sections, with pole riffles. ",Vhere the bedrock grade is not adequate,
they are mounted on low trestles or posts and braced to bedrock 01' the
sides of the cut. The usual grade used is 6 inches to the 12-foot box,
although more is preferred. A long string of tailing boxes is
usually required to provide more dump room. The bottoms are lined
with an extra thickness of board or light sheet iron or steel and set
at a lower grade than the regular sluice boxes, usually 4Y2 to
5 inches. "'Vater is conducted through a flume directly from the dam
to the head of the boxes or through canvas flume hose or pipe. The
width of cut most practical for shoveling directly into the sluice
is 6 feet on either side, which has established the practical unit of
the" box length" or an area 12 feet wide and the length of one
box (12 feet). Only the lighter material is shoveled in; the larger
rocks, about 5 inches or over, are piled on cleaned bedrock. From
1 to 3 feet of bedrock may be taken up and if it is hard or creviced
much pick work is required.

The duty of shoveling in varies chiefly with the character of
the gravel and bedrock, the height of lift, and the shoveler's effi
ciency. The maximum practicable lift in shoveling gravel is 6 to
8 feet. vVhere the gravel and bedrock must be picked and many
bowlders thrown out, and where bedrock is difficult to clean, the
duty becomes low. Under Alaska conditions one man will shovel
from 2~ to as much as 10 cubic yards in 10 hours with lifts of :3
to 7 feet, and the depth of material shoveled is usually 1 to [) feet.
An average day's work for a shoveler in the interior districts during
the boom days was considered to be 7 to 8 cubic yards.

COSTS oJ<' GROUND SLUICING AND BOOMING

Ground sluicing and booming are very closely allied at most small
placers. The cost of ground sluicing and booming is 15 to 35 cents
per cubic yard, as a rule, although under the most favorable con
ditions costs have been as low as 7 cents. Ground sluicing or boom
ing, followed by shoveling in, involves an average expenditure of
$350 to $1,500 in equipment, exclusive of ditches. The average
dam equipped with an automatic gate costs $250 to $:500. Some
miners, in estimating their costs, add $1 to $2 per day for each man
employed, for depreciation of equipment.

The cost of shoveling in is variable, ranging from $1.25 to as
much as $4 per cubic yard. In easily dug gravel, when other con-
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ditions are favorable, as at one mine on Seward Peninsula, the cost
of shovelng in was $1 per cubic yard. In the Hot Springs district
a 50 by 500 foot cut was boomed of frozen muck and a few feet of
gravel to a depth of 25 feet at a cost of 7 cents per cubic yard.
Shoveling in 21;2 feet of gravel and bedrock cost $2.30 per cubic yard.
The combined cost was 30 cents per cublc yard.

Costs in RampaJrt district.-On Little Minook Creek in the Ram
part district (fig. 1,31) 18 feet of muck and gravel was boomed from
a 12 by 600 foot cut at a cost of 18 cents per cubic yard. Two feet of
gravel and bedrock, which required much picking and throwing out
of half as bowlders, was handled at a cost of $2.20 per cubic yard.
The combined cost was 38 cents per cubic yard. This was the fourth
cut and cost much less than the first. One mile down the creek a
booming operation taking out the first cut 1,000 feet long and 12 feet
wide removed 7~~ feet of muck and gravel for 22 cents per cubic yard
and shoveled in 2 feet of material, 60 per cent being bowlders, at a
cost of $2.80. The combined cost was 77 cents per cltbic yard.

Costs in Ruby district.-On Greenstone Creek, in the Ruby dis
trict (fig. 1, 928), sod ,vas stripped by hand and the muck and gravel
ground sluiced off to a depth of 6 feet in a pit 60 by 200 feet for
38 cents per cubic yard; 2 feet of material were shoveled in for
$1.65; the combined cost was 70 cents per cubic yard. On the same
creek, but in a bench deposit with steeper grade, a 10-foot depth of
muck and gravel was ground sluiced for 26 cents per cubic yard, and
1 foot of material was shoveled in for $2.56. The combined cost was
47 cents per cubic yard. The estimate of $12 per man per eight-hour
shift used there is considered as covering depreciation. In other lo
calities combined costs for ground sluil~ing and shoveling in range
from 2;') cents to $1 per cubic yard.

SELF-DUMPING CARRIERS

The method of shoveling the gravel into wheelbarrows and wheel
ing it to a bucket which is hoisted up an inclined cableway and
automatically dumps into the sluices is still in use at a few small
mines in the interior district. The requisite conditions are similar
to those for ground slucing and shoveling in, but by this method
the gravel is conveyed from the pit to a place where adequate grade
for the sluices and enough dump room can be qbtained. The pits
worked are not over 150 feet in greatest dimension, as 75 feet is
generally th~ practical limit of wheeling distance to the centrally
placed bucket station. The bucket rests in a timber crib, its top
level with the bedrock. The shoveler spends one-fourth to one-third
of his time wheeling, and to the cost of wheeling must be added the
cost of fuel, the hoist man's wages, and the wear and tear on
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equipment. From this it would seem cheaper to shovel the gravel
directly into sluice boxes. However, use of the bucket and carrier
permits a wider pit and speeds up the work, particularly for easily
shoveled gravel and unfavorable sluicing conditions.

The self-dumping bucket and carrier, stBam hoist, and other equip
ment used in this method are similar to those used at small drift
mines. The buckets hold two to five wheelbarrow loa<ls, and the
steanl hoists are of 5 to 1;') horsepower. At three operations noted a
high shoveling and wheeling duty of 7 to 9 cubic yards was obtained.
The cost exclusive of ground sluicing ranged from $1.75 to $2.50 per
cubic yard for handling 2 to 5 foot depths of gravel and bedrock.

Costs of typical operations.-At one property on Ophir Creek in
the Innoko district (fig. 1, 522) 22 feet of cover (18 feet of frozen
muck and 4 feet of gravel) were stripped at a cost of 16 cents per
cubic yard, then 5 feet of gravel and bedrock were mined by self
dumping carrier for $1.75 per cubic yard. The combined cost for
the 27 feet was 42 cents per cubic yard. At an adjoining operation
a similar method was being started; there were 35 feet of frozen
muck and 6 feet of gravel, and the operators estimated mining would
cost 50 cents a cubic yard.

On Chatham Creek in the Fairbanks district (fig. 1, 33) 10 feet of
overburden were ground sluiced at a cost of 16 cents per cubic yard,
and 4 feet of gravel and bedrock were handled by bucket carrier for
$1.25 per cubic yard. The combined cost for the 14-foot depth was
48 cents per cubic yard.

MECHANICAL METHODS

STEX:\I SCRAPERS

Until recently steam scrapers were used by a large number of
placer operators in the interior districts, but only a comparatively
few are now active. Profitable scraper operation is diminishing
through depletion of the available areas or is being replaced by less
costly methods, mainly dredging. Small drag scrapers and wheel
scrapers, which were of light construction and difficult to handle
under power, were replaced by heavy scrapers of the bottomless or
Bagley type and the slip-toothed type. Bottomless scrapers are
more efficient, but slip serapel'S are still being used at a few small
mines. Both types are also used for stacking tailing at some hy
draulic mines where the water supply is inadequate.

Steam scrapers are adapted to mining comparatively large areas
of shallow gravel without large bowlders where the bedrock is not
hard or irregular and the grade necessitates lifting the gravel for
sluicing. The gravel should not be frozen, and the pit should be
free of water. For mining thawing ground the Bagley scraper has
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a decided advantage over other mechanical devices; the scraper can
be readily shifted and the material removed in shallow cuts as it
thaws naturally. Usually the overburden is removed the season be
fore to let the gravel thaw; even then frozen ground may be found
if proper drainage has not been provided. During an average sea
son thawing ordinarily keeps pace with scraping, varying from 4 to
12 inches a day. A season of much frost and slow thawing greatly
handicaps the scraper.

With steam scrapers as much overburden as practicable is removed
by hydraulicking or other means to reduce the volume of material
to be scraped and transported to the sluices. After the overburden
and any barren top gravel have been removed by the methods de
scribed under" Stripping overburden" there will then remain under
average conditions 4 to 8 feet of pay gravel and 2 to 4 feet of bed
rock to be put through the sl~ices. Hard, irregular, or creviced
bedrock can not be cleaned properly with the scraper and requires
some handwork.

The power plant is installed where two or more pits can be
worked; the preparatory work usually is done in fall or early spring.
Scraping the pay gravel is ordinarily started after spring frosts are
over, or early in June, and continues until the first heavy frosts,
about the latter part of September.

The large power consumption, high labor costs, costly set-up,
excessive cable wear, and repair charges involved in handling com
paratively small amounts of material make steam-scraper methods
impractical for mining the present average low-grade Alaska gravels.
The use and limitations of the two types of steam scrapers are
described in more detail below.

BAGLEY OR BOTTOMLESS TYPE SCRAPERS

The Bagley or bottomless scraper has n curved back and can be
used with either side down, the edges of the back being fitted with
knives for peeling up the dirt, or with heavy teeth for scraping
heavier gravel or bedrock. The heavy haulback lift attached to the
back of the scraper adds weight to the cutting edge. This haulback
lift stands vertical when the scraper is pulled forward and lies flat
when pulled backward, raising the teeth and cutting edge to permit
the scraper to be handled more readily. As the scraper is pulled for
ward it scrapes up its load, the back being slightly lifted, and the
whole load is dragged over the top of the ground. The load is
dropped by pulling the scraper backwards. The scraper usually
delivel'S a full load and can push considerable loose material ahead
of it, making it efficient for" yarding" or stacking material until
it can be removed from the pit.
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The following table shows the more important details of the
Bagley scraper in the sizes used in Alaska. Larger scrapers have
been used but have not proved satisfactory. By renewing the plates,
teeth, and other parts the scraper has a long life; many have been
used five seasons and more.

Details of Bayley .'1crapers a

-------------~-------------- -"-"" ---------------------
Size ._. feeL_ 372
Capacity . . . . . C'ubic yards__ 1!4
Price f. o. b. Seattle:

With teBth and haulback___ _ _____ ____ __ __ $382.50
Without teeth and haulback.___________________________________ $291. 00

Weights:
With teeth and haulback pounds__ 3,100
Without teeth and haulback . <10____ 2,130

Number of teeth .__ 5
Engine required (compound-geared)--------------------- ._ 8 by 10
Speed of main line at drum, per minute feeL_ Up to 175
Speed of haulback lines at drum, per minllte .. . __ do . Up to 350
Approximate pull on main line at drum ~pounds-- _
Size cahle recommended for lead inches__ Ys
Siro cahlc recommended for haulback do____ ~4

4 5
1% 231

$446.25 $535.50
$357.00 $427.00

3,270 4,125
2,180 2,680

6 7
9!4 by 10 • 10 by 12
Up to 260 Up to 250
Up to 500 Up to 550

31,300 37,400
1 IVa

Ys 1

.. From manufacturer's catalogue, 1923.

Some mines use whatever equipment is available and may there
fore have a poorly balanced plant, but as the speed of operation is
governed principally by the scraper engine, the engine should be
ample for all demands. Compound-geared, three-drum, double
cylinder scraper engines are used. The average pit at the large
operations ranges from 275 by 300 feet to 300 by 400 feet, while at
the smaller ones the pits may be half this size.

J)escl'iption of Bagley scraper opel·ation.-A typical arrangement
for a Bagley scraper operation is shown in Figure 21. Short masts
and deadmen, securely anchored, spaced 50 to 75 feet apart, are
installed around the edge of the pit for the sheaves and guide
blocks. Two short masts or deadmen are placed one on each side,
in front of the main hoist; they serve as anchors for the main lead
sheaYes. A 50 to 60 foot gin pole to carry the sheave for the car
cable is installed back of the sluices in line with the track incline.
All sheaves are of manganese steel. The usual diameters of the main
lead or head sheaves are 30 to 36 inches and for the haulback sheaves
and guide blocks 14 to 18 inches. Cable wear is excessive, due prin
cipally to abrasion by the sharp sand. The greatest wear is usually
100 feet or more ahead of the scraper, and about the same distance
ahead of the engine, where the cables go over sheaves. Breakage
of the individual wires due to sharp bends over the sheaves seldom
causes undue damage to the cables. Under steady use a set of
cables often lasts only four to six weeks. A high-grade, six-strand,
19-wire steel cable with henlp center is used. By means of two
haulback or tail lines, which are guided from the shifted positions
of the sheaves, the scraper can be dragged to any desired place in the
pit.
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On being pulletl ahead the scraper takes a long shallow cut in
filling itself and is then dragged to the underground loading station,
where the teeth engage a timber stop, the load dropping through an
opening into the car below. This car, which is self-dumping, is used
in different sizes, holding 2Jh to 4 cubic yards of loose material.

B
FIGt:R,1il 21.-Typical Bagley scraping and loading operation

A., Plan: a, Bagley scraper, 2 cubic yards; b, 1-inch cable; c, %o-inch cable;
d, car; e, dump box; f, sluice; g, 1-drum hoist, 872 by 10 inches; h, boiler house;
i, underground loading station; j, 3-drum hoist, 10 by 12 inches; k, pit about
300 feet square.

B, Section: a, Waste dump; b, incline track; C, station; d, depth of cut; e.
gravel bank; f, bedrock.

With each load from the scraper the car is hauled up an incline
track by cable from an auxiliary 6 by 8 or 8112 by 10 hoist, and dumps
into the dump box. The use of the car incline and auxiliary hoist,
while requiring additional equipment and the services of an extra
engineer, has proved a saving in fuel and speeds up the scraping. It
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is used to advantagc where the mlliCI·illl hils to be elevated about
40 feet or more abO\·e bedrock, or where other conditions may war
rant. A t,imbcr or pole incline up ,,·hith the scraper is dragged
to the dump box is generally used in the smaller pits or where the
elevation is compamtin~ly low. A loaded scraper and car on the
track incline, a sluice, and general Ill'ranl",TCment are shown in :Fig.
ures 22 llnd 23. Figure 12 shows the entire process.

Speed of Ecmper.-Where the material is dumped into the cars,
with a,-erage digging conJitions and c,·erything running smoothly,
30 to 50 trips of the scraper are made per hour, whereas at certain
smaller mines where the scraper delivers to the sluice this speed
is materially reJuced. Speed of operation is, howHer, governed
by the length of haul, frost, and other conditions, so that the average
number of trips made is mueh less. for the average yardage scraped
inio the boxcs ntn)!es hom li'i to 40 ('lIbie ....ards per hOllr.

FIGliRE ~:!.-ll.~gl<~). ~era!Jer delivering load 10 ulldergrou",l station ami car takllljt
load from under.c:roulld station 10 the sluice

Drainage of pif.-For succe$ful scraper work the pit must be
kept well drained. This is usually accomplished by an open bedrock
drain, but in such localities IlS the Fairbanks district, where the bed·
rock grade is low and drains are expensiYe to maintain, II pulsometer
or other type of pump hns been found mom practical for handling
seepage water. The quantity is generlllly low, except in heav), rains,
and can be handled by intermittent. pumping. At a number of
placers water for sluicing must also be pumped, as this insures a
reliable water supply, and operators say it is probably less expensive
than a ditch.

E>namples of Bagle!! scraper operation.-The largest placers with
Bagle)' plants are adjacent to the rnilroad on Goldstream and Gil
more Creeks, in the Fairbanks district (fig. 1,33). ]n 1924 fi"e of
these plants were in operation. The totaL dept.h of material worked
was 15 to 35 feet, including barren o\'erburden which was removed
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by stripping, leaving 6 to 8 fL'Cl of gold-bearing b'T8\-el and 2 to 4
(C'et of bedrock to be scraped. The pits were 80,000 to 120.000
square feet in area. The scrapers had a capacity of I%, to 2-7'2 cubic
~'llrdS. An a\'er:t~re of six to eight men was employed per shift., The
boiler hOM>Cpower at four of lhese plants was 80 to 150, and 3 to
6 cords of wood were consumed per lO-hour shift. The cost of fupI,
at ~10 to $12 II cord, and wages of one fireman, at .50 per snift,
includill,!!.' board, averaged 4.8 cents per horsepower·hour. On tbe

basis of 500 cubic yards of Illllterial being scraped and sluiced in
two shifts (20 hOllrs) t_his power cost amounts to 22% cents pel'
cubic yard. At one operation with a ISO-horsepower boiler 5% tons
of coal, costing $6.25.pcr ton, were burned per shiftj with attend
ance this cost amounts to 2.4 cents per horsepower-hour. One oper
nlioll burned 1% cords of wood per shift for pnmping wllter for
",-Juicing.

The cost of scraping' and sluicin:r the gra\'e'l and bedrock ranf!'ed
from 45 to 00 cents per cubic yard. Alone plaL-er where water was
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pumped for sluicing this power cost and sluice attendance was 15
cents per cubic yard. The combined cost of stripping, scraping,
and sluicing was 2;') to 50 cents per square foot, or 40 to GO cents per
cubic yard, for ground 15 to 35 feet deep. The capital invested in
eqnipment at these mines ranges from $1;">.000 to about $25,000.
The smaller workings in other districts have $4,000 to $12,000 in
vested in equipment.

Typical Barl7ey scrapel' operation at Fairbanks.-Although prac
tice and conditions differ at different placers, they are well illus
trated in the following description of a typical large Fairbanks
mine. The average depth of ground mined was abont 1G feet. The
5 feet of overburden were hydraulicked off, 3 feet of upper gravel
were scraped to waste, and about 5 feet of gravel and 3 feet of schist
bedrock were scraped and sluiced. The pit was 300 by 400 feet and
was drained by two 2-inch pumps. A 4-foot (1 3;.i-cubicyard) Bagley
enlarged to hold 2 cubic yards and operated by a 10 by 12 hoist ""as
used with I-inch cable for the lead line and %,-inch for the haulback
lines. Three sets of cable were required for the seas.on. The mate
rial was scraped and dumped into the car in the underground sta
tion and hauled up the track incline by an 8Y2 by 10 inch engine and
dumped into the dump box. Three boilers, totaling 115 horsepower,
produced the power. ",Vith favorable conditions the scraper made
35 to 40 trips per hour, although this was often greatly reduced by
frost conditions, so that the average yardage scraped to the car was
about 4;30 cubic yards pm' 20-hour day.

The dump box at the head of the sluices is 100 feet long and 4 feet
wide. At the lower end this box narrows to 22 inches, where it is
connected to the 22-inch sluice boxes, 6 to 10 lengths of which are
used. The dump box and sluice are set on a grade of 18 inches to 12
feet and paved with block rifHes (see fig. 24). An undercurrent, the
same size as the sluice box and set on a 20-inch grade, is used to
catch fine gold. It consists of a steel plate perforated with lh-inch
holes, placed 3 inches above a burlap surface. As the burlap becomes
covered with mud slime, it is taken up and cleaned every day. About
125 miner's inches of water from the ditch are used for sluicing. A
dump-box man is kept busy forking out the larger rocks and pre
venting the sluices from being clogged.

Twelve to fourteen men constitute the average crew for two shifts;
the labor and mess cost is $60 per shift. The boilers burn 4 cords
of wood, costing $12 per cord, per shift. This 16-foot depth of
ground was worked for 35 cents per square foot, or 59 cents per
cubic yard. Detailed costs are not available, but it is estimated that
the cost of scraping and sluicing the 8-foot depth of gravel and bed
rock was about 25 cents per square foot, or 85 cents per cubic yard.
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The operator stated that this IG·foot depth could be mined for 25
cents per square foot, or 42 cents pel' cubic yard, if average condi·
tions had existed. The cost of rigging and setting up for one of
these large pits is about $1,000. About $25,000 is invested in the
plant. and equipment.

Scraper operation in lditarod district.-On Willow Creek, in the
Idit3l'od distrid (fig. 1,21), Hagley operations were conducted for

Fl<;l;Rt; 24.-l;lui~... showing block rlmes Qnd special liners; also
baDgcrs for OOc ....Slop as used for bydnlllllcldng

five years by stripping auout 9 feet of overburden by ground
sluicing and scraping 7 feet of gravel and soft slate bedrock into
1I car by a ll;4-cubic 'yard scraper, at an average cost of 30 cents
pel' square foot, 01' 51 cents per cubic yard. Scraping the 7 feet
of gravel am] bedrock cost 6.:; cents per cubic yard, ·With eight
or nine men employed, working one shift only, an area of 40,000 to
;;0,000 square feet was mined in a season. A GO-horsepower boiler
produced the pm~·er. No waleI' was pumped. 'Vood cost $14 per
cord, and 3Y~ canis were burned pel' shift.
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SLIP SCRAPERS

o

o

FIGL'RE 25.-Typical slip-scraper arrangement:
fl. Gin pole; lJ., lead sheave; c. dump box; d,
sluice; e, timber incline; " lead cable; {J,

boilE'r bouse; h. 2-drum hoist, 8% by lOlA,
inches; i, pit, 150 by ~50 feet; j, slip
scraper, %0 cubic ~'ard; k, haullJack calJle; I.
haulback sheave ;m, deadm('n; 11, bedrock
drain; 0. 1-inch anchol' cnlJle

The operation of slip
scrapers restricts them to
the mining of shallower and
richer deposits. Such scrap
ers are equipped with a full
bottom, the cutting edge
fitted with heavy teeth, of
which there are generally
five.

A typical arrangement for
mining by sEp scraper is
shown in Figure 25. The
pit is kept free of ",vater,
usually by an open bedrock
drain. A two or three drum,

" 7 by 10 or 8~,~ by 10 inches,
~~__""'T"'""--"'I: double-cylinder hoist with a

% to 18 inch lead cable and
one 0/8 or % inch tailor haul
back cable operate the scrap
er, for 'which a 40 to 60 horse
power boiler is used. A con
tinuous cable system oper
ated on a single drum has
been used for dragging the

scraper back and forth, but has little to recommend it. T,,'o sizes of
scrapers, holding % and 1 cubic yard of loose material, respectively,
are in use. Although the scraper must be fully loaded at the back
to keep it from upending, the load delivered to the sluice is often
but one-half to three-fourths its capacity.

To assist the scraper in digging its load, the rear end mus!', be
raised so that the teeth can sink into the ground. Two men are re
quired for this, one at each of the poles or long handles ",vhich fit

Scraper operatlon at Flat Creek.-A Flat Creek plant of similar
size, in ground averaging 10 feet in depth with soft slate bedrock
and easy digging conditions, mined 200,000 square feet in a season
at an operating cost of 2f> cents per square foot, or 68 cents per
cubic yard. In 1922 the same operator mined a 20-foot depth of
ground from which 12 feet of oyerburden were stripped and the

balance scraped to a car, at
a cost of 50 cents per square
foot, or 68 cents per cubic
yard.
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into sockets at the upper renr corners. When the semper is loaded,
these poles are withdrawn (fig. 26). The loaded scraper is then
dragged to the far end of the pit and up a timber incline, nt. the top
of which the teeth engage a timber, npending the scraper :lnd dump-

ing its contents into the dump box, where one lIlan is usually re
quired to see that the scraper empties properly and to look after the
l-.1uicing. The scraper going up the incline and the usual sluicing
llrran:rement are shown in Figure 2i.

,

FIGUI.E :n._Sllp llcnper traveling up incline to elulC@ll

The scraper is then drag""ued back and the procedure repeated until
tl cut about equal to its own width (4 to 4% feet) and abcut 1 foot
deep lmd the lc.ngth of the pit has been completed. The haulback
shea"C (fig. 25) is then shifted by hand along the anchor cable shown
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to the position for the adjoining cut. This can be impro,'ell by the
use of a long bridle cable extending along the entire lmyer end of the
pit and the shifting of the sheaye, accomplished by cables operated
from the niggerhead or extra drum on the hoist. This sheave can
be anchored and shifted in various "'ays, but as only one haulback
cable is used, the scraper can not be shifted about the pit as readily
as the Bagley. This fact governs the shape of pits, so that they are
usually about twice as long as wide. The largest pits scraped are
about 300 feet long.

1Vith a haul of 150 to 300 feet, the 34 -cubic yard scraper can
make 10 to 30 trips per hour, but under average conditions will
only deliver to the dump box 50

0

to 125 cubic yards per 10-hour shift.
In difficult digging ground, or in the scraping of bedrock, a heavy
plow is attached to the scraper to loosen the material so the scraper
can pick it up. At the larger operations, where 40,000 to 65,000
square feet of a pit are mined in a season, the crew for each shift
generally consists of an engineer, fireman, dump-box man, two
men in the pit, and one or two roustabouts, while at some of the
smaller operations the crew may be but three or four men.

Slip-scraper operation in Innoko district.-In the Innoko dis
trict (fig. 1, 22) a pit 65,000 square feet in area was mined, a 4-foot
depth of overburden and upper gravel being first removed by ground
sluicing for 14 cents per cubic yard. Foul' feet of gravel and bed
rock were then scraped into the boxes in 95 days with a 34 -cubic
yard scraper by a crew of 13 men for 23 cents per square foot, or
$1.55 per cubic yard. Mining the entire depth of 8 feet cost 87
cents per cubic yard. A 40-horsepower boiler, burning 1 cord of
wood per shift, was used. Ko water was pumped. The capital
invested in the plant, exclusive of the ditch, is about $6,500. In the
same district, in ground 16 feet deep, 10 feet of muck were stripped
for 7 cents per cubic yard; and with a 34 -cubic yard scraper 6 feet
of gravel and bedrock were scraped in 74 ten-hour shifts by a crew
of six men, at a cost of 30 cents per square foot, or $1.35 per cubic
yard. The total cost was 32 cents per square foot, or 54 cents per
cubic yard. The pit was 150 by 230 feet in area. A 814 by 10
three-drum hoist with a 50-horsepower boiler was used, about 500
square feet of bedrock being scraped per cord of wood. No water
was pumped. The cost of the equipment is about $7,000.

Slip-scraper operation in the 11ot Springs district.-In the Hot
Springs district (fig. 1, 30), in ground 11 feet deep, 4 feet of muck
and top gravel were ground sluiced off for 15 cents per cubic yard;
the pit was 290 feet long and 140 feet wide. 'Vith a 1-cubic yard
scraper 7 feet of gravel and bedrock, or 10,500 cubic yards, ,,,ere
scraped in and sluiced in 110 days, at a cost of 35 cents per square
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foot, 01' ::;1.32 pCI' cuuit.: ylll'd. Only olle HI-hour ;;hift Wll>i wOI·ked
pel' day by 11 crew of sel'en. Mining the pnt.ire 11 feet. cost 89 cents
pCI' cubic yard. About 100 miner's inches of water, supplementing
the small supply from the ditch, were pumped. Two 4O-horsepower
boilers were llsed and bUl'ned 4 cords of wood per shift.

Cableway excuYutors for placer mining have been little used
in Alaska. One mine was recently worked on Goldstream Creek in
lhe Fairbanks district (fig. 1, 33). At this placer, as at the several
other places where the excavator was used, conditions adverse to
cheap operation were encountered. Frozen ground and difficult
Slllbby bedrock were the main handicaps, and, as seepage water and

~""'JKE ::!8.-Cableway uca,'a!or dllmpl"g Into sluices

water for the sluices had to be pumped, low costs obviously were
impossible.

Comparison with steam sCl'apers.-Cableway excavators combine
certain advantages of the steam scraper with t.he added advantage of
conveying, elevating, and automatically dumping the material into
sluices without the use of additional machinerYi however, they lack
the mobility of Bagley scrapers and can not handle a pit of as
large an area or of as favorable proportions. They have, however,
the advantages of requiring less power, labor, and equipment and a
lower maintenance cost than steam scrapers operated under similar
cond,itions.

Types of cab7e~lJay ezeavators.-Several types of cableway exea
,·atOl·S are on tile market, differing mainly in the type of t.he bucket
and its contl'O!. The %-cubic yard bucket is used in Alaska, at·

9'2..J05"-27-8
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though various other sizes are obtainable. The bucket is somewhat
similar to the toothed slip scraper and is attached to the carrier by
a swinging bail. It is shown in Figure 28 with the traveler block
at the stop button and the chains being pulled through a block on
the haulage cable, dumping the bucket. Another type is a combina
tion affair, the upper side of the bucket being a bottomless scraper.
This bucket is attached to the carrier by flexible chains which over
come some of the difficulties encountered with a bail connection.

b

A

FIGURE 29.-SkE'tciJ. of cableway excavator mining-

A, Plan: a, Boiler house; b, 2-drum hoist; 0, tension cable; d, load cable; c,
dump box; f, sheave; g, guy cables; h, gin pole; i, former position of j,. j, l-inch
track cable; k, pit 250 feet long; 1, sheave; tn, l1,4-inch cable; n, deadmen.

B, Elevation: a, Tension cable and blocks; b, stop; 0, bucket dumping; d, dump
box; e, waste; f, track cable; g, load cable; h, track cable; i, bucket-loading trav
eler block; j, pay gravel; k, anchor; 1, bedrock.

D~~SCIUPTION OF TYPICAL CABLEWAY SYSTEM

Figure 29 shows a typical cableway excavator at work. The ten
sion cable operates the tension or fall blocks at the gin pole, tighten
ing or slackening the track cable. At its lower end the track cable
is shifted by hand along a series of short bridle cables. Starting
with the empty bucket near the top of the incline-track cable, which
is now tight, the haulage cable is released, allowing the carrier and
bucket to travel down the track cable by gravity, saving power.
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When the excavator is o,"er the point of excavation, the tension cable
is released, lowering the track cable, carrier, and bucket into the pit.
The bucket is then pulled forward by the haulnge cable and loaded,
lind the tension blocks are druwn up, tib.htening the track cable
and lifting carrier and loaded bucket with it. As the bucket clears
the ground it. is pulled forward and up at the time the track cable is
tightening, and is coll\'eyed and discharged into the dump bos-. The
loaded bucket on its way to the sluices and other details are shown
in Figure 30. Although speed of operation depends on the digging
conclitions and length of span, 30 to 40 trips can be made per hour
lIndel' a"emge f:n"orable conditions.

As the line of cut is governed by the position of the lower end
of the track cable, the cuts radiate to Ii common center-the gin-pole
end. This results in a wedge·shaped pit, which is generally two to

t!tree times as long as the average width. The pits wOI'ked are sel
dom over 250 to 275 feet long and retluire a cable span of 325 to 4()()
feet. Longer spans have been found impractical.

The stripping of ovcrbul'(lcn, drainillJ.{ of the pit, finJ sluicing of
the gmvcl are done as in steum-scl"aper mining.

('ableway excavator on Oold8trearn Creek.-At u mine on Gold
stream Creek 7 feet of overburden were stripped an.d 10 feet of
llltlterial excavated. Frost in the ground and difficult bedrock, a.
hard slabby schist alternating with strll.ta of soft schist, retarded the
work und required men in the pit to attend the bucket, which is
otherwise ullllet-'C:SS3ry. The pit wus 240 feet long, 150 feet wide
at the lower end, and i5 feet wide at the upper. The cable span was
325 feet. Seepage water and water for sluicing had to be pumped.
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The excavator was operated by an 8 by 10 two-drum hoist. One
inch track cable was used. 1Vhile this difficult bedrock was being
excavated the excavator made 30 trips per hour, and while it was
working in the thawed gravel it made as many as 40 trips. The
operating conditions ,vere too irregular, however, for obtaining
definite data. Eleven men were engaged for the two 10-hour shifts.

Cableway eXC(I'vatoJ' on l'lcin Creeh'.-On Twin Creek 8 feet of
gravel and about 2 feet of bedrock ,,-ere excavated. The lower
part of the gravel contained large angular slide material, and bed
rock was mainly a blocky hard gneiss. The pit ,vas 325 feet long
and 120 feet wide at one end and 70 feet at the other. A cable
span was 450 feet long; this ,,-as found to be too long. A 3;.1-cubic
yard excavator was operated by a 7 by 10 inch hoist; the 30-horse
power boiler burned only l/2 conI of wooll per shift. The lower
end of the track cable was shifted by cable from the hoist. No
water was pumped. Nine men were employed. Excavation required
about 70 days, or averaged about 200 cubic yards a day, the exca
vator delivering the material faster than the one dump-box man
could handle it, although the digging conditions in general ,vere
most unfavorable.

Cableway excavator on Gold Bottom Creek.-On Gold Bottom
Creek, in the Yukon Territory, a ~4-cubic yard combination bucket
was successfully used. The ground was 18 feet deep, wet, but
partly frozen, with large quartz bo~lders lying close to bedrock,
which was hard, tight, and slabby. Four feet of overburden ,vere
scraped off, with the scraper side of the bucket used as a bottomless
scraper, piling the material on the sides of the cut. Elm'en feet of
gravel were next excavated and dumped to waste. Three feet of
gravel and 1 to 2 feet of bedrock were then excavated and put
through the sluices. The pit was 100 feet wide and 200 feet long.
Working one shift a day the excavating took 56 days. From 30
to 60 trips (40 on an average) were made per hour, or about 200
cubic yards, place measurement, were handled per shift. The crew
consisted of an engineer, a fireman, and one man for general work.
About % cord of wood per shift was burned for operating the
excavator.

Costs.-No reliable data on costs for these placers could be ob
tained, but with favorable conditions the cableway excavator
should do work cheaper than steam scrapers. The excavator with
carrier costs about $1,200. A new complete outfit would cost $7,000
to $10,000, ,vhich could be cut about one-half if some secondhand
equipment was used.
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DRAG-LIXE EXCAVATORS
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The drag-line excavator is a self-contained digging machine
mounted upon skids and rollers or equipped with caterpillar traction.
The bucket is operated from the main engine by cable over a series of
sheaves and hangs from the end of a long boom. The angle at which
this boom sits is readily adjustable, according to the requirements.
By means of a turntable and swinging engine the machine can be ro
tated horizontally through a complete circle. The toothed drag-line
bucket is lowered into the cut, pulled forward by a haulage cable and
filled and hoisted to the end of the boom; the machine is then rotated to
the dumping point, and. the bucket dumped. The standard sizes of
drag-line excavators are built with booms 40 to 125 feet long and
buckets holding 1 to 4 cubic yards. Although the drag-line excavator
can not dig as heavy material, it has many distinct advantages over
the steam shovel. As it has a wider digging radius fewer moves are
necessary. As it rests on the surface of the ground, it can deliver the
material at a great elevation and dump directly into the sluice, dis
pensing with any intermediate device for conveyance or elevation.
This feature is important in open-cut mining. The drag line is
well adapted for mining unfrozen gravel with a few large bowlders,
underlain by a comparatively soft, regular bedrock. At work, it
is less mobile than the Bagley scraper but has many advantages over
all types of scrapers and other excavators in speed of operation, low
cost of power, labor, and maintenance. As it can be moved quite
readily, especially when equipped with caterpillars, and quickly set
up, it has a useful place in mining isolated small areas of placer
ground. The bucket is tight and can be used under water, but under
average conditions it would not clean bedrock properly unless the pit
is drained.

Two drag-line excavators and one combination drag-line steam
shovel are operated in Alaska. Other drag-line excavator installa
tions are under consideration.

DRAG-LINE EXCAVATOR ON WILLOW CREEK

A class 14 Bucyrus drag-line excavator has been operated for
the past six years on a low bench on Willow Creek in the Iditarod
district (fig. 1, 21). It is equipped with a 60-foot boom and 1%
cubic yard Page bucket, which weighs about 3,700 pounds. Power
is produced by a 60-horsepower boiler. This excavator has a
14-foot turntable, and is mounted on skids and rollers. The
deposit consists of about 12 feet of moss-covered muck and 6 feet
of light gravel. Bedrock is a soft slate, the upper portion being
decomposed to a blue sticky clay. The ground is virtually all
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frozen before the muck and uppel' gravels tire rcmoved by ground
sluicing and hydmulicking; the remaining gravel thaws naturally.
From 4 to 5 feet of gnn'el and about 1 Coot of bedrock aJ'e handled
by the excavator. The pit has natuml dminllge.

The ll\'erage pit. is 110 to 120 feet wide and 150 feet. long. It
n!quires five positions of the machine, the center of the machine
being always kept 65 feel, or the dumping reach, from t.he cent.el'
of the sluice hopper. From each posit.ion an arc cut; 30 to 50 fed
in width is made, llnd t.he bucket can be thl'O'wn ubollt 18 feet beyond
the digging reach (62 feet) to take out the corner.;; or outlying
arellS of the pit. The s~'f;lem of making the val·ions cuts is COffi 4

plicated, for from each position there is an overlapping area which
can be rradH'd. After the area most workable from the position

~"GURE 31.-Drag-line excavator bucket loading

has been dug, heavy planks are placed on the ground ahead of the
machine, the bucket is thrown out COl' an anchorage, and the machine
is pulled ahead over rollers to the next position, the move requiring
but a few minutes. Figure 31 shows the bucket being loaded.

The sluice hopper is 14 feet long, 8 feet wide at the bottom, and
6 feet deep; to it is attached a 16-foot length of sluice that widens to
2 feet at the lower end. Both of these rest on a heavy timber
frame mounted on wheels so they can be moved along a wooden
track to the next pit. This track is 8 feet beyond the edge of the
pit und pnrallels it, the sluice hopper being placed opposite the
center of the pit. The grade of the hopper and following sluice is
20 inches. The I'cm3ining sluice boxes, usually about 10 lengths,
are 2 feet wide and arc set on timber trestles on a grade of 13 inches.
The rimes are Hungarian manganese cast steel.
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lVater supply.-An average of about 160 miner~s inches of water
under low head is supplied to the sluices from two ditches. The
dump-box man, using a giant with a 2 to 3 inch nozzle, "boils"
out the material as much as possible before it passes out of the
hopper. During periods of low water supply the operation may
be reduced to half time, when the water is impounded and used inter
mittently for periods of one and one-half to two hours at a time.
The clayey material lying on bedrock is difficult to sluice, and much
of it passes through to the dump in large chunks.

Production and cost of operation.-The excavator normally digs
about 60 cubic yards, or 40 buckets, per hour, which must be reduced
during sluicing with a curtailed water supply. The clean-up can be
made, and the machine and boxes moved ahead and set up again in
two shifts. From 15,000 to 20,000 square feet of pit are dug from
one set-up in five to seven shifts. The excavator is operated only
one shi ft, and the average crew consists of an engineer, a fireman,
a dump-box man, and two roustabouts; the cost of labor and board
for this crew is $57 per day. The boiler burns 11ti cords of wood
per 10-hour shift, costing $25. The cost of repairs and replacement
is very low. A royalty of 25 per cent of the gross gold production
is paid for the use of the equipment and the lease of the claims.

I~"'rom 100,000 to 150,000 square feet of bedrock are mined in a
season, and the excavator operations are lim,ited to the area which
can be ground sluiced. In 1922, a season of good water supply,
130,000 square feet or 67,400 cubic yards of overburden were stripped
at a cost of 4.7 cents per square foot, or 9 cents per cubic yard. In
r)2 days, working one 10-hour shift per day with seven men, the
excavator dug 24,100 cubic yards of gravel and bedrock averaging
5 feet in depth. The cost of excavating and sluicing this material
was 28 cents per cubic yard. The combined cost for a total depth of
19 feet, exclusive of royalty, was 11 cents per square foot, or 16 cent~

per cubic yard. Costs during previous years are stated to have
fluctuated very little and to compare closely with these.

Suggested impro'vement.-The't'e are numerous ways of setting
up and operating the excavator, and while the above system has
given good results it could be speeded up and simplified by mount
ing the entire sluice on a track so that with each move forward of
the excavator the sluices could be pulled along an equal distance.
Caterpillar traction increases mobility and gives other advantages
which may, however, not be justified because of the higher cost.

Drag line.-The drag line used at this placer is well adapted
to Alaska conditions. It was a secondhand machine, purchased in
the United States. A machine of its size usually has a 60-foot
boom and a 2-cubie yard bucket and can be obtained to operate
by any kind of power. The steam·operated machine with skids and
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rullers costs $25,250 :It the fUclOl)' lIlHl weighs ;);t tons packed for
export. With caterpillar traction the cost is UOOliL $34,000 and the
weight 88 tons. To adapt this size lo a wider range of work,
optional combinations arc offered, such as an 80-foot boom using a
1~·cubic yard bucket.

DR.\G·UNE E.'\':C.\\".\TOR 0)';' NOllfF. AND CARIBOU CREEKS

A locally C<lnstructed drag-line excavator \\'as operated on Nome
Creek in the Fairbanks districL It is equipped with an old 6
by 8 hoist, 2O-horscpower boiler, timber gantry, 40-£oot boom, and
a %-cubic yard bucket, all mounted on a timber frame. It is moved
over log rol1~rs (fig. ::\2). Medinm_f:i7.e grfl,,~1 Itn~raging" 9 feet

FI"UHIC 3~.-IAH'all)· ronstructed dral:·l1nc UC3'·8[Or. ~om" Creek, Falrl>ank. di.tcict

in depth and about 3 feet of schist bedrock are excavated, the bucket
dumpinj! into a car which conveys the material up a low incline to
the sluices. Three men are employed, and about 100 cubic yards
arc handled in a shift. The cost of operation is stated to he about
50 cents pel' cubic yard. This machine recently collapsed, and the
operations ha \'e lx.'tm suspended.

A "20B" combination drag-line steam-shovel machine with %,
cubic yard bucket was recently operated on Caribou Creek in the
Salehaket district (fig. 1, 34). The operation was not visited by
the writer, but it is reported that about 15 feet of overburden and
barren gravel arc first stripped with the drag-line attachment. The
lower or pay gravels of about a similar depth are then dug by the
steam shovel, dumped into a self-dumping bucket, and hauled up an
incline cable to the sluices. The cost of such mining must be high,
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as it is impossible to handle such a depth of gravel economically by
this means of excavation and conveyance. The digging radius of
this size of machine is too small, and the intermediate conveyance of
the material to the sluice delays operation and adds greatly to the
cost.

DRIFT MINING

Drift mining is used in mining rich, moderately thick, pay streaks
overlain by a deep barren overburden or one too low grade to justify
removal. In Alaska placers the method is best applied to mining
deep, permanently frozen creek and bench deposits, where the gold
is chiefly found near or in the upper few feet of bedrock, or to min
ing deep unfrozen bench deposits under conditions that prohibit
mining by other methods.

Drift mining was at one time of great importance to the Nome,
Fairbanks, Hot Springs, Koyukuk, Ruby, Tolovana, and other dis
tricts, but is now restricted mainly to some small mines in the Yukon
Tanana Valley or interior districts. Few large blocks of virgin
ground which are adapted to this method remain, and most of the
present drifting is in ground left by former mining, where the
lower-grade pay that was left behind or small isolated blocks and
pillars are being mined. Numerous failures have resulted from re
opening old ground. New shafts have often been sunk on what was
supposed to be a suitable block of pay gravel only to find on drifting
that much of the gravel had been removed, or was too low grade,
or the quantity of " pay" was too small to repay the expense of de
velopment. "'Vater which could be pumped only at excessive costs may
also be encountered in quantities. Old shafts and workings are
sometimes used in mining small areas that could not otherwise be
worked at a profit.

-ender present conditions most drift mines do not follow any defi
nite system of mining, and with the old equipment used at most
of these mines there is small opportunity for improvement. For
merly, some large drift mines employed 30 to 50 shovelers under
ground and mined 100,000 to 200,000 square feet of bedrock per sea
son. There are now less than a dozen properties where 15 to 20 men
constitute the entire crew, and these seldom mine more than 50,000
square feet of bedrock per season. Numerous small drift mines em
ploy crews of two to six men. The average mine works one shift per
day and employs 8 to 10 men. These comprise a hoist man, who is
usually also the fireman, a general surface man, and six to eight
miners; such a crew will mine 10,000 to 30,000 square feet of bed
rock per season.

Most Alaska drift mining has been conducted in frozen deposits
25 to more than 200 feet deep, opened by shaft, and the following
account deals principally with such operations.
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Some frozen deposits 15 to 18 feet deep have been drifted in a
small way, although many of these shallow deposits were better
adapted to mining by other methods. The numerous variations in
past practice have been described by various writers, therefore only
the more representative methods and those of recent development are
described here.

TYPES OF DRIFT MINES

Drift-mining operations can be divided into summer and winter
mines; both are developed in much the same way. At winter mines
the" pay dirt" is stored in dumps until water for sluicing becomes
available in the spring. 'Vhere the ground is permanently frozen,
winter mining usually requires little or no timbering. In some places
winter is the best time for mining unfrozen ground that is wet dur
ing the summer, or for mining small patches left in old mines. Re
thawing and rehandling the material in the spring, before it can
be sluIced, often add decidedly to the cost. Other disadvantages
of winter mining are the tying up of capital through the winter, the
larger steam requirements, and the uncertainties of recovering gold
in sluicing.

Most drift mines are now worked in summer, although some are
active throughout the year. The plant is erected, the shaft sunk,
and all development and preparatory work usually done during the
winter, to have everything in readiness by spring.

EQUIPMENT FOR DRIFT MINES

The equipment used differs wi(lely in size and kind, and its selec
tion depends largely on the amount and condition of old machinery
that is available and the finances of the operator. Many plants are
equipped with old boilers, hoists, pumps, and other equipment which
has seen many years of service at other mines or was moved from dis
trict to district after the gold rushes. This old and often worn-out
equipment has low efficiency, but there are few instances where the
installation of new modern equipment for drift mining would now
be justified.

The smaller mine, as a rule. is equippe(l with a 12 to 30 horse
power vertical or marine-type boiler, and a 6 by 6 or 7 by 7 inch single
cylinder vertical hoist. At the larger mines the boilers are mostly
of return-flue type and range from 30 to 60 horsepower, with a 7 by
7 vertical or a 5Y2 by 8 double-cylinder hoist. Larger boilers are
now rare; two or more small ones are used instead. At many mines
working only one shift the thawing of gravel or pumping of water
for sluicing is done after shift, and one small boiler suffices for all
purposes.
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The ~ verage outfit contains 10 to 50 steam points, or "sweaters,"
hose and pipes, a self-dumping bucket and carrier, a small mine
pump, cars, wheelbarrows, tools, cable, blocks, blacksmith's tools,
and sluices, with a small ditch or a pump for pumping water for
sluicing. An outfit that costs $3,500 to more than $10,000 when new
can now be pieced together from old outfits at practically the buyers'
own terms. A complete secondhand 30 to 40 horsepower plant,
which originally cost $7,000 to $10,000, can now often be purchased
for $500 to $2,500. Old ditch lines are also at the service of many
of the present mines.

Most operators neglect to insulate the boilers and steam lines,
although they are aware that insulation will quickly repay the ex
peEse, as evidenced in the smaller fuel consumption of plants where
it is done. Lack of insulation and especially the poor efficiency of
old equipment make steam costs high. The average small drift
mine in the interior districts burns V2 to 1112 cords of wood fuel per
shift, costing 2V2 to 7 cents per boiler horsepower-hour. Near Nome
crude oil was burned in the boilers.

METHODS OF DEVELOPMENT

The methods of opening a placer drift mine, which are quite
similar to those employed in opening flat-vein or bedded deposits,
are govprned chiefly by the topography, the character and dimen
sions of the pay streak, the gold content and its distribution, and the
contour and grade of the bedrock. These features should be deter
mined by previous prospecting or other work before a block of
ground can be properly opened. The customary practice in Alaska
drift mining involves sinking a shaft, blocking out the ground with
drifts and crosscuts, thawing the gravel and bedrock, mining
and hoiding it to the surface, and conveying it to the sluices where
the gold is recovered. 1Yhere topography permits, as on some of
the benches, the placer may be worked through an adit or tunnel.

D}<jVI~LOP.MENT BY SHAFTS

The shaft is generally sunk at about the center of the area to be
mined, with consideration for the slope of the bedrock. These shafts
are usually 6 by 6 or 7 by 7 feet in the clear. With two men work
ing in the shaft, 5 to 8 feet per shift can be sunk through muck.
The muck or alluvium is usually thawed before it is excavated, but
frozen muck is also dug with a pick. 1Vhen thawed, it can practi
cally be bailed out of the shaft. Frozen gravel is always thawed
before it can be dug. The shaft is continued 6 to 14 feet and more
into the bedrock, depending on bedrock conditions and the system
of mining to be used, in order to provide drainage and room for a
station.
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Tim berillg 81wfts.-For winter work a shaft seldom requires tim
bering, except possibly a little cribbing at the surface. For summer
work in solidly frozen ground the first 15 or 25 feet below the
collar may require light crib timbering, with a square-set at the
bottom and a little cribbing above the set. However, in average
ground and especially in the deeper deposits, the shaft is generally
fully timbered. 'Vhere available, round spruce poles :3 to 6 inches in
diameter are used for crib timber. The timbers are cut to length,
notched on one side at each end, and placed skin to skin. One cord
of 16-foot poles of the average size used will crib about 8 feet of
shaft. The space between the crib and the frozen ground is then
filled with gravel (moss is generally used in muck), and the filling is
tightly tamped into place. Care and experience are necessary to
place the cribbing properly and tamp the material behind it, and
'even then thawing of the gravel may cause the cribbing to "cork
screw" or "jackknife.~' The direct pressure on the cribbing is, how
ever, usually very light. Deep shafts properly timbered have been
brought back in service after more than 15 years with little repair.
while others were retimbered, although the old timbering was still
in alignment.

The bottom of the shaft or station is timbered with a square-set.
The average square-set is made of 10 to 14 inch round timber,
although at some of the deep mines timber 20 to 24 inches in diameter
is sometimes used.

On the Seward Peninsula, where timber must be shipped in,
sawed lumber is used. One 63-foot shaft near Nome, 4 by 4 feet in
the clear, was timbered at the bottom with a square-set. for which
10 by 10 inch posts and 10 by 14 caps were used; above this it was
timbered with 2 by 4 inch lumber, notched and placed one above
the other like well curbing and spiked together. Vertical pieces were
placed in each corner and horizontally braced. This shaft cost
about $500 to sink and about $700 to timber, with lumber costing
$108 per thousand board feet at the mine.

The cost of sinking the average working shaft where little or no
timbering is necessary ranges from $6 to $12 per foot, varying
mainly according to the depth and the character of the deposit.
Shafts fully crib-timbered and with a square-set at the station cost
$10 to $20 per foot, while some deep shafts sunk in difficult ground
may cost $25 or more per foot.

Water in the shatt.-In mining solidly frozen ground, water is
produced from thawing of the gravel, or some may seep clown the
shaft. The quantity is generally small and can be easily handled
with a 1 or 2 inch single or duplex pump. At most mines only a
few hours pumping each day is required. Steam injectors are suc-
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eess£uIly used at some mines where the volume of water is small
and the lift is not too great. In some mines, when thawed channels
are encountered or wet unfrozen ground is mined, the amount of
water to be pumped is much larger and may prevent mining.

Shafts on D01ne Oreek.-On Dome Creek in the Fairbanks dis
trict a laS-foot shaft 7 by 7 feet in the clear was sunk through 115
feet of muck, 15 feet of gravel, and S feet of bedrock, with an addi
tional 6-foot sump below. The muck was picked for 75 feet, two
men in the shaft averaging 6 feet per shift. The remaining muck
and gravel were thawed by the use of nine 9-foot steam points; a
thaw was completed in muck in 10 hours and in 12 hours in gravel.
Average sinking progress in the gravel was 4~~ feet per shift. The
entire shaft was crib timbered by six men in six days after the crib
bing was cut. Sixteen cords of poles were used, cO!ating $192; the
:square-set in place cost about $100; and wood fuel, $256. The entire
cost of timber, labor, and fuel for the shaft including the sump
was about $2,000, or $14.50 per foot. Three hundred feet of tim
bered and one hundred feet of untimbered drift cost $S and $6 per
foot, respectively. The total cost of development, erection of plant,
and all preparatory work was about $6,500.

One of the best records in shaft sinking was made some years ago
at the mouth of Dome Creek, where a 171-foot shaft was sunk with
out timbering in 21 days (single 10-hour shift), with three men in
the shaft and two on the surface, the thawing being done on tha
off shift.

DRIFTING

'\Vhere conditions pE:rmit, drifts are sometimes driven 300 feet,
but more often 200 feet or less, up and down stream from the bot
tom of the shaft, depending chiefly on the slope of the bedrock.
Longer distances increase underground transportation costs and may
not allow proper drainage of the workings.

In a wide pay channel drifts may be driven from the shaft in four
directions, but in narrow irregular deposits it is advisable to follow
the pay. Crosscuts are driven at 50 to 100 foot intervals to the
limits of the pay. Figure 38 shows a longitudinal section of a
typical interior drift mine and Figure 34 a plan of underground
workings and a surface plan. In driving drifts or crosscuts thawing
is sometimes done with one, but usually with two to four, steam
points. Long points may be used, but as the advance averages 6 to
10 feet per shift it is better practice to use shorter points and thaw
only the distance that can be excavated by the shift.

In average frozen ground only a few sets of timber each side of
the shaft are required, but often the entire drift is timbered. Three-
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FIGURE 33.-Section of a drift mine: a, Steam line; b, hoisting cable; c. traction cable; d, guide and tripping cable; e, carrier; f. burket; (/, trip; h, gin pole;

i, crib-timbered dump; j. crib timbering; k, cave from roof; 1, stoped out; m, working face; n, steam points; 0, square-set
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piece sets of two posts and a cap, spaced 5 to 8 feet apart, are used.
Round 5 to 8 inch timbers and light 2 to 4 inch pole lagging are
generally large enough, for the timbers usually have to support
only gravel which may slough from overhead. Side lagging is
seldom necessary. Where bedrock is soft, mudsiUs or foot blocks
are used. In some mines "swelling" ground, usually from release
of pressure and wet thawed streaks, causes breakage of timber.
Swelling can be lessened by giving the posts a wider spread at the
base, removing the lower lagging, and picking down material behind
the timber. The average cost of untimbered drifts and crosscuts is
$5 to $8 per linear foot; the cost for timbering is $2 to $4 per foot.

I
II ~D--:-f----O~

, ~ __ - 100ft. _-- I
FIGURE 34.-Underground and surfaee arrangement of a drift mine: a, 81uicl' box;

b, dump box; C, gin pole; d, elevated flume: e, pump; I, ditch; g, hoist; h,
boiler: i, rock-filled timber cribs; j, stoped out; k, prospect drifts; 1, main drift ;
111, steam points; n, shaft; 0, unthawed pillars

MODIFIED LONGWALL METHOD

In a few former Alaska drift mines mining proceeded from the
shaft, but customary practice is to work toward the shaft, using a
modified form of the method that is known in coal mining as "long
wall retreating." This practice keeps the men away from the
" stoped" areas and permits waste to be piled behind. While one
face is being thawed another is being excavated.

The height of the working face is governed chiefly by the thickness
of the pay and ranges from 4 to 8 feet but averages 5 to 6 feet,
including 1 to 3 feet of bedrock. Faces smaller than 4 feet are
usually not economical on account of cramped working conditions.
At several mines two or more strata of pay gravel, separated by
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thick barren gravel or muck, were mined separately. In a few
instances a thickness of 20 feet and more has been mined from one
level, but under such conditions some other method would have been
more practical.

Streaks of muck may be intercalated in the gravel being mined
and may slab off in large pieces. These usually come down slowly,
giving ample warning of danger, but unless they are supported may
bury the working faces. 'Vhere a fall threatens, a heavy post and
short cap will generally give enough support. When necessary,
pillars of frozen gravel are left or timber cribs or bulkheads 4 to 6
feet square filled with waste gravel are placed 25 to 50 feet apart
along the face. It is the general practice to support the roof for
about 50 fect from the face, but beyond this point the pillars or
timbers in the worked-out areas are drawn and the roof is permitted
to settle.

~nNING FROM ADITS

Some drift mmmg is being done in bench deposits opened by
adit. In frozen ground the development and mining methods are
practically the same as with shafts. The adit is driven on proper
grade, generally in bedrock, to crosscut the pay channel; then drifts
are run in both directions and lateral crosscuts are driven. Mining
from an adit saves hoisting, pumping, and some other shaft
expenses.

In the Nizina and other districts of southwestern Alaska
(fig. 1, 47) some unfrozen bench gravels were mined from adits,
these and the drifts being heavily timbered; the faces also had to
be closely timbered except where the gravel was tightly packed.
Only comparatively small areas were mined from each side of the
adit or main crosscut. In unfrozen wet channels of heavy gravel
square-set timbering may be necessary, as in early drift mining in
the Valdez Creek district (fig. 1, 42).

In loose unfrozen ground close timbering, carried as near the face
as practicable, is required. One of the best systems for handling
this kind of ground is a forepoling system which has been used in
California at the Hidden Treasure and other drift mines.35 Heavy
posts, set on blocks or sills, are placed in a line parallel to the face
and support the caps. Sharpened poles are inserted above the cap
of the set nearest the face and driven along the roof and into the
face as the gravel is removed. 'Vhen the face has advanced, an
other set of timber is placed. Where the ground is unusually heavy,
a false or intermediate set is used to guide and support the lagging
until the regular set can be put in. A fuller description of the

35 Browne, R. E., "The ancient river beds of the Forest Hill divide": California Min.
Bur., 10th Ann. Rept. State Mineralogist, 1890, p. 452.
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method will be found in Bulletin 215.36 Bowlders and waste are
piled behind in the" stoped " areas to assist in supporting the roof.

REMOVAL OF ORAVEL

At the face the gravel and bedrock are usually picked down and
shoveled into wheelbarrows or cars. Scrapers have been repeatedly
tried, but without success on account of the gravel being too firm
or the bedrock too hard and irregular. Scraping might succeed
where conditions are favorable, but if the face must be picked
down by hand and the scraper used only for conveying the loosened
material to the cars little appears to be gained by such a method.
Picking is arduous work and could not be continued very long but
for the change and relief of shoveling and wheeling. Pneumatic
picks would be a great help in this respect. Blasting the face after
thawing has not proved advantageous where tried but has possibili
ties. A method of drilling and blasting the face without thawing
and scraping the material to cars has recently been successfully
developed. It will be described later. Hydraulicking underground
has under favorable conditions been successfully applied in some
small mines but has not been adopted because of its limited ap
plication.

Tightly packed gravel is undercut by hand, usually in the upper
or softer part of the bedrock. The miner then picks down the
"pay dirt" and shovels it into a wheelbarrow or mine car, throw
ing the bowlders behind him. If the bedrock floor is rough, shovel
ing plates may be used to advantage. 'Vheelbarrows are well
adapted to conditions at the smaller mines, where the drifts are short
and may have sharp turns and an irregular or steep grade. 1V10re
over, wheelbarrows require a minimum of space, hence the drifts
need not be large.

Low-built cars are generally preferred at the larger mines where
systematic development and mining can be done and the grade is
more uniform. At some of the earlier operations at Nome, loaded
cars were run onto the cage and hoisted to the surface. Most of the
larger mines use both wheelbarrows and cars, the loaded wheel
barrows being wheeled to the main drift, where they are dumped
into a waiting car. With this system the drift must be cut deeper
in the bedrock than is the crosscut, so that the wheelbarrow can be
dumped into the car without being wheeled up a steep grade. Ex
cept for the few shafts having cages, the dirt is hoisted in buckets
and the loaded bucket is conveyed to the sluices by a carrier cable.

36 Holbrook, E. A., Ageton, R. V., and TuJIt, H. E., Timbering of Metal Mines: BUll.
215, Bureau of Mines, 1923, PP. 15-17.
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The duty pel" man in picking, shoveling, and wheeling varies with
the individual and his working conditions but may be i5 to 125
wheelbarrow loads per eight.-hour shift, or 20 to 40 squue feet of
bedrock mined to a height of 5 or 6 feet, the average being about
25 square feet, 01" ;) cubic yards.

BUCKET HOIST

Several types of shaft buckets are used, but that. in most general
use is the Fairbllnks self-dumping type made in sizes holding 3 to

F'{lI'KJ: ;l~,.-I'lIlrb'llIks lll'If-<lumpilll>" bucket uud cllrrlcr

8 wheelbHrI'o\\" loads, Such a bucket with carrier is shown III Fig
IlI'O 3i1. The bucket Ims a swinging bail and is hoisted by a cable
winilill.!! thl'oll.!!h a shellve on the bail and the sheaves on the Cl'lr
rier suspended ft'om the incline-track cable on the surface. A slip
ring, whieh is attached to the bucket by a chain sling, trayels along
the guide 01' trip cnble. On reaching the carrier the bucket en
gages II caleh and is uutomatically locked to the carrier. Both arc
then pulled up the incline-track cuble to a point OWl' the dump,
where the ring guide encounters a stop on the trip cable, releasing
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and upsetting the bucket.. This procedure IS shown in Figures 33
(p. 118) and 36. Returning to the collar of the shaft by gravity,
the carrier strikes a trip and releases the bucket, which is then
lowered down the sha it.. Men and all supplies arc also carried by
the bucket. At many plants the bucket when hoisting" dirt" can
make a complet.e trip in one minute, which is much faster than the
material is usually deliwred.

SLUICING

At the slimmer mines the material as hoisted is generally slu.iced
at once, but the time for sluieing may be regulated by the- water
supply. At some mines the small amount of matcrilll mined can be
sluiced in a few hours after shift~ The sluicing arrangements at
most mines comprise a dump box and sluice boxes set Oil trestles to
provide the necessa,;-' grade and dump; at othel' mines the dump box

t'ICl;~E ::lG.-Surface arrangemcnt M a drift mine in inlcriQr (If Alaska

and head of the sluices are oft.en sef, lip 011 all old w:Iste dump. The
dump box has a timber apron, or the sides mllY be built up with
waste to form a ehut.e for guiding the material from the bucket into
the oox. The dump box may be 20 to 52 feet long and 2% to 4 feet
wide, set on grades of 12 to 14 inches to 12 feet. The sluice boxes
are 12 to 16 inches wide and arc set on grades of 7 to 12 inches, some
t.imes mOI'e if aVllilable. Pole I'illles set lengthwise are commonly
used lind may be shod with strips of il'On or steel. Several sets of
such rime." may sometimes be placed crosswise. Undercurrents of
the same width as the sluices, made of punched steel plate placed
several inches above cocoa matting, may be added at the end of the
slui<,'es, but refinement.'> for saving fine :roM are often lacking.

At mllny drift mine." clay in the p-ra"el or on the bedrock adds
to the sluicing difficulties and uSliully canses II los..'" of gold. The
dump-box man forks out the hU'ge rocks, puddles the clay, and tries
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to disintegrate the lumps; before the material passes to the sluice.
Most of the gold is; usually recovered in the dump box and the first
or second s;luice boxes, but much lumpy unwashed clay goes through
the sluices to the dump, carrying some of the gold. The best method
is to store on the dump such clayey material and then cut it up and
wash it well by a small stream of water under pressure before it is
permitted to cnte," the sluice (fig_ 3i)_

As pre\-iously mentioned, water for sluicing is usually obtained
by b'l'a\-ity flow from a ditch, but at many mines it must be lifted
by a pump_ Although pumping increases the cost of sluicing, it
provides a steadier water supply and may save eost.ly ditch I..'on
struction and maint(,llllll("{', As the season of sillicin~ is closed dur-

t-IGI:R.l: :l7_-lll~ldDI:" the dllm!' 1.»" nuzzling

in,!!.' hard freezing weather, attempts have been made lo sluice during
the winter by pumping warm water, but the added cost and diffi
culties make this inadvisable. At the average drift mine enough
water for sluicing is generally available from the latter part of
A pril to the end of September, and the quantity used ranges from
30 to 100 miner's inches.

The hoisted" pay "dirt" may be stored in large dumps for sluic
ing, as for winter dumps; then the sluices are supported on heavy
trestles and covered wilh boards or poles, and the material is dumped
on top" 'Vhen water is available, the boards are withdrawn as the
material is caved. shoveled, scraped, or hydraulicked into the boxes.
Gnle.'>S lhey are hydraulicked, the winter dumps must be thawed
before they can be sl uiced.
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COST OF SLUICING

125

'Vhen the material is comparatively free of clay and a steady sup
ply of water is available from a ditch line, sluicing costs are compar
atively small. Under average conditions a dump-box man is neces
sary; then the cost of sluicing will range from about 15 to 45 cents
per cubic yard, depending on the amount of material handled and
the method used. At one mine in the Ruby district about 30 cubic
yards of clayey gravel are mined per day of one shift. This gravel is
stored on the dump for three days, then one man hydraulics it and
puts it through the sluices in one shift at a cost of 20 cents per cubic
yard. The water for the I-inch nozzle used is pumped. In the
Fairbanks and other interior districts the average cost for sluicing is
considered by many of the operators to be about 10 per cent of the
cost of drift mining.

THAWING

In the first placer mining in Alaska frozen gravel was thawed with
wood fires or hot rocks, and this method is still used at a few small
jsolated mines. Hot water was later used at a number of mines.
\Vith these few exceptions, the thawing in drift mines is done with
steam under pressures of 90 to 110 pounds at the boilers. The steam
is conducted down the shaft and to the workings through pipes from
which connections are made to the various crossheads or batteries
with pipe and steam hose. Each crosshead delivers steam to 4 or 5
points; a valve and hose connect to each point.

STEAl\-I POINTS

The steam points are made of extra-heavy hydraulic steel pipe
~'4 to 1 inch in outside diameter and 6 to 20 feet long. Lengths over
12 feet are now seldom used at the face, partly because the short
points can be handled with greater ease and thaw the ground more
evenly. There are many kinds of points, differing in the type of
drivehead, steam connection, and form of the bit. The lighter
points are fitted with a heavy T, with a tool-steel plug for a drive
head and a pipe nipple for the steam conne~tions, but the standard
point has a heavy tool-steel head with the nipple welded to it or
fastened by special attachments. A hole is usually drilled through
the solid head for inserting a small bar for turning the point while
being driven.

The points may have either round-pointed, diamond-shaped, chisel,
or cross bits, the kind used being governed by the character of the
ground. The round-pointed or straight bit is most commonly used.
\Vith a small amount of steam turned on, the point is driven into the
face, and where two men work together one drives with a heavy
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hammer while the other guides and rotates the point. In some
ground thawing is rapid enough and other conditions are such that
the point can be quickly advanced, although progress can not be
faster than the gravel thaws ahead.of t11e point, so that a number
of points are generally under way at a time. Hard driving is conl
monly necessary, as the gravel ahead of the point must be pushed to
one side or some of the larger rocks drilled through. ",Vhen large
rocks are encountered, it usually is advisable to pull and start a
new hole.

",Vhen steam is used for driving the points, there is generally a
"blowing back" or escape of steam, ,vhich fills the workings, render
ing vision difficult and causing the gravel in the roof to thaw and
slough. To overcome this, many miners use hot water instead of
steam while driving. The ,vater then used is pumped from the
sump and is heated with steam from the exhaust of the pump. This
method, hmvever, requires additional piping and tends to wash and
slough off the face so that it is subsequently more difficult to plug
the hole around the point and seal in the steam.

SETTING POINTS

The points are set horizontally along the face, spaced 2 to 4 feet
apart and at a horizon where they can be most easily driven,
usually just on top of bedrock or a few inches below if bedrock is
not hard or blocky. Irregularities of bedrock may, however, be
such that the point may be in both gravel and bedrock. After the
point has been driven home it may remain during the thaw, but it
is more customary to withdraw the point and insert a "sweater."
Sweaters are made of ordinary iron pipe % to 112 inch in diameter;
the head is fitted with a T for steam connection and a plug for
light driving. Their use allows a large saving in the cost of equip
ment, and as the points can not always be withdrawn after the thaw
is completed these light pipes can be bent back and out of the way
of the workers.

The collar of the hole is now carefully plugged by wrapping bur
lap or similar material around the point or sweater and ramming it
tight, so that no steam will •• blow back." The steam is then turned
on; it is regulated with the valves at each point and as much of it is
given as the ground will take. RehJUlation of steam requires ex
perience, as some ground will take the full steam pressure whereas in
other ground ,vhere the gravel is tight only a small amount can be
used. -lVhile thawing is under way there is a constant shower of
gravel from the roof, and the point man must be on a constant look
out for large falling rocks.
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In easy ground two men can generally accomplish more working
separately than working together. The rate of driving or setting
the points varies according to the length of the point and the char
acter of the gravel. In average ground two men working together
can set ten to thirty 9-foot points per shift, while in some of the
easy ground one man may set twenty to twenty-five 8-foot points.
Where the gravel is tight and bowldery and bedrock is blocky, as
at a number of mines in the Fairbanks district, it often requires the
hard work of two men to set four to six 9-foot points in eight
hours.

TIME NEEDED FOR THAWING

The tiffie required to complete a thaw and the duty of a steam
point are governed by numerous factors, chief among which are the
character of the ground, distance between points, length of point,
height of face, and steam pressure. In favorable gravel and under
average operation the steam is turned on for 8 to 12 hours, while
in tight gravel with much clay 45 hours may be required. Under
average conditions 10 to 20 hours are necessary. After the steam
is turned off the gravel retains heat for some time and thawing con
tinues until the heat is dissipated. This" sweating" completes the
thaw, but the gravel should not be excavated until several days have
elapsed and the ground has cooled. The demand for thawed gravel
Oat most mines is, however, so urgent that most of it is mined while
still warm, often hot.

The steam point will normally thaw 1 to 3 feet beyond the end of
the bit. The average area thawed with a 9-foot point is 30 to 45
square feet or 7 to 8 cubic yards. The amount of steam required
per point, under average conditions, is generally considered to be
1 boiler-horsepower, although there are instances where 2 boiler
horsepower was required. High steam consumption is usually due to
inefficiency and long, poorly insulated steam lines or to the character
of the material thawed. Gibson 37 states that the horsepower per
steam point at five operations at Nome ranged from 0.78 to 1.12;
2;) to 90 points, averaging 7 feet in length, were set per thaw and,
with steam turned on for 8 to 12 hours and" sweating" continuing
one to two and one-half days, 2.28 to 7.11 cubic yards were t~awed

per point.
COSTS

Under favorable conditions, ground in drift mines has been thawed
for 2 cents per square foot, or about 15 cents per cubic yard. Such
low costs are, however, seldom attained, especially at the mines

37 Gibson, A., " Drift mining in the frozen gravel at Cape Nome": Min. and Sci. Press,
Mar. 7, 1914, p. 404.
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operating at present. In the more difficult ground or at small mines
the cost is often 10 to 12 cents per square foot, or about 50 to 75
cents per cubic yard. Under average conditions, 30 to 40 cents per
cubic yard is about the usual figure. Ellis 38 estimated that steam
thawing in the Fairbanks district accounted for about 20 per cent of
the total cost of drift mining.

DRIVING POIXTS UXDER DIFFICULT CONDITIONS

",Vhere gravels are tightly packed or the bedrock is irregular,
hard, and blocky, or overlain by heavy gravel, driving the points is
slow and difficult. The use of machine drills for drilling holes in
such ground for inserting the steam points or " sweaters" has proved
successful at several drift mines. This method was also tried at
other operations "'here, however, it was unsatisfactory mainly be
cause the wrong type of drill and equipment was used.

THAWING ox LITTLE ELDORADO CREEK

The Idaho :Mining Co., on Little Eldorado Creek in the Fair
banks district, has been very successful with this method, which
has been the one factor that has determined profitable operation.

The deposit averages 165 feet in depth, and although it is solidly
frozen the average gravel seldom contains more than about 5 per cent
of ice. The gravel is tightly packed and of medium size but con
tains some large hard quartz and schist bowlders, which lie on the
bedrock. The bedrock is a mica schist, soft beds alternating with
harder slabby ones. rp to the time the present method was adopted,
as later described, an average of 31;'2 feet of gravel and 1'i2 feet of
the bedrock was mined. A 70-cubic foot air-brake locomotive com
pressor supplied the air and an old boiler served as an air receiver.
This equipment was used to a good advantage, although better
results could have been obtained with a larger compressor, for the
pressure at the receiver dropped from 80 to 55 pounds and less when
the drill was in operation.

A BCR'V 430 jack-hammer drill, equipped with the water attach
ment by which a small amount of cold water is delivered under low
pressnre throug-h the hollow 'Vs-inch drill steel to the bit, was used
for drilling and was easily handled by one man. This use of water
instead of air or steam accounts mainly for the successful drilling.
Drill steels were used in 3, 6, and 9 foot lengths and equipped with
cross bits g-auged from 11;'2 down to 11;4 inches. The holes were
usually drilled 3 feet apart in a horizontal line just on top of bedrock

88 Ellis, H.!., "Thawing methods at Fairbanks": Eng. and Min. Jour., July 3, 1915,
pp. 1-6.
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or a little above it in the gravel. Two boxes supporting a plank,
placed at the proper inclination and at right angles to the face,
supported and guided the drill. The hard bowlders were easily
drilled through, although a new hole was generally started when
an unusually large one was struck. A little caving or "raveling"
of the holes at infrequent intervals caused slight binding of the drill,
but this was attributed mainly to the low air pressure. Very little
trouble was experienced in the freezing of the air, as water traps
were used in the steam line and dry air was delivered to the drill.

Five 9-foot holes could ordinarily be drilled with a set of steel
before resharpening was necessary. With the old method of setting
points by hand it required eight hours for t-\vo men to set four to six
9-foot points, while with this method one man would average 180
feet of drilling, or 20 holes, insert the ~s-inch sweaters, and get the
thaw under way in eight hours. A 9-foot hole could usually be drilled
in 20 nlinutes. It was estimated that the cost of drilling and setting
the sweaters, which included the labor and mess cost for one man,
1)1 cord of wood for running the compressor, and ·wear and tear
on the equipment, was $13 per shift, or 65 cents per 9-foot hole.

From 40 to 45 hours were required for thawing, as only a small
amount of steam could be turned on. After the steam was turned off,
the ground was sweated for about one day. Thawing usually ex
tended 18 inches beyond the end of the sweater, although 40 square
feet of area were sometimes thawed per sweater. The cost of thaw
ing is not known b'ut the entire cost of operation in 1922, exclusive
of capital and royalty charges, was 74 cents per square foot for the
60,000 square feet mined.

NEW DRIFT-MINING METHOD OF IDAHO MINING CO.

A new method of drift mining involving modern underground
practices has recently been installed and developed at Lhis same
property on Little Eldorado Creek, Fairbanks district, by J. F. Foran,
the engineer and manager for the Idaho Mining Co. The frozen
gravel and bedrock are drilled and blasted down and delivered to
the cars by an underground scraper and successfully sluiced on the
surface, dispensing with the customary steam-thawing methods.

New equipment for this purpose was installed aftBr the new shaft,
238 feet of main drifts, and 30-root station level had been completed
by the earlier method. The present mechanical equipment includes
three 50-horsepower boilers, a 7 by 10 double-cylinder hoist, a 6-wheel
barrow-load self-dumping bucket and carrier, a No. 5 Sturtevant
blower for ventilation, a 650-cubic foot Leyner air compressor, an 8
inch centrifugal pump for pumping the water for sluicing, three
BBRW 13 jack-hammer drills, one 672-horsepower "Turbinair"
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double-drum air hoist, and one 12-cubic foot Quincy box-type bot
tomless slush scraper. The air drills are of the wet type, using
'Vg-inch hollow hexagonal steel 'with a cross bit of lo/g inches gauge.
Starters are seldom nsed~ as the drilling is done with 5-foot steels.

The shaft is 169 feet deep to bedrock and is 6 feet in bedrock. It is
/" by 7 feet in size in the clear and is fully crib timbered down to
the square-set station at the bottom. Moving and setting up the old
plant, sinking, and timbering the shaft cost $2,500. The main drifts,
continuing from where they stopped with the old method, were
driven a total distance of 275 feet upstream and 240 feet downstream.
Crosscuts 280 feet and 185 feet in total length were then driven at the
respective ends of these drifts to the side limits of the pay. The
61;2 by 6 foot drifts were driven by one driller and two muckers
working two faces, under the new system of drilling and blasting,
at the rate of 7 feet per eight-hour shift, at a cost of $4.50 pel' foot.
These drifts required no timbering, whereas those driven by the old
method of thawing required three-piece sets and top lagging. The
crcsscuts at the ends were driven 18 feet wide and 5 feet high by two
drillers and four muckers who worked two faces a shift~ advancing
each face an average of 4: feet. A block of ground containing about
120,000 bedrock sqnare feet of pay ,vas opened up.

SYSTE:\I OF l\UNING

Starting in the crosscuts at the extreme end of the block, mining
proceeds along the wall nearest the shaft and advances toward the
shaft. Two drills are used at the upstream end and the average
height of face carried is 41/ 2 feet (2 feet of gravel and 2Y2 feet of
bedrock). The back holes are drilled in the gravel and spaced 3
feet apart, the cut or breast holes are clr'illed in bedrock and spaced
2~~ feet apart, and the lifters are drilled in bedrock with 3-foot
sparing. The holes are all drilled 5 feet deep and break to the bot
tom. 'Vith two drills working, a 130-foot face can be drilled and
the holes loaded and shot in two 8-hour shifts. One man will on
an average drill 150 feet of hole, load, and shoot it; in other words;
100 square feet, about 17 cubic yards, are ordinarily drilled and
broken per man per shift. One steel will usually drill an average of
three 5-foot holes. There is never any trouble with stuck steel and
practically no trouble with freezing of the drills.

The holes must be blown out with air shortly after drilling, to
remove water and so prevent ice from forming and closing them.
The holes are loaded with 40 per cent straight nitroglycerin dyna
mite, four and one-half sticks to the hole. No stemming is used.
This powder has been found to be too fast for the gravel and too
gassy for the vent,ilation provided. The ave:rage powder consump-
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tion has been 0.4 pound per bedrock square root. The cost or the
powder is 7Y2 cents and or ruse and caps 2lh cents, a totalexplosives
cost or 10 cents per square root, or about 60 cents per cubic yard.

From 12 to 24 hours arter blasting, the material is scraped from
along the races to the main drift up a short incline and dumped into
a car. The scraper is dragged back and rorth by cables operated
from the two-drum air hoist.

DELAYS

A great deal or trouble has been experienced and time lost through
freezing or the air in the rotary gears of the a,ir hoist. The
incline up which the scraper is dragged has also caused some delay
and must be taken down and set up at a new place ror about each
1,300 square reet of bedrock scraped, requiring two to three hours
each time. It is planned to put the main drifts 6 feet lower ,in the
bedrock, which will dispense with the incline. Some delays are also
occasioned in tramming, as the two trammel'S can not keep pace with
the scraper when it is operating properly. Under the present ar
rangement the scraper averages running only about five hours out
of the eight, although an average of about 250 square reet or bedrock
is scraped during that period. ",Vith these difficulties corrected, so
that almost continuous scraping is possible, and ,vith three drills
busy at the race, it is expected that about 350 square reet can be
scraped per shift. As equipment is lacking, only one drill is oper
ated at the downstream race, where the material is shoveled into
wheelbarrows arter it has been blasted down.

SAFETY l\IEASURES AXD HAULAGE

The workings are kept sare by putting in bulkheads about every
25 reet along the race. These bulkheads are 4 by 8 root timber cribs
filled with waste gravel. 'Vith each advance of about 40 reet another
row is put in. At intervening places where the roor may slab, as at
the lo,ver points, a post with cap is set. As the work advances these
are removed and the ground is allowed to settle.

After the material has been scraped to the car it is trammed to the
shaft, dumped into the bucket, hoisted to the surrace, conveyed over
the incline cable, and automatically dumped into the sluices.

REASOXS }<'OR SUCCESS OJ<' METHOD

The blasting down of frozen gravels in drift mines is not a new
idea, but has been tried at numerous mines. It has not proved prac
tical heretofore because of the character of the material which still
required thawing after being broken. The success or such blasting
methods at the placer on Little Eldorado Creek is due to the un-
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usual character of the material mined. This deep, tightly packed
frozen gravel contains an unusually small amount of ice, not more
than about 5 per cent, which occurs as small crystals and to a lesser
extent as small masses or seams. The shattering effect of the detona
tion is mainly responsible for preparing this material for sluicing
without the necessity of the customary thawing. The heat liberated by
the explosion plays but a comparatively small part. As this material
strikes the water and passes through the sluices it readily disinte-
grates and is satisfactorily sluiced. .

This mine now employs 15 men and operates but one shift of eight
·hours. The success of this method has been proved, although the
operation must still be considered in the experimental stage. When
once properly equipped and developed, so that two drills and a
scraper can be kept busy at each face, the management believes that
1,000 to 1,400 square feet of bedrock can be mined per day of two
shifts by working a crew of about 40 men, at a cost of 50 cents per
square foot, exclusive of capital charges and royalty.

HYDRAULICKING

Frozen gravels in a drift mine have been hydraulicked on differ
ent occasions on a small scale. 'Vith one method the wavel face
was nozzled down with water pumped from the underground sump,
which was warmed by the steam exhaust of the pump. The water
accomplished both the thawing and breaking down of the gravels.
The excess water ·was drained to the sump to be reused, and the
material broken down was shoveled or scraped into wheelbarrows or
a car and conveyed to the surface for sluicing. The main diffi
culties encountered were that most of the bedrock had to be dug and
cleaned by hand, and there \vas excessive wear on the pump lining.

At another operation in a low-lying bench, where the pay streak
was composed of light gravel containing only a small amount
of porous frost, water was conducted down the shaft and to the work
ing faces through hose and pipe, and the gravel and bedrock were
nozzled down and sluiced to the sluice boxes in the main crosscut.
Diagonal paralleling drifts had been driven from the main crosscut.
Hydraulicking started at the innermost faces and retreated toward
the main crosscut, leaving narrow pillars between the drifts which
were later removed. An adit on low grade, which by force of condi
tions could be made available for no other use, was employed for
carrying off the water and the light material in the tailing. The
main bulk of the tailing was hoisted to the surface by way of the
shaft. The average height of the working face was 5 feet, and about
4,000 square feet of bedrock were so mined. Unless it may be in
some bench deposit affording exceptionally favorable conditions for
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a method of this kind, underground hydraulicking in Alaska on any
thing but a very small scale presents many difficulties which greatly
outweigh the advantages of the regulation methods of drift mining.

PRIMITIVE DRIFT-MINING METHODS

In the Circle (fig. 1, 37), F ortymile (fig. 1, 41), and some of the
more isolated districts a number of miners work alone and with the
most primitive methods take out a small dump each winter. A
small shaft 12 to 25 feet deep is sunk in the frozen ground to bed
rock, and an area of 500 to as much as 2,000 feet square is opened up.
The frozen gravel is thawed with wood fires. Kindling is placed
along the face, with a layer of dry wood on top, and the pile is
built up to a height of about 2 feet. It is then covered with coarse
grayel or stones or a layer of green wood with a sheet-iron plate
over it. The placing and handling of these fires require experience,
for the heat. must be retained and held against the face, otherwise
the roof will slough badly. Sometimes a number of fires are built.
Such fires 'usually burn three to five hours and thaw 12 to 18 inches
back into the face. They are generally ignited in the early evening,
so that the thaw is complete by morning. Practice varies, for at
one mine three piles of wood 8 feet long and 2 feet wide and high
burned for 10 hours, after which the ground was "sweated" for
24 hours, thawing the face to an average depth of 16 inches (about
40 bedrock square feet).

Two shafts 50 to 75 feet apart are sometimes used, so that while
gravel is being mined from one it is being thawed in the other.
At one place a 60-foot adit was driven on a bench deposit to the edge
of the pay and a 25-foot raise made to the surface for ventilation.
Drifts were then driven a short distance up and down stream and
the gravel removed by working toward the portal of the adit. The
working face was 2 to 4 feet high. This lone miner mines an average
of 1,000 wheelbarrow loads of gravel each winter, which return $200
to $400 in gold when sluiced the following spring.

COSTS

Present conditions for drift mining in frozen gravels are seldom
conducive to low costs, mainly because the ground remaining is less
favorable and the smaller areas limit the scale of the operations.
'Vhen drift mining was at its height, frozen gravels were drift
mined at several mines in the Fairbanks district for as low as 40
cents per square foot, and in a few mines near Nome costs of 25
cents per square foot were reported. In 1915 Ellis 39 estimated that
the cost of drift mining in the Fairbanks district was 50 cents to

~J Ellis, H. 1., "Winter drift mining at Fairbanks" : Eng. and Min. Jour., Oct. 30, 1915,
p.710.
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$1.25 per square foot of bedrock, the average being 75 cents. He
based his estimate on the dnty of the shovelers, which was taken at
30 to 35 square feet of bedrock per 10 hours, or equivalent to about
7 cubic yanls of gravel in place.

Present costs in the Fairbanks district are 60 cents to $1 per
square foot, with several mines where the cost is higher. The aver
age, however, is about 75 cents. Drift mining in the Tolovana
district costs 50 to 75 cents per square foot, ,,,ith 32 cents reported
from one operation where the gravel was light and all conditions
favorable. In the Ruby district, where the pay channels are rarely
more than 75 feet wide and conditions are generally adverse to cheap
mining, the operating costs at six mines ranged in 1922 from 60
cents at the more favorable operations to $1.25 where they were
adverse, averaging 85 cents per square foot, or about $5 per cubic
yard. The average cost of steam thawing here was 45 cents per
cubic yard and 85 cents for sluicing.

In 1914 Gibson 40 reported the operating cost per cubic yard, ex
clusive of preparatory work, at five operations at Nome as follows:
Thawing, 27 to ;)0 cents: mining, 94 cents to $1.28; sluicing, 9 to
64 cents; total operating cost. $1.40 to $2.41. The total height of
the ,Yorking faces was 4 to ;) feet, 16 to 30 men were employed, and
80 to 158 cubic yards of pay gravel were hoisted at shafts 45 to 81
feet deep per day of two lO-hour shifts. Drift mining at Nome is
now virtually obsolete, for most of the remaining ground is un
favorable for profitable operation. Lumber for timbering and fuel
oil for steam generation are used there, and most of the available
ground has been acquired by dredging or hydraulic mining interests.

HYDRAULIC MINING

Hydraulic mining, as interpreted in this report, comprises break
ing down the face by ,vater under pressure, washing the material
into the sluices, sluicing the material, and disposing of the tailing.
In order to assist in transportation and sluicing, an additional sup
ply of water, knm\'n as ground-sluice, by-wash, or bank head water,
is usually required. The most important requirements for hydraulic
mining are an ample, continuous, cheap supply of water under high
pressure, enough bedrock grade for the sluices, and adequate dump
room for the tailing.

Hydraulic mining in Alaska is being conducted in creek deposits
or in bench deposits, many of which are only slightly above creek
level, so that adequate grades are generally lacking. The creek de
posits are a few feet to 25 feet deep, whereas benches of similar

4<) Gibson, A., " Drift mining in the frozen gravel at Cape Nome" : Min. and Sci. Press.
Mar. 7, 1914, p. 404.
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thickness are often overlain by barren overburden, forming a total
depth of 40 to 50 feet. Although the bench deposits in Alaska
do not have the great thickness or extent of some of those in Cali
fornia, there are in southern Alaska and the Upper Yukon country
some auriferous benches as deep as 100 feet, mostly gravel, but usually
unfavorably situated for hydraulicking. As a general rule in Alaska
placers the gold is found close to bedrock, and if the pay gravel is
overlain by great depths of barren gravel hydrauficking is profitable
only when other conditions are unusually favorable. Most of the
hydraulic mining in Alaska is therefore confined principally to the
shallower or more favorably located placers. In hydraulicking shallow
placers frequent moving of the giants and sluices is necessary, caus
ing loss of valuable time when the water supply may be at its best.
The presence of some bowlders is not so serious as in other methods
of mining, but large quantities may prohibit mining. At many
hydraulic mines in southern Alaska the exceptionally large quan
tities of bowlders counteract some advantages that mines in this
part of Alaska may have over the hydraulic mines in some interior
districts and on Seward Peninsula.

Soft, even bedrock which can be readily cleaned with the giant
is one of the requirements for low-cost operation. Although the bed
rock at many mines is favorable for hydraulicking, at other mines
the bedrock is hard, blocky, and interbedded with softer rock or
cut by numerous dikes. :Much of this irregular bedrock surface
can be cleaned with giants, nozzles, or small canvas hose and nozzles,
but unless this is properly done the gold may be driven into pockets
and crevices in the bedrock; then final cleaning by hand is generally
necessary. Stiff clay, if present, is difficult to break down with the
nozzle and may require blasting. A sticky clay is the most difficult
to wash, although it can generally be well disintegrated by the
giants before it goes into the sluices. Cemented gravels occur rarely
in Alaska.

WATER SUPPLY

STREAM GRADES

The average fall of most of the streams in Alaska on which placer
deposits are found is slight, except in some relatively small districts
in southern Alaska. These stream grades in the Seward Peninsula
and the interior districts usually range from 25 to 150 feet per mile
but in southern Alaska are generally 100 to 200 or more feet.
Local irregularities in bedrock may provide steeper grades than the
average, and the tributaries and the upper reaches of the main
streams are generally steeper. A grade of 6 inches to 12 feet, or
220 feet per mile, is considered the minimum over which gravel
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can be economically moved through the sluice boxes without an
excess of water. The hydraulicking of stream beds or flat-lying
benches also requires a plentiful supply of ground-sluice or by
wash water, and a special method for obtaining a better sluice grade
may be necessary. Also, the lack of natural dumping facilities
generally necessitates stacking the tailing.

GROUND SLUICE OR BY-WASH

The ground-sluice or by-wash water flows over the bank or to the
sluices through open channels and is generally the surplus creek
water left after the giants have been supplied. The amount required
is governed principally by the grade of bedrock, the character of
the material, and the size of the sluices. The quantity available for
this purpose is usually small during most of the working season,
and it is customary to use the greater part or all that is available.
At some of the operations one to three times the quantity supplied
by the field giants may be used. The largest hydraulicking opera
tions in southern Alaska use 1,000 to 2~000 miner's inches of ground
sluice water.

COXDlTIONS Gm'ERXDW WATER SUPPLY

The conditions governing the water supply for hydraulic mining
and the construction of dams, water conduits, and pipe lines have
been discussed under "Water supply." In general, large supplies
at high heads are only available at certain operations in southern
Alaska; favorable conditions are also found on the Se"ward Penin
sula but require long, expensive ditch lines. Fluctuations in the
flow are pronounced, especially in the interior districts, where the
water supply is generally small and under low head. Favorable
reservoir sites for impounding large quantities of water are rare,
so that virtually all operations are handicapped by reduced water
supply during part of the season. l\fany have to stop hydraulicking
entirely during low-water periods, while others continue only at
greatly reduced capacity. l\1ining in the interior districts is es
pecially characterized by the use of small quantities of water which
have been impounded and are released intermittently for short
periods. The ,vater supply also quickly diminishes when the tem
perature drops to freezing.

Hydraulicking of the gravels usually does not start until early in
.June or continue after the first heavy freeze late in September.
Most preparatory work is done in April and Mayor after mining
is halted in the fall. The working season is about 90 to 120 days,
but in high elevations where snow water must often be relied upon
nlay not be over 30 days. :Many hydraulicking operations benefit
by only a small part of this short season. Disregarding any time
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lost from lack of water, the time of active hydraulicking at most
mines amounts to only 40 to 60 per cent of the available season, the
balance of the time being spent in moving, setting up, cleaning up,
and other jobs. vVhere only one shift is worked, less than a quarter
of the time may be spent in moving gravel.

:Most hydraulic mines in Alaska are small, for those requiring
comparatively small investments and employing only two to eight
men are best able to meet average conditions. Many small opera
tions have 50 to 500 miner's inches of water available under heads
of 35 to 200 feet, and in an average season will mine 2,000 to 30,000
cubic yards of gravel. The larger mines, most of which are situated
on the Seward Peninsula and in southern Alaska, have 500 to 2,500
miner's inches of water under heads of 100 to 300 feet and mine
30,000 to 100,000 cubic. yards in an average season. This maximum
represents less than 1,000 cubic yards daily and is rarely exceeded,
except at some mines that figure only the time of actual hydrau
licking.

CAPITAL INVESTED IN HYDRAULIC OPERATIONS

The amount of capital invested in water supply, hydraulicking
equipment, and development work varies widely becal!se of the many
differing conditions. The cost of delivering water under pressure
head to the property is often the main item. As previously men
tioned, some operators use conduits constructed by former opera
tors and some have been able to obtain used hydraulic. equipment at
nominal cost. Many small mines operating under low head and
with small outfits have been equipped with pipe, giants, etc., at a
cost of $1,000 to $3,500. SOllle hydraulic mines operating under
average conditions and handling between 250 to about 750 cubic
yards of gravel were equipped for $3,500 to $15,000, and larger
plants have cost as much as $100,000. Within these limits the cost
of the dam, ditch line, etc., may be included, except where the
ditches are of large capacity and great length. There are numerous
instances where from one-quarter to one million dollars, and occa
sionally more, has been spent in water supply, equipment, and
opening up the property, so handic.apping operation that profitable
results were impossible.

IMPORTANCE OF HYDRAULIC MINING

The life of the average Alaska hydraulic mine on creek or shallow
bench ground is governed by many conditions, but usually is 5 to 10
years. A few hydraulic mines have been active for much longer
periods, while others are operated periodically by leasers or through
changes in ownership.

92405°--27----10
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In spite of the many adverse conditions cited hydraulicking has
an important place in Alaska placer mining. At most mines where
this method is used it can generally be applied better than any
other method. However, numerous creek placers being hydrau
licked or worked by other methods make a production each season
that is ridiculously small, especially when the investment in a
water supply and equipment is considered. Conditions at some
such properties favored dredging, by which method the ground
could have been worked out in easily one-fifth the time at a much
lower cost and no doubt with better recovery of gold.

DUTY OF WATER

DEFINITION

The duty of water in hydraulic mining is usually stated as the
number of cubic yards of material which can be broken down and
put through the sluices by 1 miner's inch (lY2 cubic feet per minute)
in 24 hours. It varies with the depth and character of the material,
the character and grade of bedrock, the size and grade of the
sluices, the type of riffles, the quantity and pressure of the water,
the facilities for disposal of tailing, and the skill of the operator.
The duty of water must be at least approximately known before
estimates can be made as to the possible scale of operation, and
a properly balanced plant can be installed. It is also a most im
portant factor in determining the efficiency of the operation. Un
fortunately very few Alaska operators measure the amount of
water used or keep account of the time during which the water is
turned on, consequently complete or accurate data are seldom
available.

DATA ON DUTY OF :'IIINER'S INCH

The table on the duty of the miner's inch in Alaska includes data
from engineers whose aid is acknowledged and estimates based on
the data obtained from the operators. As stated, some of this latter
information was incomplete, but where possible the missing data
were closely calculated and the approximate duty of the water de
rived. These estimates are given mainly to show the generally low
duty obtained.
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They can, however, be considered as being close approximations,
although the duty at each operation is subject to variation, and many
of the examples are based on data covering short periods only. As
given in the table, the number of miner's inches of water used in
cludes the average amount used by the field giants, the stacker giant,
or the elevator, as the case may be, and where so noted includes
ground-sluice water, which is the most variable in quantity. At
most operations the water pressure decreases rapidly as the work
proceeds upstream.

REASONS FOR LOW DUTY

The generally low duty is accounted for mainly by the low bed
rock and sluice-box grades, by the general low water pressures, and
by the large amount of water used by the elevator, or that used by
the stacker giant, or the large amount of ground-sluice water, as
the case may be. At some Nome operations much of the material is
flat, while in the southern Alaska districts the gravels are unusually
heavy, and large amounts of ground-sluice water are generally
required. Frozen ground at some mines may lower the duty mate
rially, whereas at others the giants can pipe down the material as
fast as it can be transported to and through the sluice boxes. Data
are unfortunately meager on operations where it is unnecessary either
to elevate the material or to stack the tailings. Under such condi
tions a duty of 3 to 4 cubic yards should not be uncommon. Tables
on giants, published by manufacturers, usually show that the duty
of a giant under average conditions is taken as approximat€ly 3
cubic yards. In hydralllicking the small rounded gravels of the
"'Vhite Channel" bench in the Dawson country the water duty
ranged from 2 to 10 cubic yards, with sluice grades of 12 to 14
inches. 41 The duty at the Yukon Gold CO.'s operations on Bonanza
Creek ranged from 4.50 to 6.60 cubic yards.

'Vater under high pressure is more effective than under low pres
sure, and the duty of the water is apt to be low when the head is less
than 200 feet. Purington 42 cont€nds that an increase in head will
not increase the amount of gravel \vhich can be moved to the
sluices, for the force of the stream from the giant is entirely ex
pended in piping (that is, directing the stream from the nozzle)
against the face, while the grade of the sluice is the governing factor
in moving the gravel after it leaves the face. Although it is true
that a given quantity of such spent water will only move a certain
amount of gravel to and through the sluices, being dependent on
the grade over which it runs, a high head delivers more wat€r and

41 Purington, C. W., :Methods and Costs of Gravel and Placer Mining in Alaska: U. S.
Geol. Survey Bull. 263, 1905. p. 139.

<Ill Purington, C. W., Work cited, p. 134.
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will more readily disintegrate the material than a lower one if other
conditions are equal. It is also standard Alaska, practice to get
behind the material and drive it into the cut and to the sluices, where
a high head will move it more readily and farther, thereby permit
ting the working of larger pits and requiring less frequent moves of
the giants.

HYDRAULIC MINING METHODS FOR :BENCH AND CREEK DEPOSITS

The various conditions that govern hydraulic mining have brought
about the development and adoption of different methods. Although
these may follow the same general principles, there are different
ways of piping down the material, of delivering it to the sluices,
and of disposing of bowlders and tailing. The methods used for
removing nlOSS, muck, and in some places barren sand, gravel, and
other overburden before the hydraulicking of pay gravel have been
described under" Stripping overburden."

The hydraulicking of bench deposits at elevations well above
stream level is comparatively simple when a fair water supply is
available, as the grade for sluicing and room for gravity stacking
of tailing are usually adequate. If the deposit is thick, hydraulick
ing may be started at the rim or the exposed face, or a deep cut may
be sluiced out until pay gravel is exposed. An adit may be driven
in the bedrock and a raise extended to the surface, to be enlarged by
piping the surrounding material into it, thus opening a pit. This
practice was followed in opening a lake-bed deposit in the Silver
Bow Basin near Juneau (fig. 1,56), where a long tunnel was driven
through solid rock to the deposit. Similar means have been used
in opening some of the high-bench gravels in California and else
where.

The sluice boxes are placed in the tunnel or in the cut, as the case
may be. The giants are set up at a safe distance from the bank,
",vhich is then undercut and broken dmvn by the stream from the
giants. The loosened material is transported through short sluices
in the bedrock to the main sluice or sluice boxes. These bedrock
sluices are kept close to the face, and if the ground is hard or irregu
lar may be an item of considerable expense. Steel flumes or chutes
are sometimes laid on bedrock to assist in moving the loose material
to the sluices, but the usual procedure is to carry the nozzles behind
the broken-down material and drive it into the head of the boxes.
To permit continuous operation two or more working faces should be
carried. An oblique stream from the nozzle will break down more
gravel than one pounding directly against the face.

For undercutting, small nozzles are generally more efficient than
large ones. In frozen ground undercutting is slow and unsatis
factory, as a frozen bank is not only difficult to cave but the caveel
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material usually breaks off in large masses. Constant playing of
water under pressure against a frozen face is poor practice. Better
results can generally be obtained by letting bank head water aided by
the giants cut deep vertical channels in the bank, thus exposing
a large area to thawing, and then piping off the thawed material
from time to time.

Where shallower placers are hydraulicked, the giants are generally
set on top of the bank. By this method advantage is taken of the
grade, and the material as loosened is dri ven ahead into the pit and
the sluices. !foreover, in frozen ground a large surface can be
exposed for thawing.

Before a creek deposit is mined ample provision must be made for
diverting the creek water and all excess water around the workings, as
stated under" "'Vater supply," and special provision made for safe
guarding the mine from flood ,vater.

GENERAL HYDRAULIC MINING METHODS

Hydraulic mining as practiced in Alaska, excluding the bench
methods mentioned or the use of hydraulic ele\~ators, can be divided
into three general methods: (1) Piping the material into the head of
the boxes; (2) piping the material over the side of the boxes; and (3)
a combination of 1 and 2.

1fethods 2 and 3 are special methods that have been developed
to meet certain adverse and limiting conditions encountered in min
ing the creek placers and are also applicable to some bench placers.
Ivfethod 2 can be divided into three general classes based on the posi
tion of the sluice boxes in relation to the surface of the bedrock, as
follows: (a) The sluice boxes are all set in bedrock, with the tops
below the surface; (b) the lower boxes are in or on bedrock and the
upper ones on or above bedrock surface; (c) some or all of the boxes
are on or elevated above bedrock.

The best method for any mine depends on many limiting factors,
and each method has certain advantages.

PIPIXG IXTO THI': HEAD OF THE ROXES

The method of piping- into the head of the boxes is the one most
generally usell at hydraulic mines in Alaska. It is best 3(lapted for
hydraulicking shallmv benches and comparatin>ly narrow creek
deposits where the bedrock gradient is 6 or more inches in 12 feet.
Its application in connection with mining deep benches has already
been mentioned. One major advantage of this method is that all
of the water used is devoted to sluicing, so that a comparatively
small flow will often suffice. ~fines having small or intermittent
water supplies therefore find the method practical. The relatively
short string of sluice boxes can usually be set at a steeper grade
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than that of the bedrock by taking adnntage of irregularities in
the bedrock surface or b~T cutting to the required grade. The light
sluice boxes used can generally be installed <Iuickly, which is u big
advantag-c where Slllall }Jit~ not o\'er 6 or 8 feet deep necessitate fre
quent moving and setting up.

SLlilCE BoXES

The sluice boxes lire fi.rst plll.ce<1 on or in bedrock at about the
Illiddle of the lower end of the proposed pit, with the head box low
enough in bedrock to permit proper entry. Where the bedrock is
hard and the natural gradient is low, three or four boxes are gen
erally used, but undel' favorable conditions there may be 1201' more.
Timber 01' board willl-:"s at the head of the boxes, one on each side,
direct the W:lter and material into the head of the boxes. As a rule,

FH;n,., ;)1S.-lIydrllulic winln;;-. I'ipin;; into the h~ad; slui~,ooll: extension. ;Sole
lhp ho,,", anrl nozzles

the field giants lire set on top of the bank at a distance upst.ream from
the win:..,'"S that depends on the pressllre. If only one giant is used, it
is placed at the upper' end in lille with the sluices or shifted about
as I"el:luil"ed j if two are used, one is placed near each upper corner
of the proposed pit.. The material is t1wn piped into the head of
the boxes.

"'here the waleI' pressure and other conditions are favorable,
pit'> 300 to 450 feet. long have been mined by the above method.
However, in pits of t.his size intermediate or " booster" giants are
used, and the material is moved in stages. Where the slope is satis
factory, a number of short pits can be mined b.y extending the sluices
upstream after caeh pit has been piped in j but the advantage of
this practice may be sma.1l if tailiilg must be stacked. Figure 38
illnsh'll.tes such an operation on a shallow bench in the Hot Springs
district (fig. 1,30).
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As much more material can be rno,ed throll~h n sluice box than
through the ground sluice or bedrock sluice, the gillnL<; should not
be placed too far from the bead of the boxes or the duty of thp
water will be greatly redlll.:ro. At those mines where the head of
the boxes is placed abo"e bedrock the material must be piped lip
It slope before entering the boxes. and the water backs up in the
pit. With ayerage bedrock conditions, a sump or pothole is al
lIlost certain to dC\'elop ahead of the boxes. This impedes the
flow of water and material, and requires additional piping to mo\-e
them into the boxes.

PI-.\Cf;R O~ J",\LUI C.K££K

A t)'pical plnC'pr of this kind is on Falls Creek in the Yentna dis
trict (fig. 1, ;26). The creek deposit an~rages 8 feet in depth and

~''';l;at: :l9.-II)·dl1lulic IUlnlnl: In \·...P!D.. di~tricl. I"illillj; IIHG tile head

is unfrozen rounded wavel with 10 to 1:) pCI' cent of bowlders, the
largest being about 3 feet in mliximUIlI dimension. Thc bedrock
formation is clay, shale, and Sllndstone, easily cleaned with the
giants. The aYel"lIge pit mined is 80 feet wide nnd 125 feet long.
Two field giants with ;j·inch nozzles, working uncler n. lOO-foot head,
are set on top of the bank, so that while one giant is piping gra\'el
into the head of the boxes on one side of the pit the bowlders lire
lJeing removed from the other side and piled by hand on cleaned
bedrock. On account. of the grade of bedrock 42 to 54 feet of boxes
UTe all that can genenlily be installed. The sluice boxes are 36
indH.~ wide and 30 inches deep. set on an 8-inell grade, and pro
vided with steel-s:hod, 2 by -l inch riffles placed lengthwise. The
tailing requires constllnt stacking by a giant with 3-inch nozzle.
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Figure 39 shows thc gcncrnl arrangement. of the pit. and the
sluices, thc method of removing bowlders, and thc stacker giant at
work. The watCI" supply, including ground-sluice water, varies from
:100 to iOO miner's inches. The average crew of eight meD is divided
into two 10-hour shifts. During periods of maximum water supply
an area of about 1,000 square feet Qin be mined in t.wo shifts or an
a"erag-e pit completed in eight to nine days. A set-up for a new pit
is made in one day.

During one of the mo&i fa.\'orable seasons 70,000 square feet of
ground averaging 9 k>et in depth (including 1 foot of bedrock) were
mined in n days at a cost of 71;2 cents per S(luare loot, or 23 cents per
cubic yard. Average costs al'e 30 to 35 cents per cubic yard. About
$5.000 is invcsted in t.hc 1,600- foot ditch and t.he hydraulic
t'<J.uipmenL

t'lGUHI: 40.-11)"dralllle minIng at Cr"w Creel<. Wl"g~ and sllllre:l

nYDK.,\UUC ~1l:'i"1'; AT COOW CKEY.J<:

A large hydraulic mine on Crow Creek in the Girdwood district
(fig. 1,49) is working an unfrozen creek deposit 6 to 25 feet deep,
averaging 12 feet. The gravel is unusually coa.rse, about 50 per
cellt being bowlders 6 inches or more in diameter, many of t.hem
large. Mining is llsually carried to a false bedrock of tongh c1aYi
the true bedrock is slate and graywacke, all readily cleaned with the
giants.

Thc usnal practice here has been to mine simultaneously two par
allel adjoining pits. Elil'h pit is 100 to 150 feet wide and 4()() to
4;;0 feet. long, is worked sepllrately, und has its own sluice boxes.
The pits are kept abreast. of each other and are alternately used as a
oy-pass for the creek water, the giant-s being at work in one pit while
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the bowlders are being handled in the other, so that mining IS

virtually continuous.
A No.7 giant with 6-inch nozzle, working under a 145-foot head,

is set on top of the bank of each pit, and sometimes another giant of
similar size is set midway between them. The gravel from each pit
is then piped into the head of the boxes, which are provided with
heavy timber wings (see fig. 40). As the giants are moved upstream
and the distance to the head of the sluices exceeds their working
range. a smaller" booster" giant is set on bedrock at one side of the
pit and about halfway down and drives the gravel into the head box.
After the gravel in both pits has been piped in, the bank between the
pits is removed and the bedrock is cleaned with the giants. The
bowlders are drilled with air drills and blasted and put through the
sluices with the rest of the material. A No. 7 giant with 5-inch
nozzle uncleI' 170-foot head stacks the tailings from both sluices.
The disposal of bowlders and tailing will be more fully described
under those headings.

The sluice boxes are 5 feet wide and 3 feet deep and are set on a
6-inch grade: 8 to 10 lengths of boxes are generally provided for
each line. Riffles of 40-pound rails set transversely are used in the
first two boxes; the rest are 25-pound rails set lengthwise. In
addition to the giant water, 1,000 to 1,400 miner's inches of ground
sluice water pass through the boxes. Including water for stacking
the tailing, about 2,600 miner's inches are normally used, giving a
water duty of about lh cubic yard. In 1923, 66,000 cubic yards were
mined, and the crew numbered 12 to 18 men. The cost of mining,
exclusive of royalty paid for the use of the equipment and for the
claims, was 43 cents per cubic yard. This property ,vas equipped and
opened over 15 years ago at an expense of about $250,000. Present
equipment in use and the 11/1-mile ditch line would cost about
$30,000 to replace.

PIPING OVER SIDE OF SLUICE BOXES WHEN BOXES ARE SET IN BEDROCK

WITH TOPS BELOW SURFACE

The method of piping material over the side of sluices boxes set
below bedrock surface is used in the :Sizina district (fig. 1, 47) for
the hydraulic mining of creek deposits and is especially well adapted
for the conditions encountered there. The gravel is piped over the
side in two ways-by starting at the upper end of the new pit and
working downstream or by starting at the lower end and working
upstream. Each has its merits, which can best be shown in the de
scription of the operations where they are employed.
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HYDRAULIC MINING ON DAN CREEK
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The Dan Creek Mining Co. on Dan Creek has one or the largest
hydraulic mines in Alaska. The creek deposit mined is 6 to 18 feet in
depth. The gravel is rounded but unusually coarse, containing up to
75 per cent of material over 8 inches in diameter, some bowlders
being 6 to 10 feet in maximum dimension. The bedrock is slate or
yarying character and hardness, cut by occasional hard porphyry
dikes which form high ridges, but in general is not hard and the
average contour is quite regular. The gold is coarse and mostly
nuggets of the" pumpkin-seed" variety; from 40 to 60 per cent will
remain on a :l4-inch screen. Large quantities of copper nuggets and
some native silver are also present.

Arran,qe1lU3nt of sluices.-The pits mined usually range from 500
to 700 feet in length and 175 to 300 feet in width. After a pit has
been completed a line of sluice boxes 4 feet wide and paved with
longitudinal rail riffles is set in the upper end of the old rock sluice,
just at the lower end of the projected pit. Usually 16 to 20 boxes are
installed, but never less than 8, depending on tailing requirements.
Short wings are constructed at the head of the boxes, and as soon as

. the water begins to run in the spring a central sluice running the full
length of the proposed pit is cut through the gravel and into bedrock
by means of a giant with a 4-inch nozzle. The bedrock sluice is made
about 6 feet wide and 5 to 6 feet deep, or so deep that the tops of
the boxes will be 1 or 2 feet below the surface of bedrock. The
bottom is leveled with picks, with as little blasting as possible. The
maximum grade obtainable ranges from 5 to 51/2 inches, although
grades as low as 31h inches have been used.

Sluice boxes 48 inches wide and 461/2 inches deep, inside dimen
sions, are then installed for the entire length of the bedrock sluice,
connecting with the lower boxes. They are equipped with 20-pound
rail riffles spaced at 4-inch centers, placed lengthwise, and spiked to
6 by 6 inch ties. The sides of the boxes are lined with 11/2-inch
boards, and the outside is protected by nailing heavy slabs or old
boards along the upper parts.

lIJinin~7 1nethod.-The general set-up and arrangement of the
workings are shown in Figure 41. A large amount of ground-sluice
water is turned into the head of the sluices, generally about twice as
much as that supplied by a field giant, so that the boxes run vir
tually full when a field giant is operating. The initial cut is first
made to bedrock at the upper end of the pit, then two No. 4 giants
with 5-inch nozzles worked with a head of 275 feet are placed on
bedrock, one on either side of the sluice and well to the outer edge)
as shown in the figure. ",Vhile the giant on one side is piping the
material along the diagonal face and over the side into the sluices
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the bowlder crew is working on the other side. The method (If
bowluer disposal is described later. (See" Bowlder disposal.")
Thus sluicing and bowlder work alternate from one side of the
sluice to the other. As a rule, two to three periods of each are
required before bedrock is reached.

All the material except the largest bowlders goes through the
boxes. These are undercut, rolled over, and left there on cleaned
bedrock. A slice or cut 33 to 50 feet deep is made along the diagonal
face to bedrock and 1 to 2 feet of bedrock are piped off, then the giant
is moved ahead (downstream) to its next position. Two outfits or
21h-inch hose equippecl with fire nozzles are llsed for the final clean
ing of bedrock. Deep holes are cleaned with a siphon. The methou
involyes piping oyer the side a series of diagonal cuts until the pit
is completed. Continuous stacking of the tailing is done by a No.4
giant with a 4-inch nozzle under a 310-foot head.

Clean-up.-The upper boxes and rock sluice are sometimes
"cleaned up" as the work advances in order to safeguard against
theft or flood, but generally the entire pit is completed before the
clean-up starts. The clean-up is made only on day shift by a well-

cl

f

FIGURE 41.-Plan showing method of piping over the side of boxes, advancing
downstream: a, Stacker giant; b, tailing pite; 0, sluice boxes; 11, wings; e,
worked ground; f, unworked ground; fl, bedrock cut; 11, g-iant ;i, pit about 200
feet wide

organized crew of 10 men. Ten boxes are generally cleaned and
removed at a time. 'Vith the water cut down to the proper point,
the rails from the upper or first 10 boxes are removed, the heavier
material and the coarse copper nuggets are forked out, and the
balance is worked down the sluice and cleaned up. The timber
guards and the sides of the boxes, except the lower board, are then
removed and "'ith the canvas-hose outfits, one on each side of the
sluice, the material alongside is piped in and another clean-up made.
The remaining parts of the boxes are then removed and the material
in the sluice is hosed do\vn as clean as possible to the boxes below.
The next 10 boxes are similarly handled, and after the entire sluice
has been cleaned (75 to 80 feet are usually finished in a day) a final
clean-up of the rock sluice is made by the foreman and four men
who pick out the crevices and with a water siphon put all the
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materiel through hm len~oths of 12-inch riffled boxes which are
placed across the rock sluice and mO"ed along as the work proceeds.
This fiul clean-up requires fixe to six days under avera~re conditions.

FUll:n ~:l.-Uyl1rau]kminlnl: on I)an Cn"·k. C",npJ~teod "it .bo.... lng bedrock .Iuice
anl1 ,,"mora] ot I"" bo"e&

FigurfS 42 and 43 show the completed pit with the clean-up under
way.

Labor.-About 1 men are ~renerally emplo:yed, the regular pit
crew for each shift of 10 hours consistin~ of a forem:m, nozzle man,

stacker man. sluice tender, powder man. powder man's helper, and
twa or three extra helpers. with the shifts so arranged that h)'drau
licking is practically continuous.
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Water duty.-According to the manager, G. :Howard Birch, the
water duty per miner's inch averages 0.25 cubic yard and depends
more on the volume of water used than on the pressure. This low
duty js accounted for mainly by the unusually heavy material and
the low gradient requiring large quantities of ground-sluice water.

Work accomplished.-Two pits were completed in 1923, which was
an exceptionally favorable season for hyclraulicking. No.1 pit was
528 feet long and averaged 165 feet wide; No.2 pit was 480 feet
long and averaged 170 feet wide. The No.2 pit, which averaged
only 6 feet in depth, required 9 days for making the set-up, 17lh
days for hydraulicking, and 10 days for the clean-up. For both
pits 22 days were taken to make the set-ups, forty-two 24-hour days
for hyd:raulicking, and twenty-six 10-hour shifts for the clean-up.
The expenses for the season were $34,124. About $100,000 has been
invested in the water supply and equipment.

Costs.-The entire operation is conducted in a most systematic
and businesslike manner, and the mine is one of the few hydraulic
mines where accurate, detailed accounts are kept of the operating
data and the costs. These are summarized in the following table:

Hydraulic mining costs, Dan Creek Mining Co.

18
11'4,786
10.1,190

77.1
16.8

$6.39
$1.62

12
140,218
62,318

64
17.5

$6.57
$1. 68

23.4
131,294
113,843

94.2
18.4

$6.04
$1. 43

I I

I
191&-1920: l\}21 11122
average 0 I

C"'\'i8::":~'::"_~~'d' I $1),('91 $0. 141 $Q lJ81

:~::~~~·:t:jY--::::-:::::::::::--_:-:-::_-:--::-_::_:::::::_::::-]- :~~ ~~: ;~
TotaL.____________________ ___ __ __ ____ _ .335 .650 .333

Operating data:
Average depth . . feeL_
Bedrock mined. . . square feet __
Material mined. . pubic )'ards__
Actual 24-hour days operatl'd _
Average number of men employed -- __ -. _--- _--- ---- ._1
A verage wage per shift, mess included . .. . _
Mess cost per man-day _. .. ,

1

o Average per seflson over a period of five years, during which time 569,214 cubic yards of material were
mined, at a total cost of 19 to 60 Cl'nts per cubic yard.

NOTE.-The above data include a. small yardage mined on the benches.

HYDRAUUC MINING ON CHITITU CREEK

A similar method that differs in the disposal of bowlders and the
construction of the sluice boxes is used at the No. 1 mine of John E.
Andrus on Chititu Creek in the Nizina, district (fig. 1, 4/), shown
in Figure 44.

Set-up at LVo. .9 mine.-At the No.9 mine on this creek the set-up
is very similar to that on Dan Creek, but the piping starts at the
lower end of the pit and advances upstream (see fig. 45). By alter-
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nating from one side of the sluices to the other the material is
piped along a race which is at about right angles to the shdccs or

!<'IGUll: H.-Piping OYet We side on Chltl!u Creell:

points slightly upstream. A shoulder next to the sluice is often
left to the last as a protection to men clearing bowlders on the

iC

A

11
FlGUUI ~5.-1oI ..!hod of pilling 01'.... The Ilde. ad1"anc!nll: nf)llboea.m. A. Plan: ... Stll'll:er

IIlo!: ~. t&llInl!" pile; 0, fOlulC'f! bon.. : d. bo...lder pil",,: e. <looll:er holU: " pit: fl. uu
trorlled &roUnd: II, l;rlUIt : I. bedrodl eul. 8, Section a.-ro. bedrol'll: eut, 'howlng poIi.

o lion of alul~ box" 10 ~ltloo 10 btdroc:ll:: CII, Sluice box; ~. va."el; o. btdrocl<

opposite side.
No. 9 Chititu

In other respects the methods used at No.1 and
mines are \'er)' much t he same. The bowlders are
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loaded onto a steel stone boat operated by a donkey hoist and are
piled on cleaned bedrock. The tailings are stacked by giant.

A special type of sluice box is used. Ties are placed crosswise
in the bedrock sluice and to these are spiked 20-pound rails, placed
lengthwise and spaced at 4-inch centers. The rails form the bottom
of the sluice, the sides being boarded up as at Dan Creek. Caps
are, hmvever, used to keep the tops of the boxes from collapsing.
The grade of the sluices at No.1 mine is 5V2 inches; at No.9 mine
it is 6 inches. The boxes are 3 feet in cross section, and those below
the pit are constrncted with the regular bottoms. The clean-up is
conducted in much the same manner as at Dan Creek, but more
easily, as the bedrock is generally soft€r and permits the cutting of a
smoother sluice.

Operatioru3 in 19B3.-In 1923 the No.1 mine started a pit 900 foot
long and averaging 150 feet in width, but about 150 feet at the lower
end remained unfinished at the close of the season. The average
depth of the deposit was 10 feet. There were 39,326 cubic yards
hyclraulickecl in sixty-four 20-hour days. The cost of labor and
board only for making the set-up, hydraulicking, and cleaning up
is reported as 22 cents per cubic yard. At the No. 9 operation a
pit 460 feet long, averaging 140 feet in width and 11 feet in depth,
,vas hydraulicked in forty-four 20-hour days, the total yardage
handled being 23,323 cubic yards. The cost of labor and board was
21 cents per cubic yard. In 1924 the two operations mined 99,180
cubic yards, the average depth being 9 feet, at a total operating
cost of 51 cents per cubic yard. Thirty-five men were employed.

DlSCUSSIO:-; OF METHOD

The method of piping over the side with the sluice boxes all set
below bedrock as described is particularly adapted to the mining of
creek placers that are comparatively wide and not too shallow,
that contain unusually coarse wash and have low stream gradients.
An ample, steady supply of water und€r high pressure for the giants
and a large quantity of ground-sluice water are required. To insure
a good recovery, the gold should be coarse and heavy. The placer
deposit should be at least 10 feet deep, providing a large enough
volume of gravel to justify making the extensive and costly set-up.
The bedrock should 00 fairly regular and not too hard. With this
method, the set-up for an entire working season can be made at one
time; furthermore, virtually continuous use of the water is pos
sible. No backstops are required, as the gravel faces serve for this
purpose. The dip, strike, and contour of the bedrock largely deter
mine the relative advantages of working up or down stream. Work
ing downstream from the head of the pit permits taking advantage
of the grade, the material moves in the general direction of the flow
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in the sluices, and hence on reaching them can be more readily
transported than when the work is upstream. In the latter method
the gravel is piped straight across or at an angle upstream, and on
encountering the sluice flow may come practically to a dead stop and
must again be put in motion. This has a tendency to block the
sluices. However, where much fine material is present, the' boxes can
be easily overloaded by either system. The downstream system per
mits at any time a clean-up of the sluices as far as work has ad
vanced, which is a valuable safeguard against theft and floods. How
ever, with this system, when a pit is not completed by the end of
the season the following season's work is handicapped, whereas with
the system of working upstream it is a simple matter to extend the
pit from where work was left off the season before.

PIPIKG OVER SIDE WITH LOWER SLUICE BOXES SET IN OR ON BEDROCK AND

UPPER ONES ON OR ABOVE BEDROCK SrRFACE

The chief benefit of raising the boxes is to obtain a steeper grade
than the natural conditions afford. In order to pass through enough
boxes to insure good gold recovery, the material from the lower
part of the pit must be piped upstream to a certain point before
it is piped over the side of the boxes. The tops of the boxes are
usually above bedrock at and beyond this point, hence most of the
material must be piped up the low incline of gravel alongside the
boxes. Some of the pressure water does not reach the boxes, so
more ground-sluice water must be turned in at the head.

The height to which the boxes are raised above bedrock is governed
chiefly by the size of the gravel and the hydraulic pressure. \Vhen
the heads of the boxes must be ra,ised 8 to 10 feet above bedrock to
obtain enough slope, it is generally better practice to drive the ma
terial from the upper part of the pit along to a point where it can
be more easily washed over the side of the boxes. The pressure water
should be under high head, so that most of the material can be
readily piped up over the side and the pit made large enough to
justify the set-up. The gravel should not be too coarse, otherwise
unusual quantities of the larger stones may have to be handled and
piled out of the way.

The method is used principally in the Fortymile, Circle, and
Seventymile distr,icts (fig. 1, 37,89, and 41), and to a small extent
in some of the other interior districts where the creek placers are
8 to 12 feet deep after stripping.

PLACER ON EAGLE CREEK

On Eagle Creek, in the Circle district (fig. 1, 37), a frozen creek
deposit that averages 18 feet in depth and 150 feet in width is being

92405°--27----11
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hydraulicked; the central 60 feet have been mined by drift workings.
In order to a,id thawing and help sluicing, 6 to 8 feet of sandy
overburden are stripped with the giants, usually a season in advance
of actual hydraulicking. About 6 feet of medium-size pay gravel, 4
feet of sandy clay which pinches out at the edges of the channel, and
1 foot of schist bedrock are piped to the boxes. The gold is coarse.
~fost of the bowlders encountered are the remains of old rock piles

~~==o:::-- . ---- - -- --q.--

Sluice boxes

B

l<~IGURE 46,-l\1ethod of piping over the side as used on E'a.gle Creek, Circle district
A, Plan: A, B, and C, Giants; D, Unworked ground. B, Longitudinal section

from former drift mining. Many old drift timberS' are also present.
The average grade of the creek is 125 feet to the mile.

Equipllwnt.-The general pit arrangement and sluice-box set-up
are shown in Figure 46. A trench is first piped into bedrock and
into the bank ahead, and three or four boxes are set on a 9-inch
grade and light wings erected at the head. A head giant then pipes
out to grade a cut down the center of the proposed pit connecting
with these boxes. Ten or twelve more boxes are then installed on a
7-inch grade. Steel standards, fastened to each side of the boxes
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and meeting 4 feet above over the center of the boxes, support steel
plates %, inch thick, ;') feet high, and 8 feet long, which hang from a
34 -inch pipe running from one standard to the other. Although it
is the aim to pipe the gravel so it will just roll over the top of
the boxes and into them, these plates are necessary to stop flying
material and water from going beyond. During piping, the bottoms
of these plates are fastened to the opposite side of the boxes, as the
piping is generally done from only one side at a time.

The boxes are 36 inches wide (excluding the 1Y2-inch liners) and
are 24 inches deep. The bottom and sides are made of I%,-inch
material. A heavy timber with a quarter section cut out so as to fit
over the top and upper outer side of the boxes is nailed along each
edge as a protection from the piping.

The upper 10 boxes or those on 7-inch grade are paved with
high-carbon steel plates ~~ inch thick and cut square so they can be
turned as they become worn. These plates are laid on 2 by 4'~ run
ning crosswise of the boxes, with a special spacing block placed to
leave a 2-inch space, which acts as a riffle, between plates. These
plates are used to save grade. The lower boxes are paved with 12
pound rail riffles set lengthwise, spaced at 234-inch centers with cast
iron spacers, and bolted together in sets 4 feet long.

Depending on conditions, the lower end of the boxes may be rest
ing on bedrock, or a foot or so below, while the head of the boxes
may be 6 to 10 feet above bedrock, so that the tops at this point are
generally but a few feet below the surface of the gravel. Small
wings are erected at the head to guide the ground-sluice water.

The average pit mined from a set-up is about 150 feet square.
Eight field giants, four on each side of the boxes, are placed about
as shown in Figure 46. These are equipped with 3%,-inch nozzles
and use water under a 1:20-foot head. The stacker has a 3Y2-inch
nozzle operating under a 135-foot head. Normal water conditions
permit the use of only one field giant and the stacker at a time, so
the field giants not in use are" plugged." During low-water periods
water is impounded in a ditch reservoir, necessitating intermittent
operation or splashing for periods of about one hour; 8 to 10 of
these splashes are necessary per 24 hours.

Emplanation of diagl'am,.-Giants B, which are first set on bed
rock below the pit, pipe the material upstream into the field of
giants A and also drive some of it over the sides. The giants A
do most of the piping over the side. The upper giant A drives the
material over the side at a point usually below the first or second
upper boxes and also drives it into the field of the others. Giants B
are, however, used mainly for taking up the lower gravel, clay, and
bedrock and for final cleaning, and are advanced upstream in stages.
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Giant C does the stacking, and along with the inner giant B drives
the material lying alongside the boxes to points upstream for piping
over. The boxes are last cleaned up and removed, then giants B
and C drive flhead the remaining material which was left alongside
and under the boxes and at points D onto unworkecl ground, to be
recovered in the next pit. Giant B finally pipes the short trench
for the lower three or four boxes to start the next pit.

Ope1'ating data.-The average crew consists of six men, and two
12-hour shifts are worked when water is available. A complete set
up for a pit, exclusive of moving the pipe lines, can be made in 24
hours. One set-up of the main pipe lines serves for two pits. Dur
ing an average season two or three pits are mined. In 1921, 20,740
cubic yards were handled at an operating cost of 36.1 cents per cubic
yard and in 1922, 49,860 cubic yards at a cost of 19.96 cents per cubic
yard. During exceptionally clry periods only stripping ahead can
be clone, as the water supply is then too low to permit the regular
hydrauli('king. About $50,000 is invested in equipment and the
3 miles of ditch lines.

PLACER 0:'1" CROOKED CREEK

On Crooked Creek, in the Seventymile district (fig. 1, /39), the
creek deposit mined is 6 to 12 feet in depth, and the gravel is of
medium size, with but few bowlders. Bedrock formation is com
posed of alternating beds of sandstone, shale, and conglomerate,
some beds being harder and more resistant and forming occasional
high ribs or reefs. A sticky clay sediment overlies all but the con
glomerate formation. The average grade of the stream is 100 feet
to the mile.

The deposit is stripped with giants well ahead of mining, leaving
5 to 6 feet of gravel and 1 to 2 feet of bedrock to be mined. The
average pit mined is generally 125 feet long and 80 to 150 feet
wide, depending on water pressure and the width of the pay. The
trench is piped out and the sluice boxes are placed in much the
same manner as at Eagle Creek.

Sl1lice boxes.-Ten to fourteen boxes are generally set on a grade
of 8 inches to 12 feet. The lower end of the boxes is usually set
just below bedrock, while the head is 1 to 3 feet above bedrock; in
one set-up the head was 12 feet above, which ,vas found to be much
too high for good work. The boxes are 30 inches wide and 24
inches high, constructed according to a regular design of I-inch
sides and bottom, ancl paved with block riffles made up in sets and
held in place by special lining boards bolted to the sides of the
boxes. These liners are made up in sets 12 feet long, 2-inch boards
being bolted together, making them high enough to come flush with
the tops of the boxes.
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Old boards or slabs are nailed lengthwise to the side braces of
the boxes, and a l1;2-inch board strip is nailed lengthwise along the
top edge, so that the boxes are fully protected from the force of
the piping. Board aprons or backstops are hung centrally along
the boxes from standards of 2-inch pipe and are similar in principle
and purpose to those used at Eagle Creek (see fig. 24). At some
other operations board backstops are erected along one side of the
boxes opposite to the piping instead of being hung from standards.

Operation of gimnt8.-Four field giants are set-two on the bank
near each upper corner of the pit (a) and two at the lower edge of
the pit on bedrock (b). The field giants use 2V2 or 3 inch nozzles,
depending on the water supply. These now operate under only a
60-foot head, altho'ugh 150 feet was available at earlier work farther
down the creek. This low head is handicapping the operation and
a higher ditch is being constructed. The stacker giant c with 3-inch
nozzle operates under a 70-foot head. The set-up is very similar to
that. at Eagle Creek, and the piping is done in much the same way.

During low times of water the water is stored in the ditch reservoir
and used intermittently for short periods. The average water supply
permits the use of but one field giant and the stacker giant. at a
time; then the practice is to complete one side of the pit before the
other side is piped. When a full head of water is available, piping
is sometimes done from both sides at. once. The lower giant b
pipes the material diagonally upstream and as far to the head of
the boxes as practical before it is put over the side by this giant
and giant a, and the pit is piped well into bedrock. The material
alongside the boxes at the lower end is then piped to the upper end
by giant b and the stacker giant c and piped over the· side. Bed
rock is then given final cleaning with a hose and nozzle outfit. From
6 inches to 3 or 4 feet of bedrock are piped up. Boxes are then
cleaned and removed and material remaining alongside and under
neath is piped ahead on virgin ground for the next pit. Under
normal operation the flow of material thro'ugh the sluice boxes is
about 6 inches deep. The bowlders are removed and piled by hand
on cleaned bedrock, the larger ones being broken with a sledge.
Six men are employed, and shifts of 12 hours are worked.

Operating data.-One pit of 18,750 square feet (about 4,170 cubic
yards) was piped over the side in eight days with a full head of
water available. About 220 inches of ground-sluice water were
used, or about twice as much as the one field giant with 3-inch nozzle
used under a 60-foot head. The total water used, including that
for the stacker giant, was 455 miner's inches, giving an approx
imate water duty of 1.2 cubic yards. Twelve boxes can be installed,
the giants set, the bedrock drain prepared, and everything made
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ready for a new pit 125 feet long by three men in eight shifts.
Four men usually clean up the boxes in one shift. In 1922, with a
steady water supply under a head of 120 feet, 34,000 square feet of
ground 6 feet deep (7,555 cubic yards) were piped over the side in
10lh days of steady piping. Including the set-up ancl clean-up, 15
days were requirecl. This record is the best that has been made here.
\Yhere the water is usecl intermittently, it generally requires 25 to
27 days to pipe over a pit 12;> by 150 fe~t and 6 feet deep (4,180 cubic
yards). During an average season, 11ay 10 to September 15, about
five pits, or 75,000 to 80,000 square feet, are completed, and the
operating cost ranges from ;') to 7 cents per square foot, or 28 to 32
cents pel' cubic yard. About $5,000 is invested in the equipment
and $5,000 in the ditch line.

PIPIXG OYER SIDE WHEX BOXES ARE OX OR ABOYE BEDROCK

A method of piping over only one side of the boxes, which were
all elevated above bedrock and ran across or at angles with the
channel, was used for a time on :Moose Creek in the Kantishna
(listrict (fig. 1, 2'7). The creek deposit averages 10 feet in depth
and contains unfrozen medium-size round gravel. The bedrock is
a tough clay. A trench is first piped to grade in the gravel, cross
wise or at an angle with the channel. Nine or ten lengths of sluice
boxes 40 inches wide are then installed in this cut on a grade of 9
inches, ·which nsually brings the top of the head box about 2 feet
bplmv the sHrface of the ground and the bottom of the last box a
foot or so above be(lrock. These boxes are heavily constructed and
have timber gnards on the lower side as a protection from the batter
ing of the graYel. .A heavy board apron or si(le abont 8 feet high
is erected along the npper side of the boxes.

Two giants with 81j2-inch nozzles, under a 2,,)0-foot head, are set
up about 200 feet or so downstream from the sluices, so that each
can cover its field to the best advantage, and a third giant is placed
~o that it can pipe the material into the field of the central giant
and also stack the tailing. A large quantity of water is turned into
the head of the boxps, as much of the giant water does not enter
them. The material is then piped upstream against the slight grade
and toward the npper half of the slnice. then np the incline of gravel
lying alongside the boxes and over their side, striking the apron
and falling into them. As piping advances upstream bowlders are
piled behind or at one side on cleaned bedrock. vVhen all the mate
rial has been put through the boxes, except that directly alongside
and under them. which is later driven on to the next set-np, the boxes
are cleaned IIp and removed. ",Vhile this hydraulicking has been
under way another line of boxes has been installed about 200 feet
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farther upstream. Giants are then reset and the next pit mined.
Very little time is lost between pits.

At a 'mine in the Yentna district (fig. 1, 526) the boxes were ele
vated above the ground but placed lengthwise with the channel and
the material was piped over the side, alternating from one side to the
other. No hanging plates or backstops were used. The lnethod as
applied there <lid not prove advantageous.

CO)iBlXATIOX OJ<' PIPING OVEH SIDE AXD INTO HEAD OF BOXES

A combination of piping over the side and into the head of the
boxes, often termed the "circle" system of hydraulic mining,
affords some of the advantages of both methods. The combination
method is particularly applicable to hydraulicking gravel of average
size and medium depth where the grade is too flat for piping into
the head, or where the bedrock and other conditions are unfavorable
for piping over the side a pit of practical size. A longer pit can
generally be mined than would be practical by some of the other
hydraulic TIlethods.

PLACER ON MASTODON CREEK

On 1.1astodon Creek in the Circle district (fig. 1, 37) a frozen
creek deposit which ranges from 15 to 20 feet in depth is being
hydraulicked after being partly drift mined. The overburden is
stripped with the giants 'well ahead of actual mining to aid thaw
ing and reduce the depth to about 10 or 12 feet of gravel. The
gravel is mostly of medium size and contains an average number of
medium-size bowlders. Much of the schist bedrock is slabby, but
most of it can be cleaned with a giant, although the crevices require
hand cleaning. The average stream grade at the lower ground is 5
inches to 12 feet, increasing to 6 inches at the present workings
farther up the creek.

lVater supply.-The water supply is erratic, but under full head
will supply one field giant and the stacker. During periods of low
water about eight to twelve 10-minute periods, called "splashes,"
are used in 12 hours, the field giant alternating with the stacker
giant. The pressure water is obtained from two ditch lines at
different elevations, the average head being about 100 feet. The
size of the crew varies according to the volume of water available.
In a favorable season 10 to 12 men, working two l2-hour shifts, may
be employed, whereas in an unfavorable season only one shift may
be ,vorked with two to four men.

Pits and sluice boxes.-Figure 47 shows the general set-up. At -the
lower workings the pits are usually about 200 feet long and 150
to 200 feet wide, but on the upper ground the pits are only 80 to 100
feet wide, mainly because of the narrower channel. When a pit is
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opened, three or four boxes are first installed on grade below the pro
posed pit, as deep in bedrock as conditions will permit, and small
wings are erected at the head. The trench down the center is then
piped out, the material going through these boxes. Then more
boxes, usually 8 to 10, are placed in this trench, and heavier wings

A

BaCKsfo

A

~ -"':.-::::- -.;--=-"""--_:' -~

B

Pit' ±.2eo ft square

S luioe boxes

B..............,,"'l7>7nn""""""""""-.d" .., _""'""_..........

Tailing

FIGURE H.-Combination method of hydraulic mining (circle sye.tl)m) as used on Mastodon
Creek. A. Plan: A, B, C, and fl, Giants. B, L<>ngitudinal sectiQIl

erected at the head. These boxes are 32 inches wide and 24 inches
deep, set on a grade of 7 to 8 inches. Block riffles (see fig. 24) are
used. The head box is usually placed about the center of the pit
and rests on bedrock; sometimes it is a foot or more above bed
rock, but this should be avoided, for reasons stated under" Piping
into the head." After the bank has been piped down level with the
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tops of the boxes a board backstop about 6 feet high is built along
the side of the boxes, opposite the side being piped.

Giants.-The field giants are first placed on top of the bank as
shown. In shorter pits the giants B may be omitted. vVhen the
water supply permits, 3~~-inch nozzles are used on all of the giants,
and the amount from the ground sluices is about twiee that provided
by one field giant. The giants 0 pipe the material upstream, and with
the aid of giants B drive it over the side of the boxes. The giants A
drive some material into the field of B and also drive a little over
the side, but they are used mainly for piping the material within
their field into the head of the boxes. Giants A and B may later be
moved down into the pit, espeeially if the bank is too high for effi
cient hydraulicking. In finishing the cut the material alongside the
boxes is driven by 0 and D over the side or into the field of A and
through the head box. The upper boxes are removed, and any re
maining material is piped ahead to the next cut.

Operating data.-'Vhen this method is used on some creeks where
grades are lower, and especially during a period of low water sup
ply, the greater part of the pit is piped into the head of the boxes.
With a full head of water supplying one field giant and the stacker
steadily, one pit on the upper ground-100 feet wide, 200 feet long,
and averaging 10 feet deep-was piped to the boxes in 21 days,
four men working per 12-hour shift, at a cost of 10 cents per square
foot, or about 27 cents per cubic yard. This area was stripped of
6 to 8 feet of overburden for 5 cents per square foot. With average
" splash-water" conditions, it would have required about 50 days to
pipe in the 10 feet of gravel and bedrock this pit contained. The
average time required for installing 12 to 14 boxes, setting up the
giants, and other preparatory work is three 8-man shifts. The aver
age clean-up takes one shift. 'Vith an exceptionally good water
supply, the operating cost for hydraulicking some pits by this
method, exclusive of stripping, has been as low as 15 cents per cuhic
yard, but usually ranges from 25 to 50 cents per cubic yard.

DISPOSAL OF :BOWLDERS

The generally low gradients and meager water supplies at most
hydraulicking operations materially increase the amount of heavy
material which can not be passed through the sluices, and its dis
posal decidedly increases the cost of mining. All of the material can
rarely be passed through the sluice boxes, even after the larger
bowlders have been broken. All rocks too heavy for sluicing are
therefore piled to one side on cleaned bedrock or entirely removed
from the pit. At small mines this is generally done by manual labor.
Stiff-leg derricks, usually operated by hand, have proved very use
ful where there are many large bowlders and the pit is small (fig.
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48). The bowlders may be loaded on a stone boat drawn by horse
or mechani{:al power, The use of a steel stone boat operated by
cables from a {lonkey hoist. as practiced on Chitjtu Crt'ek. is shown
in Figure 49,

~"lGl:Im ",ll.-Diffieult hydraulic mlniDII: In ldiU.rod dll>lrlct. lJoerrlcIE tor h"ndllnj(
beJ.. llk-...

Some mines are equipl)e() with oyerhead cables stretched across
the pit., along which tnt. \'elinl!' carriers are pulled by steam or water
power. 'T'ire oPts or stonp boat~ are loaded. with bowlders, the trac-

tion (:abll' is ti~hlcm.."il, flnl! the load of bowlllel'S is hoisted to the
carrie.', hauled O\'er the traction ,:able. and autolllaticsllJ dumped at
the desired pla(:e. L8r~e derrick-and-cable outfits. especially when
openltoo by steam, ha\'e II ,'cr.)' rest·ricted field in Alaska.
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The larger bowlders are generally broken to facilitate handling.
The flat, soft, or friable ones can be readily broken by sledging.
The more rounded, hard, tough bowlders are blasted, generally by
"bUlldozing" or "mud capping." However, at several of the larger
hydraulic mines, such bowlders are drilled before being blasted (fig.
50), which makes a great saving in the amount of explosive re
quired.

A deposit is being mined (fig. 1, 47) on Dan Creek in the Nizina
district, where an unusually large number of rounded bowlders,
chiefly of greenstone, limestone, and slate, are encountered. All
bowlders over 15 inches are broken by sledging and bulldozing and
put through the sluice, except those 6 to 10 feet in size, which are
undercut ·with the giants. rolled over. and left.

FlGUJ{E GO.-Drilling a lJow!upl' IJpfOl'1' IJla~tillg it. ('t'OW Cl'ef'k

At this property a total of 27,41;'"; shots was fired during the
season of 1922, or 357 pel' day. There were 14,075 pounds of 60
pel' cent straight dynamite used, costing 20.3 cents per pound. In
cluding Xo. 8 detonators at $1.88 per box and triple-taped water
proof fuse at 92 cents per 100 feet, the total cost for explosives was
$4,812, or 4.6 cents per cubic yard of ground mined. There was
0.59 pound of dynamite used per shot, or 0.13 pound per cubic yard
mined; 0.26 shot 'was fired per cubic yard mined, or 3.8 cubic yards
of ground mined per shot fired. Two men per shift are employed
for this work.

On Crow Creek in the Girdwood district (fig. 1, 49) about one
fifth of the material mined is hard, round bowlders of granite and
graywacke. Some are sledged or "bulldozed" but most of them
are drilled before blasting (fig. 50). All the material is put through
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the sluices. The usual bowlder crew consists of four men working
one shift. Three air drills equipped with 'Vs-inch hexagon steel
are used for drilling. The depth of the holes is 5 to 30 inches, and 40
to 50 steels are used per shift. About 300 shots are averaged per
day. In 1923, llh tons of 60 per cent dynamite costing $11 per box,
25,000 detonators, and 72,000 feet of fuse were used. The com
pressed air for the drills is produced by a 12 by 10 single-stage com~

pressor, belt-driven by a 20-inch Pelton water wheel operating under
a 150-foot head.

DISPOSAL OF TAILING

Tailing from hydraulic mines in the higher bench deposits can
usually be dumped over the bank into the stream below. 'Vith
grades generally not less than 12 inches in 12 feet, the tail boxes can
be extended from time to time and the tailing spread over worked
out or barren ground. The grade of the surface must be much
steeper than that of the sluice to provide ample room for the tailing
belmv the end of the lowest box.

Creek deposits and benches only slightly elevated above the stream
beel seldom afford these required conditions, and the tailing must be
stacked. This stacking is usually done with a giant or, where water
is scarce, by scrapers of the Bagley or slip-tooth type or by cableway
excavator, operated by steam. It may be practical to use part of
the water that would be required by the giant stacker to provide
water power for a scraper. Horse-drawn scrapers were at one time
used, but they have been replaced by the cheaper mechanical methods.

In stacking tailing with water under pressure the stacker giant is
set beside the end of the sluice and the heavier tailing material is
piped into a pile, the lighter tailing being carried down the bedrock
sluice to the creek. On very low grades another giant is often set
farther dmvnstream to boost along this lighter material and keep the
channel open (see fig. 51). VVhere there is much sand or fine ma
terial in the tailing to be stacked, the efficiency is lowered, as the fine
material tends to run back into the sump. At some properties the
stacking may have to be continuous, and at others an hour or two
each shift may suffice; therefore the quantity of water required by
a stacker giant varies widely and may range from one-fifth to the:
total amount required by a field giant. Where there is much heavy
material or tailing room is limited, the stacker giant may require
even more water than a field giant.

On Dan Creek tailing that holds many bowlders, some 15 inches
in size, has been stacked to a height of 52 feet by a giant with 4-inch
nozzle under 310-foot head.

At one mine on ~fastodon Creek in the Circle district (fig. 1, 37)
tailing was stacked to a height of 35 feet without difficulty by a
3-inch nozzle under 100-foot head, the biggest stones being about 12
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inches in largest dimension. The tailing was at one time piped
up an inclined chute 4 feet wide and 3 feet deep, the bottom of
which ,vas fitted with beveled steel-shod riffles set at an angle to
keep thp sand and fine material from running back into the sump.
In general, the tailing can be stacked to a height of one-third the
head on the giant in feet and at a distance from the giant of one
half the head. The height and length of the tailing pile are, how
ever, also governed by the character of the material; so for efficient
giant stacking uncleI' average conditions the face of the pile should
be kept as long as practical and at an angle of slope not exceeding
25°.

Former practice in tailing disposal at Crow Creek was to extend
the sluices as the tailing accumulated. This required the addition

FIGCltB ,J1.-Stllcking tailing with the giant

of one or two boxes a clay~ so· that the sluice eventually contained
60 to 90 boxes. As enough water under pressure is available, 8 to
10 boxes set on 6-inch grade are now used and the tailing is stacked.
with a giant. This method has been found to be more practicable
and cheaper than the old method.

Although there are no debris laws in Alaska, tailing should not
be dumped indiscriminately into the stream beds, but preventive
measures should be taken to impound it, so it \yill not be eventually
deposited over workable ground, the property of another, or pol
lute his water supply. Fortunately there are now few instances
,,,here this involves a serious problem or expense. Proper stacking
partly overcomes this, although in narrow valleys subject to high
floods exceptionally strong dams may be required.
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HYDRAULIC MINING COSTS

Hydraulic mining in Alaska normally costs 25 to 50 cents per cubic
yard, including seasonal preparatory work, labor and board, mainte
nance of ditching, general supplies, and other operating expenses,
but excluding overhead or capital charges. 'Vages, with board and
lodging, generally constitute 85 to 95 per cent of the operating cost.

If an ample water supply is available and other "Conditions are
generally favorable, it is possible to mine for less than 25 cents,
while under adverse conditions the cost may reach 75 cents to $1 per
cubic yard. There are several instances known where hydraulicking
has cost over $1 during an adverse season.

Some hydraulicking has been done, particularly on the deep
benches, for about 10 cents per cubic yard, but conditions were
exceptional. Years ago the deep lake-bed deposit near Juneau was
hydraulicked for around 6 cents per cubic yard under very favor
able operating conditions. In general, it can be stated that the
operating cost over a period of years will rarely average less than
20 cents per cubic yard for the hydraulicking of bench deposits
and 25 to 30 cents per cubic yard at the creek operations, and only
then when conditions are more favorable than usual. The cost of
hydraulic mining at any particular operation is largely determined
by the water supply, therefore a comparatively low cost may be
realized during a favorable season, while during a dry one the cost
may be two or three times higher.

COSTS OF TYPICAL :MINING PROJECTS

Some typical mining costs have already been given; others are
given below. Xear Xome one placer in creek grave116 feet deep cost
30 cents per cubic yard, another in 6-foot ground, 26 cents. Both
stacked the tailings with a giant. In the Iditarod district, on the
Upgrade Association property, almost unlimited grade is available,
but other conditions are adverse for hydraulicking (fig. 48). The
cost there ranges from 50 cents to $1 per cubic yard, and in some of
the creeks near by, 3.') to 50 cents. In the Yentna district, where the
water supply is fairly reliable, unfrozen medium-size creek gravels 5
to 9 feet deep are mined for 5 to 71j2 cents per square foot, or 25 to 35
cents per cubic yard. During unusually dry seasons the cost may be
40 to 50 cents or more.

In the Hot Springs district four small placers on shallow high
bench deposits, averaging 5 to 10 feet deep, were hydraulicked in
1922 with water under heads of 30 to 80 feet, mostly used in
"splashes," at costs of 31h to 7lh cents per square foot, or 19 to 27
cents per cubic yard. A total of about 200,000 square feet, or 45,000
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cubic yards, was mined at these four workings during the season. No
stacking of tailing was necessary. Another better-equipped plant
near by under similar conditions mined 40,000 cubic yards averaging
7 feet in depth for 15 cents per cubic yard. During a previous year
with steady water a somewhat larger area averaging 6 feet in depth
was mined there at a cost stated to have been 12 cents per cubic yard.

In the Fairbanks district 15 feet of frozen creek ground were mined
for 54 cents per cubic yard. Gravel was heavy, and the creviced
blocky bedrock required hand cleaning. Tailing was stacked by
giant. In the Rampart district a low-lying sloping bench 10 to 40
feet deep, composed of 8 to 10 feet of gravel overlain by muck, all
frozen, cost 20 cents per cubic yard. All the material went through
the boxes. The tailing was stacked. One mine on the Kenai Penin
sula hydraulicked creek gravel 6 feet deep during one season, with
a large water supply available under a 300-foot head for 20 cents a
cubic yard.

HYDRAULIC ELEVATORS

Hydraulic elevators are inefficient machines but are adapted to
mining placers where conditions do not favor ordinary hydraulick
ing or dredging, but where an abundance of cheap water under high
pressure is available. They are chiefly used to provide satisfactory
sluice gradients and dump room in mining flat-lying placers and
those where bedrock lies below the drainage level, so that the work
ings can not be naturally drained.

The gravel should be comparatively small, otherwise it may be
necessary to remove an excessive quantity of stones too large to
enter the throat of the elevator. Elevator practice has special
advantages in placers containing stiff, sticky clay, as the clay is
further disintegrated and washed when it is sucked up the elevator,
strikes the hood, and falls into the sluices.

Hydraulic elevators are used principally on the Seward Penin
sula, where favorable water supplies are generally available. They
are but little used in the interior districts, where some half dozen
operations have small elevators with lifts of 6 to 15 feet. There
are, however, some creek deposits being hydraulicked and the tail
ing stacked where the use of an elevator ',",ould be more practical,
although in general the field of use for the elevator in Alaska is
very limited.

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

The principle of the hydraulic elevator is similar to that of a
steam injector, in that a jet of water under pressure causes suction
which draws a stream of air, water, and gravel through the intake
and forces it up an inclined pipe, discharging into the sluice. There
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are a number of well-known makes of hydraulic elevators that act
on this principle but differ in details of construction. One make
has an auxiliary inlet on each side of the main intake for use when
the main intake chokes; by extending these inlets the low places in
bedrock can be drained. Its general construction produces higher
efficiency and tends to reduce the wear and tear on the machine.

Proper regulation of the amount of air admitted and correct
adjustment of the dimensions of the elevator, more especially the
nozzle, throat, and upraise pipe, are of main importance in elevator
construction. I-Iydraulic elevators are made in various sizes, with
throats 5 to 18 inches in diameter and upcast pipes 8 to 30 inches,
and for use with nozzles 2 to 8 inches in diameter.

The importance of an abundant water supply under pressure is
explained by the fact that one-half to two-thirds of the available
pressure ,vater (generally the higher amount) is required by the
elevator: leaving only the smaller portion for breaking down and
driving the material to the elevator. The capacity varies with the
ratio of the pressure head to the height of lift, and the effective head
and volume of the water, the regularity of the flow of water and
material to the elevator, and the duty of the water from the giants.
The latter is a principal factor in determining the size of an ele
vator. The "'eight of solid material that the elevator will lift under
ordinary conditions is usually about 2 to 3 per cent, at the most
5 per cent, of the total weight lifted. Much seepage water reduces
the capacity of the elevator and chokes it. A water lift, which is
virtually a small elevator with a suction pipe instead of an open
intake, must often be installed to handle this excess water.

The proper angle of inclination for the elevator pipe depends on
the character of the ground and the friction of material in the pipe,
and may vary from 42° to nearly vertical, but is generally 60°
to 70°. The height to which the material can be elevated is ordi
narily 10 to 20 per cent of the effective pressure on the elevator
nozzle, although by the use of compound lifts the height of the lift
may be nearly doubled. The depth of ground that can be mined de
pends on the pressure head available, the size of the material,
the inclination of the upcast pipe, and the height above bedrock
surface at which the sluices must be placed to obtain the necessary
grade. The pit should be deep enough to permit mining a large
area from one set-up of the elevator, but not so deep as to require
excessive lifts. Depths of 18 to 25 feet are generally considered most
favorable under average conditions.

ARRAXGEMENT OF EQlJIP:MENT

Hydraulic elevator pits, as mined in Alaska, are generally about
1 to 5 acres in area. 'Vhen an area is opened, a pit 10 to 15 feet
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square" is sunk from the surface to 6 to 10 feet in bedrock. The ele
vator is installed in this pit, which should be located at the lowest
point of bedrock to insure good drainage. In wet ground a water
lift may be required in sinking the pit, and some timbering may be
necessary. Some elevators are so constructed that they can be set up
on the surface and will sink their way to bedrock. After elevating
is under way and much seepage water must be handled another sump
is dug several feet deeper in bedrock and a water lift is installed.

The part of the elevator exposed to battering by material from the
giants is usually protected by a board covering. After the elevator
has been installed and securely braced the sluice boxes are set (fig.
52) . The upcast pipe enters at the bottOln of the head box. This
head box is inclosed at the back and top, and the latter is protected
by a striking plate or a curved hood of heavy manganese steel. The
head box has a grade of 4 to 5 inches; the grade of the other boxes
increases 1 inch on 12 feet after every two or three boxes.

FlGl"HE 3:!.--,-Installing hydraulic elevator and sluice boxes ncar Nome

The tailing is generally dumped into a worked-out pit, but may
haye to be removed from the end of the sluice and stacked by a giant,
as occasion demands. The field giants are first set on top of the
bank, and as the pit widens are moved down into it (fig. 53). In
large pits the material is piped along to the booster giants,· which
drive it to the elevator. The system of piping is similar to that for
piping into the head. The material may be piped into bedrock
sluices leading to the elevator, and often steel chutes are laid on
bedrock to transport the material. The elevator will take bowlders
about one-half inch smaller than the diameter of the throat. The
oversize must be kept away, and at many plants a grizzly or grating
to keep out oversize is placed ahead of the intake.

'Yhere seepage water is troublesome, it may be necessary to leave
a strip of ground between the pit Rna the creek channel, or between
different pits. .At one mine the elevator was installed with its back

D2405°--27----12
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to a completed pit, and after the elevator was started a dam rein
forced with brush was built., between the new and the old pits, with
tailing from the sluice!;.

ELEVATOR :lIIXlXf} 0"" L1TTL~ CREEK, XEAR XOlU;

The largest elevator workings in .<\Jaska arc on and near Little
Creek in the vicinity of Nome, but since the large dredges were
started there mining "'ith elevators has been greatly reduced in
scale and will soon be discontinued. The deposits mined range from
1:; to 40 feet in depth, und except for some small irregular areas
are permanently frozen. The moss and 2 to 10 or more feet of
muck and top gravel are first removed with giants, much of this
material being elevated. The depth and character of the l!ravel Yary
but it is mostly of medium size with an a\'el'age amount of bowlders.

FlGUMlJ 5:J.-OI",,,h'g d~valOr pit, drh'llllo: to ~levator

Clay is mixed with much of the gravel and o\'erlies :;ollle of the bed
rock. The bedrock is slate, schist, and limestone, the latter being
very slabby, creviced, and irreg-Illar.

Up to 1923, during each Rnnual working season elevator mining
at Little Creek was usually conducted in four pits, each completed
pit ranging from 3 to 5 acres in area. A total of 100 to 125 men
was employed. The average operating season was from about June
10 to October 15. All of the pits could not be worked throughout
the entire season, but 3;,0,000 to 550,000 cubic ,Yards, depending on
the water supply, were mined each season, 01' 1,000 to 1,500 cubic
yards a day per pit. Two ll-hoUl' shifts were worked with 10 to 15
men and one or two teams of horses in each pit. The a\'ailable head
of the water deli\'ered to the pits is 290 to 310 feet. Although six or
more field giants were enntually set IIp ill a pit, as a rule only two
giants ~md the elerator were working at the sume time,
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The field giants were usually equipped with 3-inch and 31j2-inch
nozzles, but 2V2-inch sizes were used when the water was low. In
each pit was an hydraulic elevator with 10-inch throat and 18-inch
upcast pipe. As a rule, elevator nozzles 4% inches in diameter were
used for lifts up to 40 feet and a larger size for higher lifts. The
elevator was set on an angle of 62.5°, the lift ranging from 30 to 55
feet. Each elevator used 450 to 550 miner's inches of water, a total
of 750 to 1,000 inches at each pit. The tailing was stacked at inter
vals by a giant with a 3-inch nozzle. Booster giants were used and,
in rough bedrock, steel sluices. All oversize rocks were loaded onto
stone boats and hauled by team to one side or out of the pit.

The hood or head box was 12 feet long, 4 feet wide, and 4 feet
high, and paved with block riffles. The other boxes were of steel,
8 feet long, 4 feet wide, and 2 feet high. The head box was set on a
grade of 5 inches on 12 feet; the upper four to six boxes had a 6-inch
grade, and the rest a 7-inch. From 1;)0 to 180 feet of these sluice
boxes were set and equipped mostly with 16-pound rail riffles placed
lengthwise and some angle-iron riffles placed crosswise. The rails
were bolted together in sets, with IV2-inch spaces. The corner of
each set was fitted with a cast-iron block and the blocks joined; a
square steel bar could be fitted into them and keyed under a steel
shoulder running lengthwise along each side of the boxes to hold the
riffles in place. There was much fine rusty gold that was difficult
to save, so on some sluices the lower 24 feet were made 8 feet wide
and given a little higher grade.

About three days were generally required for sinking a pit through
the gra \'el and 8 or 10 feet into bedrock, and one day to install the
elevator. The elevator throats were of manganese steel and re
placeable. ",Vhen lifting sand, gravel, and bedrock they lasted about
three months or would handle about 100,000 cubic yards; in this
time they had become enlarged to 13 or 14 inches. The gold was
mostly heavy, and very little was recovered in the head box, most
of it being caught in the next two or three boxes. Virtually no
gold was recovered in the elevator sump. One seasonts clean-up
recovered only 7 ounces from the sump. The crevices and potholes
were cleaned by hand, 10 to 25 men doing this work, and the material
was wheeled to the elevator or often shoveled into small sluice boxes
set up for this purpose. Unless this material contained from 2lh to
3 cents worth of gold to the pan, its recovery seldom paid.

COST AXD PROD1TTIOX

In 1921, when four pits were being worked, 550,000 cubic yards
were mined at an average operating cost of 35 cents per cubic yard,
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including about 3~ 1'Cllts for maintaining ditches. The a\-erage
annual operating ro::;:t has been 40 to 50 cents per cubic )'arJ. The
average duty I>CI· miner's ineh of all the water used in frozen ground
was I to Iv.. cubic yllrd!', and in partly frozen gmund, It,tl to 1*
cubic )-ards.

IIYUR.·\[iLl<.· U,J::VATOR :\I1:\l:\G 0:\ I:OlAnIUCIi Rln:n

On the lnmachu{'k Hi'-er a hydraulic eleva lOr with a 9-in{'h
lIu-oal. a 4--ineh nozzle, and a lift of :37 feet and Ret on a 620 angle
is useel under a :l50-foot head. Two or three giants nnd one stacker
giant with :3-ineh n07,zl('s Rl'e used (see fig_ 54). Two shifts of 10
hOIll'S each W{'Toe worked-six men on the dR)' shift and three at
night-in 1~J(' pil: six fll('n wel'c also {'mp!oyCfI on the ditch. The

dcpO!iit is frozen and ll'-enl:,rc!i 20 to 25 feet in depth, about half being
muck overburden which is first rClIlo\-cd.

In 1924 a pit :H5 Ly '1(;0 feet was mincd at a cost of 17.2 ccnts per
squure fool. About 53,000 cubic .vurds of grllvel and bedmck were
pUL through the ('tendo!' in 6.,1 dap; lit a cost of 47 cents per cubic
yard_ The cost in 1!r1:1 \\·llS :lbont 35 cents per cubic yllrd. The
a.verllgc operating Sf'll.SOIl is &') to 90 da)'s_

lIYDR.H-I.Il.: ELE\·ATOR )11:\1:\(; 0:\ OSRORXE ('lln:K

On Osborne Creek a hydraulic ele\-aior with 8 lO-inch t.hroat and
4-inch nozzlc, opt'rating u'nder a 170-fooi head and on 8 720 angle,lift.,;
15 feet. The depos.it, ,,-hich is partly frozen, 8'-e.rll1!e5 9 (eet in depth
and is coarse gruel; the bedrock is clay and is easily cleaned with
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the giants. Two giants with 31/2-inch nozzles are used in the pit,
and tailing is stacked at intervals with a 3-inch nozzle. From 65 to
72 feet of sluice boxes 3 feet wide, set on grades of 7 or 8 inches on
12 feet, are used in the set-up. The head boxes are paved with rail
riffles, set both crosswise and lengthwise with the bottoms up. Block
riffles are used in the other boxes. Usually about 21/2 feet of sod
and light overburden are stripped before the elevator is used. The
pits are 200 to 250 feet wide by 175 to 200 feet long. 'Vith average
water a pit is completed in three weeks. Ten men are employed.
Except for the heavy wash, operating conditions are favorable.
The operating cost is 20 to 35 cents per cubic yard.

HYDRAULIC ELIWATOR MIXIXG ON OPHIn CREEK

The 'Vild Goose l\1ining & Trading Co. formerly conducted large
elevator operations on Ophir Creek in the Council district (fig. 1,4)
and from 1908 to 1910 handled 96,000 to more than 150,000 cubic
yards annually of gravel averaging 8 to 11 feet in depth. The work
ing costs, including all mining charges, depreciation on equipment,
and charges for management, were 11.82 to 18.41 cents per square
foot, or 39.6 to 46.2 cents per cubic yard.4-3

:More recent elevator work at this property was in ground 4 to
10 feet deep where most of the bedrock was slabby limestone, very
ilTe[..,Ylllar and difficult to clean. l\Iining was conducted during only
part of the working season, depending on the surplus water supply in
the ditch and the length of time that could be spared from dredging
by the hydraulic crew of five men. From 1918 to 1921, inclusive, a
total of 96,885 cubic yards was elevated at an average operating
cost of 31.27 cents per cubic yard, exclusive of depreciation and
management, but including the proportional charge for ditch main
tenance. It is customary at this operation to charge depreciation on
equipment only at $1,000 per year, but this item is not included in
the following table of operating cost.

Hydraulic decaf·or mining cos~s, Wild Goose Mining &; 'Trading Co., Ophir Cre3k

1918 1919 1920 1921

---.... ------------~_._--~----- ---I-----I----I·---~I~~---

Labor $3,648.50 $4,339.70 $1),281. 10 _
Board and lodging_____________________________________ 1,351. 60 1, M5. 46 1,744.80 _

~f£tf!i{~~~::~:~~:::::~~~:~:~~~:~:~~~::~~J 1,~~ 1,;rr ft ~E~~~~:~~:::~~
0,,,,,.. ~pe""----------------------------------------1=8=.=:;=~:=:4=1 1==8,=:=7:=:=::1==8,=::=:=::=:=:=-=--=~~=:=~~=;.-=~~

~~~~:~nJ~Pth------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-_~~~~~~~~J:~1==1

1
=================_====== 8V~~ I 65, ~~

Cubic yards mined -------------______________ 38,040 I 11,050 29,111 18,684
Cost per cubic yard cents__ 21. 7v 73.00 29.6'2 28.52

43 Munroe, C. H., and Lanag-an, W. H., Mining Enginool's' Handbook. 1918, p. 792.
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HYDRAULIC ELEVATOR MINING IN IDITAROD DISTRICT

Two small properties in the Iditarod district (fig. 1, 131) are being
mined by hydraulic elevator. The deposits, including top soil, are
12 to 16 feet deep and the overburden is first removed, leaving 4
to 6 feet of material to be elevated. An area of 20,000 to 35,000
square feet of bedrock is mined per season at each mine, by a crew
of four to six men. The elevators are made of heavy pipe 8 inches
inside diameter, with a 21j2 or 3 inch nozzle fitted to the bottom.
The material enters through an opening cut out of the side or the
pipe. The elevators are set at angles of 78° and operate under 45
to 55 feet of head, with lifts of 6 to 8 feet. From 36 to 72 feet of
24-inch sluice boxes are used in the set-ups. One giant with a Ith
to 21j2 inch nozzle pipes the material to the elevator. During the
greater part of the working season water is only available for inter
mittent use. The tailing is periodically stacked with a Bagley
scraper. The operating costs average 4;) to 55 cents per cublic yard.

RUBBLE ELEVATORS

Rubble or grizzly elevators can be used under conditions similar to
those required for hydraulic elevators, but the pit must have natural
drainage. The advantages or the rubble are its comparatively low
first cost (as it can be constructed at the property), ease or moving,
and capacity for handling heavy bowlders. Haley 44 states that it
was successfully used in California. The rubble has been used at a
placer on the Kenai Peninsula and at several placers on Seward
Peninsula. The only rubble elevator now being operated in Alaska
is on Candle Creek (fig. 1, fJ). Seward Peninsula.

The elevator on Candle Creek is an inclined chute 81h by 52 reet,
with 10-foot sides at the lower end and 6 feet at the upper (fig. 55).
It is set on a slope giving a 17-foot elevation at the top or discharge
end. The lower 22 feet and the detachable apron have a solid bot
tom. The upper 30 feet has a bottom of steel-shod grizzly bars of
21h by 5th inch timbers set transversely and spaced 11;4 inches apart.
Underneath the grizzly is a chute sloping- down to the sluice boxes.
All parts subjected to scouring are lined with lrinch steel. The
sluice boxes, which are set at right angles to the elevator (fig.
55), have a total length or 36 feet, are 4 feet wide, slope 1 inch
on 1 foot, and are paved with steel-shod Hungarian riffles. The
rrame,vork rests on two heavy sills, mounted on rollers. Four men
with a capstan and cable can move the elevator. It weighs about
15 tons and cost about $3,000.

The deposit mined is frozen and varies in depth, but the muck
overburden averages about 30 feet and the gravel 1 reet. The gravel

4A Haley, C. S., "Elevating 10-cent gravel at a profit; rubble elevator operation":
Min. and SeL Press, vol. 104, Apr. 13, 1912, p. 530.
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is of medium size, with few oowlders over 1 foot thick. Most of the
gold is coarse. The bedrock is schist and has a grade of 1.6 feet on
100 feet. The muck is first. removed by hydraulicking to permit
thawing, at & cost of about;} cents per cubic yard. The average
depth mined with the elevator is 9 feet, including 1 or 2 feet. of bed
rock.

The elevator is set. at. the lower end of the proposed cut., the lip
of the apron being set 1 foot in bedrock. Two.inch board wings are
erected on each side.

OP}:HATIXO D.-\TA

The R\'erage pit mined with the elevator from one set-up is 75 to
100 feet wide and 300 feet Iong-. A giant with Ii 4-inch nozzle is
placed nOOnt 50 feet fmm the elevator, and two or more field giants

with 3 to 3% inch nozzles drive the material to the elevator giant.
This giant drives small quantities at a time up the elevator. The
fine material containing the gold is washed from the heavy rocks,
then washed through the grizzly. Unless this is carefully done
much of the gold may be lost. A swinging gate or apron ncar the
upper end of the grizzly aids in keeping any line material from
being driven over the top. The heavier rocks, when washed clean,
are driven up and over the top of the grizzly. When the rock dump
builds up, planks are laid thereon and the pile is extended, often
higher than the elevator. When the height exceeds practical limits
the pile is flattened with the stacker giant. The tailing from the
sluice boxes is stacked as occasion demands. With 400 miner's
inches of water undel' lL 200-foot head, an a,"erage of 600 cubic yards
can be mined in 2-1- hours~ J!i"ing llil llvcrage water duty of 1% cubic
plrds. Three to fOIll' shifts are required for 11 new set-up. Three
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to four men are engaged in the elevator pit per shift. Usually
enough water is available for mining about 50 days of each working
season. From 20,000 to 40,000 cubic yards of gravel and bedrock
are elevated during a season, and from 75,000 to 100,000 cubic yards
of muck are stripped.

DRED-GING

HISTORY OF DREDGING IN ALASKA

The first gold dredge in the Yukon was started on the Lewes River
in 1899. During that same year a dredge was started on Snake
River at Nome, although active dredging really began in 1903 with
two small dredges on the Seward Peninsula. Gold dredging started
in the Fortymile district (fig. 1, .41) in 1907 and in the Iditarod,
Circle, and Fairbanks districts (fig. 1, 21, 37, and 33) in 1912. The
number of dredges increased rapidly, and in 1914, 42 were at work,
producing 22 per cent of the Alaska placer-gold output for that year.
In 1916 only 34 were active. Although the number of dredges oper
ated since 1914 has decreased, the percentage of the gold output won
by dredges has increased. In 1923, 25 dredges produced 51 per
cent of the annual placer-gold output. In 1924, 28 dredges operated;
18 of these were on the Seward Peninsula and 10 in the interior dis
tricts, although four of the Seward Peninsula dredges ran for only
about one month. Annual statistics on the number of gold dredges
operated, the prOduction, and the average quantity of gold recovered
are given under" Production."

FUTURE OF DREDGING

Although many dredges have been operated in Alaska and much
gold has been won, most of the dredging has been conducted on a com
paratively small scale, due mainly· to operating conditions and the
character and extent of the deposits. The more favorably situated,
richer, shallower deposits were dredged first, and permanently frozen
areas avoided as pluch as possible. Recent advances in cold-water
thawing have been of the greatest importance to Alaska gold dredg
ing by making possible the working of large areas of so-called low
grade ground formerly regarded as too lean or too deep to be suc
cessfully thawed. The development of the Diesel engine and other
means of reducing power costs and improved transportation facil
ities to the interior districts served by the Alaska Railroad have' also
favored dredge operation and development. Conditions have be
come more satisfactory for acquiring the different small holdings
necessary to make a dredging area. Two fields in Alaska have been
made available for large-scale operations. The year 1923 witnessed
the beginning of such operations at Nome, and all indications point
to an extensive dredging program in the Fairbanks district.
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Alaska gold dredging is entering a new era, with prospects for
success, particularly in the Nome, Fairbanks, and Kuskokwim dis
tricts. Much encouraging prospecting has been done during the
past few years, and the results indicate that six or eight new dredges
will be started within the next two or three years. Some small
dredges that have been idle will resume operations in the near
future, although five or six of the present active dredges soon will
have exhausted their ground.

FACTORS DETERMINING DREDGING

Dredging possibilities in Alaska lie mainly in deposits formerly
mined by other methods, including creek placers, low benches~ ele
vated beach lines, and gravel plains. In these known fields low
grade gravels and wet areas that could not be mined successfully
have been left. In former mining gold was lost in the tailings,
and much gold may have been left where creviced, slabby bedrock
was encountered. In fact, it has become almost axiomatic among
dredge operators on the Seward Peninsula that any ground can be
dredged profitably which has been ,yorked profitably by hand
methods, even when it has been ,vorked over several times. Al
though the fact that such ground has produced gold is indicative,
it is risky to install a dredge without thorough prospecting. Nu
merous failures have resulted from snch procedure; prospecting is
especially necessary in ground that has been cut up by former min
ing. Known placers that have not been mined to some extent, ex
cept possibly thawed, water-soaked deposits or properties acquired
by dredging interests soon after discovery, seldom contain enough
gold for profitable dredging.

Experience and sound judgment are essential in determining the
dredging possibilities of a deposit. All the physical and economic
features affecting dredging must be determined before a dredge best
suited to a particular deposit can be selected. A volume of gravel
must be assured which will repay all invested capital and leave a net
profit commensurate with the undertaking. The surface conditions,
the depth and character of the overburden, the value, character, and
distribution of the gold or other valuable content, the depth, char- .
acter, and extent of the deposit, the presence and extent of frost, the
character and contour of bedrock, and the underground water level
should all be determined by prospecting. Accessibility, transporta
tion facilities, climate, length of the operating season, water supply,
cost of labor, supplies, fuel, or power, and the cost of the property
or royalties, taxes, and titles must be investigated, as all of these
features affect mining costs. Adverse factors that reduce the dig
ging capacity of a dredge and may prevent profitable dredging in-
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clude frozen ground and the presence of stiff or sticky clays, bowlders,
slabby or hard bedrock, and high bedrock gradients.

DATA ON DREDGES

The follO"\ving tables on Alaska gold dredges have been compiled
from field data and from operators. Each season shows changes in
the number of dredges operated, location, management, and mechan
ical detail. Eight or ten dredges that have been idle for a number
of years and show no indication of future activity have been
omitted. The tables are as complete as it is practical to make them.
The daily yardage dug by the dredges fluctuates, but many of the
figures given are averages derived from operating data. The amount
of water used for sluicing can be stated only approximately. The
table giving the physical condition of the placers dredged by the
different dredges explains in a general way the application of the
different sizes and types of dredges~ daily yardage handled, and
some of the difficulties that may be encountered.

TYPES OF DREDGES

The bucket dredge of the single-lift type is now the only kind in
llse.. During the early days of dredging around Nome many so
called land dredges, often of freakish construction, were operated for
short periods. Dipper and suction dredges were also tried, but none
of these was a success. Moreover, many of the earlier bucket dredges
failed.

Selection of the wrong type or size of dredge has often led to
failure. ~fany dredges are too large for shallow deposits, necessitat
ing the digging of much additional bedrock or the construction of
<lams to float them. In general, large dredges are unsuitable for
Alaska, except in the more accessible districts (such as Nome and
Fairbanks) where a large volume of gravel 20 or more feet deep is
assured. The size ,is also governed by other operating conditions and
the capital available. The most practical sizes for average Alaska
conditions are the 2lh to 5 cubic foot bucket dredges.

As a dredge is usually far removed from the source of replace
ments, it should be strongly constructed to lessen possibility of a
serious breakdown. The dredge is put in repair before starting and
is expected to operate throughout the season. One serious break
down may cause the loss of much time and money. A large stock
of additional parts should be kept on hand, and in isolated districts
a machine shop must be maintained. An oxyacetylene welding out
fit is indispensable for repairing broken parts, building up tumbler
plates, mending buckets, etc.
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The flume or single+sluice type oC dredge has been developed for
dredging re.latively narrow, shallow, rich creek placers with coarse
w>ld in easily washed material. Flume dred$reS are oC light draft

FlGl:a., ;;.(j.-A 1"' ......111(- toot OU~ dl'l!d,.., fornM'rlr 00 Warm Crm

and construction and are usually operated by distillate enbrines. The
buckets dischar:re directly into the head of the thune, and the tailing
is dumped astern. Th(' ,lepth oC gl"Ollml that ('an he dredged ranges

up to 12 and 15 feet and is limited. by the disposal of tailing. For
sat.isfaetory operation the gravel and bedrock must permit easy
digging and free sluicing (see figs. 56, 5i, and 58).



Additional details of Alaska gold dredges ~

00o

13 Hammon Consolidated Goldfields Co. No. L 1103 22 do _
14 Hammon Consolidated Goldfields Co. No. 2________________ 82 22 do _
15 Hammon Consolidated Goldfields Co. No. 3________________ 103 do _
16 Iverson & Johnson_ _ 27 18 Lines _
17 Luther Gold Dredging Co___________________________________ 16 Spuds _
18 Northern Light Mining co \ 30 16 do _

~ ~~~~~10~r6~~c~M~~1~~ g~================================== ~: :~_ =====~~_-_=======21 Wild Goose Mining Trading Co. No.1 63 22 Spuds _
22 Wild Goose Mining Trading Co. No.2 55 21 Spud _
23 Cache Creek Dredging Co___________________________________ 66 18 do _
24 Berry Dredging Co_________________________________________ 57 25 Spuds _
25 Fairbanks Gold Dredging Co. No. 1________________________ 79 24 do _
26 Fairbanks Gold Dredging Co. No.2 b_______________________ 38 13 Lines _
27 Chatham Gold Dredging Co________________________________ 60 33 do _
28 Riley Investment Co________________________________________ 54 22 Spuds _
29 Northern Alaska Dredging Co ._______ 54 24 Spud-lines _
30 Flume Dredge Co___________________________________________ 29 12 Spuds ..
31 do do _
32 Innoko Dredging Co________________________________________ 59 28 do _
33 Guinan & Ames Dredging Corporation_____________________ 31 15 Spud _
34 Kuskokwim Dredging CO.b_________________________________ 72 I 17 do _

1 Alaska Dredging Association _
2 Alaska Investment & Development Co _
3 Alaska Kougarok Co ,

g ~~~:~~ ~~~~i~~~r8~~~~i~-~==================================16 Bering Dredging Corporation _
7 Candle Creek Dredging Co _
8 Casadepaga Mining Syndicate _
9 Crooked Creek Dredge _

10 Dexter Creek Dredging Co _
11 Dime Creek Dredging Co _
12 Eskimo Gold Mining Co _

~
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Z
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00
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00
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00
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t.':lj,..,
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24

24
24

24
24
22

18
14
24

30

36
36
36

Belt
width,
inches

68
70

None.
80

None.

Non~~ I :~
None. _
None. _

Length,
feet

8taeker or conveyerRevolving screens

Dimensions, I Perforations, Size of dis-
feet inches charge, inches

----------
None 10_____________ 3,000
4 by 21.. %, 72, ~------ 8______________ 1,750
4 by 24 %,1. 10_____________ 3,000
6 by 20 ~,%---------- 12_____________ 4,500
5 by 23 %, %, 1~----- 10_____________ 3,000
4 by 21. 272------------ 7 and 10_______ 3,600
None 14_____________ 4,000
None 12_____________ 4,500
None 10_____________ 3,000
4 by 24 %, L 10_____________ 3,000
None; shaking 6__ 900
1, 7 by 12; 1, %,172--------- 5 and 10 _

772 hy 12.
7by40 %,~2,172----- 2,12;2,6;1,4 __ 12,000 160
7by40 %,72,172----- 2,12;2,6;1,4 __ 12,000 142
7 by 40 %,72,172----- 2,12; 2, 6; 1,4__ 12,000 100
None 8______________ 1,600 None.
4 by 21. 12_____________ 3,600 ----- _
Nonc 5 and 10_______ 3,600 None. - _
None 8______________ None. _
None ------- _
473 by 22 72, % to 1%- __ 10_____________ 3,000 60 28
Shaking %,72---------- <J 5 and 10_____ 3,600 60 28
6 by 12 8 5 and 15_______ 6,000 None.
4 by 15 2 8 and 12_______ 4,200 68
5 by 24 72,~, L 6 and 10_______ 4,000 90
3 by 22 72, %, L 12_____________ 3,600 72
None 8______________ 1,500 None.
4 by 14 272------------ 8 and 12_______ 4,500 68
4 by 14 272------------ 8 and 10_______ 42
None 12_____________ 4,000 None.
None 12_____________ 4,000 None.
4Y2 by 19 1,272---------- 8 and 12_______ 5,000 60
4 by 16 1, ~----------- 8______________ 1,800 75
6 by 20 72, ~---------- 3 and 10 1 3,600 I 80

31 18 Lines _
32 14 Spuds _
31 15 Lines _
74 27 Spuds _
86 22 do _
54 24 Lines _

~~ I-----~~- -~~~~~---~======29 16 Spud _
34 12 Spuds _
29 19 do _
64 21 do _

Bucket line
-----

Num-I pump-I Anchorage

ber :fltte[e

Operator

d
Z
~
'0e
Q



Original builder

~ , ~_.!~:ble and sluice data I Save- A~~fexi-

'" FI di GOld-Sav-1 . all total .
~ Operator um.e - ing area, Grade of flume or. Rlflles d area, Weight. ofl SIze of hull, feet
e mef:~~ns, square main tables square dredge,
o feet c feet tons

1 Alaska Dredging Assoeiation 3 hy 70______ 210 I' 10 inches to 12 feeL Ii RaiL == ---68-
1

--24-h-y-4-4-h-y-473-1 -_-_-__ 1 Union Construction Co.
2 Alaska Investment & Development Co___ _ _ 525 1}4 inches to 1 fooL I Rail and SIL_ 17 145 30 by 60 by 5% ! Do.
3 Alaska KC!ugarok Co ~ -------------- ------------j--i--.---h----------T--------------- -- 34 gy ~~ ~\ ~ii---- ~iSdO.n Iron Works.
4 Alaska Mmes CorporatlOn___________________ 580 1}4 mc es to 1 fooL I AI. 20 38 y ~ 72---- ().
5 Bangor Dredging Co________________________ 500 1% inches to 1 fooL -do_________ 36 325 36 by 92 by 6}4 Union Construction Co.
6 Bering Dredging Corporation 3 by 80 ~ inch to 1 fooL __ RaiL_________ 135 30 by 60 by 5%____ Do.
7 Candle Creek Dredging Co 3% by 72____ 248 10 inehes to 12 feeLI -do 30 by 62 by 5______ Do.
8 Casadepaga Mining Syndieate 3 by 70______ 210 DC -do_________ 125 28 by 60 by 5 Kimball & Saupe.
9 Crooked Creek Dredge I 2% by 60____ ____ 10 inches to 12 feeL do____ _ 20 28 by 50 by 3%____ (e).

10 Dexter Creek Dredging Co_ 200 1}4 inches to 1 fooL SH "_____ 32 30 by 60 Union Construction Co.
11 Dime Creek Dredging co ll% by .",4____ 81 9 inches to 12 feet._ RaiL ---_____ 55 18 by 37 by 3

1

(e).
12 Eskimo Gold Mining Co____________________ 755 1~ inches to 1 fooL SH____________ 40 44% by 86 by 7 Western Engine Co.
13 Hammon Consolidated Goldfields Co. No. L!________ __ 4,000 1}4 inches to 1 foot. -do_____ 1,750 56 by 140 by 11%-- Yuba ManufacturingCo.
14 Hammon Consolidated Goldfields Co. No. 2_!_______ 4,000 1}4 inches to 1 foot. do____ 1,500 56 by 115 by 11%-- Do.
15 Hammon con,solidated Goldfields Co. No. 3.1 ----- ------ 4,000 114 inches to 1 fooL do -------- 1,750 ---------- 1 Do.
16 Iverson & Johnson--- i 2 by 60______ UC 12 inches to 12 feeL RaiL_________ 55 25 hy 50 hy 3 (').
17 Luther Gold Dredging co ,'.______________ UC , 30 by 60 hy 5~_2---- Union Construction Co.
18 Northern Light Mining Co 3 by 80______ 240 12 inches to 12 feet. RaiL_________ 160 28 by 60 by 5)1 Union Tron Works.
19 Shovel Creek Dredging Co 2% by 78____ 208 12 inches to 12 feet. do 30 by 60 by 5 Yuba Manufacturing

Co.-

~ ~JdsG~0~:~jn~~n~~~~4ing-Co~-fio.-i~~~~I~~~~~~=~====~~----6ii----- -i-fnch-io-l-Coot==== -SII~~==~======= -----36- -----360- ~g ~~ ~-bY-6~1==== ~i.t~:~a;~UfaeturingCo.
22 WIld Goose Mmlllg & Tradmg Co. No. 2 . 4by 20 . 492 Imch to 1 fOOL 1 SH and AL . 32 bY. 96 I. B. rrammo,nd. e

23 Cache Creek Dredging Co 1 4 by 108 , 432 10 inches to 12 feet. Rail and MnL 90 55 by 87 by 7% Bucyrus.'
24 Berry Dredging Co 2,2% by 66--[ 340 10 inches to 12 feet. Aland MnG __ : 28 250 40 by 66 by 5)/2 Union Construction Co.
25 Fairbanks Gold Dredging Co. No. L 1 730 1}4 inches to 1 fooLIAI.-----------i 21 350 40 by 90 by 6______ Do.
26 Fairbanks Gold Dredging Co. No.2 b 298 1% inches to 1 fooL AI and SIL___ 26 38 by 90 by 5 Risdon Iron Works.'
27 Chatham Gold Dredging Co 2% by 60____ 150 UC 1 inch to 1 fooL RaiL .i

I

________ 75 22Yz by 46 by 4 Holbrook, et al.
28 Riley Investment Co 3% by 75____ 264 1 inch to 1 fooL MnG, rail, AI. 26 140 30 by 6272 by 5%-- Union Construction Co.
29 NorthernAlaskaDredgingCo 3by75 225 linchtolfooL ' RailandAL__ 26 30by60by5%____ Do.
30 Flume Dredge Co 2% by 74____ 185 UC 10 inches to 12 feeL RaiL I________ 125 28 by 60 by 4 Kimball & Saube.
31 .10 2% by 74____ 185 UC 10 inches to 12 feeL do .1________ 125 28 by 60 by 4______ Do.
32 Innoko Dredging Co 2,2% by 75__ 465 18 inches to 12 feeL AI and CI. : 45 260 38 by 73~--2 by 5 Union Construction Co.
33 Guinan & Ames Dredging Corporation 2% by 75____ 187 10 inches to 12 feeL CI. -----------i 30 115 26 by 50 by 473---- Do.
34 Kuskokwim Dredging CO.b None________ 560 1 and 1}4 inches to AL \ 30 350 36 by 90 by 673---- Do.

1 foot.

a lO-inch sand pump.
b Sand elevator.
c Rimed area exclusive of save-all or undercurrent; UC, undercurrent.
d Sll, steel or iron shod Hungarian rimes; AI, angle-iron Hungarian rimes; MnL, manganese-plate shod longitudinal rimes; MnG, manganese grate rimes; CI, east-iron rimes.
• Dredge reconstructed.
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F1,tl"J.Il:-TYPE DREDGE WITH 1U70-Ol.nXG S(;REF.S

183

The flume-type dredge with re\'ol"ing screen is an impro\'ement
o\-el' the single-sluice dredge. The dredge at Cache Creek (see
No_ 23, in table. lind fig, 59) is working shallow ~rtlve1s with many

~'IOlil..t ::.tl_-El~trkallf drt~n G%-eultk foot It<'reen-llume dndge on cache ~Ir

large bowlders and some clay. The buckets deliver to the revohing
screen_ At the lower end of the screen are three high.pressure I%.
inch nozzles for disintegrating the material. The oversize (over 8

ineh~) pa~ through a chute which has two outlets and is dumped
10 feet astern. The undersize goes to the head of the riffled flume.
The lowest 20 feet of this flwne is divided into three branches, and
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by shifting the AIm: from one to the ot.her the tailing is dumped
level across the series of cuts. "'ith these :Jrrangements the gold
saving is greatly ilOpro\·ed, the sands an~ pl'evented from running
back under the dredge, and the water le\"el in the pond can be better
maintained (fig. 60).

CO.\IIHX,\TIOX-TYI't: DlU:IJGt:

For average Alaska dredging conditions, where the grovels
are not more than about 20 feet. deep or not too shallow for proper
flotation, the combination type of dredl-,TC wit-h revolving screen,
flume, and conveyer is, in general, better adapted than other types.
The material is disinte::'-''rateu on the coarse-mesh screen with water
under pressure, the oversize going to a belt com·eye,· and the under
size to til(' fhnne. The ('Onwyer is really a fixed stacker (fi~rs. 61

and 62). Such dredges are lighter and less expensive than table
stacker dredges of similar capacity.

Two dredges of the combination type (Nos. 24 lInd 32 in table)
have two flumes, one at either side of the screen a-nd conveyer (fig.
63). The undel'size from the screen drops onto a Sh0I1, wide, riffled
sluice set on a steep angle, then passes onto another sluice set in the
reverse direction, and is distributed to the two flumes. These two
dredges ha\'e llIore than double the ~old-su\'ing area of the dredges
with single flumes and in many respects are quite similar to the
table-stacker dredge.

The conveyer 011 the combination dredge stacks the heavy mate
rial whem it, is most nccded. Thus, when the deposit contains much
fine material, the flume is extended beyond the end of the conve)'er.
The heavy material from the conveyer then prevents the fine mate
rial from the flume from running back under the bout. Should the
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dredge have only one flume, the conveyer is installed at one side or
over it. To maintain the pond, if the gravel contains little clay or

-~

fine material, the conveyer is extended beyond. the end of the flume,
so that the fine material is backed by the coarse gravel.

92405°-27-13
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STACKER-TYI'E DREDGE

The stacker or California type dredge has the widest field of IISC

fulJless of any of the drcdh'C$. It is tbe best· dredl,re for gold that is

difficult to sa,n:~ and is the only dredhre satisfactory for the more diffi
cult and deep deposits. The buckets deli,-er to a re"ol"illg screen
with perforations ,!!Cnerally not more thaD 1 inch in diameter.

IGCll: ij,l.-Tbe 3*-cublt root lIeml.!)I"","I-ilrinn II.an dredll"t on Candle Crffk
In the Kuu;olndm

A(ter disinte~"'.ltion lind wllshing-, the oveooze is shtcked behind tlte
dn..'tl:re, the undersize is distributed to the j!old·saving tables and
sluices, and the tailing is discharged astern (figs. 64. and 65).
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Twu dredl,,"es (If this type (Sl.'C Tables It and 22) arc equipped
with shaking screens made in two sectiom;, time<.! to work in opposite
directions. The mot.ion is imparted by eccentrics, and on the ~o. 12
dredge was 124 three.inch strokes per minute. The screens are
equipped with bars, a.nd east-iron I. fingers" suspended o,-er them
retard. Hnd help disintegrate the material, which is washed by jets
o( water undcr high pressUl'e. The o\-ersize, which may still include
some unwashed cla)'c,Y material, goes to the stacker, the undersize
(ails on rimed chutes and is distributcd to the tables, and the tailing
is discharged t.hrough sluices aslern o[ the dredge. An extra man
must. Le employed as a screen llnd flume tendcr.
Dred~es 26 and 34 wcre bot.h digging downstream, and to keep

back the sand were equipped with sUlld elevators. The t-nilin~ from
the tallies is delin~ ..cd to n SlIlllp ami thence is elevated by the !>lInd

"'\(lUI: W.-Xo. I dl"l'dj.'" of [blQmon Con~,lldalfd C-ohHldd" Coo, at NOlDe; " ~

rubic foot electrlcallr opentfd 5ta~ker d~

buckets into a chute, which dcli\'cn; it to the shekel'. No. 26 has
olle l'lc\'atOl' ulld No. 34 has two, olle for cueh set of tables. Few
dredJ,!es on the creeks expericl\(:e difliculty with sand unless they are
dil!l!inl! downstream. Tn fad., ge"crnl dredges ha.ve to deliver tailing
to provide anchorage for the spuds_

]n addit.ion to the witter rl,'<!uired fo!" stripping or thawing, plenty
must be ayailable for floating lind sluicing. For the average Alaska.
dredge not less than 35 to 50 miner's inches of clear water should flow
constantly into the pond, otherwise the pond water will become too
thick. causing excessive wear of the pumps and interfering with the
gold savilll!_ For some dredges larger quant.ities may be required.
The straight flume type rNluires more water for sluicing than
dredj.,res of similar capacities with !'Creens. Except in dry seasons
the local creek supply is h"ellenilly lllllpill for dredbring plll"J>OSeS.
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DETAILS OF DREDGE CONSTRUCTION

It is not practicable to discuss the many details of dredge design,
construction, and operation; the reader is referred to the various
books and articles on this subject. Special reference should be made
to ., Gold Dredging in the United States," by Charles Janin, pub
lished as Bureau of Mines Bulletin 12i. Some of the principal
features which apply especially to dredging in Alaska are, however,
mentioned below.

HULLS

Many of the hulls made for lISC in Alaska were too small, as
shown by the number that ha\"e been extended and widened or han~

pontoons ndded to increase blloynncy_ Smaller dredges have uscd

FIGl"I'E llll"-A IIgbt ~'h-culJic [""I <l1>e,,-nJll,wCled lJud<c( lluc (I" Gum" dn"dj;c

empty oil dl'llllls for this purpose. Woo<lcn hulls are used exclusively;
the lal'ge dredges recently consb·ucted at NOlUe have steel frame
work. With reasonable care, a hull should last the Ii Ee of the
property. One hull is still in fair (:onditioll after 20 seasons of
dredging. Native timber makes very poor hulls.

nt;CKI..'T U:S-.t:S

Most of the smaller dredges hnyc open-conneded bucket lines
(fig. 66). Their main ad,·antages are Ii/.{ht.er weight and lower
power requirements, and at ODe time they were fa'-oreu fOl" tlil!l!ing
difficult bedrock and bowlders. The advantage of the modern c1ose
connected line is so marked that compllrison is hardly necessary_
The shape and wei~ht of the buckets are delermincd mainly by the
character and depth of the ground aDd the size of the gmvel. For
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tight., hard-digging ground a smaller, stq:mgly built bucket should
be IIscd. Ground with oowlders requires larger buckets (fig. (7).
For clayey ground the uuckets should be wide, shallow, and froo
from inside projections so their load can be more e:.ily dumped.
With a strong, properly desif,rned manganese-steel bucket line and
enough power, practically all}' unfrozen bedrock in Alaska dredging
fields can be satisfactorily dug. Dredge 21 on Ophir Creek has
dug 10 feet of slabb)l limestone bedrock with no great difliculty.
Except on some of the smaller flume dredges, most of the laddE'r
trusses am equipped with chutes or pans to catch the spill from the
buckets and return it to the digging face. During freezing weather
steam or hot water run down this chute helps to keep the material
from freezing- to the ladder. In dischal'ging hlto the screen hopper

FI<:I;.a'l U'i".-.\ U'h·culllc foot dililC·CO""cctlltl buc~et Jlne of ~pl'clal del!lgu

or flume the buckets also spill some material, which falls onto a
steeply inclined grizzl}' in the well hole, the undersize going to the
save-all sluices.

Upper and lower tumblers of various shapes are used on the older'
dredges. The newer and the modernized dredges are mostly equipped
with a round lower tumbler and a five or six sided upper tumbler.
Except on the largel' dredges and several other stacker dredges, the
main bucket line is driven by a single bull gear. This subjects the
shaft lo severe strains, and has caused many breaks of the shdt or
gear. The double-gear dri'·e equalizes this strain and improves the
working of the bucket line.

Lack of enough power for the bucket line is sometimes due to·
having the engine which drives the bu.cket line also drive othel' equip
ment. One dredge in interior Alaska has recenlly incl'()ased its
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<laily capacity by about aon cubic yards by changing a pump (h·ivc
to the other engine. The f-lpeed of the bucket line should be readily
adjustable to suit different digging conditions. The variable-speed
Inotor on eleetric dredges answers this requirement most successfully.

The buckets and lips last three to five or more seasons of a\'erage
digging, for the yardage handled during a season is relativply sm~:dl.

Frozen ground causes the most wear and requires much additional
power. At a mine recently worked at Nome all the bucket lips on
one of the large dredges had to be replaced after one season's digging
in partly thawed gronnd.

EFFECT OF DIGGING CONDITIONS

High bedrock gradients increase the difficulties of operation and
seriously affect the operating cost. Dams must be constructed to raise
the level of the water in the pond, and in the shallower ground much
additional bedrock must be <:lug to provide enough draft. A dredge
should not dig downstream unless the conditions are not a handicap.
It generally means 'working against the" lay" or gravel flow, espe
cially if the gravel is flat and shingled. Downstream work usually
necessitates the building of dams unless the gradient is very low,
complicates tailing disposal, and makes digging more difficult.

One dredge in the interior started at the head of the creek, work
ing downstream on a 7¥Z per cent grade. Digging conditions were
generally bad, including numerous bowlders to be disposed of; more
over, da'ills had to be constructed across the narrow channel about
every 40 feet of advance. The cost of the dams alone is stated to
have amounted to about 60 cents for every cubic yard of ground
dredged. Although the grade has now decreased to about 2 per
cent and dams are no longer necessary, digging from that direction
is more difficult. The dredge averages only about 60 per cent of
the yardage that one of this size will normally handle, partly due
to the reasons stated and partly to the fact that much clay is
present, "\Yhich also slows down washing.

LENGTH OF DREDGING SEASON

The dredging season in Alaska normally lasts three to five months.
On the Seward Peninsula it averages about 100 days, most of the
dredges starting in June and closing in October. A number work
120 to 145 days during a favorable season, others about half this
time. One of the large dredges at Nome started ,July 6, 1923, and
operated until December 2, or 149 days; and another started on JYlay

. 1, 1924, and continued to December 7, or 220 days, which establishes
a new record for Alaska. In 1912 and 1915 the Blue Goose, which
then had steam power, ran for 162 days on Ophir Creek.
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In the fall the ice as it forms
is broken and pushed aside by
the dreelge, or the cakes are
removed. Slush and anchor
ice, however, quickly close on
the dreelge and soon freeze it in
tightly. There is no practical
way of combating this kind of
ice, although heating the hulls
or the pond water with steam
has been tried. Experienced
operators know that when
thick ice starts to form the enel
of the season is at hand, and
the dredge should be put into
winter quarters. Some dredges
continue to dig until frozen in
and are left until spring. This practice may leave the dredge unpro
tected from early spring floods and other dangers. The better pro
cedure is to stop early enough to dig a level bench at some protected
place and lower the water, letting the dredge rest on an even bottom.
Dredges are only removed from the ponds when repairs of the hull
become necessary.

In the spring the dredge is cut loose, from the ice, water run into
the pond, and the dredge floated. The ice in the pond is sometimes
cut ,,,ith saws and axes, hut more often with steam points or steam
ice clIttprs. Figure tiS shows one of tlH'se ice cutteI·S. The pond

ICE

Starting is generally delayed on creeks fed by springs, as the
sllccessi n~ overflows build IIp thick ice known as " glacier" ice, which
gen<.'rally covers the entire valley. In the spring of 1H22 the ice 011

Shovel Creek was over 15 feet thick; it virtually covered the
dredge and caused serious damage. On July 13, 5 feet of this ice
still remained, and dredging was not possible until August, when
further difficulties ,vere encountered because of the seasonal frost.
The average season on this creek is about 75 days.

The dredging season in the interior averages 130 to 165 days, from
early in Mayor June to late in October or early in November. The
record is 194 days, attained by
one of the Otter Creek dredges
in 1916. In 1923 the Kusko
kwim dredge and the Cache
Creek dredge each ran 174
days.
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ice may also be blasted. For an early start the ice cakes are re·
moved from the pond, and the ground ahead of the dredge is stripped
of snow and ice. vVhere the seasonal frost is shallow, some good
results have been obtained by scattering ashes oyer the ground.
Enough ground is thawed ahead ·with steam, at some operations
with water, to get the dredge uncleI' way. Experience has shown that
the best practice is to start dredging as early as may be practicable
in the spring and stop earlier in the fall rather than fight the freezing
weather.

HEAT AND LIGHT

The dredges are heated with steam when necessary, generally with
a boiler supplied just for this purpose. During freezing weather
the stackers and sometimes the fl'umes are housed in canvas and steam
heated. Hot water or steam is applied to the ladder chute, or the
line is relieved of the accumulating frozen mawrial from time to
time with a steam jet.

Virtually all dredges are lighted by electricity. Daylight is
continuous during several summer months. The lighting generator
is generally driven by a small auxiliary internal-combustion engine,
except on the electric and the steam dri ven dredges.

OPERATING DATA

Alaska dredges dig 20 to 60 per cent of their theoretical capacity,
this wide range being due mainly to the differing efficiency of the
various dredges and conditions of operation. An average derived
from the performance of all the dredges would be of no practical
value, but most dredges working under average conditions realize
40 to 45 per cent of their theoretical capacity. The short dredging
season makes it especially imperative that the greatest possible
operating time be realized. Many of the dredges work 22 hours
daily, sometimes a little longer, for days at a time. The flume dredges
often average a longer operating time than other dredges. Some
operators claim an average operating time of 90 per cent, which
would be possible only under exceptional conditions, but the running
time should average 75 to 85 per cent of the total time available.
The principal causes of lost time are engine or power trouble,
mechanical accidents, floods, lack of water, frozen ground, stepping
ahead or moving in shallow ground, and clean-ups.

The following table shows the causes and the amount of time lost
by two dredges operated under widely differing physical conditions;
further data are given nnder " Dredging costs."
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Lost time in percelltage of total time

193

Cause of delay

Wild Goose dredge
No.1" Cache

Creek
dredge, 1\)22

1919 1920 b

Per cent Per cent
Step ahead__ _ 2.57 2.84
Moving to cuts _ _ __ __ .91 .96
Moving lines_ _ 1. ·17 2.12
Rocks ___ ___ __ 1. 52 2.93
Clean-up __ __ _ _ _ .04 .02
Sluices__ .__ _____________ ___ ______ .03 .02
Stacker.. . _________ _______ __ __ ___ .52 .21
Repairs, machinery __ __ __ __ ___ 1. 47 1. 42
Engine trouble . ._ __ __ .32 .22
Bucket line, laddcr . __ _____ ___ ______ 2.57 1. 53
Screen_ ____ ___ ____________ __ _ __ __ __ ___ __ ___ __ _____ _ .12 .09
Winches_____ __ __ ___ ___ __ __ ___ __ _ .25 .23
Pumps .. __ .03 .10
Electric eQuipment._______________________________________________ _ .35 1. 'Z7
Spuds_ ______ __________ __ _ __ __ __ ______ ___ ____ .05 .11
Frost . ____ _____ _ _ ___ _____ .48
Pond and dam . ... . __ _ ___ ____ 2. li6 1.03
Miscellaneous_ __ . Ii.S .36
Lower tumbler, oiling .. - - - _
Upper tumbler, repairs .. - -._ - - - -_ - __
Power plant, ditch, etc ------------
Hopper. .. _
Lost time per eent. _ 15.53 15.94

Do hours__ 335.42 409.25
Running time do . 1,824..58 2,158.75
Total time . . do_ ___ 2, HiO.OO 2,568.00

" Digging downstream.
b Time lost in Ill17 was 34.ll per cent.
• Time lost on account of floods, pond, and ditch trouble.

1. 72
.56
.28

1.09
.19

1.18
.35
.26
.15
.42
.05

c 18.20
.07
.21
.71
.16

25. no
1,003.03
3,088.97
4,152.00

Most dredges are operated on 12-houl' shifts, the shore men, strip
ping and thawing crews, and others that may be required working 10
hours. Seyeral companies have adopted the eight-hour shift. On
account of the sho"Ct season and the increased wage, dredge men
usually prefer the longer shift. The average shift on the dredges
comprises one winch man, one engineer, and an oiler, with one or
two shore men or roustabouts on the day shift. Most companies
employ a dredge master as superintendent. On distillate-driven
flume dredges the engineer spends about half his time with the en
gines and may also act as oiler and flume tender. In all, five men
constitute the entire crew for steady operation on the smallest flume
dredges.

WAGES

The wages paid by the dredging companies vary widely, even iE
the same districts. The following 'is the average scale; board and
lodging is provided in addition. The shore men and other laborers
are paid the prevailing wages, as given in the section on "Labor.':
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Dredge twgcs

- -~. --~---.----------

Winch men Engineers Oilers Dredge
master

Seward Peninsula ._ ... _. __ ._. .
Interior:

Irlitarod-Tnnoko. __ . . __ . . _.'
Innoko (eight hours) .
Fairhanks . . . ._
Cirrle .. __ . _. .. _.... . . _
Yelltna (eight hours) .

o Per month.

$7. 50-$9. 00

8. 00- 9.00
7. ,50
8.00
9.00
6.00

$8.00-$9.00

7. fiO
7. fJO
8.00
9.00

0, b 225.00

b Electrician.

$6.00-$7. fJO $10.00-$12.00

7.00- 7.50 12.00- 13.00
6. fJO ._. . _
7.00 0275.00-300.00
6.50 __ ._. __ .. _
5. 00 0225. 00

Dredge masters, winch men, and engineers living in the United
States or elsewhere out of the district are generally given traveling
('xpenses both ways and receive wages only when on the property.

POWER COSTS

The table on Alaska dredges shows the power used and the amount
of gasoline, distillate, fuel oil, Diesel oil, or wood fuel consumed by
the dredges in an average working-day. The cost of power on
distillate-driven dredges and dredges in isolated districts, where
cheap fuel or hydroelectric power is not obtainable, is generally the
greatest single item of the operating cost. Two companies operate
their electric shore plants with Diesel engines; both are located close
to tidewater. Two dredges are operated by hydroelectric power,
and one of the companies in the Innoko district (fig. 1, 922) is now
installing a hydroelectric plant. In most districts there is little
opportunity for developing reliable and econoomical water power.
The 'Vild Goose Co. had available for power use the ditch and pipe
line from former hydraulic operations. This water power is avail
able for about 100 days each season, and an auxiliary distillate en
gine aboard the dredge is used when the water fails. Although
climatic conditions at Cache Creek would permit the use of water
for power during the entire season, the head is low, and during an
unusually dry season there may be a month or so when lack of water
seriously affects the operation of the power plant.

The Diesel engine has greatly reduced power costs and will receive
greater attention for dredge power in future.

Steam is the ideal power for the average Alaska dredge but
~hould not be installed unless there is an abundant supply of good
wood or coal near by. Early steam dredges had old and inefficient
steam equipment, which consumed large amounts of fuel. As the
wooll supply soon had to be hauled long distances, the power costs
became prohibitive. nt'cessitating a change in power generation.
Locomobile-type steam equipment is the most practical and economi-
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cal dredge power in those isolated districts where wood can be
obtained at reasonable eost.

The Berry dredge is equipped with two 75-horsepower locomobiles
which have given satisfactory service. For power purposes theY
consumed an average of 4 cords of wood per operating day. An
additional half cord of wood is consumed during the spring arid
fall, when the dredge must be heated. The wood now costs $15 per
cord on the dredge. At $60 per day for wood and $23 for the
wages and board of two engineers, one on each shift, this daily
power cost is $83, or $0.554 per horsepower-day. On a basis of 2,200
cubic yards dredged per day, this amounts to $0.038 per cubic yard.

The following table has been compiled from data on 11 dredges
operated on the Seward Peninsula in 1921, and shows that the cost
of power is exceptionally high on the distillate and semi-Diesel
dredges.

Dredge power oost, Seuard Peninsula, 1921

Cost of power II

Number of
dredges Kind of power

Cubic
yards

dredged
in season

Total
horse
power

Per cubic Percent-
d age of

Per day yar. operat.
dredged ing cost

-----I----------I-----~.--- ---------

li Distillate_________________________ 309,700
L.----- Semi-DieseL_____________ __ _ 475,250
1.__ ____ ___ ______ Diesel-electric. ____ __ ___ 278,000
L Hydroelectric___ _ b 2, 020

320 $441. 00
342 331. 50
200 87.75
140 50.00

$0.142
.069
.034
.025

48.6
33.1
20.0
12.9

11. . 1,002 910.25 . . _
Average . . _._ ________ _____ b 12,470 __ __ . 73 33. 8

a Includes only cost of fuel, lubricating oil, and labor in attendance. At most of the distillate-driven
dredges the engineer devotes only part of his time to the engines.

b Per day.

The average cost of distillate delivered to the above dredges was
63 cents per gallon. The 24° Diesel oil at the semi-Diesel dredges
cost 36 cents per gallon and at the Diesel-electric plant 30 cents.
Distillate cost 17 cents and 24° Diesel oil 6% cents per gallon at
Seattle. The charge of $50 per day at the hydroelectric plant in
cludes the proportional cost of ditch maintenance and attendance at
the plant, the latter being mainly part of the dredge master's
wages, all prorated on the basis of 100 days for the season.

CACHE CREEK DUEDGE

Until 1921 the Cache Creek dredge was steam operated, and a
poor-grade lignite coal mined close by was used for fuel. The coal
proved unsatisfactory, the steam power too costly, and with the
heavy steam equipment aboard the dredge drew too mnch water for
proper draft. Hydroelectric power was then developed, a 1-mile
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ditch being constructed to delivel' the water through a double pipc
line 1,800 feet long and 34 inches in diameter to a 23-inch double
discharge turbine water wheel under 85-foot head. The 300 kv. a.
belt-driven generator produces the alternating current, which
is transmitted at 11,000 volts to the transformer near the dredge,
where it is stepped down to 2,300 volts and transformed to 440 volts
aboard the dredge. An average of 3,800 kw. h. is used per
operating day. In 1922 power, which included ditch and pipe-line
Inaintenance and the cost of labor, supplies, and power-plant repairs,
cost $0.0168 per kilowatt-hour, or $0.0283 per cubic yard dredged.
The average cost of this power for three seasons has been $52.43 per
day, or $0.0258 per cubic yard dredged. The pipe line, turbine, and
most of the electrical equipment was secondhand. The entire power
installation cost $52~634, including $lH,473 for the ditch and pipe
line and $10,078 for the dredge electrical equipment.

DREDGING A'l' NOME

The largest power plant for dredge operation In Alaska is at
Nome and has six 525-horsepower Diesel engines. These use 14 to
16° fuel oil, delivered to the Nome anchorage in tank steamers. The
fuel consumption under average load is approximately 25 gallons
per hour per engine. The engines are direct connected to 2,300
volt alternating-current generators. This current is transformed
to 11,000 volts and transmitted 3lh miles to the dredges. Conditions
are also favorable for developing cheap power from coal or Diesel
oil in the Fairbanks district, where the plant can be located close to
the Alaska Railroad.

METHODS OF ESTIMATING YARDAGE DltEDGED

Methods of estimating the volume of ground dredged vary. A
number of the smaller operators roughly measure the area dredged
at the end of the season and, knowing the average depth dredged,
can approximate the yardage. Several operators dredging shallow
deposits use the unit, "square feet of bedrock dredged," but also
state the average depth dug during the season. The more systematic
operators make a survey every two weeks, or each month, recording
the area in square feet, the average depth in feet, and the volume in
cubic yards. Allowance is made for the slope of the banks and
irregularities in the slope or depth of the cut, especially in the deeper
ground.

A method used by a number of the companies is to layout a base
line along one or both sides of the course to be dredged, setting
stakes at intervals of 100 or more feet. From these points the sur
vey is made, then plotted, and the area obtained with a planimeter,
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or calculated. From the area and the average depth of ground
dug, derived from the daily dredge reports, the yardage is deter
mined. The area ahead of the dredge is often staked out in 100
foot or other size squares. With either method the position and
progress of the dredge and the cut measurements can be quickly
determined. In ground where the distribution of gold is irregular
or prospecting has not been thorough~ close drilling may be done
ahead of the dredge. The course to be followed by the dredge and
the depth of the bedrock to be dug are further ascertained by fre
quently panning the material dug, and unprofitable areas can thus
be avoided.

GOLD CONTENT OF GROUND DREDGED

The averflge recovery of gold per cubic yard dredged in Alaska
each season from 1911 to 19~2 was 51 to 77 cents per cubic yard,
according to Brooks. 45 In 1928 this average dropped to 40 cents:,
the lowest in history. Most of the gold gravels now being dredged
yield 20 to 50 cents per cubic yard, about one-third averaging around
50 cents. Three dredges report gold recoveries of 60 to 75 cents per
cubic yard and one more than $1.25. There appears to be small
opportunity of acquiring dredgeable ground which will exceed 40
to 50 cents per cubic yard unless new virgin fields should be dis
covered.

DREDGE OPERATING COSTS

Alaska dredging costs are usually high and vary widely, as the
dredges difl'er in size and efficiency and work under widely differing
conditions. Moreover, the operating cost for the same dredge may
vary greatly from season to season. This report gives the operat
ing cost only, and unless otherwise noted does not include deprecia
tion, depletion, royalty, interest, or other charges against capital
invested.

The operating cost is 15 to 35 cents per cubic yard. The higher
figure has sometimes been exceeded, due to unusually adverse con
ditions, serious accidents, or inefficient management. Costs of 15
to 18 cents are only realized by a few well-managed properties in
the more accessible districts under generally favorable conditions.
Some of the low costs claimed are often due to the bookkeeping
system employed or to the fact that office expense, management,
etc. are not included. From incomplete data supplied by operators
of 11 dredges running under widely differing conditions on the
Seward Peninsula in 1921, an attempt has been made to estimate
the cost of dredging for that year. The data cover operation of

4~ Brooks. A. R., and Capps, S. R., "Thp Alaskan mining' industQ' in 1922"; Miuernl
Rrso11l'C'f>s of Alaska, Ifl22; U. S. GeoI. Survey finll. 73ii, 1n24, p. 15.
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four dredges in the Nomc districts, three in thc Solomon district,
and four in the Council district. ",Vith the exception of a very
small yardage which was artificially thawed at two of the places,
the ground dredged was unfrozen, except for some seasonal frost.
The 11 dredges dug 1,323,500 cubic yards, but 71:0,000 cubic yards
of this were handled by three dredges.

The operating costs ,,'ere 15 to ;18 cents per cubic yard, the average
being 21.G cents. The total amount of capital invested in dredging
equipment was estimated at $590,000. This is low, but a number
of these dredges ,,'cre acquired for nominal sums and could not now
be replaced for twice the amount. Although the life of the prop
erty usually could not be definitely determined, the depreciation on
equipment roughly averaged 4.G4 cents and simple interest at 6
per cent averaged 2.67 cents, a total of 7.31 cents per cubic yard;
at the various mines it ranged from 2 to 20 cents. In this estimate
the cost of land, royalties, etc., are not included. The season of
1921 was longer than the average season and operating conditions
were generally more favorable. The number of days worked by
the dredges varied from 75 to 129, the average being about 100.

One engineer estimates that the frozen ground on the Nome tun
dra can be dredged at an operating cost of 9 to 10 cents per cubic
yard, exclusive of thawing costs. The total cost, including thaw
ing and all capital charges, is estimated at 23 cents per cubic yard.
The estimate is based on the assumption that four dredges are op
erated for a season of seven months and are capable of dig~ring

800,000 cubic yards per month.

DETAILED DATA FROM IXDIVIDlJAL OPERATIONS

The following detailed data and costs cover operations conducted
by dredges of different sizes and types under differing conditions.
Much of the information obtained concerning production and capi
tal charges of mining operations, and in some instances the operat
ing costs, is confidential and must be omitted. It is particularly
gratifying to be able to present complete costs for the Wild Goose
Mining & Trading CO.'s No.1 dredge, which were freely given, for
these data contain detailed accounts of its very successful operation
from 1910, when it started, to the shutdown in 1924. This dredge
was formerly driven by distillate engines. In 1915 it was electrically
equipped and operated by hydroelectric power, except during the
late fall or during short periods of water shortage, when power was
supplied by the auxiliary distillate engine.
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Operation8 of lFild Goolje dredge No.1

[Total cubic yards dredged, 1910-1924, inclusive, 3,023,774]

Dredged-

Year
Average Operating

Length Operat- 1----------1 v~lue re- cost per
of season ing time co,,~red per cubic yard

Per season Per day cubIC yard

Days Per cent
1910 _
191L_____________________________ 135.6 68.4
1912_______________________________ 128.5 72.4
1913_______________________________ 126.5 75.0 I

m~~:::::::::::: ~~: :~~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~: ~~: ~ :~j: ~ ~~: ~ I
1916_______________________________ ----------1
191i _________________ _____________ 143 ti5. 1 i
HIl8 1

1919_ _______ ___ ________ _ __ 90 84.5 :

i~~: ~~::::: ::::::::::: ::~ ::~: ~~::: :g~ ~~~~.1
:~~~~:~~~:::::~:::::::~::~::::::::: iM ~: ~ I

1924.._____________________________ 77 90.1 i

Cubic yards
12,550

223,719
224,400
Ill7,79:)
272,403
26.'i,393
229,87ti
215, no
14!J,503
IM,224
217,347
260,548
229,984
201,455
158,759

Cubic yards

1,649
1,917
1,563
2,188
2,154

1,509

1,825
2,031
2,020
2,072
1,8ti5
2,062

$1. 7013
.8573
.3992
.6207
.7666
. i189

.5559

.7617

.81M

.6938

. i146

.9390

.6718

.4701

Cents
a 53. 67
a 2O.!JO
a 21. 25
a :U. 77
a 15.34
a 15. 75
a 19.81

24.00
b 29. 45
b 29. 91

21. 81
19.34
Ii. 47
18.48
18.51

a Exclusive of management, which amounts to from 2.2 to 4 cents per cubic yard.
b Difficulty with frozen ground conditions. Retarded digging.

NOTE.-Before 1920 some small areas were thawed. Ground usually contained only seasonal frost.
Depth dug varied from 7 to 24 feet. Bedrock was schist and thin-bedded limestone. Gravel was medium
size with some bowlders. Dredge was digging downstream.

Operating costs of lFild Goose dredge No.1

1919 1920

$8,081. 50 $10,741>' 00
II. 188. 52 9,777. .'i6
2, !fi1. 20 1,366.96
'1,009.67 I, M5. 32
1,712.12 1,385.27
1,915.19 2,104.16
4,424.82 3,444.91
3,052.05 4,288.25
2, 3S2. 39 1,230.80

721. 60 1,292.55
346.65 416.38

3,361. 91 2,456.93
5,037.80 6, 1!J6. 96

744.40 1,057.01

49,129.82 47,409.46
.2991 .2181

Total_ ____ __ _ ___ __ ______ _______ 51,784.28 44,024.14
Per cubic yard .. .210 .2945

1917 1918

Labor and mess .. . $13,725.10 $i, 660. 37
Repairs and renewals . . ___ __ _____ 12, .551. 7.5 14,438.62
Distillate and oiL .____ 9,455.47 4,357.32
Supplies . ._ __ _ 1,925.92 2,349.98

b~~:~;l ~~~%~~i-e-s------::::::::::::::::::--~:::~:::::::::: i: ~~~: ~~. :: ~6g: l~
Stable .. _________ __ __ ____ ____ __ ____ _ 4,031. 92 2, M5. 53
Ditch ____ _ _ __ ___ 1,402. 6t, 2,087. OJ
Dams . __ . . __ .. . . _
Camp instalhtion _
Rullion charges . .. __ 218.68 297.21
Insurance .. ___ ___ ______ ___ 1,750.00
:YYanagement, etc______ __ _____ _ ___________ ___ __ ___ 4,654.95 4,000.83
Trayeling expense ._______ 315.2.5 408.55

1-----1-----1-----1'----

---------------------------'------ --------- ----_._------

NOTE.-Capital invested in dredge and its ef1uipment, $125,000; in power plant, $15,000. Depreciation
and interest, ti per cent; amounts to $18,S7ti per season, or $0.07 to $0.126 per cubic yard (estimated).

Operations of Wild Goose dredrJe No. ;2

Year

Cubic yards dredged-I Average Operatillg
Length value per cost per

of season, 1-------,------1 cubic yard, cubic yard,
days Per season Per day cents cents

]921 0 _

1922 _
192:L. _

137
100

91

203,2.57
213,797
150,:)03

1,479
2,138
1,652

36.81
24.47
53. (if)

21. 01
17.79
17.74

NOTF..-('ost inclurles management, etc. Former Rille Goose drerlge purchased by Wild Goose Co. for
$15,000; operated by tlIem for thfl~e yrurs only; shaft broke late in 1923; operation finished; ground condition
similar to No.1 dredge but digging was upstream.
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Riley Investment Co., dredging costs and data, Otter Creek

1921 1922

Operating costs:

g~~e~~o~~l~r~i~~~b~'~~~lf:~~'e~~~l_~~~air~~~~:::::::: :::: ::: ::::: :~:.::::::::::
] nSUnlncc • __ . __ . .___ _.. . _ _ _
Expense account, including managcmcnt._________ _ _
Thawing____________ __ __ __ __ ____ ___ . . _

Credit (profit from lllachinc shOll) b. _

Total . _
Per square foot of bedrock . . cents __
Per cubic yard c do .

Operating data:
Square feet ofoodrock dug . _
Average depth dug . __ . _. fl:'et._
Cubic yards dug c _

Square fel:'t of bedrock thawed d . _

Thawing cost-
Per square fOOL cents __
Per cubic yard do _
Per square foot dredged_ ______ . . do _
Per rubic Y'lrd dredged' _. _. . . do _

Average value of gold reeoverct! per cubic yanl c do _
Number of operating days , .____ _ _

$35,851. 79 a $40, 066. 27
Ij, 441. 49 1,219.90

768.00 768.00
7,827.47 6,638.55

fi9, .572. 10 32,651. 92

110.460.85
7, .')42. 00

102,918.85 81,374. M
33.2 17.4
61. 8 33.6

309,475 4M,95O
14.5 14.0

166.200 241,604
260,000 265,000

23.0 12.5
42.5 23.7
19.2 7.0
3.5.8 13.5
61. 4 54.2
f 161 g 163

a Cost of raising sunken dredge, $7.47:;, not inclufled. Includes $6,372.84 for new buckl:'ts, lips, etc.
b Overch9.rge made against dredge "nd thawing; eredited later
c Cubic yard value, east, and other data calculated from square foot datil.
d Of ground thawed, approximately half WftS thawed with steam and half with water.
• Includes ~bout 20 days lost due to labor strike.
f May 25 to Oct. 2S.
g May 25 to Nov. 4.

NOTE.-Dredge was constructed in 1914. In 1923 this dredge operated a season of 162 daYJ, digging 488,675
S'luare feet, or 271,1811 cubic yards. The average depth dug was I.') feet. About two-thirds of the ground
dredged was frozen and was thawed with wate\ at natural temperature. The operating cost was 25.1
efnts per cubic yard.

Beaton &: Donnclly dred.rlc data, Ottcr Crcek fI

1920 1921 1922

Operating cost:
Dredge prelimi'1ary . __ .. _. . .. _. _. $6.328.53 $9,645.85 $4,442.71
Dredge operation .____ 29,441. 44 :l2, 71%. 74 31, S58. 9/i
Expense 9.ccounL. . _____ ____ 2. }8:~. 1)5 2,566.29 2, lOR. 41
Prp.liminarystripping .____ 3,595.00 1,947.1.') 7,417.00
Mess account loss . _ __ __ __ ____ __ _. __ . __ __ _ ___ __ _ 2,301. 93

g~~d~~e~~i~iis--~:::::::: ::~: ::~ ::-:~ ::::::::: ::: :~: ~:::::: ~~ ~~~'.~~_ ~ :~::::::::::~ ------i; i08:85
Preliminary th:1\'> ing_ _ _ __ __ __ _ 644.:n 693.40 .. _
Thawingoperations . .____ 32,371. 79 (;.419.05 330.90

Total ~ _
Cost per square foot of bedrock __ . . cents__
Cost per cnbic Yflrd " do _

Operating data:
Bedrock dug' . . square feel..
Average depth dug . __ . feet._
Cubic yarrls dng . . . __ . _

~~~bce~ ~r~~~~~lt-i~g- (}a-y;::: ~:: ~ ~ ~:.- ~.-: ~ ~_~ __ s~l_~ar~ f~:'~: ~

76, G86. 82
14.5
2~. 9

.')25,000
13.5

262,500
c 23.\ 000

d 187

54.015.48
11.8
23.7

456,300
13.5

228. }.')O

Small flrea.
-112

49,648. 76
11. 3
21.8

439,200
14.0

227,733
Very little.

/Jfo}

a Dredge construetp(] in 191f3. Si:we 1023 operated hy Nortlwrn Ahska Dredging Co.
b No management eharged. Would add I .•') to 2 eents per cubic yard.
c In 1920 about one-half at ground thawed was thawed by steam, bahnee with water.
d May 7 to ~ov. 9.
o June 15 to Nov. :l.
f May 21 to Oct. 28. Lost eight days d\w to broken shaft.
NOTE.-Cubic yard data calculated from square foot data.
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Cache Creek dredge data

201

1921

Operating cost:
Labor, salaries, management, etp. $1;',653. 8S

~~~~lla~~~~o~~~ ~~_~~~i_e~s_- _- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~::: ~ ~: ~: ~g~: ~1
San Francisco office, etp ._ 908.06

27,722.82
0.1458

<94
73.0
27.0

190, Vi5
9.0

J922

$49, 1\5(;. 07
12,54:1.20
8,8:10.19

645.00

71,674.4(1
0.17!)9

d 173
71.4

g 2.~. 6
398,323

8.6

1923

$37, 5~39. 78
8, 03S. 31

12,632.13
875.62

59,085. g4
0.1921

'174
76.0

h 24. 0
307,044

9.4

1924

$40,794. :n
23, lIS. 39
9,100.62
( b)

73,013.38
0.3246

f 151
83.0

i 17.0
224, S97

8.7

a Includes bullion char~es, insurance, traveling expense, sundries, etc.
b OIllce expensE', etc., included above.
c July 24 to Oct. 25.
d May 17 to Nov. 5.
• May 13 to Nov. 3.
f May 13 to Oct. 11.
g Floods caused four shutdowns, with loss of 31)1 days.
h During August operated only half of time duE' to water shortage for hydroelectric power; nine days

lost through floods.
i Broken spud c~lUsed loss of 12 days.

NOTF..-Unfrozcn shallow creek deposit, gmvE'ls medium size with numerous bowld('rs in certain areas;
must dig up to about 6 feet of E'asy-digging coal formation bedrock to provide dredge flotation; digging
upstream over average_grade of about 2.5 per cent.

Berry dredge data

Operating cost:
Labor and superintendence _
8upplies, etc . _
Office expense . . . __ . _
General expense . . _
Traveling expenses ._. . . __ -. _.. __
Insurance and taxcs .. __ . ._

'fotaL .. .. ... ...
Per cubic yard cents__

Operating data:
Days operated . . .. _
Operating time per cent._
Cubic y:uds dug__ . . . _

1922

o $20, 003. 08
015,062.66

562.61
2, 13S. 99
1, 32t 97
2,652.05

42,614.36
0.2279

d 92
84.4

187,132

1923

b $25, 733. 42
b 13.709.57

474.44
773.94

1,153.83
2,541. 68

44,386.88
0.1764

c 125
80.2

251,692

1924

c $25, 444. 06
14,632.34

469.32
2,075.78
1, .~Sl. 14
2,956.04

47,1.'58.68
0.3302

/99

142, S41

o Includes stripping rmd thawing labor, $3,991.15; supplies, cost not segregated; stearn thawed, 40,000
cubic yards.

b Includes stripping and thawing labor, $6,750.74; supplies, $571.05; stripped 76,000 cubic yards of over·
burden for natural thawing.

• Includes strippinl'( and thawing labor, $8,716.44; stripped 86,000 cuhic yards of overburden.
d July 2 to IS, July 30 to Oct. 12. Shut down July 19 to 29 to thaw ahead of dredge.
• June 20 to Ort. 23.
f July 1 to Ort. 7. Inrludes about 20 days-July 12 to Aug. I-when dredge was shut down, lacking water

for lioating.

NOTE.-00st of prosperting labor and ~upplies in 1923, $1,904.76, not included in above cost. Moving
and reconstruction of dredge completed June, 1922 (cost $13,267.42) and charged to capital account. Steam
operated dredge; ground partly frozen, mostly se~sonal fro~t; from 5 to IS feet deep after stripping off 4 teet
of overburden; average depth, 10 feet; bedrock, schi::;t. and granite; some high, hard reefs; large granite
bowlders now.
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Alaska illin('.~ Co., Somc, dredgin!J costs, 1920

Operating
eost

Cost peT
cubic yard

dredged

Per cent of
operating

post

Labor, dredge only _
Materhl, dredge _
Hepairs, hlbor :md matrrbL _
1\! isccllaneous ___________ ______ ____ ___ _________ _ _

Cent.~

$9,525.89
:38:t 89

I, !IB. 51
1,362.65 , . _

Total oprratill~ _
Overhead _

Total .. _
Thawing __
Power __ . _

13.186.94 I G.73 2·1. 4
10, 195.00 , 5.2() 19.0
:30, 598. 00 ' 15. fH .')Ii. 6

----
53,970.941 27.54 100.0
11,423.00 5.83 _

TotaL . . . !~402.941~7==~=

This 8-cubic foot electric-driyen dredge 'vas formerly operated at
Nome. It dug 19G,000 cubic yards in 1920, of \vhich 25,290 cubic
yards were old tailing. During the 100 days the dredge operated the
actual running time was 79 per cent, the greatest loss of time being
due to lack of oil for power. Power ,vas produced by a G50-kilowatt
shore plant at a cost of G.5 cents per kilowatt hour, which was excessive.
Of the ground dredged, 88,807 cubic yards \yere thawed with water
at natural temperature at a cost of 11.49 cents per cubic yard.

TYl'ICAL PLACER IN IXTERIOH IHSTHICT

The following will illustrate the operation of a 2Jh-cubic foot,
distillate-engine driven, flume dredge in an isolated interior district.
In 1922, the second season of its operation, this dredge dug 136,000
cubic yards from June 3 to October 2:2, or 142 days, averaging about
20 hours of digging time each day. The ayerage depth dug was 11
feet. The ground was unfrozen, but for some seasonal frost, and
afforded favorable digging conditions. The operating costs for 1922
were:

Operatin{j cOSt8 tor di8tilTate-driven flume dredge·

Per cubic
yardTotal

-------1
I------1----

LaboL _
Mess - - - ---
Mining materiaL ' _
Distillate and oiL_______________________________ _ _
Express and postage __________ ________________ ________ __ _ _
Traveling expens('s and miscellaJJ('ous . . _

$14,973.54
3,807.41

540.40
10,769. G5

800.50
866.50

$0.2335
.0447

31,757.91
6,081.16Management, Sun Francisco office eXjlrnsr, etc _

1-----1-----
37,839.07 .2782

--------------- ------~----------'-------'----
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'rhe capital invested in the dredge is $42,706; depreciation in
eight years plus 6 per cent simple interest amounts to 5.8 cents per
cubic yard dredged in 1922. Dredges of this type and size were
formerly operated on the Seward Peninsula at an operating cost of
about 15 cents per cubic yard.

COST OF GOLD DREDGES

The cost of the gold dredges has increased 50 to 70 per cent since
8 or 10 years ago. As formerly mentioned, some of the earlier Alaska
dredges could not be duplicated and placed in operation now for twice
the original cost. Although it is difficult to estimate the cost and
capacity of a dredge unless all conditions are .knm,vn, the following
table, compiled from data obtained from several dredge builders,
gives the weight, approximate average monthly capacity, and other
details for dredges of different sizes and types and their approximate
cost f. o. b. Pacific coast.

Approximate cost and weight of gold dredges

p, CD '0
~~:a ...,

:ad ... ..c:l ...,... i:1p, S~ CDCD P. ..c:l ~CD.lid 0..., "'iil.ci8~ Type of S'o .... 0 CD .S •... tlIl
Type of dredge :l Kind of power ~p, '0 CD '0

,§ 'Sbucket d ,.~ ~,I:J ~p, ~~ tlIl 1;)
'0 ~~ I=l .0 '0 2°§

~,g 'bi! 3~ CD tlIl S P, ...

~ Q ::l 0 p,....:~

00 -< -< H Eo-< -<
-----

Cubic Cubic Board
feet yards Ft. feet Tons

Flume____________ . ___ 174" OpeJ.l- - --- 17,500 Distillate. ________ 30 12 17,000 52 a$15,000
Combination flume 2 Close con- 36,000 Steam locomobile_ 80 30 75,000 210 48,000

screen andconveyer_ nected.Do _______________ 2 Close _____ 36,000 _____ do ____________ 75 20 --------- ------ 45,000
Flume ___________ 2~ Open _____ 30,000 Distillate_________ 60 18 60,000 125 24,500

Screen and stackeL ___ 3 Close _____ 45,000 Diesel engine______ 100 20 80,000 ------ 62, 000Do ______ . ________ 3Y2 ___do ______ 52,000 _____ do ____________ 150 35 105,000 325 86,000
Do _______.. ___ . __

3~ . __ do ______ 52,000 _____ do _______ . ____ 150 20 75,000
Combination flume 4 ___do_. ____ 60,000 Steam locomobile_ 150 35 105,000 345 82,000
screen and conveyer.

Screen and stacker____ 4 ___ do._. ___ 60,000 Diesel engine______ 220 35 --------- ------ 100,000
Do _______ ._. _____ 5 _._do __ . __ . 85,000 Steam electric_. ___ 250 40 200,000 670 200,000
Do _______________ 6 ___ do ______ 100,000 _____ do _________ .. _ 300 40 220,000 b 875 215,000
Do __________ ._._. 7~ __ .do ______ 120,000 _. ___ do ____________ 400 40 250,000 825 235,000

a Cost of machinery only.
b Includes steam shore plant.

NOTE.-Full Diesel engine power costs $1,000 to $1,.500 more than steam-locomobile power on 3 to 3.%
cubic foot dredges.

From a study of the preceding table and the tables on ocean and
inland freighting costs an approximate estimate can be made of the
cost of a dredge landed at the property. To this must be added the
cost of erection. Under average conditions, 21/2-cubic foot flume
dredges have been erected for $7,000 to $9,000, the combination 31j2
cubic foot dredges for $12,000 to $18,000, and the 31j2 to 4 cubic foot
stacker dredges from $18,000 to $2:.\000. Dredge 32 (see table on
Alaska dredges, p. 178) was recently erected in 43 days at a cost
of $15,000.
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SPECIMEN COSTS

Dredge 2 45a ready to operate cost $50,000 in 1911. Dredge 5, as
originally erected on Bangor Creek in 1914, cost $127,000. It cost
$90,000 in Oakland. Dredge 6 cost $85,000 erected in 1915. About
10 years ago a 21;2-cubic foot flume dredge similar to dredge 8,
cost about $27,500, erected in the Council and Solomon districts.
These dredges, erected in districts of average accessibility, would
now cost $45,000 to $50,000. Although the cost of the large dredges
is not definitely known, dredge 13 cost abont $500,000 erected and
dredge 14 about $600,000. Their erection was completed during
the winter when extremely cold weather added greatly to the cost.
Dredge 21, as now constructed, cost about $125,000. Dredge 24
cost $86,000 erected in 1915. Dredge 25 cost $135,000 at Oakland in
1917 and erected at the property $180,000. Dredge 28 cost $80,000
erected. Dredge 30 cost $50,000 in 1921. Dredge 33, as originally
erected on Glacier' Creek, cost $28,000 in 1915. Dredge 34 cost $112,
000 erected in 1918, but an additional sum has been spent in changes
made later. Many dredges on Seward Peninsula have changed
ownership at least once or twice and have often been acquired for
very nominal costs through direct sale or bankruptcy proceed
ings. Others have been constructed with parts from older dredges.

MOVEMENT OF DREDGES

Some dredges which have proved unprofitable or which have
completed the dredging of their original ground have been moved
to new locations. These used dredges have at times been acquired
for a small part of their original coot or have been amortized during
their earlier period of operation, and thus made it possible after
ward to dredge lower-grade gravels or smaller areas which could
not otherwise be worked at a profit. This is typical of a number
of the dredging operations, particularly on the Seward Peninsula.

Dredges have been moved to new localities on the same creek, to
distant creeks, and often to new districts. Some small dredges on
Seward Peninsula weighing from 125 to 200 tons have been moved
over the snow without dismantling; dredges weighing 250 to 400
tons must be dismantled, and the hull is cut in half, lengthwise.
During the winter of 1921 dredge 5 was moved from Bangor
Creek to Anvil Creek, a distance of 14 miles. The dredge was dis
mantled and the hull cut in two lengthwise. The dismantling
cost $4,500, the hauling $11,000. The entire job, including the re
erection of the dredge, was contracted for at $28,000. In 1916
dredge 18 was moved from Mystery Creek to Ophir Creek, a distance
of 12 miles. The dredge was dismantled and the hull cut in half.
The contract cost of dismantling and rebuilding the dredge was

4~,a I)l'pdg-f> numhrl'l'; l'f'fpl' to fi"st ('o!nmn of 1ahlf> raPing- p, 178.
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$3~000~ and the cost of moving was $:-3,000. The dredge ready to
operate on Ophir Creek cost the company $28,500. Dredge 24 was
dismantled and hauled 2lh miles down the creek for $3,500 and
reconstructed. This entire cost was about $15,000, which included
additional material. Several dredges have dug their way for several
miles downstream through old tailing to a new area, the gold
recovery by the dredge paying a part of the moving cost.

GOLD SAVING

The high cost of placer mining in Alaska and the lower average
gold content of the gravels now being mined necessitate efficient
gold-saving equipment. At most mines the gold is chiefly coarse
or heavy, and although some fine gold is generally present, practi
cally all can usually be saved with very few refinements in gold
saving practice if the gold-bearing material is thoroughly washed
and disintegrated. Quite often the gold is coated with a film of
iron oxide or with some compound of sulphur, arsenic, or other im
pnrity. It is difficult to save coated fine gold in the sluices. Light
flaky or flour gold is rarely present in appreciable quantity, and
only a very small proportion can be saved by usual methods.

The loss of gold in the tailing can not be accurately determined,
as there is no practical way of accurately sampling the gold
bearing material or the tailing. The average placer miner
does not like to admit that gold is being lost. However, many
dumps contain chunks of unwashed material which carry gold and
sometimes amalgam. Gold loss in tailing is further evidenced in the
number of "snipers" working over' old dumps and in the results
of drilling or subsequent mining.

Gold losses in the earlier days were probably larger than at
present, for the deposits contained a higher gold content, and a loss
was not considered so serious. The sluices were often poorly
adapted for the work or were overloaded. Purington 46 estinlated
that in the interior districts where two or five boxes with no drop
ofl's were used in saving the gold, 10 to 20 per cent of the gold lifted
into the boxes was lost. Losses of 50 per cent were not uncommon in
those days, and there still are a few mines where only 70 per cent of
the gold put into the sluices is recovered.

1Vith free-washing gravel-that is, gravel free of difficult clay
a high percentage of the gold can usually be saved by the customary
methods. Most gold losses are accounted for by the presence of
stiff sticky clay, which is difficult to disintegrate and tends to rob
the riffles of gold or amalgam, and by the lack of suitable sluice

46 Purington, C. W., Methods and Costs of Gravel and Placer Mining in Alaska: U. S.
Geol. Survey Bull. 263, 1905, p. 191.
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gradients. Some loss may also result from shortage of water for
sluicing; or the intermittent use of water in "splashes," which
agitate the riflles, carries gold through the boxes. Lack of grade
may prevent employment of added irefinements in gold saving at
most hydraulic and some open-cut mines; however, refinements in
gold saving should be practiced at the drift mines where only the
richer part of the deposit is mined and at mechanical or other
operations where large amounts of barren or low-grade material
are first removed at considerable cost to get to the" pay." Condi
tions are generally favorable for this at such mines, as the gold
bearing material is elevated and grade thus provided.

Although it is unnecessary here to discuss the refinements of
gold saving, certain Alaska methods will be briefly mentioned.

GOLD SAVING IN MINING METHODS OTHER THAN DREDGING

SLUICES

Long sluices are seldom used in Alaska on account of lack of
grade. Except where special hydraulic mining methods are em
ployed, sluices more than 200 feet long are used only to aid in dis
posal of tailing. The longer the sluice the more thoroughly can
the material be disintegrated. Narrow sluices and a deep flow of
material through them generally cause gold losses, especially if the
gold is fine. The flow through the sluices should be deep enough
to cover the largest bowlders but under average conditions should
not be over 6 or 8 inches. The tendency for the rimes to pack in
creases with the depth of the flow.

In hydraulic mining, where the material is quite thoroughly dis
integrated before it reaches the sluices, short lengths of sluices may
prove satisfactory, although if conditions permitted longer sluices
and undercurrents would be better practice. In hydraulic mining
of creek placers grades of 4 to 6 inches to the 12-foot box are the
rule, although higher grades are often created by using special
methods of setting the sluice boxes. A grade of 6 inches in 12 feet
is generally considered the practicable minimum under average water
supply, and higher grades are preferred when available. The sluices
should have enough grade to prevent blocking without excessive use
of \vater. At a number of the hydraulic mines a large quantity of
ground-sluice water is used because of the low grade available, so
the sluices run almost full; yet the gold loss is very slight, for the
gold is coarse and heavy, the material is well washed, and the sluices
are long.

Fine gold, whether bright or coated, requires special attention.
The sluices should be wide, so that the flow may be shallow, and set
on steeper grades to keep riffles from packing. The saving of fine
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gold is best a~(,olllplit;hed by separating the heavier material and
pat;sing the undersize over gold tables ~)l' lIIHlercurrents. vVhen the
gold is bright, the use of quicksilver is advit;able.

In general, 80 to DO per cent of the ayerage gold recovered is
retained either in the dump box, if one is used, or in the first three
or four t;llliee boxet;. The lower end of the sluice usually contains
only a very t;lllall percentage of the total gold recovered.

ElLUICE DROPS

",Vhere practicable, vertical drops in the sluice help in disintegrat
ing the material. Although a fall of a few inches will help, the
most efficient drop is 1 to 5 or more feet high and is placed where

PIon

FIGURE 6D.--Dump or mud box

the material is first passed over a grizzly 01' inclined grating. The
fine material and water fall into the sluice below, and the washed
oversize is dumped outside of the sluice.

MUD OR DUMP BOXES

The use of mud or dump boxes in sluicing is characteristic of drift
mining and mechanical mining in Alaska when the material con
tains clay or mud and is difficult to wash or is delivered intermit
tently in relati yely large loads. Small mwl boxes are also llsed at
some placers mined by "shoveling in."

Figure G9 is a sketch of a dump box. The lath~r is merely a wide
sluice box, tapering at the lower end to the width of the regular
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sluice box and set on a grade of 7 to 14 inches on 12 feet. The
box may be paved with pole riffles (usually set lengthwise), with
block riffles, or sometimes with steel rails. vVhere a dump box is
used, an extra helper or two may be required to puddle the clayey
material, fork out the large rocks, and see that the sluices do not
clog. The dump boxes at some mines worked by mechanical meth
ods are 100 feet or more long. Unless the box is of ample size to
hold the load properly, it may become clogged and the material on
being released booms through the box and sluices, carrying unwashed.
material to the dump.

RIFFLES

The principal requirements of riffles for Alaska practice are that
they be efficient gold saYers, cheap but durable, and not too heavy
and bulky. Howeyer, riffles which are efficient under one set of
conditions may not proye suitable under others. The Hungarian
or transverse riffle is commonly considered the best, although it re
tards the flow more than the longitudinal. It is generally good
practice to use both, placing the transverse riffles in the upper boxes
with the longitudinal below, or alternating with short sets of the
transverse. The rolling action of transverse riffles tends to disin
tegrate the material more readily than the sliding action charac
teristic of longitudinal ones. The spacing between riffles is regu
lated by conditions and by the results obtained. At Alaska placers it
generally ranges from llA~ to 3 inches; the longitudinal riffles are
sometimes given wider spacing.

rOLE AXD WOODE~-BWCK RI.I"FLES

Spruce poles are more generally used in Alaska for making riffles
than any other material, especially for the smaller sluices. Pole
riffles are cheap and easy to handle but should only be used where
the gold is coarse. They are placed longitudinally in the sluices in
sets of three to five small green spruce poles 3 to 8 feet long, peeled
and held together by nailing them to crosspieces at each end; they
are often shod with strips of iron or steel.

"'.,..ooden-block riffles are used more at the hydraulic and lnechanical
operations and are generally made in sets. A number of blocks are
set on end with spaces between them and held so by a strip of
wood nailed on one or opposite sides. The sets are placed cross
wise in the sluice, so that the longitudinal spaces between the blocks
are offset or staggered (see fig. 24). The strips should extend be
yond the end blocks to allow the liners on the sides of the box to
fit over them and hold the riffles in place. Some operators merely
" toenail" the blocks to the boxes, but sets properly made are more
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easily handled and held in placc. Spruce and cottonwood blocks
are used, but cottonwood makes a poor block.

At one mine the three upper boxes were pa ved with wooden blocks,
with longitudinal rail riffles below. On cleaning up, very little gold
was found in the upper boxes, but most of it was found in the rail
riffles. The block riffles had been closely spaced and had" broomed ,~

over.
STEEL-RAIL, ANGLE-IRON, AND CAST-IRON RIFFLES

Steel-rail riffles are rapidly replacing wooden blocks, especially
where oil rails are obtainable from railroads and other sources at com
paratively low cost, but the expense of haulage prevents their use
in the more remote localities. Rail riffles answer all requirements
for efficient gold savers. The steel rails used weigh 12 to 40 pounds
per yard and are placed transversely or longitudinally, usually with
the ball side up. 1Vhen used with the bottom side up, the rails are
commonly spaced 1 to 2 inches between edges. It is said that riflleb
placed bottom side up do not pack, as they cause the proper " boil,~'

and that the gold readily lodges beneath and is protected by the
broad flanges. The wide surface of steel exposed when placed
longitudinally with the bottom side up lessens the frictional resis
tance to the flow, whieh is of advantage where the grade is low.
There are numerous kinds of spacers, flanges, and methods of fasten
ing the rails together in sets and for holJing them in place in the
sluices. Bouery 47 made an extensive study of riffies at the La
Grange hydraulic mine in California.

Angle-iron riffles are used mainly on dredges, in some hydraulic
elevator sluices, and at a few small open-cut mines. Under favorable
conditions they are good savers of fine gold. They should not be
used where coarse material is sluiced. The angle irons are set trans
versely, with the point of the angle usually facing the flow. At sev
eral properties in the interior the use of angle irons set at a small
inelination improved the "boil" and proved successful. At other
mines where angle irons were tried they packed hard and failed,
possibly because they were spaced too closely or not set on proper
grade.

Cast-iron or manganese grate riffles, some of which are patented,
are generally constructed so they can be set either transversely or
longitudinally. They are easily handled, are excellent gold saver~,

and are long-lived, but are too expensive for the average operation.
Boiler tubes and old plates from dredge screens are used for riffles
at several mines.

47 Bouery, 1'., "A study of rillles fo!' hyllraulieking": Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. gri, May
24, 191:~, PP. 101"i5-1060.
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STEEL l'L.\TES

ROCK OR COBBLE RIFFLES

Rock or cobble riffles are
rarely used. They require
steeper grades and, being diffi
cult to lay and take up, are
more adapted for tail sluices
or others which are cleaned 11p
only a£tel' long periods of 11se.

A

a---------]-t-- -- - - ------
3104 in.

Plates of high-caruoll steel arc sOllldimcs employed. They are
elevated abon~ the bottom of the sluil'c aml a tnlllS\'eI'Se space is left
between plates, forming a pOl'ket 'where golll is recovered. This tYPt
of riffle is llsetl mainly to save grade and is generally followed by
other kinds set at higher grades. The bottoms of the smaller sluices
are often lined with boards, so that a space is left between the ends
and the sides of the boards where gold can lodge. These are known
as '" false bottoms," anll as they reduce fridional resistance can be

set on lower grades, in the
same manner as sheet iron or
steel is used to line the bottom
of unrifHecl sluices or tail
sluices.

GOLDUNDERCURRENTS AND
TABLES

FF;nm 70.-Sluicc-lJox undercurrent. A. Cross
scction: u, lA,-inch steeI plate, :)(.,-inch boles.
R, Longitndinal s('ction showing riffle and
nlate: a. Perforatcd plate; b, expanded metal
screen or wooden cleats over matting, burlap,
etc.

Un<.lercurrents and golLl
tables are lIsed for saving fine
or coated gold. At many
mines their use has been dis
counted, often for the reason
that the small amount of
gold recovered by them did
not justify the additional
attpntion.

The material should be disintegrated as thoroughly as practicable
before it reaches the grizzly 01' screen. r nclel'currents are there
fore placed near or at the end of the sluice, and all of the water
and undersize should pass through the grizzly to the undercurrent,
only the clean oversize being retained and dumped to waste.

A sluice-box undercurrent (fig. 70) is used to good advantage at
many smaller operationsininterioI' Alaska. An ordinary sluice box
is used, but the last box OJ' two is equippc(l as shown antI lIsually set
at a slightly higher grade than the others. 'I'll<' ()\'t'l'size from the
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grizzly or plate goes to thc dump and thc lmdcrsi/';e passes over
gol(l-saving blankets of burlap, matting, 01' othcr matcrial. The
material and arrangement of the blankets depend on the eharacter
of the fine gold to be saveel. Snch undercurrents require cleaning
every day or two, as the blankets become slimy with mud. They are
removed, washed in a tub, and returned. These undercurrents have
been credited with 5 to 20 per cent of the total gold recovered; they
save much fine rusty gold. Even better results should be obtainable
if conditions would permit these undercurrents to be made wider
than the regular sluice and placed on higher grades.

On the Upgrade Association property in the Iditarod district the
gold is both coarse and fine, sharp and bright, and some of it is at
tached to quartz. Plenty of grade is available, as the mines are on
the side of a mountain. There are no difficulties with clay. The
deposit is hydraulicked, usually with a small intermittent water sup
ply. From 8 to 12 boxes 24 inches wide are set on a 17-inch grade
and paved with longitudinal riffles made of 2 by 6 inch timbers shod
with pieces of manganese steel f'l'8 inch thick and 11-h inches wide.
These riffles are spaced 1V2 inches apart and held together by a
crosspiece similarly shod in sets 6 feet long. One or two boxes may
be paved with manganese-steel grids set transversely.

At the end of these boxes is a griz/';ly of manganese-steel bars set
transversely with %-inch spacing, the undersize going through a chute
to an undercurrent 4 feet wide and 12 feet long, set on a 34-inch
grade. The surface of this undercurrent is covered with cocoa mat
ting, in turn covered with wire screen of 1,4-inch mesh. Strips of
wood 1 inch thick and 11j2 inches wide are fastened transversely to
this at 30-inch centers. No mercury is used. The material which
continues over the grizzly goes to one box equipped with a sluice-box
undercurrent similar to the kind described. The undercurrents at
this property have recovered from 5 to 20 per cent of the total
clean-up.

GOLD SAVING IN DREDGING

The loss of gold in dredge tailing is usually small if the material
is thoroughly washed and disintegrated before it flows over the
tables or sluices. The same principles for gold saving hold on
dredges as for other methods of placer mining but can, in general,
be better applied on a dredge. Although numerous factors enter
into the saving of gold, much also depends upon the winch man.
Bedrock may not be dug clean or the sluices may be overloaded.
Unless the gold is coarse or heavy and the gravel is free of sticky
clay there may be a large loss of gold on flume dredges. According
to the operator, one flume dredge working a deposit containing
much sticky clay was losing about 40 per cent of the gold. Another
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feature adverse to efficient gold saving on flume dredges is the exces
sive amount of water generally required to carry heavy material
through the flume. The resulting high velocity or deep flow of mate
rial does not permit the lighter gold to sink and be caught in the
rimes.

RIFFLES

The flumes of these dredges are paved with rail riffles, usually set
lengthwise. It would be better practice if some of the rails could be
set transversely, particularly in the upper part of the flume, espe
cially if clay is present or the gravel is flat. l\fat~rial will roll over
transverse riffles and be better disintegrated than when it passes
over longitudinal riffles, where it tends to slide more than roll. On
screen-flume dredges this practice is generally followed, and man
ganese or cast-iron grate riffles may be used alone or with rails. On
the table-stacker dredges standard steel-shod ·wooden riffles and angle
iron riffles are mostly nsed. The grades of the main tables average
1 to 11h inches to the foot.

UNDERCURRENTS

Some flume dredges are provided with undercurrents, and a closely
spaced bar or plate grizzly with small openings is installed in the
bottom of the flume near its lower end. The material passing
through this grizzly is conducted over short tables or sluices paved
with screen, expanded metal, or punched plate laid over cocoa mat
ting or burlap; small special -transverse riffles and sometimes an
amalgamation plate may be used in conjunction. The practical use
of these undercurrents is governed by their construction and opera
tion, the character of the deposit, and the character and size of the
gold.

One flume dredge, formerly operated in the Council district,
reported that 20 per cent of the gold was recovered by the under
current. The saving is usually less, and in some dredges the under
currents have been discarded because of the low recovery. On the
Northern Light flume dredge a test made during one clean-up
showed that 82.54 per cent of the gold recovered was saved in the
upper 25 feet of the flume, 10.93 per ~nt in the next 30 feet, 3.73
per cent by the undercurrent, and 2.8 per cent in the tail sluice
beyond the undercurrent grizzly. This tail slui~ was paved with
punched screen, o/s-inch holes, laid over burlap.

SCREENS

Dredges provided with screens not only have the advantage of
better washing and disintegration of the material, but by shutting
out the heavier stones improve eonditions for saving gold. Stiff,
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sticky clay is always a bugbear to efficient gold saving because of
Its difficult disintegration and its sluice-robbing propensities. The
best means of treating such material is to retain it in the revolving
screen until thoroughly disintegrated. The material is rolled over
and retarded by bars and rings fitted to the screen and is further
retarded and broken up by high-pressure jets from nozzles set at the
lower end. of the screen. Additional jets may play downward on
the material from nozzles projecting from a pipe extending length
",vise through the screen. The action is somewhat similar to that of
wet grinding in a ball mill, as the clay is worked over by the gravel
until it will pass through the perforations.

If nugget gold. is present. the holes in the lower part of the screen
are enlarged, and the material passing through them goes to a sep
arate sluice. The nugget sluice on some dredges yields 5 to 25
pCI' cent of the total gold recovered.

SAVE-ALLS AND OTHER APPLIANCES

Save-aIls have in virtually every instance more than repaid lor
their installation and care. All dredges spill more or less material
from the buckets, and the gold therein is lost unless a save-all is pro
videcL :Many dredges report a saving of $2,500 to $5,000 by the
save-all during a working season.

A number of the table-stacker dredges were originally equipped
with jigs or other special appliances for recovering fine gold and
concentrate, particularly where such gold was coated with iron
oxide or other compounds and could not be amalgamated. All of
these, except the undercurrents mentioned, have been discarded.

MERCURY

:Mercury is not required for saving coarse gold, and rusty or coated
gold will not amalgamate. vVhere fine clean gold is present, the use
of mercury in the riffles and undercurrent is essential. It has a
strong affinity for clean gold, and the amalgam formed is more
readily retained by the rimes and is easier to handle in cleaning up
the sluices. Virtually all of the dredges (except small flume dredges
where gold is coarse) and many of the larger properties mined by
other methods practice amalgamation. There are many other mines~

particularly in the interior, where it should be used, as there is gen
erally some fine clean gold present that could be saved by mercury.
:Many miners, however, ",vant their gold in dust, or wish to avoid the
small add.itional trouble of retorting the amalgam and handling
the product.

After a sluice has been used long enough to stop leaks and fill
depressions with material the flow is shut off. Then the upper boxes
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antl the nndercurrent are charged with mercury, or if much coarse
gold is present the mercury may be placed farther down the sluice.
~fore mercury is adcled from time to time as needed to keep the
amalgam dissolved. Some mercury, especially if charged too heav
ily, will work down from the upper boxes. Proper charging can
only be learned by experience. The mercury must be clean and in
charging should not be broken in fine globules, which cause heavy
loss. Carelessness in the use of mercury may result in increasing the
loss of fine gold, but 'vhen mercury is properly handled and the
sluices are tight and long the loss is negligible. One or two flasks
(76.5 pounds per flask) of mercury are generally ample for the needs
of the average mine, although much more may be required on a
dredge or at a large hydraulic mine.

Amalgamated copper plates are sometimes used in undercurrents
or other small sluices, where only sands with fine gold are passed
over them. These scour very easily.

CLEAN-UP

SLUICE :BOXES

The clean-up of the sluice boxes comprises removing the rimes
and collecting the gold dust or amalgam and the heavy concentrates.
The interval between clean-ups is generally made as long as prac
ticable to reduce the delay, and depends mainly on the richness of
the gravel, the method of mining, condition of the riffles, and finan
cial reasons. Dangers from theft or floods also influence the time
of clean-ups. 1Vith the richer gravels the dump box, or the first
few boxes, may be cleaned every few days, or the head box may be
cleaned after each shift, the lower boxes generally being left until
the final clean-up. 'Vith the leaner gravels cleaning up may be
done once a week, once a month, at the end of the mining season, or
when the pit is completed.

The flow of water in the sluice is cut down to the proper volume,
and the clean-up crew, usually two to four men, including the oper
ator, removes the larger pebbles with forks or other implements.
Beginning at the head box, the riffles are lifted and thoroughly
cleaned before being removed from the boxes. Two to eight boxes
are generally cleaned at a time, some riffles or a stop being left to
prevent loss of gold. The material is worked along by stirring with
shovels, rakes, or scoops as the flowing water concentrates it. Most
of the gold or amalgam lags behind the heavy sand (or concentrates)
and is scooped into pans or buckets. The concentrates are worked
over and are then shoveled into separate receptacles. The process is
repeated until the next lower section is cleaned. All nail holes and
crevices are picked clean and the bottom of the boxes swept. Worn-
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out wooden rifiles, lining board~, sluice boxes~ and other wooden
,equipment are burned and the ashes are panned.

The time required for a clean-up generally ranges from a few hours
to a shift or two. Special methods are used at some of the mines,
and where the sluices are long the clean-up may require a week or so.

DREDGES

J\:fost of the gold recovered by Alaska dredges is recovered in the
upper 2[) feet of flume, or directly under the screens, or before it
reaches the lower half of the tables.

The time of clean-up on dredges varies with the condition of the
riffles. Some dredges clean up once a week and others once a month,
when usually only the upper half of thefiume or the main parts of
the tables are cleaned up. The lower sluices are seldom cleaned
up until the end of the season. ~Iany dredge operators state that
only a few dollars' worth of gold are recovered from the last 5
feet of flume or riffled sluice and feel satisfied that very little gold
is being lost. No figures as to the amount of gold lost in tailing
are available, but numerous colors of fine gold can often be panned
from the washed tailing and both coarse and fine gold from the
unwashed clayey material. The regular clean-up takes from a few
hours to a shift; advantage is taken of the shutdown to adjust the
engines and make minor repairs. One dredge is so arranged that
all of the feed can be diverted to one set of tables while the opposite
set is being cleaned. However, the possibility of overloading the
tables and the difficulty of attending to repairs might outweigh the
saving in time.

RECOVERY OF GOLD AND PREPARATION FOR MARKET

CLEANING GOLD DUST OR AMALGAM

The gold dust or amalgam is mixell \vith more or less sand, scrap
iron~ and other materials. The larger pieces of foreign material
can be picked ont by hand and the particles of iron and magnetic
sand removed with a magnet. 'Vhere mercury is not used, the gold
dust is panned and dried, then screened through a nest of screens of
different mesh, and fore,ign particles picked out. The finer dust is
cleaned by tossing it into the air with a pan or scoop and blowing
off the sand.

Amalgam is softened with an excess of mercury and stirred in
buckets or ground in a mortar to bring the base material to the top
for removal. The excess mercury is removed -from the cleaned
amalgam by squeezing through chamo,is skin, or drill, or other
strong cotton cloth.
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CLEANING HEAVY SANDS

The heavy material from the sluices and from cleaning the gold
dust and the amalgam may contain other metals or minerals besides
gold and amalgam, including native copper, silver, platinum, iridos
mine, monazite, pyrite, marcasite, hematite, chromite, galena, cinna
bar, cassiterite, wolframite, scheelite, barite, and stibnite. In addi
tion, magnetite, ilmenite, rutile, garnet, zircon, tourmaline, and other
rock-forming minerals may be present. The specific gravity of some
of these minerals is almost as high as that of gold, so that separation
by water with ordinary methods ,is difficult. vVhere any valuable
mineral is present in commercial quantities, the larger bits are
usually picked out by hand or roughly concentrated by water.
Some of these minerals have been a valuable by-product of gold
placer mining; cassiterite has been the main product of several
dredges.

Platinum will not amalgamate and when present will be closely
mixed with the gold. Although it is as heavy as gold, t.hin flakes
float easily on running water and may not settle with the gold. The
black sands from the sluices and from the cleaning of the amalgam.
should, therefore, be carefully panned. Any platinum spilling over
settles t.o the bottom of the tub and can be panned out later. The
gold and the platinum particles are dried; then the platinum can be
separated by the blowing process.

At some California gold dredges the platinum is recovered from the
tables with the amalgam and the black sands. When the amalgam
is cleaned, the platinum separates and sinks to the bottom of the soft
amalgam, ,vhich is then cleaned by careful panning or blowing,
and the sands are passed repeatedly over special pocket or auger
hole riffles and carpet or cocoa matting surfaces.

At some Alaska mines all the heavy sands are panned, rocked,
or put over special small sluices. Some fine r'usty or coated gold or
amalgam ordinarily remains in the sands. It is customary to stir
the sands in a tub or vat with cyanide or to put them in a clean-up
barrel, add cyanide, lye, or wood ashes, rotate the barrel to brighten
the gold, and amalgamate the gold in the barrel. This treatment
takes 20 minutes to several hours, after which the sands are panned
or passed over special riffles or amalgamated plates. Even then the
sands may still contain gold.

All placer concentrates should be analyzed and assayed, for they
very often contain large quantities of gold or other valuable min
erals or metals that can not be recovered by ordinary methods but
may justify their shipment to a smelter.
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USE OF CYANIDE

Cyanide is often very carelessly used and when used in solutions
of certain strengths will dissolve much gold.

:Maclaurin 48 states that "the solubility of gold in potassium cya
nide is maximum at 0.25 per cent strength, is very slight in solu
tions containing less than 0.005 per cent, and at 0.01 per cent is 10
times as great as in the 0.005 per cent solution and about one-half
as great as in the 0.25 per cent solution. A safe means of using it
is to make up a stock solution of 1 ounce of 98 per cent potassium
cyanide to lJ2 gallon of water and then use 4 ounces or about one
half teacup of this solution to 10 gallons of water.

One operator in the interior puts his sands, which are mainly
garnet and magnetite, into a tub or box, adds cyanide and mercury,
and stirs the mixture for one hour. Then about 80 per cent of the
gold is recovered on amalgamation plates; next the sands are heated,
dilute sulphuric acid (about 10 per cent strength) is added, and the
sands are further heated. They are then treated as before, and
virtually all the gold is recovered.

RETORTING AMALGAM

The cleaned amalgam is broken and packed loosely into a pot
retort coated inside with clay, ehalk, or paper. The retort should
not be more than three-quarters full. The cover is provided with an
asbestos gasket or luted with clay to assure a tight fit and keyed
down. The retort is then placed on its stand and heated by wood,
coal, or gasoline. The heat should be raised very gradually, as
volatilization of the mercury should not start for about one hour.
The mercury fumes are condensed in an iron pipe leading from the
top of the retort and fitted with a condenser through which water
runs continuously. The mercury is recovered in a vessel containing
water. If no condenser is provided, the pipe should be covered with
gunny sacking kept thoroughly wet. The retort should be kept at
dark-red heat until nearly the end, when the he~t is raised to cherry
red. This heat is maintained· for 15 minutes or so after the last of
the mercury has been driven off. The pipe is usually tapped with a
hamluer to determine ,,,,hether volatilization is complete.

PRECAUTIONS

Th~ retort is allovvTed to cool gradually and should not be opened
until cold. Care must be taken to do all retorting in a well-ventilated
place, with the outlet of the retort kept outdoors, for mercury fumes

48 Maclaurin, J., "The dis-solution of gold in a solution of potassium cyanide": Jour.
Chern. Soc. (London), vol. 63, 1893, pp. 724-738; vol. 67, 1895, p. 199.
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are very poisonous. The lower end of the retort pipe should not be
under water, for a fall in the temperature might create a vacuum,
thus drawing water into the retort and causing an explosion. It is
safer to hang a piece of sacking over the end and keep it soaking wet.

The small balls of amalgam obtained by the lone miner are often
placed on a shovel and held over a fire to drive off the mercury.
This should only be done outdoors, and the miner should keep from
the fumes.

MELTING RETORT SPONGE INTO BULLION

The retort gol(l from clean amalgam shoul(I be spongy, readily
broken up, and a clean gol(Ien color. Incompletely retorted amalgam
will be light to dark gray, due to the mercury still present. Too
high a heat will cause formation of a tough dense mass. Sulphur,
arsenic, amI other compounds 'will blacken or otherwise discolor the
sponge.

Retort sponge is often shipped to the banks for melting. The
larger producers, particularly those in isolated districts, melt it into
bullion for safe and easy shipment. A gasoline bullion-furnace is
usually used for melting the gold. A graphite crucible is gradually
heated and tested, and borax glass is added for flux and melted
down. The gold is then added, and as it melts more may be added; the
crucible should, however, not be too heavily loaded. The borax glass
unites with any iron present and goes into the slag. If much iron
pyrite is present, some metallic iron may be added to unite with
the sulphur, forming iron sulphide, which comes off with the slag.
If much silica is present, soda is added, usually in the proportion of
one part of soda to two parts of borax glass. Toward the end of the
melt the slag is skimmed off' with an iron rod and more borax
glass may be ad<.led.

",Vhen the melt is completed, the crucible is lifted from the furnace
and the gold is stirred with a graphite rod and poured into heated
bullion molds which have been previously coated by holding them
over oil smoke or rubbing with lard oil. The molds should not. be
too hot but should be hot enough to ignite oil when it is applied to
them. The bullion bricks are then plunged into cold water to
loosen the slag, or into a pickling bath of one part of nitric acid to
three parts of water, which will remove any stain. The bricks are
then cleaned with a hammer and a steel slag brush, stamped, weighed,
and made ready for shipment.

ASSAYING AND SHIPMENT OF PLACER GOLD

The fineness of Alaska placer gold normally ranges from about $14
to $19 per ounce. 'Yhile several "runs" of gold on the same creek
may differ in fineness and other characteristics, the gold from any
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particular creek or deposit can usually be easily identified by an
expert. The difference in fineness is due mainly to sil vel' alloyed with
the gold. Some copper, lead, or other metals may be present. The
copper and silver content may be further increased where native
copper and silver are present and are not removed in cleaning the
dust, as both will amalgamatc. vVhere base material is present, closer
assay checks and better settlements will be obtained if the product is
divided into clean ~old and base bullion.

Some of the highest-grade placer gold has come from the Koyukuk
district (fig. 1,13 and 14), where gold of 978.5 fineness, or $20.23 per
ounce, was found on Fay Creek, and gold of 973.4 fineness, or $20.12
per ounce, on Swift Creek. Some nuggets found on Little Minook
Creek in the Rampart district (fig. 1, 31) were said to assay $20.42
per ounce. Gold dust from Little l\100se Creek in the Kantishna dis
trict (fig. 1,27) assayed only 5;30 fineness, or $11.37 per ounce, on ac
count of native silver present. On Tenderfoot Creek in the Richard
son district (fig. 1, Sa) the gold has a fineness of 640 at the upper end,
while at the lower end the fineness is 720. This wide difference may
be due to the gold coming from diffel'ent sources. Fine gold that has
been transported relatively long distances from its source is usually
purer than coarser gold mined nearer the same source.

The custom of using gold dust in place of money has now passed,
except among some of the prospectors, mostly in the Fortymile (fig.
1, 41) and Koyukuk districts. Gold dust is however purchased by
all merchants ncar the mining camps at a reduction of $1 to $1.50
from its actual value per ounce. Most of the gold dust, retort sponge,
and bullion is sent direct to the banks at Nome, Iditarod, Fairbanks,
or Anchorage.

The banks conduct their own assay offices, melting all gold re
ceived, and settle on the basis of the assay minus a certain deduction
for melting, assaying, insurance, express, refining, and marketing.
This charge is 2.5 per cent of the gross on amounts under $25,000
and 2 per cent if the amount is $25,000 or more. One bank in an
isolated district charges a per cent.

The banks ship by express to their representatives in the llnited
States, and the operators not dealing with the local banks ship direct
by express or mail. Virtually all of the gold eventually reaches
the United States Assay Office at Seattle or the United States lVlint
at San Francisco. A little goes to the smelters, as does the base bul
lion. Express rates from virtually any of the camps to Seattle,
San Francisco,and other Pacific coast cities normally range from
$3.75 to $5 per $1,000 in amounts of $25,000 or more, $4.50 to $5 in
amounts less than $25,000, including marine insurancc, and in
amounts of $1,000 or less are slightly higher. 'Vinter express ship-
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ments requiring dog or horse team transportation are practically
double the summer rates. Shipments sent by registered first or
fourth class mail are limited in weight to 11 pounds. First-class
registered mail costs 2 cents per ounce or fraction thereof, in addi
tion to the 10 cents per package for registration fee, with indemnity
for loss up to $50. The packages can contain only 3 ounces of gold
to be fully covered. Fourth-class mail can be insured up to $100
upon payment of 2;) cents in addition to the regular postage.

To allow shipments by registered mail in packages up to 11
pounds in weight, the operator carries a special open insurance
policy, which he fills in to cover the shipment, and notifies the in
surance company of the details.

ALASKA PLACER-MINING LAW AND TAXATION

An act to supplement the minin~ laws of the United States in
the Territory of Alaska and to repeal an act entitled, "An Act
to supplement the mining laws of the United States in their appli
cation to the Territory of Alaska; providing for the location and
possession of mining claims in Alaska and repealing all acts and
parts of acts in conflict herewith to the extent of such conflicts,"
approved April 30, 1913, was enacted by the AI~ska Legislature
and approved on April 20, 1915. House Bill No. 48, in chapter 10
of the Session Laws of 'Alaska, 1915, deals with placer mining, as
follows:

PLACER-MINING LAW

SECTION 1. Any person qualifi('d under the laws of the United States 'Who
discovers upon the public domain within the Territory of Alaska a placer
deposit of gold or other mineral which is subject to entry and patent under
the mining- laws of the United States may locate a mining claim thereon in
the following manner, to wit:

1. He shall post, or write upon the initial post, stake, or monument on the
cl.aim, a notice of location containing: (a) The name or number of the claim;
(b) the name of the locator or locators; (c) the date of dh;covery and of
posting notice on the claim; and (d) the number of feet in length and width
of the claim. This notice shall be known as the location notice.

2. He shall distinctly mark the location on the ground so that its boundaries
can he readily traced, by placing at each corner or angle thereof substantial
stakes, or posts, not less than 3 feet high above the ground and 3 inches in
diameter, hewed on 4 sides; or by placing at each corner or angle thereof
mounds of earth or rock not less than 3 feet high and 3 feet in diameter and
the stakes, posts, or monuments so used must be marked with the name or
number of the claim and the designation, by number, of the corner or angle.
The initial stake or monument shall be one of the corner stakes, posts, or
monuments of the claim located.

If the claim is located on ground that is covered wholly or in part with
brush or trees, such brush or trees shall be cut or blazed along the lines of
such claim, as to be readily traced.
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If located in an open country, the boundary lines shall be located by plac
ing line stakes or line monuments so as to be readily traced from corner to
corner of said claim.

SEC. 2. Within 90 days after the discovery and posting of the notice afore
said, the locator shall record with the recorder of the district wherein such
claim is situated, a certificate of location. Such certificate shall contain: (a)

The name or number of the claim; (b) the name of the locator or locators;
( c) the date of discovery and of posting of the location notice; (d) the num
ber of feet in length and. width of claim; and (e) it shall set forth the description
with reference to some natural object, permanent monument, or well-known
mining claim, together with a deRcription of the boundaries thereof so far
as applied to the numbering of stakes or monuments.

A failure to record a certificate of location of claim as herein provided
shall operate as and be deemed abandonment thereof, and the ground so lo
cated shall be open to relocation: Provided, That if a full compliance with
the preceding provisions of this act shall have been made before any location
by another, such compliance shall operate to prevent the abandonment or
forfeiture of such claim and save the rights of the original locator.

SEC. 3. No association placer-mining claim shall hereafter be located in
Alaska in excess of 40 acres, and on every individual or association placer
mining claim located in Alaska after August 1, 1912, and until patent has been
issued therefor, not less than $100 worth of labor shall be performed or
improvements made during each calendar year, inclUding the year of loca
tion for each and every 20 acres or fraction thereof, and where the title of
two or more contiguous placer claims has become vested in the same person
or persons, or corporation, the said annual assessment work or improve
ments may be done or made at any place or places on said contiguous placer
claims, provided that such work or improvement inures to, and is for the
benefit of, the entire area of such placer claims. In computing the value of
assessment work or improvements the rate of wages paid in the vicinity for
similar work shall be allowed.

SEC. 4. And it is further provided that a survey of the claIm or claims by
a United States mineral surveyor may be credited to annual assessment
work, but in no case shall the credit for such survey and its attendant expense
exceed the required assessment for one year on the claim or claims surveyed.
When credit is sought for such work or improvement, the claimant must file
in the recorder's office in the district in which the claim is situated the field
notes of the survey, together with a voucher showing the cost of such survey,
properly attested by the surveyor, incorporated into the proof of annual labor
as in case of other class of labor or improvements, as provided for in section
7 of this act.

SEC. 5. That no individual placer-mining location hereafter made shall be
more than 1,320 feet in its greatest length; and no association placer-mining
daim hereafter located shall be more than 2,640 feet in its greatest length.

Any location made containing an excess of ground beyond the limits pre
scrilJed in this act, either in area or length, may be relocated as to such excess,
but such relocation shall be upon that end of the claim farthest from the
initial stake, post, or monument.

SEC. 6. That no power of attorney for the location of placer-mining claims
in Alaska shall be valid or have any force or effect whatsoever, nor shall any
locations made thereunder be valid or have any force or effect unless such
power of attorney be duly executed and acknowledged before an officer author
ized to administer oaths and recorded in the office of the recorder for the
district in which such claim is located prior to the date of the filing for record
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of any location thereunder. And no perRon shall be authorized to act as
agent or attorney for the location of placer-mining claims except under writ
ten power of attorney duly executed and acknowledged, and no person shall
be competent to act as agent or attorney in fact for the location of placer
mining claims for more than one individual in anyone recording district
during the same calendar month. That no person shall hereafter locate, or
caURe to be located for himself, more than two placer-mining claims in any
one calendar month, in anyone recording district, one or both of which loca
tions may be included in association claims.

SEC. 7. In order to hold a claim or claims after the annual aRsessment work
has been done thereon, the owner of such claim or claims, or some other per
:-;on having knowledge of the factR, shall make and file an affidavit (Jf the
performance of such assessment work with the recorder of the district in which
:mch claim or claims is or are located, not later than 90 days after the close
of the calendar year in which such work was done, or the improvements made,
which affidavit shall set forth the following: (a) The name and number of
the daim and where situated; (b) the number of the days worked and the
character and value of the improvements made thereon; (0) the date of the
performance of such labor and the making of such improvements; (d) the
place where such work was done and improvements made with reference to
the boundaries of such claim; (e) at whose instance the work was done and
improvements made; (t) the actual amount paid for such work awl improve
ments and by whom paid, when such work was not done or improvements .made
by the OWlwr.

'l'he failure to file for record the proof of assessment work as herein pro
vided shall be deemed an abandonment of the location and the claim shall
be subject to relocation by any other person, provided, however, that a com
pliance with the provisions of this section before any relocation shall operate
to save the rights of the original locator, and further provided that if said
placer claim or claims have not been relocateu by any other person or persons
within one year after such forfeiture, the last locator, claimant, or owner
of such forfeited claim may return to said forfeited claim or claims and
relocate the same as though the same had never been located.

SEC. 8. Any person who shall make or subscribe any affidavit required to
be maue under the provisions of tlIis act, knowing the statements therein con
tained, or any of them, to be false, in whole or in part, or without knowing
the statements therein contained to be true, shall be deemed guilty of perjury,
and upon conviction thereof shall be punished by imprisonment in the peni
tentiary not less than one year nor more than five years. Any person who
shall induce or procure, or shall aid in inducing or procuring another to com
mit perjury as herein defined, shall be guilty of subornation of perjury and
upon conviction thereof shall he punished us herein provided for perjury.

SEC. fl. That any placer-mining claim located or attempted to be located in
violation of any of the provisions of this act shall be null and void and revert
to tlIe public uomain aIH} may be located by lllly qualified locator as if no
such prior attempt had been mude.

DUTIES OF MINE INSPECTORS

The Federal and Territorial mine inspectors are empowered by
law to have access at all times to any mine and all parts thereof
for the purpose of inspecting the workings, timbering, ventilation,
means of ingress and egress, and the means adopted and in use for
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the preservation of the lives and safety of the men employed under
ground or on the surface, etc. All mine owners, lessees, agents,
operators, managers, or superintendents must render such assistance
as may be necessary to enable the inspector to make the examination.
Should any mine or part thereof be found to be in an unsafe or in
secure condition, or if proper first-aid measures have not been
adopted, the inspector shall serve notice in writing, setting forth the
nature and place of these defects and requiring them to be remedied
within a specified time. The person in charge must immediately
noti fy the mine inspector in the quickest manner possible of any
serious or fatal accident. If the inspector can not immediately
proceed to the mine, written statements concerning the accident,
made and sworn to by those witnessing it, must be procured and
must be forwarded to the inspector with a written report. A writ
ten report of each minor accident shall be made promptly to the
inspector, which shall briefly describe the occurrence and state the
number of days the injured person was incapacitated from perform
ing his regular duties.

The Territorial mine inspector shall distribute blank forms re
quiring statistics of accidents, labor, production, or such other in
formation as the governor may require, which shall be filled in and
returned to the mine inspector's office by the person in charge of the
mine on or before the 31st day of December each year. The duties
and powers of the Territorial mine inspector, the provisions of the
acts, etc., are stated in chapter 51, Session Laws of Alaska, 1917;
chapter 59, Session Laws of 1919; and chapters 82 and 96, Session
Laws of 1923.

TAXATION

A compilation of chapter 31, Session Laws of Alaska, 1921, entitled
" An act to establish a system of license taxation, to provide for the
collection thereof, and to provide punishment for doing business
without a license, and declaring an emergency, as amended by act of
:May 5, 1928 (eh. 101, Session Laws of 1928)" enacted by the
Alaska Legislature, includes, in part, the following as pertaining to
mlllmg:

SECTION 1. Any person, firm, or corporation prosecuting, or attempting to
prosecute, any of the following lines of business, or who shall employ any of
the following appliances, in the Territory of Alaska, shall apply for and obtain
a license and pay for said license, for the respective lines of business and
appliances, as follows:

* * * * * * *
15. Mininrl.-One per cent of the nd income in excess of $10,000 and not in

excess of $fiOO.OOO, and on all net ineome in excess of $!)()O,OOO and not in ex
tess of $1.000,000, 1% per cent; and on all net iucome in exce~s of $1,000,000.
1% per cent.
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By "net income" is meant the cash value of the output of the mine less
operating expenses, repairs and betterments actually made, and ro:yalties
actually paid, and all taxes paid under section 2569 of the Compiled Laws of
Alaska: ProvIded, That the lessor of any mine operated under a lease shall be
deemed to be engaged in mining within the provisions of this act, and the
royalties, less the cost of collecting the same, received by him shall be deemed
to be the net income within the provisions of this act; but where he receives
royalties from more than one mining vroperty he shall pay the tax on the
aggregate income over $5.000. Ko deduction shall be made on account of
depreciation of machinery, interest on bonds or money borrowed, or other taxes
paid.

* * * * * * *
SEC. 2. Every person, firm, or corporation desiring to engage in any of

the lines of business * * * as specified in section 1 shall first apply for
aIHI ohtain from the Territorial treasurer a license so to do. * * *. If the
amount of the tax is not a fixed sum (as in placer mining), the applicant
shall state in his application that he agrees to pay the license tax and will
make a· true return and will pay to the treasurer such tax on or before the
15th of the next ensuing January.

Incomes from placer-mining operations, the sale of placer-mining
property, etc., are taxable under the Federal income tax law, the
provisions of which are so wiJely known as to require no further
mention here.
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Mammoth Creek. See Circle district.
Marshall. See Wade Hampton-Marshall

district.
Martin, G. C., work cited___________________ 31
Mastodon Creek. See Circle district.
McCarthy. See Nizina district; Chisana-

Shushana district.
E. E., work cited 64, 7(}-73-74, 227

McGrath, freight rates to 19,22

See also Innoko district.
McKinley Creek. See Fortymile district.
Meehan. See Fairbanks district.
Meketchum Creek. See Ruby district.
Mercury, for saving gold, use oL 213-214
Merriman, M., work cited__ 227

Miles, J. II., work cited_____________________ 77
Miles method, for thawing frozen gravel,

description oL 77-82
views oC 79,81,83

Miller House. See Circle district.
Mine inspectors, duties oL 222-223
Miner's inch, definition oL 41-42

duty of, data on ]38-140

Mining methods, discussion of. 8-9, 91-205
manual, discussion ot. 88-94

mechanical, discussion oL . 94-113
Miocene ditch, description oL_______________ 53

flume on, description oL__________________ 57
siphones on, construction oL______________ 58
view oL ._______ 51

See also Seward Peninsula.
Mize, R. C., work cited_ 15

Moline, A. II. P., work cited________________ 227
Moore Creek, wage scale in__________________ 27

See also Iditarod district; Kuskokwim
Mount McKinley district.

Moose Creek. See Kantishna district.
Mount MeKinley district. See Kuskokwim

Mount McKinley district.
Mud boxes, for gold saving, discussion oC _ 207-208

sketch oL_______________________________ 207

Mystery Creek. See Seward Peninsula.

Nabesna district, map showing______________ 4
Nelchina district, map showing______________ 4
Nenana, climatological data for______________ 16

freight rates to 20,22

See also Tolovana-Livengood district.
New Zealand Minister of Mines, work cited_ 227
Nichol, J. M., work cited_._ •••••• _•• 227
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Nizina district, bowlder disposal iIL 162,163

cost oC ____ _______ _____ 163

view oL_________________________________ 162
dam and flume in, view oL________________ 46
duty of miner's inch in____________________ 139
map showing______________________________ 4
hydraulicking methods in 146-153

cost oL _ __ _ ________ 150
sketches oC 148,151
views of. 149,151

laying of pipe in, labor required for ________ 60
lumher in, cost oL_________________________ 29
minerals associated with gold in_ 14
mining from adits in. 120

overland freighting rates in________________ 24
pipe line in, view of. _ 59
tailing disposal in_ _ 164
wage scale in_ 27
water supply in_ _ 41

Noatak district, map showing______ _ 4
Nolan, freight rates to_______________________ 22
Nome, climatological data fOL_______________ 17

freight rates to 19,22

lumber in, cost oC________________________ 30

See also Nome district.
Nome Creek. See Fairbanks district.
Nome district, beach mining in, discussion of_ 88-89

views oC 88,89
bench placers ilL__________________________ 12
discovery of gold in________________________ 4
dredges in, data on 178,180,181

operating cost oL_______________________ 202
power plant fOL_________________________ 196

(hift mining in, cost oC___________________ 134
hydraulic elevators in, cost oL __ 171-172,172-173

use oL 167,170-171
view oL_______________________ 169

hydraulickingin, cost oL_________________ 166
laJing pipe in, labor required fOL___ 60
map showing______________________________ 4
oil fuel in, cost of. 31
prospecting in, cost oL__ __ 35
sea-beach placers in___ ___ __ __ _________ __ 13
snow fences in, use oL_____________________ 47
stacker drpdge in, view oL________________ 187
thawing frozen gravel with water in 79,81

view oC 79,81
tundra placers in _ _ _ 13
wages in__ _ __ ___ ______ _______ ___ ___ __ 27

water conduits in__________________________ 44
Noorvik, climatological data fOf.____________ 17
Nugget Creek. See Yentna district.
Nulato, climatological data for_______________ 17

Oil fuels, cost oL _ 31

Olnes. See Tolovana-Livengood district.
Ophir, freight rates to __ ___ 22

See also Innoko district.
Ophir Creek. See Council district; Innoko

district.
Oshorne Creek. See Nome district.
Otter Crpek. See Iditarod district..
Overburden, stripping, discussion oC 65-70

views of. 67

Parker, G. L., work cited 48-50,51,57,226
Payne, H. M., work cited 64,77,227

Page
Pedro Creek. See Fairbanks district.
Peele, Robert, work cited____________________ 227
Penny River. See Seward Peninsula.
Perret, Leon, work cited_____________________ 227
Perry, O. n., work cited 76,227

Peters Creek. See Yentna-Cache Creek
district.

Pierce, E. E., work cited_ 86

Pierce method of thawing frozen graveL 85-86
Pioneer Creek. See Rampart district.
Pipe, spiral riveted, use oC__________________ 59

steel, riveted, laying of. 58-59
Pipe lines, laying of. 58-61

labor required fOL_______________________ (j()

view oL___________________________________ ;;9
Placer mining, conditions affecting 9-10
Platinum, association with placergold_______ 14
Platte Creek. See Bonnifield district.
Point Clarence-Teller district, map showing_
Poorman Creek. See Ruby district.
Porcupine district, map showing_ __ 4
Power, II. T., work cited____________________ 227
Prindle, L. ::\1., work cited ___________ _ 7
p'rospect drifts, dri ving of, cost oC __________ 35

discussion oL 36-37

Prospecting methods, discussion of. 31-40
Purington, C. 'V., work cited 2,139,140,205,227
Pyrite, association with placer gold__________ 14

Radford, W. J., work cited__________________ 227
Rainbow, freight rates to____________________ 22
Rampart, climatological data for_____________ 16

freight rates to 20,22

See also Rampart district.
Rampart district, automatic gate in, view oC 91

bench plaeersin___________________________ 12
booming in, cost of. _ 93
discovery of gold in_________________ 3

ditch in, description oC___________________ 54
flume in, view of. _ 57

hydraulickingin, cost oL_________________ 167
map showing____________________________ 4

overland freighting rates in ________________ 23
placer gold from, fineness oL______________ 219
production of gold in______________________ 4
shoveling into boxes in, view oL___________ 90
wage scale in______________________________ 27
water conduits in__________________________ 44

Reservoirs, construction oC 46-47
view showing____________________________ 47

Retort sponge, melting oC__________________ 218

Richardson-Tenderfoot district, map showing 4
placer gold from, fineness oC______________ 219
production of gold in_ _ 4

Rickard, T. A., work cited_ _ 227
Ridgetop. See Fairbanks district.
Riffles, for gold saving, discussion oC 208-210

on dredges_____ _____________ __ 212

view oC_________________________________ 101
River-bar placers, definition oC_____________ 11

discussion oC_ __ __ __ __ __ __ ____ ____ 13
Roads, necessity for 24-25
Hocks, hot, for thawing gravel, use oL_______ 72
Roosevelt, freight rates to _____ 22

See !Uso Kantishna district.
Rose, T. K., work cited_____________________ 227
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Rubble elevators, operating data on 174-176

view of. ~______ 175

Ruby, association with placer gold__________ 14
Ruby district, bench placers in______________ ]2

climatological data for- ___________ __ ]6
contract drilling in, cost oL__ 40
ditch in, description oL______ __ 54
map showing___ __ _ _ 4
ground sluicing in, cost oL___ 93
lumber in, cost oL___________ _____ 30
minerals associated with gold in_ 14
overland freighting rates in ________________ 23
production of gold in_ _ 4
prospectbg in, cost of. __ __ 35
wage scale in_ _ _ 27
water conduits in_____________ 44

St. :Michael, climatological data fOL_________ ]7
frcight rates 1,0 19,20,22

Salchakct district, drag-line excavator in,
description oL ] 12-113

See also Chena-Salchaket district.
Sands, heavy, cleaning of, direetions for. __ 21(;-217
Save-ails, for gold saving, on dredges_ ________ 213
Seheelite, association with placer gold_ ______ 14
Scrapers, bottomless type. See Bagley

scrapers.
See also Slip scrapers; Steam scrapers.

Screens, for gold saving, on dredges, discus-
sion oL 212-213

Sea-heach placers, definition of. ___ 11
discussion oL__________________ __ __ _ 13

Seventymile district, duty of miner's inch in_ 1:{9
hydraulicking in, discussion oL 15(H58
production of gold in_ __ __ ___ 4

S0ward, climatological data for. ]6
freight rates 1,0_____________________________ 19
lumber in, cost oC___ ____ _ 30
map showing________________ _ __ 4

Seward ditch, conditions along ___ __ 52
siphons along, construction oL_____ __ 58

Seward Peninsula, ditches in, use of. 48-50
dredges in, cost of. __ __ __ 204

data on 178,180, ]81
movement of, cost oC 204-205
operating costs oC ]95, ]99

duty of miner's inch in___________ __ _ ]39
freight rates 1,0 20,22

frozen ground in, temperature at. _________ 65
gold produced in_ __ 6

gold reserves of, value oC__________________ 7
haulage in, costs of. _______ __ ____ _______ 25
hydraulic giants used in, nozzles for ________ 61
minerals associated with gold in___________ 14
miners in, number oC__ 6
mines in, number oL______________________ 6
overland freighting rates in_ 23
production of gold in______________________ 4
shaft mining in, cost oL_ __ 116

description ot.__________________________ 116
silver produced in_________________________ 6
siphons in, use oL_________________________ 5S
spiral-riveted pipe in, use oC _ 59
thawing frozen gravel in, description of. __ _ 86
water supply in_ _ 41

data on__________________________________ 44

Page
Seward Peninsula, wooden-stave pipe in,

use oL 59-60

See also Bluff district; Council district;
Fairhaven-Candle district; Fair
haven-Inmachuck district; Kougarok
district; Koyuk-Dime Creek district;
Miocene ditch; Nome district; Point
Clarence-Teller district; Solomon dis
trict.

Shafts, development by 115-117

sinking of, cost ot.________________________ 35
discussion oL 34-36

timbering oL._____________________________ Uti
water in, disposal ot 116-117

Shovel Creek. See Solomon district.
Shoveling in, cost oL 92-93

discussion ot. 91-92
duty oL___ _ 92

view ot___________________________________ 90

Silvel', association with placer gold __________ 14
production of.. __ _____ ___ ___ __ ___ _ 6

Silver Bow Basin. See Juneau.
Siphons, construction oC____________________ 58
Slip scrapers, operation oj 102-105

arrangement for, sketch Ot______________ 102
views oL 103

Slough. See lIot Springs district.
Sluices, clean-up ot 214-215

for gold saving, use oL 206-207
sketches oC 148,151,154,160
views oL 101,143,145,149, ]69

Sluice boxes, description of. __ 92
Sluice head, definition oL _ 42
Sluicing, cost oC __ 125

discussion oC ]23-124

view ot___________________________________ 124

Snake River. See Seward Peninsula.
Solomon district, dredges in, data on __ ]7S, ISO, lSI

map showing______________________________ 4
overland freightingratesin________________ 2;{

wage scale in. ____ _ __ 27
water conduits in________ _ 44

Solomon River. See Solomon district.
Snow fences, construction oC________________ 47
Solomon, freight rates 1,0_____________________ 22

Solomon Creek. See Ruby district.
Southeastern Alaska district, gold produced

in__ 6

miners in, number ot_____________________ 6
mines in, number oC______________________ 6
silver produced in_ ____ 6

Spruce Creek. See Innoko district; Ruby
district.

Steam points, for thawing gravel, cost oL __ 127-128
description ot. 75,125-]26
discussion oL 125-]29
spacing oL 75-76,126-127
view oL_________________________________ 74

Steam scrapers, discussion oC 94-95
Steel Creek. See Eagle district.
Stewart, B. D., acknowledgment to _
Submarine Beach. See Nome district.
Summers, M. B., work cited_ __ 15
Supplies, costs oL 28-31
Surf washers, beach mining with 8S-S9

view ot_________________________________ S9
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Susitna region, gold produced in_____________ 6

miners in, number oL_____________________ 6
mines in, number oL 6

silver produced in_________________________ (j

Swanson Creek. See Seward Peninsula.
Swentna-Rainy Pass district, map showing__
Swift Creek. See Koyukuk district.

Tacotna, freight rates to_____________________ 22
See also Innoko district.

Tailing, disposal of, discussion oL 104-165
view oL___________ ________ 165

Talkeetna, climatological data for ________ 16
freight rates to____ __ ___ __________________ 20

See also Yentna-Cache Creek district.
Tanana, climatological data for ______________ 16
Tanana Valley, discovery of gold in _________ 3
Taxation, laws on 223-224

Taylor Creek. See Seward Peninsula.
Taylor River. See Seward Peninsula.
Teller, freight rates to_ ___ _ ________ __ 22:

Tenderfoot Creek. See Richardson-Tender
foot district.

Thawing, of frozen gravel, discussion oL 71-86,
125-129

Tin, alluvial, association with placer gold____ 14
Tofty. See Hot Springs district.
Tolovana-Livengood district, creek placers in_ 12

discovery of gold in__________ 4
lumber in, cost oL______________________ __ 30
map showing______________________________ 4

overland freighting rates in________________ 23
production of gold in_ __ 4
wage scale in______________________________ 27

Tolster district, map showing______ _ 4

Tourmaline, association with placer gold_ 14
Trails, necessity for__________________________ 24
TufU, H. E., work cited_____________________ 121

Twin Creek, cableway excavator on, descrip-
tion oL_________________ ___ ___ _____ _ 1O~

Undercurrents, for gold saving, discussion of. 210
211

on dredges, discussion (, _ _____ ____ 212
sketches oL 1iS2, 185,210

United States Geological Survey, work cited_ 227

Valdez, climatological data for_______________ 16
freight rates to______ _ __ __ ______ __ _ 19

Valdez Creek. See Valdez Creek district.
Valdez Creek district, drift mining in______ __ 120

hydraulic giants used in, nozzles fOL 61-62
map showing______________________________ 4

overland freighting rates in________________ 23
Van Wagenen, To F., work cited_ 227
Victor Gulch. See Iditarod district.

Wade Hampton-Marshall district, freight
rates to______________________________ 20

Page
Wade -Hampton-Marshall district, lumber

in, cost oL______________________ __ 30
map showing______________________________ 4
production of gold in__ __ 4
wage scale in_ __ __ 27

Warm Creek. See Council district.
Water, duty of, definition oL________________ 138

flow of, determination oL 42-43
pumping systems for __ 62

Water conduits, data on 43-44

Water supply, for hydraulicking, discussion
oL 40-47,135-137

Wild Goose dredges, data on 198-199

Willow Creek. See Iditarod district.
Wilson, E. B., work cited___________________ 227
Wimmler, K. Lo, work cited_________________ 227
'''inston, W. Bo, work cited_________________ 226
Wolframite, association with placer gold_____ 14
Woodchopper. See Hot Springs district.
Woodchopper-Coal Creek district, map show-

ing__________________________________ 4

Wood fires, for thawing gravel, use oL_______ 72
Wood fuel, cost oL 29,30

Yakataga district, map showing_____________ 4
sea-heach placers aL_______________________ 13

Yakutat district, map showing_ _ 4
Yankee Creek. See Innoko district.
Yentna-Cache Creek district, ditch in, de-

scription oL_________________________ 54
dredges in, data on 178,180,181

operating costs oL____ __ ____________ __ 201
operation oL 183-184,195-196
views of_ _ _ 183

duty of miner'S inch in____________________ 139
gold fields of, map showing________________ 4
hydraulicking in, cost oL 145,166

discussion ot. 144-145,159
view of__________________________________ 144

lignite in, use oL 30

lumber in, cost oL________________________ 30
overland freighting rates in . __ 24
wage scale in_ _ __ __ _____ __ ___ __ 27
water conduits in___ __ 44

York, freight rates to ___ ______ __ __ _ 19
Young, G. J., work cited_ 227

Yukon Basin, gold produced in______________ 6
miners in, number of_ __ 6

mines in, number oC______________________ 6
silver produced in_________________________ 6

Yukon-Tanana region, creek placers in_ _ 12
Yukon Territory, cableway excavator in, de-

scription of __________________________ lOS
Department of the Interior, work cited ____ 70
haulage costs in_____ _____ __ ________ ____ 26
thawing gravel in, by natural means 73-74

heat required for____ _____ __ 71
by steam, cost oL_________ 76

See also Klondike.
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